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Abstract 

WORKPLACE JUSTICE: AN EXAMINATION OF EMPLOYEE DISMISSAL IN 

THE VIEWS OF THE COURTS AND HUMAN RESOURCE PRACTITIONERS 

By: James Douglas Grant 

My objective in this research is to better understand the nature of employment 
relationships by examining violations of expectations and obligations by the employee 
and employer as evidenced by the dismissal of allegedly poorly performing employees. 
While the centerpiece of this work, the common law of wrongful dismissal, is a unique 
Canadian phenomenon, its relevance to theory and practice is enhanced by framing the 
study of the employment relationship within the broader discourse of justice and fairness. 

I begin by reviewing the theory and process of the law of wrongful dismissal in 
Canada. I then provide an overview of the literature with respect to the intersection of 
the psychological contract, organizational justice, and employee dismissal, as well as a 
review of the empirical study of employee dismissal. In addition, I embed the views of 
the Supreme Court of Canada with respect to the nature of the employment relationship, 
and the inequality of bargaining power and employee vulnerability in an analysis of di
vergent views of workplace justice. 

In the first of three studies, I content analyse Canadian wrongful dismissal cases 
selected because they deal with an employer alleging employee incompetence or poor 
performance. The data from the analysis is quantitatively examined to establish the 
determinants of case outcome (was the dismissed employee successful) and reasonable 
notice period that is awarded. I found that an employee victory is associated with several 
factors related to the performance management of an employee, to the unequal bargaining 
relationship in non-union employment contracts, to an employee's vulnerability, and to 
the Wallace v. United Grain Growers (1997) decision. However, only two of these fac
tors are related to the length of reasonable notice period. 

In the second study, I surveyed human resource (HR) practitioners with an 
instrument constructed from items identified in the content analysis of the court cases in 
order to examine the determinants of perceived just cause and notice provided in 
workplace dismissals. I found that a much smaller set of determinants were associated 
with perceived just cause and reasonable notice period than were found in my examina
tion of wrongful dismissal cases. 

In my final study, HR practitioners responded to a simulated dismisssal based on 
the Wallace (1997) court case, a recent influential decision that has not been examined 
empirically to date. I found that there were significant differences in HR practitioners' 
perception of the legal basis of the employment contract compared to their psychological 
contract. 

Finally, I contrasted the courts' views with the perceptions and experience of HR 
practitioners. I found that the treatment of dismissed employees in the workplace under
states the relevant factors considered important in both the law and in several views of 
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workplace justice. Furthermore, I concluded that if HR practitioners are to achieve a bet
ter balance of employee and employer interests, management and organization scholars 
must be more prepared to examine a broad range of employee, employer, and social out
comes within a legal, justice, and organizational framework. 

I also argued that the Court's views in Wallace (1997), as well as the structure of 
the lower courts' decisions, are consistent with both an instrumental conceptualization of 
justice and a power and dependence model of employment relationships. I concluded that 
a more inclusive depiction of justice in the workplace must incorporate both the instru
mental needs of the employee and employer as well as the inequality of power and de
pendence that is innate to the employment relationship, and is the context in which man
agement decisions are made. 

December 12, 2008 
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WORKPLACE JUSTICE: AN EXAMINATION OF EMPLOYEE DISMISSAL IN THE 

VIEWS OF THE COURTS AND HUMAN RESOURCE PRACTITIONERS1 

Chapter 1 - Introduction 

My motivation for this study is a disillusionment with what work has become for 

so many, lacking in meaning and opportunity for real contribution to society, in work

places which are increasingly characterized by insecurity and little commitment to the 

employee. At least Canada's wrongful dismissal law provides a potent remedy for some 

wrongfully terminated non-union employees, as well as a venue for the elaboration of 

employee rights and protection. Moreover, the case law is also a unique and rich data 

source for the study of the process of management of the employment relationship and of 

employee performance. 

Despite the relatively generous protection in Canada, workers frequently find 

their interests (and their rights) swept aside when employers unilaterally exercise man

agement prerogative. How does this occur? To begin, many employees are likely to be 

unaware of the full extent of their rights under the law. The most visible and accessible 

remedies that are provided by labour legislation offer minimal protection only. The 

courts, which offer the most liberal remedies, are relatively inaccessible to the largely un

sophisticated and unrepresented non-union worker. 

Employers and human resource (HR) practitioners may also be unaware of the 

full extent of worker rights or lack knowledge of the implications of these rights for the 

11 gratefully acknowledge the financial support of the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council 
through the Doctoral Fellowship Program. 
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development and maintenance of policy and practice. Many employers offer only the 

minimal employee protection required by the labour legislation. This may occur because 

they are either unaware of the greater protection promised by employment law or they 

believe that they can offer the minimum standards because workers are unlikely to chal

lenge the employer's decisions. 

HR practitioners typically acquire much of their knowledge of workplace rights 

from the legal community which itself is not likely to appreciate the implications of 

wrongful dismissal law for organizational and workplace practices. The legal profession 

tends to be narrowly focused on the legal context and what is important given the prece

dents in the practice of law. Moreover, the practitioners of the law may not have an ap

preciation of the structure of courts' decisions given a preoccupation with the unique cir

cumstances of each case. As a consequence, HR practitioners seek to reduce uncertainty 

and to ensure a minimal level of equity and fairness is achieved in the generation of 

workplace policies and practices. The result is simplified decision rules that are applied 

equally across all employees regardless of the particular circumstances. 

This study demonstrates that the law has specific implications and recommenda

tions for workplace practice and policy with respect to performance management, for the 

employee-employer relationship, for the assurance of fairness and justice in these rela

tions, and for the development and practice of the HR profession. 

Purpose of the Study 

The primary objective of my research is to better understand the nature of the 

employment relationship by examining incidents of the violation of expectations and 
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obligations by both the employee and the employer as evidenced by the dismissal of 

allegedly poorly performing employees. While the centerpiece of this work, the common 

law of wrongful dismissal, is unique to Canada its relevance to the theory and practice of 

unjust dismissal will be increased by framing the study within the broader discourse of 

justice and fairness in the workplace, and the psychological contract (Rousseau, 1995). 

In addition, these findings will be contrasted with the perceptions and experience of 

human resource (HR) practitioners through an examination of a simulated employee 

dismissal as well as actual workplace dismissals. 

Lam and Devine (2001) use a similar methodology to identify and compare the 

severance compensation determinants identified by the courts in wrongful dismissal cases 

with the judgement of HRM practitioners in simulated dismissals. However, my 

investigation of employee dismissal is comprised of three studies. In the first study, I 

perform a content analysis of Canadian wrongful dismissal cases selected because they 

deal with an employer allegation of employee incompetence or poor performance. The 

data from the content analysis will be quantitatively examined to establish the 

determinants of both case outcome (whether the dismissed employee was successful) and 

the reasonable notice period awarded in cases where the employee won. Case outcome 

and reasonable notice period have only once been the focus of analysis in previous 

studies of wrongful dismissal cases (Nierobisz, 2002). 

In Study 2, a survey of HR practitioners, which is largely constructed from items 

identified in the content analysis of the legal cases, is used to contrast the determinants of 

perceived just cause and notice provided in workplace dismissals with the determinants 

of a dismissed employee's victory and the reasonable notice awarded in wrongful 
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dismissal cases. This study may be the first time that actual workplace dismissals have 

been studied from the perspective of the HR practitioner. In addition, while several stud

ies have examined dismissal rates at the organizational level (Shaw, Delery, Jenkins, & 

Gupta, 1998), no other studies have examined the determinants of workplace dismissal at 

the individual level of analysis. 

Finally, in my third study respondents are asked to respond to a simulated 

dismisssal, which is based on the Wallace v. United Grain Growers (1997) decision of 

the Supreme Court of Canada, a recent influential decision that has not been examined 

empirically to date. This study has practical significance in that it provides an insight into 

how HR practitioners would deliberate and advise other managers on the dismissal of an 

employee and how these decisions differ from the legal requirements. In addition to its 

practical significance for HR management, this study also has implications for the 

formation of psychological contracts and the perception of justice and fairness in the 

workplace. 

This study will provide the HR practitioner with much needed guidance with re

spect to principles of performance management which are consistent with legal require

ments as well as a better understanding of employee rights. For example, HR practitio

ners in Canada may complain that their job is made especially complex by the overlap

ping contract and statute law governing the employment relationship. You would think 

that this complaint would make the individual employment contract a central issue to re

searchers as more than 70 percent of workers in Canada ("Unionization," 2007) are 

covered by individual employment contracts. In the U.S., almost 88 percent of the 

workforce is individually employed (Smerd, 2008). However, despite the attention given 
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to collective bargaining, grievance resolution and labour law, individual contracts remain 

the most common form of contract and, yet, the least studied (Troy, 2004). As a result, 

HR practitioners typically rely on legal analyses and opinions in reports on the leading 

cases, the implications of which they may incorporate into HR practice to a greater or 

lesser extent. 

In contrast to the collective bargaining of unionized employees, most non-union 

employees are typically hired under an individual contract for an indefinite term. The 

contract is often an evolving agreement with many subtle components and few if any 

terms in writing. Consequently, the courts are required to imply contract terms from 

what should have reasonably been contemplated by both parties at the outset of the rela

tionship, from actions or words of either party throughout the contract, from corporate, 

industry, or professional practice, and even from the relative treatment and behaviour of 

other employees, among other considerations. Therefore, the reports of wrongful dis

missal cases are fertile ground for the examination of HR practices in the context of a 

process view of the employment relationship. 

Furthermore, because non-union employment contracts typically consist of oral 

and other terms inferred from workplace practices, or implied from the law and the in

tention of the parties, as well as written terms, they are somewhat unavailable for exami

nation. As a result, contract terms rarely get clarified because, "culturally, we don't want 

to appear pushy, brash or aggressive, and asking questions about pay, promotion or 

workplace problems makes people think they are coming across as too demanding" 

(O'Reilly, 2003). It is the unique nature of the non-union employment contract that our 

perception and understanding of the contract may only become concrete at the time of 
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dismissal when, or if, an employee challenges an employer's interpretation. Furthermore, 

while the employment relationship has been explored through the psychological contract 

- what management expects from workers and vice versa (Robinson, Kraatz, & Rous

seau, 1994; Rousseau, 1995) - a full understanding of a legal contract and the expecta

tions and obligations with respect to the employment relationship, may only come when 

the relationship has already been terminated. 

One of the challenges for the study of employee dismissal has been that, aside 

from the arbitral and court case reports, little evidence of a dismissal remains in the 

workplace once the employee is dismissed, a situation reflected in the virtual absence of 

studies of those who have been dismissed. Hence, what we know about the non-union 

employment contract and employee dismissal has often been borrowed from the labour 

arbitration literature in which the public records of arbitrations are analysed or from the 

small number of studies of the courts' reports. 

Some studies have employed simulated non-union dismissals to understand the 

dismissal phenomenon as it relates to the terminated individual (Miller & Hoppe, 1994), 

to those left behind (Blancero, 1995), to the organization (Klaas, Brown, & Heneman III, 

1998), and to HR managers (Lam & Devine, 2001). Studies of employee dismissal have 

identified a wide range of determinants that influence the decisions of the courts, arbitra

tors and HR practitioners. They include the sex of the employee (Bemmels, 1991b; 

Knight & Latreille, 2001), the type of HR practices used (Barrett & Kernan, 1987; Feild 

& Holley, 1982; McShane & Redekop, 1990), the type of just cause used as an employer 

defense, the characteristics of the decision maker (Bemmels, 1991a; Simpson & Martoc-
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chio, 1997) and the dismissed employee (Bemmels, 1988a), and perceptions of fairness 

and justice (Blancero, 1995; Dunford & Devine, 1998; Olson-Buchanan, 1996). 

My study will have value for the assessment of HR management and employment 

practices. Its results will have implications for the duty and behaviour of employees 

owed to their employer and for the employer's obligation in terms of the provision of 

workplace conditions, as well as the support and development necessary for successful 

employee performance. The study will have relevance not only to management practice 

and scholarship but also to the legal community. For labour and labour law scholars, my 

study explores the courts' views and expression of employee rights and protection. 

Termination will also be of interest to management researchers because an as

sessment of whether the dismissal is fair and legal must incorporate an evaluation of the 

whole employment relationship. In addition, dismissal is the final, and perhaps most un

pleasant, duty that a manager can do to an employee, and, some might argue, it may be 

experienced as if it is a violent act (Wright & Barling, 1998). However, it has rarely been 

the subject of study. Moreover, perception of the fairness and legality of employee dis

missal is the culmination of the whole of the employment relationship and it is shaped by 

both unarticulated and explicit agreements as well as by obligations implied by law. 

Therefore, an examination of dismissal in the courts and in the workplace will provide 

needed insight into the construction of both the legal and the psychological contract, en

suring that this study is of interest to both legal and management scholars. 

In examining terminations, I am concerned not only with the nature of the act it

self, because of its implications for both the employee and employer, but also with the 

relationship leading to the final act since it has numerous implications for HR manage-
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ment. For instance, a termination, and how that termination is handled, affects not only 

the terminated employee but also those left behind as they also uniquely experience the 

termination (see, for example, Wright & Barling, 1998). Moreover, the common law pro

tection from wrongful dismissal that is enjoyed by Canadian employees has implications 

for the employment relationship from as early as the first contact between the employee 

and employer as well as for HR practices such as recruiting and selection, compensation, 

performance appraisal, communication, discipline, feedback, training, and so on. 

Furthermore, challenges to management authority are increasingly in the form of 

legal action (Grossman, 1984). Wrongful dismissal lawsuits are becoming more costly in 

both the United States (Dunford & Devine, 1998; Kornblau, 1987) and in Canada (see for 

example Wallace v. United Grain Growers Ltd. 1997 and Day v. Walmart Canada Inc. 

2000) where it was once called, "one of Canada's primary growth industries" (Grosman, 

1984). Moreover, the dismissal of a long service, high status employee may affect firm 

productivity, reputation, and employee morale in addition to the direct costs associated 

with dismissal. 

Contribution to the Literature and Human Resource Practice 

My study makes several important contributions. Few studies of the 

dismissal case law exist and what exists is more than likely out of date. For example, the 

Wallace (1997) decision has not been incorporated into any study of dismissal. Other 

than the study by Lam and Devine (2001) there is little experimental work involving 

wrongful dismissal law. Likewise, studies of actual workplace dismissals are almost non

existent. 
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My study will examine both case outcome and reasonable notice. While studies of 

reasonable notice provide insight into a unique phenomena, an examination of the 

determinants of case outcome will provide rich insight into employee performance 

management. However, case outcome and reasonable notice have rarely been 

investigated in a single study like I am doing here. My study makes an important contri

bution to the study of wrongful dismissal and the employment relationship by incorpo

rating a justice and fairness framework. Finally, this study also contrasts the findings of 

an analysis of wrongful dismissal cases with an examination of workplace dismissals as 

well as HR practitioners' perceptions in a simulated dismissal. 

Summary 

In Chapter 2,1 begin with an overview of the theory and process of Canadian 

wrongful dismissal law. The wrongful dismissal law that emerges from the case law is 

the methodically developed expression of the courts' views on employment law in Can

ada. With my examination of the law, I will clarify the structure of employee rights with 

respect to performance management in the context of several views on the nature of 

workplace justice. 

In Chapter 3,1 review the literature with respect to the intersection of the psycho

logical contract (Rousseau, 1995), organizational justice, and employee dismissal, as well 

as the conceptual basis of organizational justice (Colquitt, 2001; Lind & Tyler, 1988) and 

power and dependence in employee relations (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959). Past examina

tions of employment law largely fail to incorporate the larger organizational context of 

employment relationships, in particular there is a relative absence of organization theory. 
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Such an examination will strengthen the contribution of the study to the theory and prac

tice of employee relations and HR management. Typically, HR practitioners receive their 

knowledge of employment law from its legal examination which is unlikely to include 

the broader management and organization discourse. In addition, the broader context will 

increase my study's appeal to management and organization scholars as it will embed the 

application of Canadian employment law in extant theory. 

In Chapter 4,1 discuss previous empirical studies of Canadian wrongful dismissal 

cases as well as other studies of employee dismissal from both the arbitral (union) and 

non-union perspective. This review draws attention to the gaps in the management and 

organization literature, in particular the limited application of theory which my study be

gins to address. It also highlights the virtual absence of HR practitioners, who are central 

to the management of the employee-employer relationship, as well as the missing voice 

of the dismissed employee. 

In Chapters 5, 6, and 7,1 present the three empirical studies of my research begin

ning with an examination of wrongful dismissal cases which involve dismissal for poor 

performance. The studies are presented in this way because this is the sequence in which 

they were undertaken in order to bring the divergent views together. Study 1 establishes 

the structure of the application of the law with respect to performance management and 

the employment relationship. Study 2 examines the application of the factors that emerge 

from Study 1 in actual workplace dismissals. Study 3 investigates the perceptions of HR 

practitioners in a simulated dismissal that considers factors which are central to both the 

legal and performance management perspective. 
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In Chapter 8,1 discuss the findings of the three studies, contrast the results and 

draw implications for managers, and finish by discussing my study's implications for 

workplace justice. The discussion of each study's findings is delayed in order to link the 

findings of each in order to fulfill my primary research objective, to better understand the 

nature of the employment relationship in a legal, justice, and workplace framework. 
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Chapter 2 - The Legal Framework of Non-Union Employment Relationships in 

Canada 

My focus in this study is the non-union worker and the individual non-union con

tract of employment. I adopt this focus because, in contrast to the study of labour, the 

study of employment contracts and dismissal is greatly under-represented in the man

agement and organization literature despite the large proportion of non-union workers in 

the developed countries. 

I begin the chapter with an overview of the context of the Canadian common law 

of wrongful dismissal. Protection of the non-union Canadian worker from dismissal is 

considered by way of an overview of the legislative and common law framework of the 

wrongful dismissal law. The non-union worker and the individual contract of employ

ment are also compared to the experience of the union worker in terms of the nature of 

the employment relationship. In addition, the development of the Canadian wrongful 

dismissal law is briefly contrasted with that of the United Kingdom and the United States. 

The heart of the chapter is an overview of the theory and process of the law of 

wrongful dismissal beginning with a discussion of how the terms of an employment con

tract develop, an employers' serious duty to demonstrate just and sufficient cause for 

dismissal, and how employee incompetence or poor performance may represent cause for 

dismissal. The remedies (particularly reasonable notice of termination) available to the 

employee when wrongfully dismissed as well as the employee's duty to mitigate the loss 

incurred as a result of the dismissal are also discussed. I give particular attention to these 

topics because in each case the court must decide whether the employer has shown that 
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just cause for dismissal exists and the length of reasonable notice of dismissal that is war

ranted, if any. Because these are the two key findings in all wrongful dismissal cases, 

they are also the primary criteria in my examination of the weight given to certain man

agement practices by the courts, employers, and HR practitioners in my empirical studies. 

Finally, the beliefs of the Supreme Court of Canada with respect to the employ

ment relationship are investigated. In particular, I consider the innate inequality of bar

gaining power and employee vulnerability in the employment relationship (Wallace v. 

United Grain Growers, 1997) as well as the necessity for the employer to respond in pro

portion to the severity of employee misconduct (McKinley v. BC Tel, 2002). These views 

also become the basis for a discussion of the nature of justice in the employment relation

ship in Chapter 3. 

Introduction to the Canadian Common Law of Wrongful Dismissal 

The Supreme Court of Canada has clearly affirmed the view that there is an 

imbalance intrinsic in the typical non-union employment relationship with power and 

control residing with the employer, and that employees are frequently vulnerable and in 

need of protection when terminated (Wallace, 1997). In recognizing an inequality of 

bargaining power, the courts have required employers to present strong and cogent 

evidence when dismissing for cause. In addition, the Supreme Court of Canada has 

required employers to discipline in proportion to the severity of the employee misconduct 

(McKinley, 2001). Nevertheless, for a terminated non-union employee recourse is limited 
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to labour tribunals, which enforce only minimal standards2, and to the courts, which are an 

expensive, stressful, public, and time-consuming alternative for many workers, and often 

an unrealistic substitute. 

The measures available to HR managers in the discipline and dismissal of em

ployees can vary considerably with the jurisdiction in which the workplace is located. In 

Canada for instance, terminated non-union employees are protected by statute law 

including human rights and labour legislation, different acts for each province and for 

federally-regulated industries, and also by the common law of wrongful dismissal. Statute 

law provides specific protection from discriminatory employer behaviour, as is the case for 

human rights legislation, and minimal standards of employment are provided by the various 

provincial and federal labour codes. Nevertheless, in spite of this labrynth of law, it is the 

courts' interpretation of the common law of wrongful dismissal that is generally considered 

the last word on the rights and wrongs of the individual employment contract in Canada 

(Levitt, 2004). Under the law of wrongful dismissal, the employer may terminate any 

employee at any time as long as reasonable notice of the termination is provided (or sev

erance pay in lieu of notice) unless there is just and sufficient cause for the dismissal, 

which nullifies the need for a notice period. 

Wrongful dismissal law is dynamic and responsive in that it frequently looks to 

the recent decisions of arbitrators and judges, statutory law, and generally prevailing mo

res in developing new law. It also has direct relevance to the workplace and HR prac

tices. For example, two recent decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada have signifi-

2 An important exception to the minimal standards enforced by labour tribunals in Canada can be found in 
the federal, Nova Scotia, and Quebec labour legislation where non-union workers may get their job back 
through the adjudication process. 
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cantly changed the legal landscape for employers by extending the notice to which an 

employee was otherwise entitled because the employer was "misleading and unduly in

sensitive" (Wallace, 1997), which has led to the awarding of' Wallace damages' in nu

merous subsequent wrongful dismissal court decisions. See for example, Day v. Wal-

mart (2000), and McKinley v. BC Tel. (2001), a Supreme Court of Canada decision which 

gave tacit approval for the use of progressive discipline. 

Two recent cases heard by the Ontario Superior Court of Justice may represent an 

even more damning verdict of the current organizational management of employment 

relationships. In Zorn-Smith v. Bank of Montreal Financial Group (2003), the terminated 

employee was awarded 16 months notice and an additional $33,760 for intentional inflic

tion of mental distress and special damages, because the bank "took advantage ... in total 

disregard to the toll its demands were making on her health and the health of her family" 

(para. 168). 

In Keays v. Honda Canada Inc. (2005), the trial court awarded 9 months Wallace 

damages and $500,000 in punitive damages because the employer had committed acts of 

discrimination, harassment and misconduct, the largest amount of punitive damages ever 

in an employee dismissal case in Canada. However, the Supreme Court of Canada re

cently overturned the punitive damages and the extended reasonable notice award that 

had been given in Keays v. Honda (2005) at trial. The implications of Honda Canada 

Inc. v. Keays (2008) for workplace management practices, if any, may be unclear at this 

time. However, at least one commentator has asserted that the Court's decision may give 

creative legal counsel the opportunity to obtain Wallace and aggravated damages based 
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on the manner of dismissal, effectively sanctioning the continued availability of Wallace 

damages (Levitt, 2008). 

Other court decisions assess virtually every aspect of the employment relationship 

including recruitment, performance appraisal, compensation (McShane & Redekop, 

1990), training and development, disciplinary and appeal systems, incompetence (Wagar 

& Grant, 1993), and misconduct (Grant & Wagar, 1995). Consequently, Canada's 

wrongful dismissal law not only provides protection for the employee but is a unique and 

rich data source for the study of the employment relationship as well. For instance, evi

dence in a wrongful dismissal lawsuit can be used to ascertain the implied conditions that 

went into making the employment contract real and enforceable. The case reports of 

lawsuits brought by wrongfully terminated employees frequently provide detailed evalua

tions of management practice, explanations of the principles of employment law, and the 

court's assessment of prevailing expectations of society at the time, all readily accessible 

to the management researcher. 

Legislative and Common Law Framework in Canada 

The relationship between workers and employers in Canada is governed by a 

complex web of employment law. Generally, employment law refers to the body of law 

created through the specialized application of employment contracts under the umbrella 

of the common law (except in Quebec, where civil law governs the relationship) and stat

ute law, created by government legislation. Employment law developed out of the old 

English 'master and servant' relationship which governed employment contracts where 

an employer, or master, had individual contracts with each employee, or servant. Despite 
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the development of collective bargaining, individual contracts are the most common form 

of employment relationship. 

Statute law is legislation at the federal, provincial, and territorial levels that gov

erns both unionized and non-unionized workers. Employers cannot contract out of an 

employment standard specified by statute. For instance, human rights and labour stan

dards legislation set out standards that invalidate an employment contract that is not con

sistent with the legislation (Sproat, 2002). In addition, wrongful dismissal law does not 

apply to employees whose rights are defined by statute or a collective agreement. Never

theless, labour standards statutes throughout Canada usually do not preclude an em

ployee's recourse to superior common-law rights with the exception of some Quebec em

ployees (Mole & Stendon, 2004). Further, where statute law does not specifically ad

dress the matter in question, common law principles apply. Statute law may be super

ceded by common law due to the uncertainty of the wording or the intention of the stat

utes, the inability of a statute to anticipate all situations, or because the statute is recog

nized to stipulate minimal standards of performance only (Levitt, 2004). 

Canadian employment statute law has had a distinctive development primarily be

cause of its diverse origins in at least eleven jurisdictions. Most of the responsibility for 

employment fell to the provinces because of the division of powers in the British North 

America Act. Because of the limited jurisdiction of the federal government over certain 

areas of employment (transportation, communications, financial institutions, and crown 

corporations) federal employment legislation affects approximately one in ten workers. 

In such a decentralized system, innovation in Canada's employment law has been driven 

by diverse interests and implemented independently in each of the various jurisdictions. 
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Experience with the new developments in law can be evaluated by other jurisdictions, 

which then have the opportunity to adopt what they feel is appropriate. 

Despite the large number of jurisdictions a great deal of uniformity exists. All 

workers are covered by either federal or provincial statute law and by the common law 

with few, if any, substantive differences between jurisdictions. The employee's rights are 

protected by statutes ensuring minimum standards of employment, human rights and 

equality. 

Union and Non-union Workers' Contracts 

The non-union contract, while sharing many of the same principles and provisions 

of collective agreements, sharply contrasts with the collective agreement. For the union

ized worker, a collective agreement covers nearly all contract bargaining, leaving little 

for the individual to bargain. Furthermore, unions help workers achieve bargaining 

power that they could not have individually, and win improvements in working condi

tions for themselves and, indirectly, for all workers. Nonetheless, while improvements in 

the terms of employment are achieved by virtue of being a member of a bargaining unit, 

the employee forfeits some individual freedom for collective strength. For the employee, 

the collective agreement becomes the basis of day-to-day activities, grievances, and 

longer-term negotiations and, in maintaining union membership, the employee may pro

vide indirect support for issues which may not reflect personal beliefs or are contrary to 

their wishes. 

To the frustration of some employees, the courts defer to the agreement between 

contracting parties (an employer and a union, or an employer and an individual) entered 
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into without duress or an imbalance of bargaining power. "In order for the contract to 

have contractual force, there must be a concluded unambiguous agreement, consideration 

and a contractual intention..." (Levitt, 2004; p. 3-6.1). In addition, the union is recog

nized as the legal bargaining agent for employees. The courts will reach common law 

interpretations only in the absence of clear provisions in the collective agreement or other 

statutory provisions. 

In contrast to the collective bargaining of unionized employees, non-union em

ployees are typically hired under an individual contract for an indefinite term. Moreover, 

the contract is typically an evolving agreement with unique rights and obligations and 

few, if any, terms in writing. Consequently, the courts are required to imply contract 

terms from what should have reasonably been contemplated by both parties at the outset 

of the relationship, from actions or words of either party throughout the contract, from 

corporate, industry, or professional practice, and even from the relevant treatment and 

behaviour of other employees, among other considerations. For instance, the courts may 

imply terms that are required to complete an employment contract. An example of such a 

term is the implicit recognition in employment law of the employer's duty to provide rea

sonable notice of termination or salary and benefits in lieu of notice in the event the dis

missal is not justified by cause. Hence, the reports of wrongful dismissal cases are fertile 

ground for the examination of HR management practices. 
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Canadian, American, and British Employment Law Contrasted 

The Canadian experience with respect to employee dismissal differs from both the 

United States where the 'at-will' doctrine3 continues to dominate employment law and 

from the United Kingdom where workplace wrongs are addressed primarily under a 

statute-based adjudication process. Unlike the employment-at-will doctrine of the United 

States (Dannin, 2007), an employee in Canada is generally entitled to reasonable notice 

of termination or severance in lieu of notice unless the employer has just cause for dis

missal. Even though the employment-at-will doctrine in the United States has been 

eroded by federal and state laws prohibiting discrimination (Kesselring & Pittman, 1993), 

by unjust-dismissal legislation (Abraham, 1998; Dannin, 2007), and by the emergence of 

common law exceptions in tort and contract law (Dannin, 2007; Dunford & Devine, 

1998), most states allow maximum employer discretion in employee dismissals and the 

courts presume employment-at-will to be in effect unless it is specifically nullified by 

statutory law, personal contract or a collective bargaining agreement (Dunford & Devine, 

1998). 

The number of American employees not covered by 'just cause' protection 

against dismissal (which is generally contained in collective bargaining agreements for 

instance), has been estimated at 60 million of whom some 2 million are dismissed each 

year (Kornblau, 1987; Stieber, 1985). Furthermore, Stieber (1985) estimated that 7.5% 

of the two million discharged at-will employees would have won reinstatement under a 

collective bargaining agreement requiring terminations be for just cause if they had en-

3 The employment-at-will doctrine says, "... unless an employee has bargained for an express contractual 
limitation, his employer can terminate the employment 'for good cause, for no cause or even for cause mo
rally wrong'" (Payne v. Western &A.R.R., 81 Term. 507 (1884), overruled on other grounds, Hutton v. 
Watters, 132 Term. 527, 179 S.W. 134 (1915) as cited in Kornblau 1987). 
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joyed such protection. This disparity, along with the general decline in union member

ship in the United States since the mid-1960s (Taras & Ponak, 2001), has been the basis 

for calls for additional job security protection (Kornblau, 1987). 

Employment-at-will is now rare in Canada, since only senior government admin

istrators are employed 'at the pleasure of the crown' as specified by statute and hence 

subject to employment-at-will unless they have negotiated severance packages in their 

contracts. In addition, some employees may be employed at-will in industries where it is 

custom, such as some commissioned sales people, and some agents and independent con

tractors (Mole & Stendon, 2004). Canadian dismissal experience may also differ from 

American practices with respect to the extent that in Canada wrongful dismissal lawsuits 

represent a broader range of occupational levels than in the United States where typical 

wrongful discharge plaintiffs are dismissed executives and managers rather than hourly 

and low-level salaried workers (Kornblau, 1987). 

British workers, although entitled to notice under the common law, have found 

the British common law remedy to wrongful dismissal inadequate and have, instead, 

come to rely on statutory protection and employment tribunals (Knight & Latreille, 2001) 

which tend to offer better and quicker justice. While labour standards have also been leg

islated in Canada, they are considered minimum standards only. In contrast to the 

American and British experience, some dismissed Canadians have found the common 

law courts to be quite sympathetic to employees terminated without just cause. 
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Canadian Common Law of Wrongful Dismissal 

Under the common law of wrongful dismissal, non-union employees in Canada 

are generally entitled to reasonable notice of termination or severance in lieu of notice 

unless the employer has just and sufficient cause for dismissal. Although there are sev

eral other issues to be considered, wrongful dismissal cases centre on two key determina

tions: (1) was the employee terminated for just and sufficient cause? (2) if not terminated 

for cause, to what length of notice of termination should he or she have been entitled? 

Terms of the Employment Contract 

The common law courts' interpretation of the non-union employment contract 

typically comes from an analysis of a combination of both oral and written terms, the 

practice of the parties, and terms implied by both the law and the intention of the parties. 

Each non-union employee is deemed by common law to have an individual contract with 

his or her employer, typically hired for an indefinite term. The contract is a dynamic, 

evolving agreement with sometimes subtle rights and obligations, and few if any terms in 

writing.4 Therefore, the courts are required to interpret the terms of the contract from 

what would have reasonably been contemplated by both parties at the outset of the rela

tionship, in subsequent discussions, or implied by the actions or words of either party 

throughout the contract, corporate, industry or professional practice, even the relative 

treatment and behaviour of other employees, among other considerations. 

Oral Terms. Most employment contracts, especially those of more junior employees, 

consist of "oral agreements comprised of promises" made relative to job duties, salary, or 

4 Wagar and Jourdain (1992) reported that written contracts of employment were present in only 6% of the 
177 Canadian wrongful dismissal court cases examined. 
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the term of employment, including the possible provision for termination (Levitt, 1992; p. 

57). The court must piece together the rights and obligations of employee and employer 

when there is no written contract or if the written contract is not comprehensive, which is 

frequently the case. Not only does the court consider terms agreed to orally by the parties 

but also statements made by the employer which have been used to the disadvantage of 

the employee (Sproat, 2002). 

Written Terms. Generally, written conditions which have been brought to the em

ployee's attention before acceptance of a job offer are to be considered part of the em

ployment contract. A common practice of having the potential employee sign materials 

that have been brought to her or his attention and acknowledged can be effective in mak

ing such information part of the employment contract. Written information in the form 

of letters of offer, published rules, brochures, administrative documents, personnel manu

als, and annual letters can also provide the employer with protection against wrongful 

dismissal particularly if the employee accepts without protest and the documents also 

contain provisions favourable to the employee. However, if a document provided to the 

employee after he or she has accepted employment contains nothing of value to the em

ployee or only new obligations it may have no legal effect (Levitt, 2004). 

Practice. Many terms of employment, such as hours, job duties, and reporting relation

ships, which have never been discussed nor found in written form, will be implied from 

the parties' actual practice (Levitt, 2004) or from the terms and conditions enjoyed by 

others in analogous positions. 

TePms Implied by Law. Terms, such as the requirement to provide notice of termina

tion and the employee's duty of faithfulness and confidentiality, are implied by the courts 
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in all employment relationships (Levitt, 2004). Nevertheless, the terms are implied, not 

from "rigid principles" but from an assessment of the "entire history of the employer-

employee relationship as it evolved" (p. 3-16). 

Terms Implied by the Intention of the Parties. While the courts are reluctant to imply 

a term into a contract, they may in cases where the real intentions of the contracting par

ties can be determined. However, "the evidence of the conduct of both parties must 

strongly support" the term in "that it was so obvious that it 'went without saying'" and an 

implied term is much less likely if there is a written contract (Levitt, 2004; p. 3-18). A 

term is more likely to be implied from intentions at the time of hiring, or when the em

ployee has experienced a material job change, when the discussion of such intentions is 

made more explicit, hi addition, the courts will consider industry custom and practice in 

order to ascertain the usual understandings and traditions in the particular type of busi

ness. In the balance, however, the parties' behaviour is the definitive test of what was 

their intention. 

Cause for Dismissal and Employer Onus 

While an employer may dismiss any non-union employee at any time provided 

the employee receives sufficient notice of the termination, or severance in lieu, the em

ployee who has breached a fundamental term of the employment relationship is the ex

ception and may be dismissed without notice. Nevertheless, demonstrating that the em

ployer had legal cause to terminate an employee is frequently quite challenging. To be

gin, an employee (the plaintiff) who feels they have been wrongfully dismissed may 

bring a civil action against the employer and is required to establish a prima facie case 
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only, that a) s/he was employed and b) s/he was dismissed (expressly or constructively). 

Once a prima facie case is established, the onus shifts to the employer (the defendant) to 

justify the dismissal. Harris (1990) summarizes the defendant's duties in this regard: 

"It is a firm principle of common law that the onus rests upon the em
ployer to prove the existence of just cause, an onus that must be demon
strated beyond the balance of probabilities... In asserting just cause, the 
employer must show more than mere dissatisfaction with the plaintiffs 
performance. Real misconduct or incompetence must be demonstrated" 
(p.3-101). 

Just and Sufficient Cause 

In order to succeed at court, the employer must establish, on the balance of prob

abilities, just and sufficient cause for the employee's dismissal, the breach of an implied 

term which is serious enough to constitute a "fundamental repudiation" of the employ

ment contract (Levitt, 2004; p. 6-11). If the courts find that there is just cause for dis

missing the employee having considered the seriousness of the offence, the employer is 

not obligated to provide notice, or severance in lieu of notice. Where the employer be

lieves they have just cause they may also consider a constructive dismissal such as the 

demotion or suspension of the employee (Levitt, 2004). If there is no cause or cause is 

insufficient to justify dismissal or constructive dismissal, the employee is entitled to no

tice of termination or equivalent compensation. Since discharge in a contract of personal 

service is likely to poison the employment relationship, severance in lieu of notice is the 

only settlement considered under common law and it represents the severance policy used 

almost exclusively by employers. 

As workplace and other social norms and mores change, so too does what might 

be considered cause. What was considered cause in the past may no longer be and, like-
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wise, what constitutes cause at any point in time can never be fully catalogued as human 

behaviour is limitless. Nevertheless, legal scholars and others have attempted to enumer

ate the many just cause defenses argued at court. McShane and Redekop (1990) offered 

an early categorization of employer defenses for dismissal for just cause which had three 

broad classes including misconduct, unfaithful service and gross incompetence. A fourth 

series of defenses that may be considered in this schema is the defense based on the con

tractual rights of the employer such as those based on the employee's status or the rela

tionship with the employer. Such defenses may be used to justify terminating a proba

tionary employee or an employee under an agency contract for instance. In addition, an 

employer may also seek to limit common law obligations by having an employee agree to 

a settlement and a release from further liability. 

Finally, a fifth series of defenses includes dismissal for business reasons such as 

lack of work, reorganization of the workplace, or reassignment. All of the defenses in the 

fourth and fifth categories generally meet with mixed success, however, as the courts are 

generally hesitant to allow the dismissal of an otherwise satisfactory employee for rea

sons unrelated to the employee's performance or for terms agreed to by the employee at 

the time of dismissal when the employee is most vulnerable. The employer has great dif

ficulty escaping the duty of fairness and reasonable treatment of the employee. A more 

detailed enumeration of causes which can lead to dismissal can be found in Grosman 

(1984), Harris (1990), Levitt (2004), Mole and Stendon (2004), or Sproat (2002). 

The test for just cause has been delineated by Schroeder J. A. in a dissenting opin

ion of the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. Arthurs: Exparte Port Arthur Shipbuilding 

Co. (1967), a definition relied on most frequently in recent decisions: 
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"If an employee has been guilty of serious misconduct, habitual neglect of 
duty, incompetence, or conduct incompatible with his duties, or prejudicial 
to the employer's business, or if he has been guilty of willful disobedience 
to the employer's orders in a matter of substance, the law recognizes the 
employer's right summarily to dismiss the delinquent employee" (p. 55). 

Justice Schroeder made explicit that an additional test, that the employee breach must be 

one of substance, is also appropriate. In addition, he does not seem to rule out prejudicial 

conduct outside of the place of work as a possible cause for dismissal. The employee has 

a strict duty to provide faithful service, since to do otherwise would create doubt as to his 

or her trustworthiness to carry out the business of the company in a manner consistent 

with the company's interest. 

Nevertheless, employees have protection from arbitrary dismissal or dismissal for 

acts which do not have a substantial impact on the employer's business. First, what is 

considered sufficient cause must vary with the circumstances: 

"The causes which are sufficient to justify dismissal must vary with the 
nature of the employment and the circumstances of each case. Dismissal 
is an extreme measure, and not to be resorted to for trifling reasons. The 
fault must be something which a reasonable man could not be expected to 
overlook..." (Mclntyre v. Hockin, 1889; p. 501). 

Second, employment is further secured by an employer's duty to an employee: 

"... the employee is taken to some extent for better or worse. There must 
be as I understand the cases, more than mere dissatisfaction..." {Carveth 
v. Railway Asbestos Packing Co., 1913; p. 874). 

A three-part test for what is justifiable cause is set out in this more recent case: 

"The particular act justifying dismissal without notice must depend on the 
act itself, upon the duties of the workman and upon the nature of the pos
sible consequences of the act" (Zeigler v. Victoria (City), 1972; p. 76). 

In summary, employee dismissals must be evaluated in context giving regard not 

only to the kind of misconduct but also to all the circumstances around the act, the status 
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and responsibilities of the employee and employer, and, perhaps most importantly, to the 

seriousness of the consequences of the act or the incompetent performance. No matter 

how dissatisfied with the employee or how sincere its intentions, if the employer does not 

demonstrate objective and material injury to business operations, it is less likely to dem

onstrate to the courts' satisfaction that it has cause. The courts may examine some of the 

following circumstances in determining whether cause existed: Was the cause relied on at 

the time of termination? Did the company suffer damages? Did the employer claim that 

the employee misconduct or incompetence was more serious than could be established at 

trial? The answers to these questions may alter the courts' perception of the employer's 

credibility. 

Constructive Dismissal 

Constructive dismissal is a termination under the law of wrongful dismissal which 

must also meet the requirement for reasonable notice in the absence of just cause. It is 

referred to as a 'constructive dismissal' because the employer has not formally dismissed 

the employee. A constructive dismissal may be any fundamental breach or substantial 

change of a major term or essential condition of the employment contract. The concept 

does not extend to minor or incidental terms of the contract. In finding that a construc

tive dismissal has occurred, the court must determine the terms of the employment con

tract, whether there has been a breach of one or more of those terms, and whether it 

amounts to a fundamental breach. Levitt (2004) suggests that there is no obligation on 

the employer to change the essential terms of the contract to accommodate an employee's 
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health needs. In addition, the employee's dissatisfaction with the new terms does not 

necessarily constitute a constructive dismissal. 

Employee Incompetence or Poor Performance as Cause for Dismissal 

As noted earlier, my focus in this study is dismissal for incompetence or poor per

formance rather than wilful or other forms of misconduct. In these cases, there is a 

greater likelihood that the courts examine the employer's effort to manage the em

ployee's performance. The general principle underlying incompetence as just cause for 

dismissal is an implied warranty that the employee is reasonably competent for the work 

for which she is employed. If the employee proves to be incompetent, the employer is 

not required to continue the employment relationship for an indefinite term. However, 

proving that the employee performed poorly in a manner that justifies dismissal is a 

somewhat complex task. The employer must have demonstrated much more than that the 

employee was "unsatisfactory, careless or indifferent" (Levitt, 2004; p. 6-75). 

In addition to establishing the shortcomings of the employee, the employer must 

also clearly demonstrate the faithful discharge of its duty to the employee. Levitt (2004) 

draws on the case law to demonstrate the employer's obligations with respect to perform

ance standards including the following: the employer must set performance standards 

which are reasonable and realistic, consistently enforced, do not conflict with other per

formance standards, and which represent the employee's substantive tasks; the em

ployer's expectations and standards must also have been clearly communicated to the 

employee who should have received feedback, instruction, supervision, training and other 

support as required to learn and perform the tasks; and, the employer must be able to es-
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tablish that the employee's performance fell below an objective standard and that he or 

she was incapable of meeting the standard for that job or for other positions. 

The employer must also have provided warnings of deficiencies or performance 

levels that if not met would lead to termination. Generally, employee incompetence or 

poor performance must be "grossly deficient" for termination to result if there has not 

been a series of warnings (Levitt, 2004; p. 6-79). Once again, Levitt (2004) reviews the 

case law in order to illustrate the employer's obligations with respect to the provision of 

warnings including: it must be much more severe if termination is abrupt rather than after 

a series of warnings and it must take into account the circumstances; warnings of poor 

performance must be clearly understood and specifically communicated to the employee; 

simple criticism or urging the employee to improve will not suffice; the warnings could 

take the form of the employee being told of the consequences of poor performance, that 

the employee's performance is not meeting standards and that dismissal may result, or 

that the employee's job is in jeopardy; it should be obvious to the employee that termina

tion is likely if poor performance persists; and, the employer should ensure that the em

ployee is told what is required to improve and provided a timeline and opportunity to im

prove. 

Furthermore, the employer must give weight to the deficiencies in proportion to 

their importance to the substantive tasks, and to the employee's past good performance, 

age, tenure, and improving performance (see Appendix A: Factors Mitigating Against 

Incompetence for a fuller description of factors that employers have been required to es

tablish in order to show cause). The courts will downplay the seriousness of the poor 

performance if the employee displayed no intent to repudiate the employment contract, 
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did not benefit from his behaviour, or if the poor performance was not serious in the con

text of the employee's duties and overall relationship with the employer. Moreover, if 

there was no real loss, risk, or jeopardy to the employer caused by the poor performance, 

it may not be considered serious (Levitt, 2004). 

The difficulty of proving incompetence was clearly illustrated in a case heard in 

the Nova Scotia Supreme Court (Rogers v. Canadian Acceptance Corporation Ltd., 

1982) in which a sales agent with substantial experience and success in various positions 

with the same company was discharged on the basis of declining sales figures. The em

ployee had been transferred to a new territory and asked to service a market niche for 

which he had not any previous responsibility. In finding for the employee, the trial judge 

stated: 

"Although warnings were issued, I do not think this sufficient merely to 
show that a loss was incurred. To establish the existence of just cause for 
summary dismissal, it must be shown that there was a causal connection 
between the loss and actual incompetence on the part of the employee. 
Quite clearly the burden of proof is on the employer... In the present case 
they do not think that burden has been discharged by the defendant any 
evidence as to factors contributing to the loss is not clearly indicate the ex
tent of the plaintiffs responsibility" (p. 548). 

The court concluded that the warnings issued by the employer, which drew Rogers' atten

tion to comparisons of actual versus budgeted sales for instance, provided no indication 

of the nature of the incompetence, only what was already obvious. Furthermore, the em

ployer ignored Rogers' improving sales performance and had been arbitrary, short

sighted, and insensitive in dealing with the legitimate requests of a long time, dedicated 

employee. The employer had asked him to fill a vacancy for which he was unaccustomed 

after passing him over for an available position which he had requested. The employer 
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had failed to consider the circumstances surrounding the apparent incompetence of an 

employee who, to the objective observer, was anything but. Rogers' setback was clearly 

temporary and reetifiable with a small effort on the employer's part. 

A more recent case, Day v. Wal-Mart (2000), also illustrates the difficulty of 

proving poor performance justifying dismissal without notice. Day, the manager of a 

Wal-Mart store, was fired after 17 years of service for altering employee payroll records 

in order to eliminate the payment of staff overtime. He had taken this action on the 

strength of a recent, strongly-worded memo from the regional vice-president that over

time would not be tolerated and that a 'zero budget' had been allocated. In the usual 

course of managing Wal-Mart stores some editing of time records was necessary to cor

rect errors even though his employer had a strong policy against editing the records. The 

jury found that in editing the records, Day was acting on his belief that he was enforcing 

the company's specific policy relating to overtime. In addition, he had received no per

sonal benefit from his actions and freely admitted that he had made the changes. More

over, in suggesting to Day that the situation was serious but that he would investigate and 

likely recommend against termination, the district manager had been less than candid in 

not acknowledging that the decision had been his all along. The Nova Scotia Court of 

Appeal affirmed the lower court's decision that Day should be awarded 17 months notice 

and an additional 12 months Wallace damages. 

Factors Assessed in Incompetence or Poor Performance 

The factors examined by the courts in considering incompetence have been enu

merated and summarized by several authorities (Harris, 1990; Levitt, 2004; Mole & 
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Stendon, 2004; Sproat, 2002). While Levitt (2004) lists thirty-seven items that have been 

required in order for employers to prove just cause for dismissal based on incompetence, 

my review will be limited to a brief discussion of the major factors considered by the 

courts in incompetence cases. 

Because mere dissatisfaction with an employee's performance is not sufficient to 

justify dismissal for cause, an employer must demonstrate serious incompetence, a real 

inability to carry out the duties for which he or she was hired. Evidence of incompetence 

might include substandard work performance that persists even after appropriate and rea

sonable support and time have been provided, and the employee has been given specific 

instructions on how and what to improve with appropriate warnings issued. As well as 

providing adequate training for new and current employees, employers should clearly 

communicate expectations and standards constituting acceptable performance, and that 

failure to reach these standards will constitute cause. The communication of standards 

might be accomplished by one or more approaches. In addition to statements in job de

scriptions, standards may be discussed in interviews, performance evaluation assess

ments, or when providing an employee with a warning of the consequences of substan

dard performance. It is essential that the message is received and understood by the em

ployee. 

Proving incompetence depends on measuring performance against expectations. 

Hence evidence of a formal performance appraisal system may lend credibility to an em

ployer's defense. It is essential that the standards of performance are reasonable, applied 

equally, and are non-discriminatory. For instance, the employer will be judged to have 

condoned the deficient performance if other employees with similar job duties are also 
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performing below standard but are not recognized by the employer as poor performers. 

Condonation is a possibility where there are circumstances which might cause the em

ployee to receive mixed messages about her or his performance, or where the perform

ance problems are overlooked (Mole & Stendon, 2004). Where the employee's perform

ance is substandard, the employee must be warned that his or her job is in jeopardy if per

formance remains below standard. Warnings should not be merely general statements 

indicating that performance is unsatisfactory or urging the employee to improve perform

ance. Rather, the warnings must convey standards delineating effective performance and 

must outline specific action the employee should take. Furthermore, the employee must 

be given a reasonable period of time to improve performance or, if new to the job, she or 

he must be given a reasonable opportunity to learn the job and perform accordingly. 

The seriousness of employee incompetence may also be mitigated by the exis

tence of circumstances beyond the employee's control. Poor performance must be 

clearly related to the actions of the employee; that is, the employee's shortcomings 

should be the actual cause of business losses, declining sales, low morale, or other poor 

performance. The existence of factors that contribute to temporary poor performance, 

and which may be outside the control of the employee, tend to deflect responsibility. For 

instance, the employee's poor performance must not have been partly due to the actions 

of the company such as failing to provide the necessary support or failing to act to rem

edy the problem. In addition, incompetence must be shown to be related to a task that is 

serious in its consequences for the employer in light of the organization's policy and ob

ligations to the employee, such as poor performance that endangers the safety of others. 
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In Reilley v. Steelcase Canada Limited (1979), the court held that in certain cir

cumstances, an employee should be allowed a formal hearing prior to the drastic step of 

dismissal, in order to satisfy procedural fairness and/or to ensure that the full facts of the 

situation are known. There is considerable agreement that a single incident of incompe

tence should rarely be grounds for dismissal, particularly where the incident is an isolated 

occurrence in what may otherwise be an unblemished record. However, as was held in 

Ross v. Willards Chocolates Limited (1927), it may be sufficient to rely on a single inci

dent where the employee's conduct shows a general laxity and disregard for instructions 

and may merge with previous offenses to constitute just cause for dismissal. Similarly, 

where an employee's performance has been of generally high quality, a single incident of 

poor performance, or a deficiency that is not central to the job or that falls outside the ca

pabilities for which the employee was hired, is typically not sufficient to justify dis

missal. The courts will look for and consider mitigating factors or alternative explana

tions that help account for the alleged incompetence. 

Furthermore, in labour arbitration poor performance or incompetence falls into 

two categories, a non-culpable behaviour for which the employee cannot be faulted or a 

culpable behaviour which is the intentional failure to perform one's duties. In cases of 

non-culpable incompetence, discipline is not considered appropriate or required (Knight, 

McPhillips & Shetzer, 1992). 

'Near Cause' and Employee Incompetence 

The courts have referred to the shortening of the period that would be considered 

reasonable notice where there was cause for dismissal but it was not sufficient to justify 
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the employee's dismissal as 'near cause' or the 'third option' because it is an intermediate 

solution between full notice and no notice. In these cases, the employer may argue that, 

even though the employee's actions were not sufficient to justify dismissal, it should be 

considered a factor which reduces the notice period thereby justifying the provision of 

"moderated damages" or lesser severance to the employee upon termination (Mole & 

Stendon, 2004; p. 289). 

However, there has been considerable disagreement within the courts over the ap

plication of near cause. In some jurisdictions, the courts have ruled that dismissal is sel

dom a clear cut issue and greater latitude is required to arrive at a reasonable settlement. 

In these cases, the courts chose to reduce notice as a result of questionable conduct rather 

than deny notice altogether. A more objective approach to near cause, which had won 

some endorsement, was to reduce damages awarded to the employee only when it was 

demonstrated that the employer had suffered a loss as a result of the employee's actions. 

However, the Supreme Court of Canada rejected near cause which should entirely re

move the argument from consideration {Bowling v. Halifax (City), 1998 in Mole & Sten

don, 2004). As a result of this decision, the courts should simply determine whether there 

is cause for dismissal or not. When cause is not sufficient to justify dismissal, such as for 

incompetence or poor performance, the employee should have the full entitlement to rea

sonable notice. Nevertheless, in addition to influencing the outcome of a case, it may be 

possible that the employee's performance is a factor that will continue to affect the length 

of the period of reasonable notice. For instance, Lam & Devine (2001) found that HR 

managers not only expressed the view that poor performance should reduce notice peri-
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ods but that it also caused the HR managers to reduce notice periods in an experimental 

setting. 

Probationary Employees 

Employers of probationary employees are mistaken in their belief that their obli

gations to the employee are extremely limited or nonexistent. In earlier decisions, proba

tionary employees could be terminated without notice and without reason. But, an analy

sis of more recent jurisprudence suggests that the probationary period is intended only to 

assess whether an employee can do the job (Levitt, 2004). Probationary employees, 

while they may be discharged for a wider variety of cause, or for lesser cause, must not 

be dismissed arbitrarily: 

"... in order to terminate a probationary employee, the company must af
firmatively prove that the probationer was 'unsatisfactory' in the sense 
that he does not meet the standards which the company sets for its regular 
employees. In making this decision, management may not set standards 
which are 'unreasonable'. Nor may management assess whether the em
ployee will be 'satisfactory' in a manner which is arbitrary, discrimina
tory, or in bad faith" (Re British Columbia telephone Co., 1977). 

The additional scope afforded employers in terminating probationary employees 

is described in Kirby v. Motor Coach Industries Ltd. (1981): 

... The majority of arbitrators has expressed the view that an employer is 
entitled to discharge a probationary employee on such grounds as on suit
ability which might not support the termination of the seniority rated em
ployee and which has embraced such considerations as the character in
compatibility of the probationary employee as well as his ability to meet 
the present and future production standards demanded by the employer... 
(p. 397). 
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Nevertheless, the broader scope afforded employers in the termination of probationary 

employees does not diminish the need for an objective assessment. 

Tests enumerated in the courts' decisions which must be satisfied in order to jus

tify a probationary employee's termination have included (Levitt, 2004): 

• The employee assessment must not be "arbitrary, discriminatory, or in bad 

faith," and against the standards for regular employment, criteria of which are 

"fair, reasonable, known to the employee," and done in a "reasonable fashion" 

(p. 1-49,1-50); 

• The employee must be given a "fair opportunity to demonstrate the ability to 

perform the job," and an "opportunity to respond to management's concerns" 

(p. 1-50); 

• Since the court will only assess whether the employer's decision was fair and 

reasonable (see the previous two points) and not "the correctness" of the deci

sion, "the employer may consider the employee's character ... compatibility 

with the workplace and the other employees, and the ability to meet not only 

present but future production standards" (p. 1-50,1-51); and 

• If no cause for dismissal exists, the probationary employee "must receive no

tice of termination," although possibly less notice than if the employee was 

not probationary (p. 1-51). 

However, the common law for probationary employment is "new and developing 

rapidly" and so "arbitral jurisprudence dealing with unionized employees is still relied on 

to some extent" (Levitt, 2004, p. 1-52). Finally, an employee can be placed on probation 
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as a form of discipline if the effect is to provide a warning but not if it is a unilateral 

change in the terms of employment (Levitt, 2004). 

Canadian Legislation and Wrongful Dismissal Remedies 

Since 1978, reinstatement provisions similar to those provided for employees un

der collective agreements have been extended to non-unionized, non-managerial employ

ees who have been employed by a firm covered by the Canada Labour Code. Under sec

tion 240 (1) of the Code: 

"... any person (a) who has completed twelve consecutive months of con
tinuous employment by an employer, and (b) who is not a member of a 
group of employees subject to a collective agreement, may make a com
plaint in writing to an inspector if the employee has been dismissed and 
considers the dismissal to be unjust." 

A managerial employee is defined as an "administrator having power of independent ac

tion, autonomy, and discretion" (Levitt, 2004; p. 2-13). 

The inspector will investigate and mediate a settlement if possible. If unsuccess

ful, the complaint goes to adjudication and, if the person is found to have been unjustly 

dismissed, according to section 61.5(9) the adjudicator may require the employer to: 

1. Pay the person compensation not exceeding the amount of money that is equiva

lent to the remuneration that would, but for the dismissal, have been paid by the 

employer to the person; 

2. Reinstate the person in his employ; and 

3. Do any other thing... to remedy or counteract any consequence of the dismissal. 

Nevertheless, it has been suggested that adjudicators with the power to reinstate may tend 

to award damages rather than reinstate the wrongfully dismissed employee as a result of 
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the adjudicator's perception that reinstatement would create a bias against the employee 

following reinstatement (Levitt, 2004). 

In addition, legislation similar to the federal Canada Labour Code has been en

acted in both Nova Scotia and Quebec. Under these provisions, eligible dismissed em

ployees have the option of either bringing an action before the courts or laying a com

plaint under the terms of the code. Although actions may be commenced simultaneously, 

once a final decision has been reached by the court or the adjudicator, there is no further 

recourse to the other remedy. If the employee proceeds with an action under the code 

and subsequently also proceeds with an action before the courts, the court will be bound 

by the adjudicator's finding as to whether just cause exists. If the adjudicator orders rein

statement, however, the action for wrongful dismissal will be rejected; since the contract 

has been reinstated, there is no longer a breach of the employment contract. 

Although there is significant variation between the remedies available under stat

ute and common law, adjudicators may rely on the jurisprudence of both labour arbitra

tion and common law wrongful dismissal. For instance, concepts such as 'progressive 

discipline' and 'culminating incident' have developed similar meanings in each area of 

law. 

The various provincial employment standards codes provide only minimum stan

dards to protect employees in workplaces regulated by these codes. For instance, the no

tice of termination provisions are only the minimum notice periods that an employer is 

required to offer when terminating employment without just cause. The notice can be no 

less than that specified in the relevant code. In addition, the common law courts, when 

specifying the notice to which the employee is entitled, frequently exceed the minimum 
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standards to a considerable extent. For instance, employees who have been hired but then 

fired before they had even commenced working have been awarded as much as six 

month's severance pay (Levitt, 2004). 

However, under employment standards legislation, the amount of notice provided 

is limited to that set out in the Act. Nevertheless, an employee's action permitted by em

ployment standards legislation can be "an effective and cost-free remedy to certain em

ployees" (Levitt, 1992; p. 38). The remedy provided by employment standards legisla

tion is all the more relevant given the disadvantages of going to court that may be experi

enced by dismissed employees. In going to court, the employee bears the risk associated 

with the costs of legal action for both themselves and the employer if unsuccessful. Con

sequently, the wrongful dismissal cases that are eventually resolved by the court cannot 

be said to represent the particular employee legal actions with greatest merit as much as 

the cases that are likely to represent the resources available to the employee to pursue the 

action. 

Reinstatement Remedy at Common Law 

Common law decisions are distinguished from labour arbitration decisions and 

non-union arbitral decisions in Nova Scotia, Quebec and the federal jurisdiction in that 

the courts do not use reinstatement as a remedy. The courts hold that the implied condi

tions and goodwill at the outset of the employment relationship are irreparably damaged 

as a result of the dismissal and are reluctant to order specific performance of contracts of 

service against an employee. In contrast, under a collective bargaining regime, rein

statement has long been held to be a successful remedy to unjust dismissal. The argu-
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ment against reinstatement, which is normally based on the personal nature of the em

ployment contract, is diminished by the collective nature of the union contract. In large, 

industrial enterprises, most employment is of an impersonal nature. It has also been seen 

as a victory for the union movement in establishing that workers have rights to their jobs 

in the absence of just cause (Williams & Taras, 2000). The provision of this remedy 

should increase interest in the analysis of reinstatement in non-union as well as in labour 

arbitration research. 

However, the reinstatement remedy may be undermined by the reinstated workers 

experience after re-entering the workplace. Williams and Taras (2000) interviewed union 

workers who had been returned to work after a reinstatement order, and Trudeau (1991) 

and Eden (1994) investigated non-union workers' experiences after being reinstated by 

an adjudicator. Williams and Taras (2000) concluded that there was a gap in the support 

that unions claim to offer and the support that actually exists for reinstated workers. 

Moreover, Trudeau (1991) reported that reinstated non-union workers stated that they had 

been treated unfairly by their employers after their return and that a reinstated employee 

is most likely to leave work within a few months of reinstatement. In addition, Eden 

(1994) asserted that the result of non-union worker reinstatement negatively contrasted 

with the experience in union settings. 

Given the subsequent impact on discharge rates reported by Bamberger and 

Donahue (1999), further study of reinstatement should be undertaken before it is more 

broadly adopted in the adjudication of cases brought by dismissed non-union employees 

under labour statute. Furthermore, Bemmels and Foley (1996) recommend that future 

research of arbitration decisions include explanations for gender differences in reinstate-
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ment rates, analyses of why reinstatement is frequently unsuccessful, and a study of the 

circumstances under which reinstatement is the best solution, or whether it is an opportu

nity for retaliation against the reinstated employee. 

Reasonable Notice of Termination 

Once it has been determined that the dismissed employee has been terminated 

without just cause, the court must decide the length of notice which is reasonable in the 

circumstances and consistent with common law principles. The practical purpose of rea

sonable notice is to provide the employee with a reasonable period of time to locate a po

sition of similar stature requiring the skill or ability comparable to the position from 

which they were dismissed or to locate a position for which the employee is qualified or 

suitable, subject to additional factors such as length of service, labour market conditions, 

industry custom, age of the employee, and circumstances surrounding the hiring (Levitt, 

2004). 

In some decisions, the courts have concluded that the proper notice is what would 

have been contemplated by the parties at the time of hiring. It would follow then that the 

economic or business circumstances at the time of termination could not be foreseen and, 

therefore, should not be considered. In these cases, the parties are reasonably sophisti

cated in terms of negotiating contracts and considered to be relatively equal in bargaining 

power. However, in many cases the courts seem to have assumed that the appropriate 

test is what the parties would have agreed to at the time of hiring given knowledge of the 

circumstances at the time of termination. 
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The leading case in this area, the decision of Mr. Justice McClure in Bardal v. 

Globe and Mail Limited (1960), outlines the basic factors to be considered: 

"There can be no catalog laid down as to what is reasonable in particular 
classes of cases. The reasonableness of the notice must be decided with 
reference to the character of the employment, the length of service of the 
servant, the age of the servant and the availability of similar employment, 
having regard to the experience, training and qualifications of the servant" 
(p. 145). 

While Levitt (2004) listed more than one hundred factors that the courts have considered 

and which have formed the basis of its judgments, he examined two dozen which he 

claimed had been given weight by the courts, or were of interest and potentially impor

tant in the future (p. 8-21 to 8-65). They included: the employee's specialization and 

status, age and length of service, the availability of similar employment, custom and na

ture of the industry, circumstances surrounding hiring, and the manner of dismissal. 

However, his analysis is a subjective assessment of decision criteria based solely on a 

descriptive survey of wrongful dismissal cases. 

The courts have stressed that employers cannot take "refuge in the application of 

a blanket formula" since the "individuality" of each employment contract must be con

sidered and "fairness requires a balancing of the applicable factors" (Kothlow v. West-

coast Savings Credit Union, 1987; p. 10-11). If such a view prevailed in either the courts 

or in HR management practice, it might tend to limit our ability to model notice decisions 

because each would be of such unique character that few consistent patterns would be 

found - a view that seems to be held by some legal scholars (Grosman, 1984). However, 

because several studies of reasonable notice criteria have found that a relatively small 

number of factors explain most of the variance in notice periods awarded, a fairly uni-
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form practice does seem to have existed in the courts. At common law, the notice period 

awarded by the courts has frequently far exceeded labour code provisions, on occasion 

reaching two years (Wallace, 1997) or more (Day v. Wal-Mart, 2001). 

Reasonable Notice and the Employee's Duty to Mitigate Losses 

The defendant (the employer) may present evidence to demonstrate that the em

ployee, once terminated, did not act diligently to mitigate loss of income. This principle 

is summarized in Gardner v. Rockwell International of Canada (1975): 

"... It was the duty of the plaintiff to attempt to secure other employment 
and make all reasonable efforts to secure such a position as one could rea
sonably expect him to take under all the circumstances" (p. 513). 

Once again, the onus is on the defendant to not only prove a plaintiffs failure to mitigate 

but also to show that had steps been taken to mitigate, alternative employment would 

likely have been found. Moreover, the Supreme Court of Canada (Evans v. Teamsters 

Local Union No. 31, 2008) recently ruled that the dismissed employee had failed to miti

gate his loss of income by unreasonably refusing the employer's offer to serve out the 

balance of a 24-month notice period. The Court asserted that the employment relation

ship had not been seriously damaged and Evans could have continued working under the 

same terms. 
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Nature of the Employment Relationship: The View of the Supreme Court of Canada 

"... Wallace has become one of the most significant employment law decisions." 

Levitt (2004, p. 8-53) 

Inequality of Bargaining Power 

In describing the impact of Wallace (1997) on the development of employment 

law, Levitt (2004) stated that "Not only must the law not sanction the deliberate and cal

lous disregard by the powerful of the weaker person's rights, the law must do what it can 

to ensure, by whatever means are at its disposal, that the legal rights of a citizen are pro

tected from the tyranny of another" (p. 8-53). In reaching its decision in Wallace (1997), 

the Supreme Court of Canada espoused the view that the innate nature of the employment 

relationship is that the employee and employer are in an unequal bargaining relationship 

and that the employee is in a vulnerable position. "Individual employees on the whole 

lack both the bargaining power and the information necessary to achieve more favourable 

contract provisions than those offered by the employer, particularly with regard to ten

ure" (Swinton, 1980; p. 363). Moreover, "This power imbalance is not limited to the 

employment contract itself. Rather, it informs virtually all facets of the employment rela

tionship." (Wallace, 1997; para. 92). This opinion was later re-affirmed by the Court in 

McKinley (2001). 

The Court cautioned that the employment contract must be viewed as something 

unique compared to a commercial contract, and that the employment contract is a special 

relationship and that employers have greater bargaining power. The Court quoted with 

approval Swinton (1980) who argued that unlike a commercial contract where an ex-
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change is made between to traders, "the terms of the employment contract... particularly 

with respect to tenure... rarely result from an exercise of free bargaining power..." (p. 

363). Moreover, the employment relationship typically requires an "act of submission" 

in its inception and a "condition of subordination" by an "isolated employee" in its opera

tion (Davies & Freedland, 1983 in Wallace, 1997; para. 92). Furthermore, the Court 

claimed that work is a central feature of an employee's life, helping to define our identity, 

self-worth, and well-being. Any change of status will have ramifications for the em

ployee, particularly if the change is involuntary, such as where the conditions of em

ployment are changed by the employer unilaterally and without consultation with the em

ployee, or after sufficient notice of the change. 

The Court also stated that the employee is most vulnerable when terminated, and 

that the Court must act to minimize the damage to the employee when he or she is most 

vulnerable and encourage proper conduct including good faith and fair dealing in the 

manner of dismissal. The question arises, will the courts consider the employees' vulner

ability in other aspects of the employment relationship, such as when the employee suf

fers health problems, has his or her employment relationship altered in some fundamental 

way such as that experienced in a new role or with a new supervisor, or as a result of re

location? 

It should also be noted that the Court confirmed the employer's right to terminate 

and the ability to decide the composition of the workforce, which they explained would 

be contrary to accepted theories on the employment relationship. Wallace had argued 

that his employer had promised employment until retirement and that United Grain 

Growers must have good faith reasons to terminate him. The Court rejected the notion of 
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a guarantee of employment in the absence of a specific agreement and asserted that such 

a radical shift of the established principles of employment law would be better left to leg

islators. Such a guarantee would amount to job property rights, a right the court was not 

prepared to grant to non-union employees. Interestingly however, several jurisdictions 

(federal, Quebec, and Nova Scotia) that have established reinstatement rights for some 

non-union employees could be said to have implicitly recognized these rights (Swinton, 

1980). 

Wallace v. United Grain Growers Ltd. (1997) and Reasonable Notice Awards 

In the following section, I describe the implications for reasonable notice periods 

that flow from the Wallace (1997) decision. In its landmark decision, the Supreme Court 

of Canada found that, even though there was insufficient evidence for Wallace to bring a 

separate action with respect to damages for mental distress, the trial judge had the discre

tion to extend the notice to which Wallace was entitled because "employers ought to be 

held to an obligation of good faith and fair dealing in the manner of dismissal" (Wallace, 

1997; para. 95). Even though Wallace had been the top salesperson for each of the 13 

years he had been employed by the defendant, he was summarily discharged without ex

planation and subsequently suffered emotional difficulties forcing him to seek psychiatric 

help. The employer's bad faith conduct and unfair dealing led to an intangible injury to 

Wallace in the manner of "humiliation, embarrassment, [and] damage to [his] sense of 

self-worth and self-esteem" (para. 103), which, the court held, should be compensated 

even if the injury hadn't led to the employee's inability to find new employment. If it 

had, the court may have awarded considerably more. The Court restored the trial judge's 
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award of 24 months notice, which the lower appeal court had reduced to 15, in part be

cause Wallace had been induced to leave previous secure employment but in particular 

because the employer had been "untruthful, misleading and unduly insensitive" (para. 

98). During the course of dismissal, employers should be, "candid, reasonable, honest 

and forthright" (para. 135). 

Until the Wallace (1997) decision, the purpose of reasonable notice awards was to 

recognize the period of time in which the dismissed employee might have acquired com

parable employment to that from which she or he was terminated. However, Wallace has 

been explicitly relied on in subsequent dismissal cases to extend the notice to which the 

successful plaintiff would otherwise have been entitled in recognition of tangible as well 

as intangible damages, which may not have a direct relationship to the employee's ability 

to locate new employment. For instance, in Day v. Wal-Mart Canada Inc. (2000) the 

Nova Scotia Court of Appeal agreed with the lower court and affirmed 17 months notice 

in addition to 12 months ' Wallace damages.' Furthermore, it may be possible that the 

Wallace decision has also had an implicit affect on reasonable notice awards in general 

by extending the average length of notice awarded by the courts in cases in which Wal

lace has not been explicitly cited, an effect which has been referred to as the ' Wallace 

Bump' in some HR management literature (Bhalloo, 2006). 

Recently, the Ontario Court of Appeal {Gismondi v. Toronto (City), 2003; p. 1B-

5) summarized some of the kinds of bad faith employer conduct that fit the definition in 

Wallace (1997). Furthermore, the Ontario Court of Appeal allowed the trial judge's 

opinion that bad faith conduct could include the employer's conduct both before and after 

termination, as well as in its aftermath but only as it relates to the manner of dismissal. 
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The court also further stipulated, after a review of decisions following Wallace, that the 

conduct must be "something akin to intent, malice, or blatant disregard for the employee" 

(In 4th Annual Employment Law Forum, 2003, p. 1B-6). Some examples of bad faith 

employer conduct are presented in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1: Examples of Bad faith Employer Conduct 

False allegation 

Unreasonable Behav
iour 
Insensitivity 

• That the termination was because of inability to 
perform the job; 

• That termination was for cause; 
• Persisting in the allegation of cause up to the 

time of trial; 
• Spreading word through the industry that the 

employee was terminated for dishonest conduct 
or having done 'something reprehensible'; 

• Refusal to provide letter of reference after ter
mination; 

• Although the employee's position was elimi
nated, he was led to believe he would be trans
ferred to a new job and only told of termination 
after selling his home; 

• Firing an employee immediately upon return 
from disability leave (because he or she was suf
fering from major depression); 

Wallace damages may be said to represent a fundamentally new direction for 

wrongful dismissal law. In Wallace (1997), the Supreme Court of Canada made a dis

tinction between 'tangible' and 'intangible' injuries, in that tangible injuries - those that 

lead to a loss because of the dismissed employee's difficulty locating alternative em

ployment - are not the only losses which may be compensated in the reasonable notice 

award. Intangible awards - "humiliation, embarrassment, damage to one's sense of self-

worth and self-esteem" - may also be compensated (para. 103). While the dissenting 

opinion in Wallace agreed with this view, it took a more conservative position which 
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maintained that such damages should be considered outside of the reasonable notice crite

ria such that the integrity of the principle of reasonable notice might be maintained. They 

argued that the addition of factors unsupported by "policy reasons" would lead to "confu

sion" (para. 117) about factors to consider based on the intent of reasonable notice - the 

time reasonably required to find alternative employment such that the employee would be 

placed in a similar position had the contract been performed - and would not "aid cer

tainty and predictability in the law" (para. 119). 

However, the majority view of the Court seems to be that employee rights must 

be protected in spite of how it might impair the 'efficiency' and easy interpretation of the 

law, in an attempt to lessen the '"economic and personal" (para. 95) damage inflicted on 

the employee. In addition, the court must act to create limits on the employer's ability to 

act unilaterally without regard to employees' "welfare" (para. 88). The majority argued 

that a strict application of reasonable notice had already been breached by other courts in 

the application of additional factors that had not been anticipated by the court in Bardal 

(1960). One such example which was offered by the Court is whether the employer had 

induced the dismissed employee to leave secure employment, so-called 'wrongful hiring.' 

They argued that many courts had already compensated wrongfully dismissed employees 

for the "reliance and expectation" (para. 83) that had been encouraged by promises of 

security, advancement, responsibility, and compensation by the new employer. 

While Wallace damages have been more tightly defined in the recent Honda Can

ada, Inc. v. Keays (2008) decision of the Supreme Court of Canada, they may not be 

more difficult to achieve as has been suggested (Levitt, 2008). Levitt (2008) asserts that 

the Court's view is that Wallace damages should only be applicable in rare cases where 
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the understanding at the time of hiring is that the employee's dismissal could lead to 

hardship. In addition, the Court drew a distinction between Wallace damages, which are 

'compensatory' and limited to damages actually suffered such as extraordinary mental 

distress, and punitive damages, which should be restricted to malicious and outrageous 

acts only (Honda, 2008). The Court warned of the issue of 'double-compensation where 

Wallace and punitive damages may be awarded without a basis for each. However, 

rather than limiting the possibility of additional damages, Levitt (2008) argues that this 

decision may have created an opportunity for creative counsel to obtain Wallace and ag

gravated damages. 

Progressive Discipline and McKinley v. BC Tel (2001) 

Prior to McKinley v. BC Tel (2001), any employee dishonesty may have been 

considered a 'revelation of character' and incompatible with the employment relationship 

(Jewitt v. Prism Resources Ltd., 1980), and even a single act of dishonesty could prove to 

be grounds for summary dismissal. In addition, the courts had been reluctant to clearly 

establish the test for employee misconduct. However, in McKinley (2001) the Supreme 

Court of Canada found that the trial judge's two-part test should lead to a more balanced 

outcome. The test enunciated was "(1) whether the evidence established the employee's 

deceitful conduct on a balance of probabilities, and (2) if so, whether the nature and de

gree of the dishonesty warranted dismissal" (McKinley, 2001; para. 65). Moreover, the 

Court also proposed the "principle of proportionality" in which the employer must bal

ance the severity of misconduct or incompetence and the discipline imposed {McKinley, 

2001; para. 66). The Court suggested that this balance must be placed in the context of 
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the central role of work in society and to the individual's sense of identity, worth, and 

well-being. 

McKinley (2001) is expected to have consequences for HR management in that it 

promotes the use of progressive discipline5 and encourages employers to consider lesser 

forms of discipline in the case that the misconduct was not sufficient for cause. In addi

tion, employers should consider the nature and circumstances of the misconduct, the em

ployee's tenure, previous record and nature of employment, and whether it is a single, 

isolated incident. A single act of misconduct should rarely warrant dismissal in that the 

misconduct must violate the essential conditions of the employment contract or breach an 

employer's faith in the employee. This test, which takes into consideration the context of 

the misconduct, may not be applied as rigorously where the behaviour is more serious 

such as fraud, misappropriation, or theft (4th Annual Employment Law Forum, 2003). 

Nevertheless, a study of adjudications under the Canada Labour Code (Eden, 

1992) has questioned the perpetuation of the application of progressive discipline in the 

arbitral jurisprudence given the relative lack of empirical support for its efficacy either as 

a corrective action or as a form of punishment. Eden argued that, while its use may have 

been appropriate at one time, the application of progressive discipline may institutional

ize a conservative, traditional method of handling employee problems instead of encour

aging alternative practices which may be more effective, especially considering an in

creasingly sophisticated and educated workforce. A later study of adjudicator decisions 

of unjust dismissal complaints in the federal jurisdiction (Eden, 1993) found adjudicators 

5 Progressive discipline imposes progressively more severe penalties to correct conduct without terminating 
employment and might include the following steps: verbal warning, written warning, suspension and final 
warning, and discharge. 
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had also adopted the progressive discipline approach of arbitrators in the unionized sec

tor. 

Summary 

This chapter provided an overview of protection of the Canadian worker by way 

of an examination of the legislative and common law framework into which the law of 

wrongful dismissal is situated. The non-union worker and the individual contract of em

ployment, the focus of this study, were also compared to the union worker in terms of the 

nature of the employment relationship. In addition, the Canadian experience was con

trasted with that of the United Kingdom and the United States. In sum, I situated the law 

of wrongful dismissal in terms of its relationship to legislated labour standards and its 

unique development relative to the law in other common law countries including the 

United States and United Kingdom. I also contrasted the individual employment contract 

of the non-union worker with the collective agreement of the union worker. 

I have also summarized the key issues of the law of wrongful dismissal. Many of 

the concepts are carried forward to my empirical studies, in particular just cause for dis

missal and reasonable notice of termination. These concepts are the primary criteria by 

which I examine the weight given to certain management practices, such as progressive 

discipline, performance standards and warnings, concepts which I also discussed in this 

chapter in anticipation of their use in my empirical studies to come. 

In Chapter 3,1 turn to an overview of the management and organizational litera

ture with respect to the intersection of organizational justice with the psychological con

tract and employee dismissal. There are two reasons for incorporating a discussion of 

particular concepts of organizational justice in my study. I situate my study of dismissal 
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in the courts and in the workplace in a broader theoretical context which has been miss

ing in many studies of dismissal in the courts, as well as in adjudication and arbitration 

processes (see Chapter 4 for a review of that literature). In addition, because justice may 

be said to be the methods by which we justify decisions, some concepts in organizational 

justice are useful in explanations of the courts' decisions. It also creates a broader con

text in which to contrast the dismissal decisions of the courts with those of employers and 

HR practitioners. 
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Chapter 3 - Organizational Justice and the Psychological Contract 

Recently, Kochan (2004) claimed that HR management professionals must "rede

fine their role and professional identity" to better meet a "crisis of trust and loss of le

gitimacy" among their stakeholders since the profession's effort to develop a strategic 

role had failed to reach its potential. He stated that this role redefinition should lead HR 

professionals "to advocate and support a better balance between employer and employee 

interests at work" (Kochan, 2004, p. 132). Hence, in my study the investigation of HR 

practitioners' experience with the management, discipline, and dismissal of poorly-

performing employees and of the courts' view of management and organizational proc

esses also incorporates a more extensive review of workplace justice and fairness in order 

to better incorporate employee interests. I argue that the role of balancing interests that 

Kochan wants for HR practitioners may best be understood by examining a broad range 

of employee, employer, and social outcomes within a legal, justice, and organizational 

framework. 

My investigation of the management and organization literature with regard to the 

intersection of the psychological contract, organizational justice, and employee dismissal 

widens the context in which the employment relationship can be understood. The chapter 

begins with an introduction to the notion of a psychological contract in the employment 

relationship and its relationship to organizational justice. I introduce the psychological 

contract in order to demonstrate that employees, HR practitioners, and other managers 

will have subjective understandings of the nature of the employment relationship. It is 
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inevitable that HR practitioners' beliefs about workplace expectations and obligations 

will diverge from those of the courts as a result of gaps in HR practitioners' knowledge. 

In turn, the use of organizational justice in the employee dismissal literature is re

viewed followed by a more extensive examination of competing views in the organiza

tional justice literature. My analysis demonstrates that an understanding of the employ

ment relationship which represents a better balance of employee and employer interests 

must also incorporate a better balance of views of workplace justice and fairness. 

The Psychological Contract and Organizational Justice 

HR practitioners may be guided as much by their perceptions and beliefs of what is 

fair to both the employee and employer as they are by employment law. How they 

conceive of justice and the nature of the obligation in the employment relationship, what 

Rousseau (1995) has called the psychological contract, may be as determinant of an HR 

practitioner's response to employee incompetence or misconduct as any other factor. 

Rousseau (1995) defined the psychological contract as an individual's beliefs or 

perceptions about the terms and conditions of a reciprocal exchange agreement. She 

explained that each party believes that both parties have made promises and have accepted 

the same terms without necessarily sharing a common understanding of all the contract 

terms; they only believe that they share the same interpretation of the contract. 

Frequently and particularly for the employee, it is only on the occasion of discipline 

or dismissal, for instance when a terminated employee sues for wrongful dismissal, that 

their beliefs about both the legal and psychological contract are tested. In addition, while 

HR practitioners may or may not employ rigorous management practices and perform-
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ance standards incorporated to the best of their ability, they are inevitably influenced by 

their perceptions and beliefs with respect to the employee-employer relationship and ful

fillment of the employment contract. HR practitioners have expectations about the obli

gations of both the employee and employer and their view of right and wrong goes be

yond legal understanding and fills gaps in their knowledge of the law. 

Conflict in the employment relationship may be inevitable. According to Rous

seau (1995), psychological contract violation, including the violation of employment con

tracts, is "commonplace", leads to "adverse reactions by the injured party", but "need not 

be fatal to the relationship" and may be experienced by both the employee and the em

ployer (p. 111). Whereas, contract violation erodes trust, adherence to practices which 

are consistent with procedural justice enhances a sense of fairness both for those directly 

involved as well as employees who may be indirectly involved or not involved at all. 

Moreover, practices of procedural justice may increase the strength and quality of the 

employment relationship by assisting the parties to carry on in spite of the violation and 

to repair their relationship. Through these practices, employers and practitioners send 

important messages about the value they place on the individual and on the employment 

relationship. Rousseau (1995) warns that these practices are especially important where 

substandard performance is the issue and where subjective understanding of standards 

and one's own level of performance is likely. 

For employees, it seems that most of them experience some form of violation of 

an employment commitment. Though many violations are remedied and the contract re

mains essentially fulfilled, psychological contract violations may have serious conse

quences for employee attitudes and performance in a number of areas including organiza-
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tional citizenship, turnover intentions, and productivity (Robinson et al., 1994). More

over, news of breaches may spread to other employees and discourage them. There are 

implications for HR practitioners and for HR practice as well. Although HR practitioners 

may believe their decisions are guided by legal advice and generally accepted HR policy, 

their decisions with respect to employee discipline and dismissal may be influenced as 

much by their perceptions of the character of the employee, and the context of the incident 

or deficiency, as they are by the law and organizational policy. Rousseau (1995) claims 

that the psychological contract, as well as its promises and commitments, are shaped by 

both personal beliefs and social processes. Therefore, since most employees experience 

conflict between their own understanding of workplace expectations and obligations and 

that of their employer, it is crucial to understand the content of both the legal and the 

psychological contract. In doing so, we might better understand the relevance of these 

constructs to the employment relationship and to workplace performance. 

The moment when discipline or dismissal becomes a consideration for an alleg

edly poorly performing employee, the employee may be marked as damaged in some way 

by the employer. The anomalous employee, who does not meet the employer's expecta

tions of performance, is somehow contrary to a notion of unity and harmony, and, subse

quently, may be treated differently than normal employees. An example of the discrimi

natory treatment of employees who represent a 'problem' for management can be seen in 

Lam and Devine's (2001) finding that HR managers provided shorter notice periods and, 

therefore, smaller severance awards, to employees who were performing poorly in a si

mulated termination but not poorly enough to represent sufficient cause for dismissal. 

Moreover, the HR managers expressed a desire to punish intransigent employees, even 
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though the Supreme Court of Canada has rejected the so-called 'near cause' argument 

that had been used to justify a lesser notice period for employees terminated without suf

ficient cause (Mole & Stendon, 2004). 

Rousseau (1995) claimed that some believe that employment contracts lock 

employees and employers into obligations that circumstances may make obsolete. 

However, legal contracts more typically change over time in the indefinite-term 

employment contract. In Canada for instance, because the courts explore the dynamic 

nature of the employment contract, and of the promises made and broken, the changing 

terms of the legal contract maybe found to parallel the psychological contract in some 

respects and diverge from the psychological contract in other respects, in an evolving and 

interpretive arrangement. Therefore, a study of HR practitioners' experience, behaviour, or 

attitudes toward employee discipline and dismissal, or the related outcomes, should 

consider both the legal and the psychological context. 

The few studies concerned with employee dismissal may be criticized for a failure 

to apply social science theory because without a theoretical context we are less able to 

appreciate the wider context in which these phenomena can be understood. Similar criti

cism has been levelled at the grievance procedure research as well (Bemmels & Foley, 

1996). Even so, some progress has been made. For instance, Dunford and Devine (1998) 

proposed a preliminary model which incorporated organizational justice, including pro

cedural and distributive justice that addressed the decision by a discharged employee to 

bring a lawsuit against an employer. Other studies which have examined employee dis

missal have also used organizational justice (Blancero, 1995; Olson-Buchanan & Bos-

well, 2002; Rousseau, 1995). However, it is difficult not to conclude that the application 
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of theory - particularly of organizational justice - in non-union dismissal research re

mains deficient since such a small number of empirical studies have reported findings 

with a theoretical grounding and the only model of organizational justice that has been 

advanced remains largely untested. 

Organizational Justice and Dismissal 

A number of studies have investigated the role of organizational justice in em

ployee dismissal. Dunford and Devine (1998) presented a preliminary model of the deci

sion process of a discharged employee deciding to sue an employer and the factors likely 

to influence an outcome favourable to either the employee or the employer. The two key 

concepts at the heart of the model driving employee behaviour were the employee's per

ceptions of distributive and procedural justice. They noted that organizational justice had 

been a widely accepted framework for understanding behavioural phenomena including 

the perceived negativity of job loss, job satisfaction, organizational commitment of survi

vors, coping strategies, and employee organizational retaliatory behaviours (ORBs). 

In an experimental simulation of the characteristics of a non-union grievance sys

tem (NUGS) in an employee discharge, Blancero (1995) found that the presence of ele

ments of procedural (employee input and the composition of the grievance panel) and 

interactional (communication of an explanation) justice had larger effects on non-union, 

non-management workers' perceptions of overall fairness than a favourable outcome. 

Furthermore, unfavourable outcomes reached by fair processes generated higher percep

tions of distributive justice than favourable outcomes reached by unfair processes. Con

sistent with Blancero's (1995) findings, Olson-Buchanan (1996) concluded that proce-
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dural justice played an important role in participants' perceptions. Participants who had 

experienced 'punishment' effects after filing a grievance were more willing to continue 

working for the organization if they had access to a grievance system. She also found, 

consistent with motivation theory, that participants who had a basis for a dispute had 

lower objective job performance scores and were less willing to continue working for the 

organization. Finally, a study of arbitrators' decisions in simulated absenteeism dis

charge cases (Simpson & Martocchio, 1997) found that arbitrators are less likely to mod

ify managements' discharge decisions if management had met all the due process consid

erations before discharging. 

Conceptualizations of Organizational Justice 

In this section, I investigate the notion that individuals judge the fairness of deci

sions made with respect to the relationship they have with their employer based on the 

manner in which they experience the full employment relationship, not just the content 

and process of reaching a particular decision. Individuals develop a generalized percep

tion of fairness about decisions but fairness itself may be conceptualized as having a 

number of different aspects or dimensions which have a unique contribution to make to 

overall fairness perceptions and to other outcomes such as employee turnover or their 

willingness to take legal action after termination. In addition, HR practitioners may be 

considered consultants who, with the line and more senior practitioners, are responsible 

for the long-term management of employment relationships. They also play an important 

mediating influence in how employees perceive the fairness of decisions made which di

rectly or indirectly affect their relationship with the employer. The organizational justice 
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literature provides a rich framework for explaining perceptions - and for improving out

comes - of the employment relationship for the employee, the employer, and the organi

zation and, more specifically, for improving the outcome of disciplinary and dismissal 

decisions. 

Organizational justice has its origins in social exchange theory which was prem

ised on two central assumptions about behaviour: that relationships are exchange proc

esses in which contributions of material things, of ideas, of emotions, and of behaviour 

(Thibaut & Kelley, 1959) lead to the expectation of certain outcomes, and that individu

als assess the fairness of such exchanges using information obtained through social inter

actions (Mowday, 1991). That is, we evaluate a relationship on the basis of benefits ex

changed within that relationship. Social exchange theories of behaviour view individuals 

as motivated by self-interest in interactions with others and believe that they judge rela

tionships on the basis of costs and benefits in predominantly market transactions. How

ever, Thibaut and Kelley (1959) assert that status or resource differences between em

ployees and employers ensured the continuity of the employment relationship by causing 

an imbalance and placing the employee in debt. Given this view of individual employee 

behaviour, one would expect that employees also judge and react to employer decisions 

based on what they perceive that they gain or lose in those decisions but that alternative 

courses of action are also limited by their perceptions of indebtedness or reliance on the 

resources of the employer. That is, market-based transactions between employees and 

employers are limited by the context of the unequal dependence of the employee on the 

employer. 
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Pushing this idea further, Thibaut and Kelley (1959) developed a theory of inter

dependence in interpersonal relations in which power is derived from the dependence of 

one party on the other for the quality of his or her outcomes. Furthermore, they assert 

that an employer's perceived power6 also derives from evidence that an employee's ac

tions results in little variation in the employer's overall success or failure. Moreover, the 

more powerful employer's behaviours are largely derived from internal needs rather than 

external needs. For instance, they posit several possible advantages to being the more 

powerful party in an employment relationship. First, being the more powerful party 

"tends to relieve [the employer] of the necessity of paying close attention to his [em

ployee's] actions and of being careful in his own actions" (Thibaut and Kelly, 1959; p. 

125). In addition, the inequality of power also permits the employer "to determine the 

course and pace of the interaction and to insist upon receiving the better of the outcomes 

potentially available to him in the relationship" (Thibaut and Kelly, 1959; p. 125). Nev

ertheless, they also claim that power tends to be used up with continued use in that the 

employer loses the ability to "make further demands or to induce further behaviour 

changes" in the employee (p. 125). They maintain that, "power can be maintained at its 

maximum only if it is used considerately and sparingly" (Thibaut and Kelly, 1959; p. 

119). 

An extension of social exchange theory, social justice theory, posits that ex

changes are perceived as fair when individuals sense that their rewards or outcomes are 

comparable with their contributions (Adams, 1965; Homans, 1961). Leventhal (1976) 

6 1 assume for the purpose of narrative that the more powerful party in Thibaut and Kelley's (1959) dyadic 
relationship is the employer which is consistent with the views of the Supreme Court of Canada in Wallace 
(1997). 
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described this relationship between outcome and contribution as the equity rule. Equity 

theory led back to the notion of distributive justice, so-called because it specified fairness 

perceptions of the allocation or distribution of outcomes (Greenberg, 1990) - costs and 

rewards - proportionately within the group and consistent with a set of implicit norms 

such as equity (the proportionality of contributions and outcomes), equality of outcomes, 

or according to need (Colquitt, 2001). Another type of distributive justice theory is that 

which focuses on feelings of relative deprivation, such as when an individual's outcomes 

fall short of expectations (Tyler & Lind, 1992). 

At least two extreme views of social justice have been articulated over the last 

several decades. The egalitarian maximum equal liberty of Rawls (1971) asserts that jus

tice requires that economic benefits be distributed in a way that makes the least well-off 

as well-off as possible. Rawls' view was that political theory had become too utilitarian, 

too unconcerned with individual rights, and that justice required that the less fortunate 

should not be left behind. An alternative perspective requires the protection of individual 

rights to resources and claims that social justice implies an authority, likely the state, to 

distribute goods and opportunities as it sees fit. They see the social justice view as being 

incompatible with individual liberty and individuals' right to use what is ours as we 

choose. The distance between these positions affords room for disagreement over the 

extent of basic rights and about how to judge whether a particular instance of differential 

treatment is justified. Conflicts arise over what social goals to value such as equality on 

the one hand and freedom of action on the other. For instance, the implicit norms of 

some views of distributive justice may be based on equality of outcomes or need rather 

than the equity rule, which is the implied view of the dominant interests in management 
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and organization studies. In the development of organizational justice, conflict over what 

to value may have fuelled a focus on the process of fairness rather than the content. 

Research on procedural justice - the perceived fairness of the processes that lead 

to decision outcomes - is supported by the claim that individuals would tolerate some 

injustice in the allocation of outcomes, or distributive justice, if the procedures employed 

to determine those outcomes were perceived to be fair. The conceptualization of proce

dural justice owes much to Thibaut and Walker's (1975) observation of court room pro

ceedings where the perceived fairness of the verdict itself and the process that led to the 

verdict were frequently seen to be two independent phenomena. They contended that 

since the courts and comparable "agencies" were the principal formal instrument for the 

large-scale solution to social problems, the procedures of the courts had potential for cre

ating "justice or injustice" in other settings (Thibaut & Walker, 1975; p. 1). They pro

posed to distribute process control to the "disputants" in conflict and relatively little to 

the decision maker in an "optimal distribution of control" to "self-interested litigants" (p. 

2). With a focus on process rather than content or outcome, they described procedural 

justice as the individual's ability to influence decision outcomes through both process 

control - the ability to voice one's views - and decision control - the ability to influence 

the outcome itself (in Colquitt, 2001). They hoped that their contribution would lead to 

the accessibility of procedures for the resolution of conflict that best facilitate the goal of 

achieving peaceful and suitable termination of disputes (Thibaut & Walker, 1975). 

Leventhal et al. (Leventhal, 1980; Leventhal, Karuza, & Fry, 1980) extended the 

concept of procedural control with the addition of six new factors in the study of alloca

tion preferences in non-legal settings (Colquitt, 2001). They believed that to assess pro-
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cedural justice one compared the process one experienced to generalizable procedural 

rules which included consistency (across persons and times), bias suppression (decision 

maker neutrality), accuracy of information (procedure based on accurate information), 

correctibility (appeal procedures exist), ethicality (standards of ethicality and morality 

upheld), and representation (Colquitt, 2001). The sixth factor involves the representation 

of all subgroups and individuals affected by a decision process and that they are heard 

from. However, Lind and Tyler (1988) argued that the concept of representation could be 

subsumed by Thibaut and Walker's (1975) process and decision control, which left five 

unique aspects to contribute to the conceptualization of procedural justice. 

Until the introduction of interactional justice (Bies & Moag, 1986) - the interper

sonal treatment people receive as a result of procedures - the two-factor conceptualiza

tion of organizational justice, including procedural and distributive justice, had been well 

established and consistently supported by research (see for example: Greenberg, 1993; 

Sweeney & McFarlin, 1993). In interactional justice, perceived fairness increases when 

an individual is treated with respect and sensitivity, and decision makers explain the 

grounds for decisions clearly (Colquitt, 2001). Bies and Moag (1986) found four factors 

for interactional justice (justification, truthfulness, respect, and propriety) in a study of 

expectations of interpersonal treatment during recruitment. 

In the midst of mixed results and considerable disagreement over the underlying 

structure of organizational justice, Greenberg (1993) proposed a four-factor structure 

which he derived from crossing the two justice types (distributive and procedural) with 

the structural and social determinants of justice. Nevertheless, until Colquitt's (2001) 

investigation of the theoretical dimensionality of organizational justice, the four-factor 
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conceptualization remained largely untested and, as Colquitt argued, little progress had 

been made to that point in constructing a standardized instrument. He claimed that, al

though there had been some clarity with respect to the 2-factor organizational justice 

model in the literature which included procedural and distributive justice and that some 

researchers had treated interactional justice as a third type of justice, it was unclear 

whether organizational justice was best depicted by two, three, or perhaps more factors. 

In an effort to settle this question, Colquitt (2001) generated twenty items "by 

strictly following the seminal works in the organizational justice [literature] along with 

more recent examinations of these constructs" (p. 388). In two separate studies, one in 

the context of a university classroom setting and the other in the context of employees in 

an automotive parts manufacturing company, he found support for a four-factor structure 

of the organizational justice measure, with distributive, procedural, interpersonal, and in

formational justice as distinct dimensions. In his four-factor structure, two underlying 

constructs, interpersonal and informational justice, emerged as distinct dimensions of in

teractional justice. Interpersonal justice contained notions of respect and propriety. In

formational justice included truthfulness and several aspects of justification in communi

cating the decision. In naming these constructs, Colquitt borrowed from Greenberg's 

(1993) taxonomy in which the socially determined aspects of procedural and distributive 

justice were conceptualized as two of Greenberg's four justice factors. 

In Colquitt's (2001) study, distributive justice referred to the perception of deci

sion outcomes derived from the fairness of resource allocation with respect to equity. 

Most distributive justice research has focused on the "equity rule" which Leventhal (1976 

in Colquitt, 2001) described as "a single normative rule which dictates that rewards and 
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resources be distributed in accordance with recipients' contributions"(p. 389). While 

conceding that other allocation rules, such as equality or need, may be appropriate in dif

ferent contexts, Colquitt (2001) adopted items based on the equity rule to "maximize 

generalizability" to the much greater number of studies in the existing literature which 

had incorporated an equity perspective of distributive justice (p. 389). Whether HR prac

titioners and other employees actually employ the equity rule or have some other implicit 

allocation preferences does not appear to have been considered. The decision to incorpo

rate the equity rule only seems to have been based on its instrumental value rather than on 

some other norm or value set. Refraining distributive justice from an equality or need 

perspective may yield a significantly different insight into the character of the employ

ment relationship and contribute to our understanding of this important phenomenon. 

Furthermore, in assembling the items from his review of the literature, Colquitt (2001) 

discarded the relational justice criteria that Lind and Tyler (Lind, 1995; Lind & Tyler, 

1988; Tyler, 1989; Tyler & Lind, 1992) had contributed to the conceptualization of pro

cedural justice. In neglecting to incorporate Lind and Tyler's notion of relational justice, 

Colquitt (2001) explained that neutrality, benevolence (Lind, 1995), and standing or 

status recognition overlapped considerably with procedural justice criteria that had been 

identified by Leventhal and his colleagues (Leventhal, 1980; Leventhal et al., 1980) and 

Thibaut and Walker (1975), as well as by the dignity and respect aspects of interactional 

justice. Moreover, Colquitt (2001) noted that trust (Tyler, 1989) was a well-developed 

construct with its own literature and best considered a correlate of procedural justice. 

Yet, in examining the work of Lind and Tyler (1988), one might conclude that 

they had conceptualized a distinctive variety of organizational justice which was rela-
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tional rather than individualistic in nature. In their investigation of procedural justice, 

Tyler and Lind had drawn a distinction between relational and instrumental justice. In 

the group-value, or relational model of procedural justice, individuals receive signals 

about how, or if, they are valued by authority figures and by the collective or group to 

which they belong. It is a process of perceived relations within the group rather than of 

balancing the interests of individuals. They argued that group value is a key determinant 

of an individual's perception of authority legitimacy and willingness to comply with the 

rules and decisions of the collective or of the authority figure. The rationale is that 

groups provide a source of self-validation in that they can impart information about the 

appropriateness of attitudes and values to the member. They are also a source of emotional 

support and other resources, and provide a sense of belonging. Group members also pick 

up information about their standing or status within the group by the way their effort, ideas, 

and presence are received by the other members of the group, especially authority figures. 

Tyler and Lind (1992) contrasted the relational notion of justice with the self-

interest, or instrumental model in which procedural justice is valued because it provides 

for a level playing field on which all interests may be fairly represented. They argued 

that in the instrumental model, as conceived by Thibaut and Walker (1975) for instance, 

that "disputants are primarily concerned with the problem" that brought them to a third 

party for resolution and that "judgments of the fairness ... are based on instrumental con

cerns in the sense that [they] view procedures as means to the end of improving their own 

outcomes or their relationship with the [other disputant]" (Tyler and Lind, 1992; p. 138). 

Also problematic, Thibaut and Walker (1975) "do not devote much time to disputants' 

concerns about their long-term relationship" and that implied in their conceptualization is 
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the assumption that "disputants view their experience with the judge and the court system 

as a one-shot encounter" (p.138). While Colquitt (2001) argued that the relational model 

complemented the theory underpinning both Thibaut and Walker's, and Leventhal's con

cepts, he concluded that the dimensions of procedural justice that Lind and Tyler had 

contributed were better represented in other already-established dimensions. 

Colquitt and his colleagues (Zapata-Phelan, Colquitt, Scott & Livingston, 2009) 

claim that the research in organizational justice, which is "focused on the experience of 

fairness in ... task-focused environments, has increased dramatically over the past dec

ade" because "perceptions of fair treatment have been linked to a number of beneficial 

employee behaviors" (p. 93). Based on the nature of the research on which Colquitt 

(2001) constructed his four-factor model of organizational justice (studies in which the 

individual was the subject of allocation decisions), I suggest that Colquitt's (2001) con

ceptualization is instrumental in nature in that it focuses on individual procedures and 

outcomes. His conceptualization reflects a bias in favour of the decision processes, the 

outcomes it leads to, and the manner in which those processes and decisions are commu

nicated to the employee disputant. Moreover, the context for the studies of organiza

tional justice on which Colquitt (2001) relied, were typically a decision process with the 

potential to be judged unfair, such as pay raises, performance appraisals, hiring decisions, 

discipline, and so on. 

By contrast, Lind and Tyler (1988) may have conceptualized an entirely distinct 

notion of organizational justice, one that may have its own unique relationship to judg

ments of fairness, and to procedural, distributive, and interactional justice, as well as to 

other outcomes typically of concern to researchers, such as turnover, and others perhaps 
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not so typical, such as employee outcomes following discipline or dismissal. While Col

quitt (2001) had synthesized a large and somewhat chaotic literature relative to instru

mental justice, the fundamentally distinctive notion of relational justice is, as yet, largely 

unexplored. As Lind and Tyler (1988) suggested, if relational justice is an appropriate 

conceptualization of organizational justice, we must be concerned with which model ac

counts for the variation in fairness judgments and to which model we should give more 

weight. 

A Closer Examination of Relational Justice 

Colquitt's (2001) four-factor conceptualization synthesized over 25 years of effort 

in the development of organizational justice theory and may well have standardized the 

measurement of perceptions of workplace fairness for another generation to come. Nev

ertheless, his operationalization of organizational justice may represent an incomplete 

conceptualization as Lind and Tyler's (1988) work suggests. Lind and Tyler (1988) ar

gued that a distinction must be drawn between relational or group-value, and instrumental 

or self-interest, notions of procedural justice. Their analysis of these concepts suggests 

that Colquitt's (2001) four-factor structure maybe measuring perceived fairness based on 

an instrumental notion of justice only, in that fairness judgements are based on the in

strumental concerns of possessing appropriate means to achieve a valued end or outcome 

in allocation decisions. On the other hand, the notion of relational justice that Tyler and 

Lind (1988) offered seems to have been overlooked as a conceptual basis in the opera

tionalization of a standardized notion of organizational justice. Perceived fairness may 

be explained by relational justice and notions of an individual's value to the group and to 
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authority figures as well as by the instrumental conceptualization of procedural, distribu

tive, and interactional justice that has emerged as a benchmark operationalization of or

ganizational justice. 

The challenge to relational justice may not be so much in its conceptualization, 

which they argue is distinct from an instrumental notion of justice, as much as in the di

mensions specified by Tyler and Lind (1992). Tyler and Lind (1992) seem to have been 

unsuccessful in several respects in defining a set of unique criteria with which to distin

guish relational justice. First, Colquitt (2001) easily incorporated the neutrality criterion 

(Tyler, 1989; Lind, 1995) in the notion of procedural justice. In addition, taken together 

procedural and interactional justice are the essence of the 'level playing field' of instru

mental justice. Furthermore, a neutral relationship with an employee (one in which the 

employee receives similar treatment to a non-employee) hardly seems like the basis for 

building commitment. For example, in an organization with high perceived relational 

justice the employment relationship is not neutral but one that actually favours the em

ployee, especially when his or her need is great. Inherent in this attitude is the belief that 

the incumbent employee is of far greater value than an employee who has yet to be hired 

and hence the incumbent should be given what some might consider an extraordinary op

portunity to correct deficiencies. 

Two, standing (Tyler, 1989) or status recognition (Lind, 1995) - the extent to 

which interpersonal treatment has communicated standing or value to the group or au

thority figure - overlaps considerably with aspects of interactional justice. While being 

disrespectful to an employee may communicate that the individual has a lesser value to 

the group, the relationship of disrespectful treatment to perceived fairness is not unique to 
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relational justice in that it is central to the conceptualization of instrumental justice as 

well. Moreover, an individual may be shown respect without being perceived as having 

any group value. 

Three, trust (Tyler, 1989) is a construct with its own literature and may be a corre

late of procedural justice (Colquitt, 2001). What seems more likely is that trust mediates 

the relationship between perceived group value and both organizational and individual 

outcomes. That is, when individuals perceive that they are valued by the organization or 

authority figures they are more likely to display trust in decision making authorities and, 

therefore, they are more likely to comply with the decisions "without worrying too much 

about exploitation or rejection" (Lind, 1995; p. 86). 

Finally, when Lind (1995) updated the criteria he may have inadvertently created 

some confusion in changing trust (Tyler, 1989) to benevolence. However, in doing so, he 

also gave tacit approval to Thibaut and Kelley's (1959) notion of the imbalance in recip

rocal relationships brought about by status or resource differences. In the case of em

ployers, showing benevolence toward employees may be thought of as acknowledgment 

of an underlying imbalance inherent in the employment relationship. Lind (1995) de

fined benevolence as the "impression of real consideration for the individual" (p. 87). 

Employees find evidence that they are accepted members of their organizations - evi

dence of their status or standing within the organization - to the extent that they perceive 

they are given real consideration. Perceived group value has significance for the em

ployer in that individuals begin making judgments early in the employment relationship, 

well before a procedure or decision might lead to conflict, and it is these fairness judg

ments which serve as a heuristic that guides the decision to accept or reject an organiza-
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tional decision or policy (Lind, 1995). Benevolence and relational justice are, therefore, 

something other than instrumental, more than simply utilitarian. Moreover, the concept 

suggests that the party who is benevolent possesses greater power in the relationship and 

that consideration for the other party beyond the basic contractual requirements is charac

teristic of benevolent behaviour. Thus, Lind's (1995) notion of benevolence assumes an 

on-going power imbalance in the employment relationship, a view which has much in 

common with Thibaut and Kelley's (1959) view of power and dependence, whereas in

strumental justice assumes the achievement of a level playing field. 

Conceptually, relational justice may act on perceived fairness by assuring em

ployees who have been disciplined or dismissed that they are not being rejected person

ally, that they are still valued by the group and those in authority, and that, under differ

ent circumstances they might still be welcomed back into the organization. In an organi

zation with high perceived relational justice, outcomes should improve for both the em

ployee and the employer. For the employer, the probability of wrongful dismissal law

suits brought by terminated employees and other retaliatory behaviours (Skarlicki & Fol-

ger, 1997) might be lowered and surviving employees might have a greater commitment 

to the organization. On the other hand, terminated employees might experience better 

outcomes psychologically and, therefore recover more quickly from the disruption of 

their employment. 

Organizational Justice in the Broader Context 

The focus of the previous review was both the generally accepted four-factor 

model of organizational justice as well as a unique conceptualization of fairness based on 
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a relational notion of organizational justice (Lind, 1995; Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler, 1989; 

Tyler & Lind, 1992). While the four-factor model - a conceptualization of organizational 

justice that is based on an instrumental notion of organizational justice (Tyler and Lind, 

1992) - has received much of the research and practitioner attention recently, relational 

justice has been overlooked in studies of organizational justice (see Colquit, 2001 for ex

ample) in that relational justice suggests the need to appreciate both the on-going nature 

of the relationship as well as the inherent power differences. By contrast, the instrumen

tal conceptualization of organization represented by procedural and interactional justice 

(Colquitt, 2001) is associated with one-time decision processes and a 'level playing 

field'. 

Lind and Tyler (1988) had conceptualized the group-value or relational model of 

procedural justice as the signals that individuals receive about how, or if, they are valued 

by authority figures and by the collective or group to which they belong and they opera-

tionalized the model through notions of neutrality, benevolence, trust, and standing or 

status recognition. However, in this review, I suggested that only the benevolence di

mension is unique to relational justice and that it assumes an inequality of power in the 

employment relationship. 

In addition, the conceptualization of distributive justice incorporated by Colquitt 

(2001) employed only a limited notion based on the "equity rule" (Leventhal, 1976), 

overlooking other possible allocation rules such as equality or need. Colquitt seems to 

have preferred the equity rule only because "most research" (primarily concerned with 

maximizing productivity) had focused on equity. However, refraining distributive justice 

from an equality, need, or other perspective might yield a significantly different under-
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standing of the employment relationship and the HR practitioner's role in that relation

ship. 

This analysis suggests that the extent to which employees accept the legitimacy of 

authority and perceive that decisions related to their employment relationship are fair will 

be influenced by the nature of employment throughout the relationship and not only as a 

result of the procedures and outcomes of a single experience with managerial decision 

making. For instance, the remediation of each employee's unique needs can be considered 

a source of relational justice in that it can promote an employee's sense of belonging and 

value to the organization, and provide the consideration needed for the employee to adapt 

to and to appreciate the organization's demands in both the short and long terms. In 

addition, Lind's (1995) benevolence concept hints at an inequality of power in the 

employment relationship. Such an inequality can be found in Thibaut and Kelley's (1959) 

theory of power and dependence in interdependent relationships and in the views of the 

Supreme Court of Canada (Wallace, 1997) which will be discussed in the next section. 

Organizational Justice in the Law and Decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada 

In addition to examining the relevant conceptualizations of justice and fairness in 

the previous discussion, I have reviewed the use of organizational justice in the dismissal 

literature. In the following discussion, I turn to an examination of the extent to which the 

decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada reproduce conceptualizations of justice and 

fairness in order to fulfill my primary research objective, to better understand the nature 

of the employment relationship and dismissal in a legal, justice, and workplace frame

work. 
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Workplace Justice and the Nature of the Employment Relationship 

Legal analyses of the Wallace (1997) decision typically focus on the additional 

months of notice awarded as a result of the intangible injuries caused by the manner of 

the employee's dismissal, what have come to be called 'Wallace damages' (see, for ex

ample, Levitt, 2004). Nevertheless, in the Wallace (1997) decision the Supreme Court of 

Canada also expresses a relatively comprehensive view on the nature of the employment 

relationship and of the vulnerable position of the worker. In the judgment, Justice 

Iacobucci outlines an approach to the nature of the typical employment relationship that 

emphasizes the vulnerability of the employee as a result of the importance of work and 

the power imbalance that exists between the employee and employer. In the following 

section, I will link the views expressed by the Court to a discussion of justice in the 

workplace, particularly power and dependence (Thibaut & Kelly, 1959), relational justice 

(Lind & Tyler, 1988) and the four-factor model (Colquitt, 2001). 

I begin with a reading of the decision limited to Wallace damages only, which re

veals a view of dismissal practices that is conceptually most consistent with the interac

tional (interpersonal and informational) justice of Colquitt's four-factor model. Then, I 

move the discussion to the broader themes of power and vulnerability as expressed in 

Wallace (1997) and augment these views with a social psychological model of power and 

dependence (Thibaut and Kelley, 1959) and the conceptual basis of relational justice 

(Lind & Tyler, 1988). Insights generated by conceptualizations of justice can assist in an 

examination of the structure of wrongful dismissal decisions and in generating a deeper 

appreciation of the Supreme Court of Canada's views on the nature of the employment 

relationship. 
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Wallace Damages and the Four-Factor Model of Organizational Justice 

In Colquitt's (2001) four-factor structure, two underlying constructs, interpersonal 

and informational justice, emerge as distinct dimensions of interactional justice. Inter

personal justice consists of treating the employee with respect and propriety. Informa

tional justice includes being truthful and providing a thorough, reasonable, and timely 

explanation, as well as being considerate of the employee's needs. Each of these dimen

sions of interactional justice may be identified in Wallace (1997) and in subsequent court 

decisions. 

In Wallace (1997), the Court asserted that reasonable notice maybe extended if 

employers fail to meet their "obligation of good faith and fair dealing in the manner of 

dismissal" {Wallace, 1997; para. 95). Wallace was discharged without explanation even 

though the employer maintained that it had cause to terminate him right up to the trial, 

leaving others to speculate on what he had done that could justify such harsh treatment. 

In finding for Wallace, the Court asserted that employers should not be "untruthful, mis

leading or unduly insensitive" {Wallace, 1997; para 98) and that during the course of 

dismissal employers should be, "candid, reasonable, honest and forthright" (para 135). 

Wallace damages may be said to represent a fundamentally new direction for 

wrongful dismissal law. In Wallace (1997), the Court made a distinction between 'tangi

ble' and 'intangible' injuries, in that tangible injuries - those that lead to a loss because of 

the dismissed employee's difficulty locating alternative employment - are not the only 

losses which may be compensated in the reasonable notice award. Intangible damages -

"humiliation, embarrassment, damage to one's sense of self-worth and self-esteem" -

may also be compensated if they arise from the manner of dismissal (para. 103). There-
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fore, Wallace damages recognize the injustice that results from the bad faith actions of 

the employer in addition to the economic loss suffered by the terminated employee. 

The Ontario Court of Appeal (Gismondi v. Toronto (City), 2003) summarized 

some of the kinds of bad faith conduct that have subsequently arisen in the case law and 

fit the definition in Wallace (1997). These acts of bad faith in the manner of dismissal 

might be characterized as misrepresentation (such as false allegations), misleading (such 

as leading the employee to believe that his or her job is secure), insensitive (such as ter

minating an employee on return to work after suffering major depression), malicious 

(such as persisting in a false allegation of cause), or unreasonable (such as refusing to 

provide a letter of reference). 

In Wallace (1997), it is clear that the Court was concerned with the lack of respect 

and propriety of the employer, particularly in that it resulted in intangible damage. In 

addition, the employer misrepresented the reasons for the dismissal and misled Wallace's 

potential employers by not providing reasons for the dismissal but instead coloured his 

reputation through innuendo. The employer also misled Wallace with respect to the ten

ure he could expect as a consequence of the promises it made before he was hired. Fur

thermore, the employer was inconsiderate of Wallace's welfare and knew that it had 

caused him great distress but made a conscious "decision to 'play hardball' with Wallace 

and maintained unfounded allegations of cause until the day the trial began" (Wallace, 

1997; para. 108). Therefore, I suggest that the basis of Wallace damages is consistent 

with Colquitt's (2001) interpersonal and informational dimensions of interactional jus

tice, which is an instrumental conceptualization of organizational justice. 
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Nevertheless, where the Supreme Court of Canada is concerned, Colquitt's (2001) 

four-factor model may not be sufficient to fully account for the dynamics of the employ

ment relationship. In order to better appreciate the implications of the Wallace (1997) 

decision, I first return to Tyler and Lind's (1992) critique of the instrumental model of 

organizational justice which reveals a relatively limited view of the nature of the em

ployment relationship. My purpose is to demonstrate that two (or more) conceptualiza

tions of justice correspond to the views expressed in Wallace (1997), and that together 

they offer a more complete and inclusive view of justice in the workplace. 

Tyler and Lind (1992) argued that the instrumental, or self-interest, model of or

ganizational justice in which procedural justice is valued because it provides a level play

ing field on which all interests may be fairly represented. They also argued that in the 

instrumental model "disputants are primarily concerned with the problem" and that 

"judgments of the fairness ... are based on instrumental concerns in the sense that they 

view procedures as means to an end of improving their own outcomes" (Tyler and Lind, 

1992; p. 138). Colquitt's (2001) four-factor model is also concerned with the solution to 

a 'one-shot' problem and with the representation of interests with respect to that problem. 

Likewise, I suggest that Wallace damages also relate to instrumental justice. In 

addition to the consistency between the Court's views and Colquitt's (2001) interpersonal 

and informational justice, Wallace damages are concerned with the manner of dismissal, 

a 'one-shot encounter' and a problem for the employer to resolve - how to dismiss the 

employee fairly while meeting legal requirements. The Court's interest in awarding Wal

lace damages is to protect the employee's rights and improve his or her outcomes by lim

iting the employer's ability to act unilaterally and without regard for the employee's wel-
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fare, while ensuring the employer's right to determine the composition of its workforce. 

These are instrumental outcomes in that they are related to a single decision process and 

protecting the interests of the parties. 

Wallace (1997) and the Power and Dependence Model of Interpersonal Relations 

A more careful reading of Wallace (1997) reveals a set of views about the nature 

of the employment relationship which is much more consistent with Thibaut and Kelley's 

(1959) power and dependence model of interpersonal relations. In their theory of inter

dependence in interpersonal relations, power is derived from the dependence of one party 

on the other for the quality of his or her outcomes. In employment, the quality of the less 

powerful employee's outcomes with respect to the relationship is dependent, to a greater 

or lesser extent, on the more powerful employer. That is, the employer's power is pro

portional to the extent that an employee is dependent on the employer for his or her out

comes. As a consequence, employees may be advised to reduce their dependence by de

veloping alternatives to the particular employer or to employment itself. However, as the 

Supreme Court of Canada makes clear (Wallace, 1997), the typical employee is depend

ent on employment for a sense of self-worth, self-esteem, and contribution that work pro

vides as well as possessing inferior bargaining power in employment relationships gener

ally, but particularly with respect to tenure. Moreover, Justice Iacobucci specifically 

links the importance of work to the individual employee's vulnerability, a position that 

ensures the employee's dependence (Langille and Macklem, 2007). 

Thibaut and Kelley (1959) assert that an employer's perceived power also derives 

from evidence that there is little variation in the employer's outcomes as a result of the 
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actions of an employee. Furthermore, the more powerful employer's behaviours are 

largely derived from internal needs rather than external needs. For instance, employers 

with the greater resources and power required in order to experience fewer consequences 

as a result of an individual employee's poor performance or even dismissal would be 

more likely to adopt progressive HR practices because of the need to attract, retain, and 

motivate a productive workforce, rather than adopting the practices in order to satisfy the 

needs, or protect the rights, of an individual employee. However, where the employer 

and employee are more equal in terms of power (they are more interdependent for the 

quality of their outcomes), the employer may be more inclined to bargain from an aware

ness and sensitivity to external (employee) needs. For example, the employer may be far 

more willing to guarantee tenure where there is a greater degree of dependence on the 

employee's knowledge, skills, or abilities. Nevertheless, the employee who possesses an 

equal bargaining relationship with the employer is not typical given the level of knowl

edge and sophistication required by the employee in order to negotiate a balanced on

going relationship. 

However, Thibaut and Kelley (1959) also claim that the less powerful party's 

ability to "make further demands or to induce further behaviour changes" in the more de

pendent party (p. 125) tends to be used up with continued use and that, "power can be 

maintained at its maximum only if it is used considerately and sparingly" (p. 119). None

theless, despite the temptation to infer an internal limit to the employer's ability to act 

unilaterally, I suggest that the employer could terminate 'at will' any employee who no 

longer meets expectations if not for the limits that the courts' place on the employer's 

ability to act unilaterally. Without the employer's willingness to comply with the law, 
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the typical employee is excessively vulnerable and the employer will continue to possess 

unequal and overwhelming power. Moreover, it is only because employers may neglect 

employee rights that a system of minimum worker rights exists in Canada as well as a 

court that is willing to limit employer's ability to act arbitrarily and without consideration 

for the employee's welfare. 

In Wallace (1997), the Supreme Court of Canada adopts an approach to protecting 

worker rights that has at its heart a view of the employment relationship that is consistent 

with Thibaut and Kelley's (1959) power and depedendence model of interpersonal 

relations. The Court advocates the view that the essential nature of the employment rela

tionship is that the employee and employer are in an unequal bargaining relationship and 

that the employee is in a vulnerable position. This view is in striking contrast to that as

sumed by Colquitt's (2001) four-factor model of organizational justice which implies that 

adhering to a set of principles of process and interaction can ensure that employers 'level 

the playing field' relative to the employee. That is, power differences become inconse

quential as a result of a fair decision process and the fundamental nature of the relation

ship is not examined. However, in Wallace (1997) the Court firmly establishes that the 

employment relationship in Canada is innately unequal. 

The Court further distinguishes the employment contract by contrasting it to the 

commercial or private contract (Langille and Macklem, 2007). In stressing the impor

tance of the careful construction of laws that promote fairness and protect the rights of 

employees, Justice Iacobucci for the Court asserts that the employment relationship typi

cally requires an "act of submission" in its inception and a "condition of subordination" 

by an "isolated employee or worker" in its operation (Davies & Freedland, 1983 in Wal-
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lace, 1997; para. 92). The employment contract is unlike a commercial contract in that it 

does not result from an exercise of free bargaining power and that, "the rights and obliga

tions [of the employee and employer] arise not from the will of the parties but from the 

employment relationship itself (Langille and Macklem, 2007; p. 348). That is, a com

mercial (or private) contract typically emphasizes the will of the parties as the relation

ship is assumed to be structured by commitments freely made. In contrast, if an em

ployment contract is allowed to arise only from the will of the parties, it typically pro

duces a power imbalance. Therefore, an employment relationship involves a very special 

kind of contract that must be constructed in such a way that it promotes fairness despite 

its innate inequality. Such a contract must recognize that, "the parties possess certain 

unique rights and owe each other unique obligations that cannot necessarily be traced to 

their agreement," or to the 'will' of the parties (Langille and Macklem, 2007; p. 347). 

In his reasons in both Wallace (1997) and McKinley (2001), as well as other deci

sions of the Supreme Court of Canada (see, for example Rizzo & Rizzo Shoes Ltd., 1998), 

Justice Iacobucci demonstrates his, "willingness to calibrate rules to specific contexts to 

promote fairness in the face of inequality" (Langille and Macklem, 2007; p. 349). In his 

reasons, the Court asserts that employee rights must be protected in spite of how it might 

impair the 'efficiency' and easy interpretation of the law, in an attempt to lessen both the 

economic as well as the personal damage inflicted on the employee and that the Court 

must act to create limits on the employer's ability to act unilaterally without considera

tion of the employee's welfare. 

In McKinley (2001), Justice Iaccobucci asserts that work is a central feature of an 

employees' life, helping to define our identity, self-worth, and well-being, as well as pro-
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viding a means of financial support and an opportunity for the employee to contribute to 

society, especially given the importance that our society attaches to employment. In 

Machtinger (1992), he argues that because of the importance of work and the power im

balance that exists in the employment relationship, employees are particularly vulnerable 

and, therefore, care must be exercised in crafting the law in order to protect employees 

and to "provide incentives for employers to comply with minimum employment stan

dards" (Langille and Macklem, 2007; p. 351). In that decision, Justice Iacobucci argues 

that longer notice periods "will have a deterrent effect on employers contemplating the 

exercise of superior bargaining power in ways that undermine legal protections provided 

to employees..." (Langille and Macklem, 2007; p. 348). 

For example, in Wallace (1997) he crafts a rationale and a penalty for Wallace 

damages that result from the employer's bad faith dealing in the manner of dismissal. He 

also argues that any change of employment status will have ramifications for the em

ployee, particularly if the change is involuntary, such as where the conditions of em

ployment are changed by the employer unilaterally. In McKinley (2001), Justice 

Iacobucci proposes the 'principle of proportionality,' a requirement that the employer 

balance the severity of misconduct or incompetence and the discipline imposed. Once 

again, he suggests that this balance must be placed in the context of the central role and 

value of work in society and to the individual's sense of identity, worth, and well-being. 

Summary 

This chapter presented an examination of the management and organization litera

ture with respect to the intersection of the psychological contract, organizational justice 
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and employee dismissal. My purpose in this chapter was to widen the context in which 

the employer-employee relationship can be understood. The chapter began with an intro

duction to the notion of a psychological contract in the employment relationship and its 

relationship to organizational justice. I found that employees, HR practitioners, and other 

managers are likely to have subjective understanding of the nature of the employment 

relationship and that their beliefs about workplace expectations and obligations will di

verge from the courts' views as a result of and in order to fill gaps in their knowledge of 

the law. 

I then turned to the use of organizational justice in the employee dismissal litera

ture followed by a more extensive examination of the organizational justice literature. I 

completed my consideration of justice and fairness in the organizational context by exam

ining the views of the Supreme Court of Canada about the nature of the employment rela

tionship and the inequality of bargaining power as expressed in its decisions. I found that 

creating a better balance of employer and employee interests in the employment relation

ship requires the incorporation of a more diverse range of views of workplace justice and 

fairness. 

My empirical studies of employee dismissal (Chapter 5, 6, and 7) will include an 

investigation of justice from the perspective of the HR practitioner and the courts (a third-

party) providing the rationale for my consideration of justice and the law. The investiga

tion of these alternative perspectives is anticipated to yield some common ground with 

respect to the employment contract while also revealing a divergent understanding of 

workplace justice. 
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My investigation of justice in the management and organization literature re

vealed relatively little use of organizational justice as well as remarkably diverse concep

tualizations of justice in the workplace, which are largely absent from previous studies of 

employee dismissal. Hence, in the next chapter I examine the current state of knowledge 

and the relative lack of work in the study of non-union dismissal and the employer-

employee relationship in order to take my investigation one step further. 
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Chapter 4 - The Empirical Study of Dismissal 

In this chapter, I examine the current state of knowledge and the relative lack of 

work in the empirical study of non-union dismissal and the employer-employee relation

ship. My review will highlight the relative absence of management and organization the

ory generally in the literature. In addition, I include a discussion of the arbitral literature 

where appropriate in order to illustrate issues which remain relatively unrepresented in 

the non-union dismissal literature. 

I review the key issues investigated in the dismissal literature including HR man

agement practices, employment contract remedies, the determinants of case and arbitra

tion outcomes, and topics in managerial and employee psychology. Finally, I summarize 

gaps in the dismissal literature including: a very small number of studies of the dismissal 

of the non-union employee, the lack of a complete theory of non-union dismissal, a rela

tive absence of guidance from management and organization scholars for HR practitio

ners, and few studies that examine managerial psychology and behaviour. 

Empirical Studies of Wrongful Dismissal Cases 

Most studies of Canadian common law wrongful dismissal cases have focused on 

the factors used to determine the length of notice or severance, to which the employee 

was entitled once it has been determined that the employer did not have sufficient cause 

to dismiss an employee. Surprisingly, until the first empirical study of reasonable notice 

(McShane, 1983) it was considered impractical to construct a guide or predictive model 

of the length of notice to which the terminated employee was entitled (Grosman, 1984). 
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Nevertheless, McShane (1983) found that the employee's length of service, salary and 

job status, the labour market conditions, and year of the decision were statistically sig

nificant predictors of the notice awarded in a study of 199 wrongful dismissal cases for 

the period 1960 to 1982. A later study (McShane & McPhillips, 1987) of more than 100 

British Columbia court cases found two additional predictors (did the employee incur a 

cost in taking employment with the employer and the employee's age) in addition to the 

five identified above. Furthermore, the OLS regression model accounted for 69 percent 

of the variance in reasonable notice awards and was highly generalizable in a test with 

Canada-wide data. 

Several other studies also examined notice in common law wrongful dismissal. 

They include an evaluation of trends in wrongful dismissal cases (Sooklal, 1987) and rep

lications of McShane and McPhillips (1987) work (Lam & Devine, 2001; Wagar & Jour-

dain, 1992). In a study of 177 Canadian cases, Wagar and Jourdain (1992) also found 

that occupational status, years of service, unfavourable labour market conditions and the 

year of the decision were correlated with predictors of notice period. However, they also 

found that the notice period increased when employers had 500 or more employees and 

when the cases were heard in British Columbia or Ontario. In an examination of Alberta 

wrongful dismissal cases, Lam and Devine (2001) compared the severance compensation 

determinants identified in the cases with severances provided by HR managers. Like 

McShane and McPhillips (1987), they also found that age, salary and length of service 

were significant predictors but found only modest support for unfavourable labour market 

conditions and occupational level. However, their full model accounted for 84.5 percent 

of the variance in notice. 
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In the second part of their study, Lam & Devine (2001) surveyed HR managers 

about hypothetical scenarios in a non-union setting in which the respondents were asked 

to decide the length of notice for a terminated employee. They found support for HR 

managers' use of age, length of service, occupational level, salary and labour market 

conditions as predictors of length of notice. But, respondents provided longer notice pe

riods when the termination was due to corporate restructuring rather than to performance-

related reasons and when the terminated employee was female. Notice periods were 

shorter when the company was in poor financial condition. A comparison of the notice 

periods provided revealed that, overall, HR managers provided shorter notice periods 

than the courts. However, the HR managers provided longer notice periods than the 

courts for lower status employees and shorter notice periods than the courts for higher 

status employees. Thus, notice periods provided by HR managers were clustered in a 

smaller range than those provided by of the courts. 

It should be noted that in the studies of reasonable notice discussed above, the 

primary criterion for selection of the cases to study was that the courts had found in fa

vour of the plaintiff (the dismissed employee) and had awarded notice. That is, these 

studies included many court cases in which cause for dismissal was not argued. Interest

ingly, an unpublished study (Wagar & Grant, 1992) which focused solely on cases in 

which just cause for dismissal was argued by the employer found evidence that an em

ployee dismissed for alleged incompetence resulted in a notice award that was almost two 

months shorter than cases where the employer had argued for some other basis for dis

missal. 
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Wagar and Grant (1992) also found that the larger the number of factors that the 

courts observed which mitigated the seriousness of the employee's alleged deficiency the 

longer the notice period awarded. For instance, the courts recognized the employer's ob

ligation to provide the employee with the tools, training, direction and opportunity to ful

fill their obligations and were prepared to penalize the employer by increasing the length 

of notice awarded for not fulfilling that obligation. 

Determinants of Reasonable Notice 

In the most recent study of reasonable notice, Lam and Devine (2001) replicated 

and added to the previous studies of wrongful dismissal case law. In their study, they 

contrasted the determinants of reasonable notice in the courts - an area previously exam

ined in several studies (McShane 1983; McShane and McPhillips 1987; Sooklal 1987; 

Wagar and Jourdain 1992) - with the factors considered by HR managers when making 

severance decisions. They found that HR managers considered economic and social jus

tice factors in addition to the factors that were found to be significant in court decisions. 

Their study took an innovative approach to examine the application of employment law 

in the workplace and to ground HR practice in a theoretical framework as well as a legal 

framework. Not only did they argue that there had been a limited number of factors con

sidered in the relatively small number of previous studies, but also that there had been 

inconsistencies in the significance of some of the factors' significance. Furthermore, they 

claimed to have identified shifting trends, despite failing to specify what the trends may 

be. 
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In previous studies of reasonable notice (McShane, 1983; McShane & McPhillips, 

1987; Wagar & Jourdain, 1992; Lam & Devine, 2001), occupational status, length of ser

vice, limited re-employment prospects, and salary are the most frequently cited predictors 

of length of notice to reach significance. Two possible explanations for the relationship 

between occupational status and notice have been offered. The first is thought to rest on 

the vagaries of the labour market; employees with greater status in the workplace such as 

executives will have fewer opportunities of a similar status, responsibility, and specializa

tion available, making it more difficult for them to find comparable work (Lam & De-

vine, 2001). The second explanation has been that the courts believe that employees in 

higher status positions have made greater contributions to the organization than other 

workers (McShane & McPhillips, 1987) and have also carried greater responsibility. 

Perhaps the mostly frequently cited factor in reasonable notice awards in the court 

record is the length of service of the employee. Longer service may be construed as an 

indication of the contribution to the organization or that the longer an employee has 

served a particular employer the longer the period it will take to find comparable em

ployment elsewhere (McShane & McPhillips, 1987). In addition, because the essential 

rationale underlying notice is to provide reasonable time in which to find comparable 

employment evidence of a limited labour market should lengthen the notice period. Al

though considered in past studies, salary has not been examined in the present study be

cause the courts have referenced the plaintiffs earnings in a little over half of the cases 

only. 

Age (McShane & McPhillips, 1987; Lam & Devine, 2001), industry (Lam & De-

vine, 2001), having been hired away or induced to leave previous employment, the year 
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of the decision (McShane & McPhillips, 1987; Wagar & Jourdain, 1992), employer size, 

provincial jurisdiction, the existence of a written employment contract, and whether the 

employee mitigated the loss of employment (Wagar & Jourdain, 1992) have also been 

found to have been significant or moderately significant predictors of notice. Only Lam 

& Devine (2001) have previously considered the employee's performance and it was not 

found to be a significant predictor. 

Wrongful Dismissal and Case Outcome 

The examination of the outcomes of wrongful dismissal case (whether the em

ployee or employer is successful) should also be particularly relevant for the examina

tion of HR practices in that the courts seem especially concerned with both the em

ployee's work history and the employer's workplace practices. Analysis of these deci

sions might help to identify the practices that do not infringe on an employee's common 

law rights. For instance, in an analysis of cases in which the employer argued that in

competence was the just cause for termination Wagar and Grant (1993) found that the 

provision of a hearing before termination and a blemished employee disciplinary record 

increased the probability of a successful employer defence whereas previous satisfactory 

performance appraisals decreased the probability of employer success. In a study of mis

conduct cases (Grant and Wagar 1995), they also found that a satisfactory performance 

appraisal and the absence of a disciplinary record increased the likelihood of a successful 

employee action and that employer condonation of similar past behaviour, either the em

ployee's or another employee's behaviour, also led to increased employee success. 
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Turning briefly to unionized workplaces, labour arbitrators have distinguished be

tween culpable and non-culpable incompetence (Knight, McPhillips, & Shetzer, 1992) 

and have prescribed different employer responses for each. In their analysis of arbitration 

awards, Knight, McPhillips & Shetzer (1992) found a difference between culpable and 

non-culpable incompetence in that employers were more likely to be successful in cases 

of employee termination. They argued that the distinction must be maintained and 

clearly understood by management, unions and arbitrators and that the distinction is nec

essary for the achievement of consistency and fairness in dealing with problems of non-

culpable incompetence in the workplace. 

Wagar and Grant (1996) also examined gender differences in non-union common 

law dismissal cases. The results were consistent with the general findings in the arbitral 

literature that found that women who sued their former employers were significantly 

more likely to win their cases than were men. Furthermore, they found no evidence that 

discrimination on the basis of gender had diminished over time. A more detailed discus

sion of the related sex differences literature is undertaken later in this chapter. 

Additional Empirical Non-Union and Arbitral Research 

The focus of the following review is limited to the dismissal of employees hired 

under an individual, or non-union, contract of employment. Generally, there has been a 

more intense focus on union arbitral grievance procedure research by researchers (see 

Bemmels and Foley, 1996 for a dated but comprehensive review). My review will cite 

grievance or union-focused research only to the extent that it may help to inform the rela

tively limited non-union dismissal research. This section is organized around the broad 
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research topics in the literature including HR practices, managerial and employee psy

chology, employment dismissal remedies, and other determinants of case and arbitration 

outcome. In addition, my review includes a discussion of research themes in the em

ployee dismissal literature which are organized around the union and non-union envi

ronment (Table 4-1), the level of analysis (Table 4-2), and research methodology em

ployed (Table 4-3). 

Studies which focus on non-union employee dismissal are not abundant but use 

varied methodological approaches including the content analysis of jurisprudence (Lam 

& Devine, 2001), experimental simulation of employee dismissal (Blancero, 1995), sur

veys at the individual (Klaas & Dell'omo, 1997) and organizational levels (Shaw et al., 

1998), and conceptual or theoretical studies (Dunford & Devine, 1998). Paradoxically, 

there are more than 1,500 studies of turnover focused primarily on individual-level pre

dictors of turnover. While the researchers in these studies acknowledge the distinction 

nearly all of the studies of turnover collapse "voluntary" (quits) and "involuntary" (dis

missal) turnover into a single category (Shaw et al., 1998). Otherwise, involuntary turn

over or dismissal is usually not studied at all. Furthermore, while collective bargaining 

and labour arbitration have been subject to extensive study, the individual employment 

contract remains the most common form of employment relationship and, yet, the least 

studied by labour or management theorists (Troy, 2004). The picture of the non-union 

employee dismissal literature is a limited body of research with borrowed conceptual un

derpinnings and mixed research approaches that make identifying themes and drawing 

meaningful conclusions difficult. 
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Table 4-1 
Topics of Dismissal Papers by Union and Non-Union Staus 

Union Non-Union 

1. Human Resource Management 

Employee Incompetence 
(Knight, McPhillips, & Shetzer, 1992) 
Work History 
(Simpson & Martocchio, 1997), (Bemmels, 1988b), (Klaas, 
1989) 

2. Managerial & Employee Psychology 
Attribution Theory 
(Bemmels, 1991a) 

Managerial Decision Making 
(Klaas, 1989) 

3. Employment Contract Remedy 
Reinstatement 
(Bamberger & Donahue, 1999), (Ponak, 1991), 
(Trudeau, 1991), (Williams & Taras, 2000), (Rodgers, 
Helburn, & Hunter, 1986) 

Grievance Procedure 
(Bemmels & Foley, 1996) 
Grievance Initiation 
(Bemmels, 1994), (Klaas, 1989) 

4. Other Determinants of Arbitration Outcome 
Gender 
(Bemmels, 1988a, 1988b, 1988c, 1990b, 1991b), (Bigoness & 
DuBose, 1985), (Dalton & Todor, 1985), (Mesch, 1995), 
(Scott &Shadoan, 1989) 
Arbitrators and Lawyers, etc. 
(Bemmels, 1990a), (Block & Stieber, 1987), (Nelson & Curry, 
1981), (Rodgers & Helburn, 1984), (Thornicroft, 1994), 
(Wagar, 1994), (Thornton & Zirkel, 1990), (Zirkel & Breslin, 
1995), (Oswald, 1991) 

Performance Appraisal 
(Barrett & Kernan, 1987), (Feild & Holley, 1982) 
Progressive Discipline 
(Eden, 1992,1993) 
Employee Misconduct, Incompetence 
(Grant & Wagar, 1995), (Wagar & Grant, 1993) 
Organization-level HRM Practices 
(Klaas, Brown, & Heneman III, 1998), (Shaw, Delery, Jr, & 
Gupta, 1998) 
Compensation 
(McShane & Redekop, 1990) 
Outplacement 
(Phelps & Mason, 1991) 
HRM Role Under Unfair Dismissal Provisions 
(Dickens, 1987) 
Organizational Justice 
(Dunford & Devine, 1998), (Blancero, 1995), (Olson-Buchanan, 
1996) 
Managerial Distancing 
(Folger & Skarlicki, 1998) 
Willingness to Take Legal Action 
(Grant & Wagar, 1992) 
Predictors of Termination 
(Inwald, 1988) 
Managerial Decision Making 
(Klaas & Dell'omo, 1997), (Klaas & Wheeler, 1990) 
Psychological Stress 
(Miller &Hoppe, 1994) 
Voice 
(Olson-Buchanan, 1996) 
Progressive Withdrawal 
(Rosse, 1988) 
Psychological Contracts 
(Robinson, Kraatz, & Rousseau, 1994), (Rousseau, 1995), 
(Rousseau & Anton, 1991) 
High-Commitment Management Style 
(Knight & Latreille, 2000) 

Reinstatement 
(Eden, 1994), (Dickens, Hart, Jones, & Weekes, 1984) 
Reasonable Notice 
(Lam & Devine, 2001), (McShane & McPhillips, 1987) 
(McShane, 1983), (Sooklal, 1987), (Wagar & Jourdain, 1992) 
Non-Union Grievance & Appeal Systems 
(Blancero, 1995), (Klaas & Feldman, 1994) 
Initiating Legal Action 
(Grant & Wagar, 1992), (Dunford & Devine, 1998) 
Other Determinants of Case Outcome 
Gender 
(Knight & Latreille, 2001), (Wagar & Grant, 1996) 
Just Cause 
(Wagar & Grant, 1992) 
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Table 4-2 
Topics of Dismissal Papers by Level of Analysis 

Individual Managerial Organizational 

1. Human Resource Management 
Performance Appraisal 
(Barrett & Kernan, 1987), (Feild & Holley, 1982) 
Progressive Discipline 
(Eden, 1992,1993) 
Employee Misconduct 
(Grant & Wagar, 1995) 
Compensation 
(McShane & Redekop, 1990) 
Employee Incompetence 
(Knight, McPhillips, & Shetzer, 1992), (Wagar & Grant, 1993) 
Outplacement 
(Phelps & Mason, 1991) 
Work History 
(Simpson & Martocchio, 1997), (Bemmels, 1988b), 

2. Managerial & Employee Psychology 
Attribution Theory 
(Bemmels, 1991a) 
Organizational Justice 
(Dunford & Devine, 1998), (Blancero, 1995) 
Willingness to Take Legal Action 
(Grant & Wagar, 1992) 
Predictors of Termination 
(Inwald, 1988) 
Psychological Stress 
(Miller & Hoppe, 1994) 
Voice 
(Olson-Buchanan, 1996) 
Progressive Withdrawal 
(Rosse, 1988) 
Implied Terms & Psychological Contracts 
(Robinson, Kraatz, & Rousseau, 1994), (Rousseau, 1995), 
(Rousseau & Anton, 1991) 

3. Employment Contract Remedy 
Reinstatement 
(Bamberger & Donahue, 1999), (Ponak, 1991), (Trudeau, 1991), 
(Williams & Taras, 2000), (Rodgers, Helburn, & Hunter, 1986), 
(Eden, 1994) 
Grievance and Legal Action Initiation 
(Bemmels, 1994), (Klaas, 1989), (Grant & Wagar, 1992) 
Union and Non-Union Grievance Procedure 
(Bemmels & Foley, 1996), (Blancero, 1995) 
Reasonable Notice 
(Lam & Devine, 2001), (McShane & McPhillips, 1987), 
(McShane, 1983), (Sooklal, 1987), (Wagar & Jourdain, 1992) 

4. Other Determinants of Arbitration and Case Outcome 
Gender 
(Bemmels, 1988a, 1988b, 1988c, 1990b, 1991b), (Bigoness & 
DuBose, 1985), (Dalton & Todor, 1985), (Mesch, 1995), (Scott 
& Shadoan, 1989), (Knight & Latreille, 2001), (Wagar & Grant, 
1996) 
Arbitrators and Lawyers, etc. 
(Bemmels, 1990a), (Block & Stieber, 1987), (Nelson & Curry, 
1981), (Rodgers & Helburn, 1984), (Thornicroft, 1994), 
(Thornton & Zirkel, 1990), (Zirkel & Breslin, 1995), (Wagar, 
1994), (Oswald, 1991) 
Just Cause 
(Wagar & Grant, 1992) 

HRM Role Under Unfair 
Dismissal Provisions 
(Dickens, 1987) 

Work History 
(Klaas, 1989) 

Attribution Theory 
(Klaas, 1989) 
Managerial Decision 
Making 
(Klaas, 1989), (Klaas & 
Dell'omo, 1997), (Klaas & 
Wheeler, 1990) 
Managerial Distancing 
(Folger & Skarlicki, 1998) 

Non-Union Grievance & 
Appeal Systems 
(Klaas &Feldman, 1994) 
Reasonable Notice 
(Lam & Devine, 2001) 

Organizational-level HRM 
Practices 
(Klaas, Brown, & Heneman 
III, 1998), (Shaw, Delery, Jr, 
& Gupta, 1998) 

High-Commitment 
Management Style 
(Knight & Latreille, 2000) 
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Table 4-3 
Themes of Dismissal Papers by Research Design 

Content Analysis Experimental Survey Conceptual/Theoretical 
1. Human Resource 
Management 

Performance Appraisal 
(Barrett & Kernan, 1987), 
(Feild & Holley, 1982) 
Progressive Discipline 
(Eden, 1992,1993) 
Employee Misconduct 
(Grant &Wagar, 1995) 
Compensation 
(McShane & Redekop, 1990) 
Employee Incompetence 
(Knight, McPhillips, & Shetzer, 
1992), (Wagar & Grant, 1993) 
Work History 
(Bemmels, 1988b) 

2. Managerial & Employee 
Psychology 

3. Employment Contract 
Remedy 

Reasonable Notice 
(Lam &Devine, 2001), 
(McShane & McPhillips, 
1987), (McShane, 1983), 
(Sooklat, 1987), (Wagar & 
Jourdain, 1992), (Wagar & 
Grant, 1992) 

4. Other Determinants of 
Arbitration / Case Outcome 

Gender 
(Bemmels, 1988a, 1988b, 
1988c, 1990b, 1991b), (Dalton 
&Todor, 1985), (Mesch, 
1995), (Scott &Shadoan, 
1989), (Knight &Latreille, 
2001), (Wagar & Grant, 1996) 
Arbitrators and Lawyers, etc. 
(Bemmels, 1990a), (Block & 
Stieber, 1987), (Rodgers & 
Helburn, 1984), (Thornicroft, 
1994), (Zirkel & Breslin, 
1995), (Wagar, 1994) 
Just Cause 
(Wagar & Grant, 1992) 

Work History 
(Simpson & Martocchio, 1997) 

Attribution Theory 
(Bemmels, 1991a) 
Managerial Decision Making 
(Klaas & Wheeler, 1990), (Klaas 
&Feldman, 1994) 
Managerial Distancing 
(Folger & Skarlicki, 1998) 
Willingness to Take Legal 
Action 
(Grant & Wagar, 1992) 
Voice 
(Olson-Buchanan, 1996) 
Organizational Justice 
(Blancero, 1995) 
Psychological Contracts 
(Rousseau & Anton, 1991) 

Reasonable Notice 
(Lam &Devine, 2001) 
Non-Union Grievance & 
Appeal Systems 
(Blancero, 1995), (Klaas & 
Feldman, 1994) 
Initiating Legal Action 
(Grant & Wagar, 1992) 

Gender 
(Bigoness & DuBose, 1985), 
(Bemmels, 1991a), (Grant & 
Wagar, 1992) 

Arbitrators and Lawyers, etc. 
(Nelson & Curry, 1981), 
(Thornton & Zirkel, 1990), 
(Oswald, 1991) 

Work History 
(Klaas, 1989) 
Organizational-level HRM 
Practices 
(Klaas, Brown, & Heneman III, 
1998), (Shaw, Delery, Jr, & 
Gupta, 1998) 
Outplacement 
(Phelps & Mason, 1991) 
HRM Role Under Unfair 
Statutory Dismissal Provisions 
(Dickens, 1987) 

Managerial Decision Making 
(Klaas, 1989), (Klaas & 
Dell'omo, 1997) 
Psychological Stress & 
Attribution 
(Miller &Hoppe, 1994) 
Predictors of Termination 
(Inwald, 1988) 
Progressive Withdrawal 
(Rosse, 1988) 
High-Commitment 
Management Style 
(Knight & Latreille, 2000) 
Psychological Contracts 
(Robinson, Kraatz, & Rousseau, 
1994) 

Reinstatement 
(Bamberger & Donahue, 1999), 
(Eden, 1994), (Trudeau, 1991), 
(Rodgers, Helburn, & Hunter, 
1986), (Williams &Taras, 
2000), (Dickens, Hart, Jones, & 
Weekes, 1984) 

Grievance Initiation 
(Bemmels, 1994) 

Organizational Justice 
(Dunford & Devine, 
1998) 

Psychological 
Contracts 
(Rousseau, 1995) 
Reinstatement 
(Ponak, 1991) 
Grievance Procedure 
(Bemmels & Foley, 
1996) 
Lawsuit Initiation 
(Dunford & Devine, 
1998) 
Grievance Initiation 
(Klaas, 1989) 
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Human Resource Management Practices 

Studies of non-union dismissal with implications for HR practices may be catego

rized into two types. The first includes those concerned with functional HR practices 

such as performance appraisal (Barrett & Kernan, 1987; Feild & Holley, 1982), employee 

compensation (McShane & Redekop, 1990), the role of the HR manager (Dickens, 1987), 

and organization-level assessments of HR practices (Klaas et al., 1998; Shaw et al., 

1998). The second includes those studies which examine the factors related to employee 

discipline where the employee has apparently come into conflict with the employer's ex

pectations of performance. These factors include work history (Simpson & Martocchio, 

1997), progressive discipline (Eden, 1992,1993), employee incompetence (Wagar & 

Grant, 1993), and misconduct (Grant & Wagar, 1995). 

The dismissal literature has produced little of consequence or assistance to the HR 

manager or to the employer (see Table 4-2) since so little research has examined the HR 

manager's role (Dickens) or the organization's HR practices (Klaas et al, 1998; Shaw et 

al., 1998). In addition, there is a remarkable gap in the experimental and conceptual or 

theoretical investigation of HR practices in dismissal (see Table 4-3). Also, there seems 

to be surprisingly little use made of labour arbitration reports or other methods to investi

gate HR practices in the union environment (see Table 4-1). Most of the research has 

been done by organizational scholars who have analysed the content of dismissals in 

various forms of legal proceedings or conducted surveys at the individual, managerial, 

and organizational level. 

Organization-Level HR Practices. Shaw and his colleagues (1998) claimed that the 

study of the determinants of turnover at the organizational level was essentially nonexis-
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tent and that nearly all organizational studies collapse voluntary and involuntary turnover 

together or ignore involuntary turnover. In response, their examination of the effects of 

HR management practices in trucking companies on 'quit' and discharge rates found that, 

while both rates were influenced by HR practices, the determinants of each were differ

ent. Quit rates increased with electronic monitoring and time on the road and decreased 

with better pay and benefits. However, discharge rates increased with the ratio of drivers 

hired and the number of applications and, surprisingly, with increased training. In that 

same year, Klaas and his colleagues (1998) analysed the results of a survey of almost 

1,600 Australian workplaces and found that dismissal rates are affected by organizational 

restrictions on the use of discipline, compensation levels, labour market factors, human 

capital, worker control, use of incentive pay, work force size and industry classification. 

In a somewhat different approach, Saridakis, Sen-Gupta, Edwards and Storey 

(2008) used a survey of Employment Tribunal applications in the UK to examine indi

vidual employment rights and the effect of firm size and the use of standards of proce

dural fairness. They found that smaller firms were more likely to experience more claims 

than large firms, to be subject to different kinds of claims, and to lose at a Tribunal. They 

also found that firms that have procedures and follow them are more likely to win than 

firms that do not. The study recognized that many small firms may face a policy di

lemma in maintaining the benefits of informality while also ensuring that proper stan

dards of procedural fairness are followed. 

Compensation. McShane (1990) demonstrated that the reports of common law wrongful 

dismissal cases offered a rich critique of compensation practices including issues with 

pay communication (that is, ambiguity, indecision or failing to fulfill a promise), pay 
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structure (for instance, red-circling), pay form (changing the form of compensation), and 

pay level (reducing, withdrawing, or withholding any significant part of an employee's 

pay). The cases examined by McShane involved 'constructive dismissal' where the em

ployee sued the employer for unilaterally altering a fundamental condition of the em

ployment relationship. This is an area of law of fundamental importance to both the em

ployee and employer particularly since employers claim that they must be able to respond 

rapidly to changes in the environment. 

Performance Appraisal. In the 1980s, two studies investigated the verdicts in employ

ment discrimination cases brought under Title VII of the American Civil Rights Act. 

Feild and Holley (1982) found that four out often performance appraisal system charac

teristics were correlated with the court's decisions; the characteristics were a behavioural 

rather than trait-based appraisal system, the use of job analysis and trained evaluators, 

and a review of the results with the employee. In a later study, Barrett and Kernan (1987) 

rejected extremely technical approaches to performance appraisal arguing instead that the 

courts were more concerned that standards were applied consistently and that the "or

ganization have a review process that mitigates the chances of individual supervisory 

bias" (p.500). They went on to recommend that organizations undertake performance 

counselling, job analysis, written definitive standards, uniform application of standards 

through supervisor training, formal appeal mechanisms, and documented performance 

appraisal ratings. 

Employee Work History. At least four work history factors have been hypothesized 

to influence arbitral decision making: the grievor's seniority, job performance, absence 

history and prior disciplinary record. Klaas (1989b), in outlining a theoretical framework 
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for the study of grievance initiation, suggested that senior employees were likely to re

ceive more lenient treatment and less severe penalties than junior employees. In addition, 

he used attribution theory to hypothesize that above-average performers would be more 

likely to have the cause of deviant behaviour attributed to factors outside their control and 

that an employee's previous disciplinary history should influence arbitrators judgements 

about the employee. 

In a study of 1,812 discharge cases, Bemmels (1988b) found that the grievor's 

disciplinary record affected whether the grievance was sustained, whether full or partial 

reinstatement was awarded, and the length of suspension. In an examination of arbitra

tors' decisions in a simulated absenteeism discharge case, Simpson and Martocchio 

(1997) found that a prior record of problems with absenteeism and other disciplinary 

problems decreased the likelihood that the arbitrator would modify the discharge decision 

while above average performance increased the likelihood. However, seniority was not 

significant in this study. 

Studies of common law dismissal cases in Canada have also found that an un

blemished disciplinary record significantly increased the probability of a successful ac

tion brought against the employer when the employee had been terminated for miscon

duct (Grant and Wagar 1995) and that satisfactory performance evaluation and past disci

pline both influenced case outcome in the hypothesized direction (Wagar and Grant 

1993). 

Progressive Discipline. Eden (1992), in a study of adjudication under the Canada La

bour Code, questioned the continued application of progressive discipline in the arbitral 

jurisprudence given the relative lack of empirical support for its efficacy either as a cor-
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rective action or as a form of punishment. Eden argued that, while its use may have been 

appropriate at one time, the application of progressive discipline may institutionalize a 

conservative, traditional method of handling employee problems instead of encouraging 

alternative practices which may be more effective, especially considering an increasingly 

sophisticated and educated workforce. A later study of adjudicator decisions of unjust 

dismissal complaints in the federal jurisdiction (Eden, 1993) found adjudicators had 

adopted the progressive discipline approach of arbitrators in the unionized sector. In ad

dition, the Supreme Court of Canada has recently endorsed the use of progressive disci

pline as a more proportionate response to many employee performance issues (McKinley, 

2001). 

Employment Contract Remedies 

Legal remedies for unfair employee dismissal such as reinstatement and reason

able notice of termination (or severance in lieu of notice) have been well represented in 

both the union and non-union dismissal literature (Table 4-1), and studies have been con

ducted using a variety of research designs (Table 4-3). Nonetheless, this research has 

been focused almost exclusively on the individual employee. There has been very little 

examination of the manager in the studies of the remedy of dismissal (Klaas & Feldman, 

1994 and Lam & Devine are notable exceptions) and likewise little study of remedy at 

the organization level (Table 4-2). A study of the consequences for HR managers in or

ganizational downsizing (Wright & Barling, 1998) is not included here because its focus 

is the dismissal of large numbers simultaneously in organizational downsizing. Yet, the 
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study has clear implications for HR managers and the need to balance the interests of the 

employee, the community, and the organization (Kochan, 2004). 

Grievance and Appeal Procedures. In a review of grievance procedure research in the 

arbitration literature, Bemmels and Foley (1996) identified studies that examined indi

vidual-level determinants of grievance filers versus non-filers, and grievance filing rates 

across organizational units. They found studies in which grievors' job satisfaction, 

demographic characteristics, exit-voice behaviours, and attributes of reactance, attribu

tion, and expectancy theory, were related to grievance filing. For studies of small work 

group- and organization-level grievance rates, they grouped factors affecting grievance 

rates into five categories: environmental (e.g., labour market conditions), management 

(e.g., labour relations policies and supervisor behaviour), employee grievance precursors 

(e.g., percentage of work group that was female), union (policy and shop stewards' char

acteristics), and union-management relations. 

However, few studies have examined non-union grievance and appeal systems in 

the dismissal literature. Examples of such studies include work by Blancero (1995), and 

Klaas and Feldman (1994). Blancero (1995) used a simulated appeal of a dismissal deci

sion to study NUGS. She found that NUGS procedural elements (employee input, com

munication, and grievance panel composition) had a greater impact on employee percep

tions of overall fairness than the appeal's outcome. In a study of disciplinary procedures, 

Klaas and Feldman (1994) examined the effect of disciplinary appeal procedural guide

lines which are common to arbitral and judicial systems but less common in NUGS, on 

managers' evaluation of disciplinary appeals. Where the managers were allowed to 

evaluate the reasonableness of a rule regarding the standard of proof required and work 
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history information was available in a simulated disciplinary appeal, they were more 

likely to grant the appeal. 

Non-union employee grievance and the initiation of legal action have also re

ceived very little attention. Olson-Buchanan (1996) found that approximately 50 percent 

of the employees who had both a basis for dispute (each had an equivalent basis on which 

to file a grievance) and access to a grievance system, did file a grievance. In addition, 

Olson-Buchanan also found that grievance filers had significantly lower objective job 

performance both after the grievance was filed and after the outcome of the grievance had 

been learned. She concluded that the extent to which managers punish grievance filers 

may have been overstated in previous research by field researchers who relied on subjec

tive performance ratings since both objective and subjective performance ratings among 

grievance filers were consistent. Therefore, her study did not support organizational pun

ishment theory in which it is posited that managers tend to punish grievance filers. 

Nevertheless, evidence seems to indicate that women are less likely to pursue 

remedies to wrongful dismissal than men. Bemmels (1994) found decreased grievance 

rates in work groups with a higher proportion of women in his study of grievance initia

tion. Likewise, Grant and Wagar (1992) found that men were more willing to pursue le

gal action in two simulated dismissal cases, one of which involved alleged incompetence 

and the other misconduct. In addition, the willingness of subjects to pursue legal action 

was influenced by the occupation of the dismissed employee as well as characteristics of 

the misconduct. The subjects were less likely to favour legal action when the employee 

was supervisor of cashiers (a predominantly female occupation) instead of produce man-
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ager (male occupation) and when the alleged misconduct involved drug or alcohol abuse 

as opposed to absenteeism. 

Reinstatement. Reinstatement in the union setting has been concerned with the propor

tion of employees winning reinstatement who actually returned to work, their future re

tention and disciplinary rates, and how employers and unions assess the impact of rein

statement on labour-management relations (Bemmels & Foley, 1996). Interestingly, 

women had been reinstated more frequently than men and many of the employees or

dered reinstated were not anxious to return to work as the reinstatement experience had 

not necessarily been a positive experience (Bemmels & Foley, 1996). 

It may be, however, that the reinstatement remedy is losing its appeal. Williams 

and Taras (2000) claimed that the reinstatement rate had fallen to 37.7 percent in federal 

and provincial discharge arbitration cases in Alberta for the period 1995 to 1998 com

pared to 53.8 per cent over the period 1982 to 1984. Nevertheless, Ponak (1991), in his 

examination of 14 studies on discharge arbitration outcomes, reported that arbitrators 

consistently reinstated discharged employees in over 50 per cent of the cases heard. In 

most cases some disciplinary action, such as a letter of warning or a suspension, was sub

stituted for the dismissal. 

In addition, in the non-union sector reinstated workers may also tend to experi

ence difficulty on their return to work. A study of discharged employees reinstated under 

a Quebec statute that provides for reinstatement found that two-thirds of survey respon

dents who returned to work reported being treated unfairly by their employers after re

turning to work and were likely to leave work within a few months of reinstatement 

(Trudeau, 1991). Although not directly addressing the issue of discharge, in a study of 
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grievances collected from the personnel files of a public-sector organization, Klaas 

(1989b) found that managers are influenced by the grievor's work history even when that 

history is not relevant to evaluating the merits of the grievance. 

Finally, a study of last chance agreements (LCA) - contracts governing the non-

arbitral reinstatement of discharged employees which stipulate that violation will result in 

dismissal - found evidence of a positive relationship between the number of LCAs signed 

in one year and discharge rates in subsequent years (Bamberger & Donahue, 1999). 

Determinants of Case or Arbitration Outcome 

In effect, all of the studies of dismissal, in which the determinants of case out

come are the primary focus, have been conducted at the individual level of analysis (Ta

ble 4-2), and most of these have been conducted in the union environment (Table 4-1) 

using content analysis of case and arbitral reports (Table 4-3). A relatively small number 

of studies have used an experimental research design or have been applied to the non

union employment relationship. Apparently, survey methodologies and conceptual or 

theoretical studies have not been employed nor has a managerial or organizational-level 

analysis been conducted. Remarkably, there also is little evidence of the study of Ameri

can case law in the organization literature (for examples, see Feild and Holley (1982) and 

Barrett and Kernan (1987). 

In Canadian wrongful dismissal cases, two outcomes (or decisions of the courts) 

have been the basis of analysis: whether the employee has been terminated for cause and, 

if not, what the appropriate notice period should have been. Studies which have em

ployed both of these dependent variables are rare with the exception of Nierobisz's 
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(2002) study of how the economy influences court decisions in wrongful dismissal cases. 

Nevertheless, these studies more frequently employ one dependent variable or the other. 

On the other hand, labour arbitrators have additional remedies available including full or 

partial reinstatement and suspensions in place of dismissal. As a result, these studies 

generally have several dependent variables including whether the grievance was sus

tained, whether full or partial reinstatement was ordered, the length of the suspension if 

any, and the award if the employee's grievance was sustained but reinstatement was not 

ordered. 

The studies of dismissal arbitration have usually been focused on one or more 

themes but generally they centre around the sex of the complainant (for example, Bem-

mels, 1988a) and the characteristics of the arbitrator (for example, Bemmels, 1990a) and 

how these factors influence the outcome of the arbitration. However, in addition to ex

amining the influence of plaintiff sex on case outcome (Wagar & Grant, 1996), studies of 

wrongful dismissal cases have also considered the just cause allegations made by the em

ployer, including misconduct (Grant & Wagar, 1995) and incompetence (Wagar & Grant, 

1993). 

Sex Differences. Sex differences are one of the most extensively studied phenomena in 

the dismissal literature. To date, sex has been examined in the content analysis of arbitral 

jurisprudence (Bemmels, 1988a, 1988b, 1988c, 1990b, 1991b; Dalton & Todor, 1985; 

Mesch, 1995; Rodgers & Helburn, 1984; Scott & Shadoan, 1989; Zirkel & Breslin, 

1995), and of British industrial tribunal hearings (Knight & Latreille, 2001), as well as in 

experimental treatments of arbitration cases (Bemmels, 1991a; Bigoness & DuBose, 

1985). In addition, Wagar and Grant (1996) examined sex differences in non-union 
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common law dismissal cases. Their results were consistent with the general findings in 

the arbitral literature in that women who sued their former employers were significantly 

more likely to win their cases than were men. Furthermore, they found no evidence that 

discrimination on the basis of sex had diminished over time. 

From a conceptual perspective, Bemmels (1988ac) advanced two theories from 

the criminology literature, both based on stereotypical assumptions of female behaviour. 

The chivalry/paternalism thesis supports a finding of more lenient treatment. Chivalrous 

behaviour connotes a paternalism that insinuates the superior / subordinate relationship in 

which women are seen to be child-like, helpless and in need of protection. Alternatively, 

the evil woman thesis holds that women who commit offences violate assumptions of ex

pected behaviour. It suggests that women are penalized for both their offence and their 

deviant behaviour. Bemmels (1988c) also pointed out that reasons other than arbitrator 

bias may explain the differential treatment. Potential explanations include the possibility 

that the female grievors had stronger cases, that unions may have differential policies 

when deciding to settle rather than pursue a grievance to arbitration, or that male grievors 

may be more persistent to have their grievance proceed to arbitration. 

Sex in the arbitral dismissal literature. Two experimental simulation studies provided 

mixed results with respect to sex differences in labour arbitration outcomes. Bigoness 

and DuBose (1985) found no difference between female and male 'arbitrators' in a study 

in which students were asked to render decisions when presented with the transcript of a 

simulated dismissal case. However, the female arbitrators did regard the offence (an em

ployee caught drinking on the job) as less serious. Nevertheless, it has been observed 

that using undergraduate students as arbitrators is unrealistic (Bemmels 1988a) and inap-
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propriate (Oswald, 1991). In a study of students' and arbitrators' decisions in hypotheti

cal discharge cases, Oswald found significant differences between the two groups which 

led her to question the validity of using students as subjects in research on arbitral deci

sions. However, Bemmels (1991) examined the decisions of 230 male arbitrators in a 

hypothetical discharge grievance case and found that female grievors were more likely to 

receive full (rather than partial) reinstatement and shorter suspensions than male grievors. 

Nevertheless, the studies in which content analysis of labour discharge arbitra

tions was used to analyse sex differences are quite uniform in their conclusions. Women 

tend to receive more lenient treatment than do men, or there is no difference at all. They 

have their grievances sustained, and receive full rather than partial reinstatement and 

shorter suspensions, more frequently. For instance, in an early examination of sex differ

ences in 361 grievance arbitration decisions, Dalton and Todor (1985) found that women 

received more than 50% more favourable outcomes than men. They interpreted these 

findings to represent results consistent with the criminal justice research, which had 

found evidence of preferential treatment of women in the criminal court proceedings, ra

ther than the research showing less favourable treatment in the workplace. However, a 

few years later Scott and Shadoan (1989) concluded that the arbitration process is free of 

sex bias in an analysis of 169 arbitration decisions. 

In three separate studies, Bemmels examined the effect of grievor's sex in labour 

arbitration cases in Alberta (Bemmels, 1988a), British Columbia (Bemmels, 1988c), and 

the United States (Bemmels, 1988b). There was evidence that female grievors received 

more lenient treatment than male grievors, although some variability existed among the 

studies. In a study of 104 discharge arbitration cases in Alberta from 1981 to 1983, 
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Bemmels (1988a) found that women had their grievances sustained more often than men 

and received full rather than partial reinstatement more frequently when the grievance 

was sustained. Furthermore, when suspension was substituted for discharge, women re

ceived shorter suspensions, on average, than male grievors. 

In a subsequent study of 633 discipline cases in British Columbia from 1977 to 

1982, Bemmels (1988b) found no significant sex difference regarding the likelihood of 

grievances being sustained or in the length of suspension imposed on grievors. However, 

women were more likely to receive full reinstatement when their grievances were sus

tained. Finally, Bemmels (1988c) analysed the effect on case outcome of the sex of both 

grievor and arbitrator in 1,812 discharge cases in the United Sates from 1976 to 1986. He 

found that female grievors were more likely to have their grievances sustained and to re

ceive full reinstatement. Surprisingly, female grievors were found to receive longer sus

pensions before July 1,1981; however, there were no significant differences after that 

date. In addition, there were no significant differences between male and female grievors 

when the arbitrator was female. 

In an analysis of 557 suspension cases several years later, Bemmels (1991) again 

found that male arbitrators favoured female grievors and that female arbitrators did not 

treat male and female grievors differently. The male arbitrators were 74% more likely to 

sustain the grievances of female grievors than male grievors. Nevertheless, two later 

studies found no support for more lenient treatment of female grievors (Mesch, 1995; 

Zirkel & Breslin, 1995). In fact, Mesch concluded that women appeared to be treated 

more harshly rather than more leniently, and the data indicated that women tended to lose 

more cases and received fewer compromise decisions. 
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Finally, a study of British industrial tribunal hearings (Knight and Latreille 2001) 

also found that predominantly male tribunal panels were more likely to sustain cases 

brought by female applicants. Interestingly, this study also showed a sex difference with 

respect to the amount of award received in the case of a successful application. Though 

women tended to receive smaller awards, this difference disappeared as other variables, 

such as occupation level entered the regression equation. 

The results for the studies of reasonable notice awarded in wrongful dismissal 

cases (Lam & Devine, 2001; McShane, 1983; McShane & McPhillips, 1987; Sooklal, 

1987; Wagar & Jourdain, 1992), have been consistent with those of Knight and Latreille 

(2001). No evidence has been found that plaintiff sex affected the length of notice; that 

is, female plaintiffs did not seem to receive significantly different notice periods than 

male plaintiffs even though occupation level, salary and tenure usually are directly re

lated to notice. Two possible explanations would account for sex differences if any had 

been found; that the judges or arbitrators were biased, or, that women tend to occupy 

lower occupational levels or are already disadvantaged in some other way. 

While it seems apparent that some sex bias does exist in both the union and non

union dismissal proceedings, little if any effort has gone to answer the question, why? 

Several research questions should be explored in future efforts. To what extent does the 

support network available to men and women affect the decision to pursue court action? 

Do sex differences persist over time? Are women more risk averse and less willing to 

pursue a wrongful dismissal action? For instance, an experimental study of 146 business 

students with full-time work experience (Grant & Wagar, 1992) found that men were 

more likely than women to favour court action in the event of dismissal. While grievance 
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rates have been the subject of a number of studies (see Bemmels, 1994), little research 

has examined terminated non-union employees' propensity to sue. 

Arbitrator Attributes. Both labour and management have been known to prefer arbitra

tors with particular attributes (Nelson & Curry, 1981) and to investigate an arbitrator's 

background and reported decisions before agreeing on a selection (Bemmels, 1990a) im

plying a relationship between arbitrators characteristics and their decisions. Neverthe

less, analysis of both simulated and reported arbitration cases has found little evidence of 

significant relationships between arbitrator attributes and their decisions (Bemmels, 

1990a; Thornicroft, 1994; Thornton & Zirkel, 1990) except for age and experience 

(Bemmels, 1991a; Nelson & Curry, 1981), and educational attainment (Simpson & Mar-

tocchio, 1997). Furthermore, while Thornton and Zirkel (1990) found a large variance in 

arbitrators' awards, none of it was explained by age, sex, education or experience. How

ever, one analysis of arbitration awards (Block & Stieber, 1987) did find that the awards 

of several of the arbitrators studied were consistently more favourable to one party than 

the other. 

A more recent study (Klaas, Mahoney, & Wheeler, 2006) used a policy-capturing 

approach to compare how decisions about termination cases are made by employment 

arbitrators, labour arbitrators, and jurors. They found that labour arbitrators were the 

most likely to rule in favour of the employee, followed by jurors. Employment arbitra

tors judging statutory claims in a workplace in which termination must be 'for-cause' 

were also more likely to rule for the employee than were employment arbitrators judging 

statutory claims where the employer adheres to an employment-at-will policy. However, 
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both groups of employment arbitrators were less likely to favour the employee than la

bour arbitrators and jurors. 

Overall, they found that decision makers were influenced most by strength of evi

dence against the employee, followed by evidence of discrimination, employee work his

tory, and procedural compliance by the employer. The least weight was given to supervi

sor provocation and stress-inducing personal circumstances. They also found partial sup

port for the hypothesis that employment arbitrators (under both for-cause and employ-

ment-at-will conditions) would give less weight to mitigating factors including the weight 

given to the employer's failure to compliance with its own procedures, evidence of em

ployer discrimination, a strong employee work history, and that there had been stress-

inducing personal circumstances involved. For instance, only jurors were significantly 

more likely to favour employees when the termination involved stress-inducing personal 

circumstances. In addition, where there had been evidence of a strong performance his

tory, labour arbitrators and jurors were more likely to favour the employee. 

Managerial and Employee Psychology 

A relatively large number of studies have focused on employee psychology in 

dismissal using conceptual or theoretical notions such as attribution theory (Bemmels, 

1991a), organizational justice and appeal systems (Blancero, 1995), psychological stress 

(Miller & Hoppe, 1994), voice (Olson-Buchanan, 1996), willingness to take legal action 

(Grant & Wagar, 1992), progressive withdrawal (Rosse, 1988), psychological instru

ments (Inwald, 1988) and the psychological contract (Rousseau, 1995). A smaller num

ber of studies have examined managerial decision making (Klaas & DelPomo, 1997), 

managerial distancing from the dismissed employee (Folger & Skarlicki, 1998), and 
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high-commitment management style (Knight & Latreille, 2001). It seems that the content 

analysis of case, arbitration, and legal reports have not been used to examine employee or 

managerial psychology although experimental and survey research designs are relatively 

well represented, and conceptual / theoretical studies have been undertaken (Dunford & 

Devine, 1998; Rousseau, 1995). In addition, only a small number of studies have been 

carried out in the union environment (Bemmels, 1991a. Klaas, 1989b). 

Managerial Decision Making, Distancing, and Commitment Style. A handful of stud

ies have examined manager response in simulated non-union dismissal scenarios. Two of 

the studies were concerned with disciplinary appeals and determinants of managerial de

cisions regarding those appeals. The first study of line managers' willingness to attempt 

dismissal (Klaas & Dell'omo, 1997) found that informal norms (for instance, compensat

ing for deficiencies), restrictive disciplinary procedures (for instance, requiring multiple 

approvals for dismissal) and whether the appeal was made to a neutral decision maker, 

specifically, a peer review board or an arbitrator, reduced the managers' willingness to 

attempt a dismissal particularly where there was uncertainty about the strength of the just 

cause argument. However, the line managers were positively influenced to dismiss when 

the appeal was only to an HR manager authorized only to mediate but not to overturn a 

decision. The second study of 142 MBA students with some supervisory experience 

found that decision makers were more likely to give affirmative responses to disciplinary 

appeals if the appeal procedure allowed them to evaluate the reasonableness of the disci-
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plinary rule7, if it specified a stringent standard of proof for dismissal, and if it restricted 

work history information (Klaas & Feldman, 1994). 

Two additional studies analysed manager response to attributes related to the 

manager or to the situation. For instance, in a study of line and personnel managers, 

Klaas and Wheeler (1990) found that the institutional / legal context (that the disciplinary 

system would operate in accordance with the 'rule of law') had the largest impact of the 

six factors manipulated on personnel managers' decisions. In contrast, line managers 

were most influenced by the hierarchical context (the desire that employees remain sub

ordinate to managerial authority). Furthermore, they found substantial variation in the 

application of decision rules in disciplinary decisions. They argued that, "while person

nel managers may be more likely to follow norms regarding the consistent application of 

discipline, line managers may be more concerned about immediate needs within their 

work unit" (Klaas & Wheeler, 1990; p. 190). In a more recent study, Folger and Skar-

licki (1998) found evidence of a 'distancing' effect - the length of time scheduled for a 

dismissal meeting - when the managers' mismanagement (rather than external causes) 

led to the need for the layoff. 

A British study (Knight & Latreille, 2001) found that workplace practices that re

flected a high-commitment management style had limited impact on the rates of discipli

nary sanctions and dismissal, as well as the incidence of unfair dismissal complaints to 

the employment tribunals. Furthermore, formal discipline and dismissal procedures had 

no influence on whether unfair dismissal claims are brought at the workplace. 

Some organizations explicitly prohibit appeal decision makers from evaluating the reasonableness of the 
rule. 
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A final study (Elangovan, 1998) tested a prescriptive model of intervention strat

egy selection in an exploration of successful managerial third-party dispute intervention 

(the settlement was consistent with organizational objectives, the resolution was timely, 

and disputants were committed to the resolution). Results of the study supported a con

tingency approach to dispute intervention in that, contrary to the trend to a non-

contingency approach favouring mediational styles, different intervention strategies are 

successful under different conditions. Moreover, most of the strategies employed by 

managers in the study were described as means (consistent with mediation or concilia

tion), full (sometimes referred to as the inquisitorial or autocratic intervention), or partial 

(a group problem solving approach) control strategies rather than ends or low control 

strategies, a result which differed slightly from prior research. 

Attribution Theory. In an examination of male arbitrators' decisions in a hypothetical 

discharge grievance case, Bemmels (1991a) found that their responses supported the cen

tral proposition of attribution theory that a decision maker's response to an individual's 

action largely depended on the decision maker's attributions of causality or responsibility 

for the action. In addition, Klaas (1989b) used attribution theory to hypothesize that 

above average performers were more likely to have the cause of deviant behaviour attrib

uted to factors outside of their control and that an employee's previous disciplinary his

tory should influence arbitrators' judgments about the employee. 

Employee Turnover. Two studies were found to be relevant to employee turnover in the 

form of dismissal. First, Inwald (1988) used pre-employment psychological testing to 

predict which public safety officers would be terminated within five years. Inwald found 

that equations based on tests (Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory and Inwald 
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Personality Inventory) alone were more successful than clinicians ratings. However, all 

equations resulted in a significant number of false predictions. Next, Miller and Hoppe 

(1994) studied the psychological reactivity of terminated and laid-off working-class men. 

They suggest that future research should give attention to the role of job loss attributions 

as they seem to have implications for psychological outcomes. 

Gaps in the Non-Union Dismissal Literature 

Despite the substantial turnover and labour arbitration literature, there have been a 

relatively limited number of studies on dismissal of the non-union employee. Many gaps 

exist which provide opportunity for future research. In addition, some parallels can be 

drawn with gaps identified in the labour literature. For instance, in their review of griev

ance procedure research, Bemmels and Foley (1996) reported that, "a complete theory of 

the grievance process with testable hypotheses had not been developed" (p. 361) and that 

efforts to create a theoretical framework (for example, Klaas, 1989a) had been the basis 

of little hypothesis testing. They had concluded that the descriptive 'systems models' 

that had been widely used had been important for understanding the broader context 

within which the system operates. However, the weakness of the systems models devel

oped was that linkages among components and variables were left unspecified. Never

theless, they found the increasing use of social science theories applied to specific aspects 

of the grievance procedure to be a promising development and that this approach would 

lead to solidly grounded research and testable hypotheses. Klaas' (1989b) theoretical 

framework, for instance, depicts the employee's role in deciding to file a grievance and is 

grounded in expectancy theory, as well as procedural and distributive justice theory. 
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Experience in the study of non-union dismissal has not been significantly differ

ent from that in the grievance procedure research. For instance, the limited body of lit

erature that uses content analysis of jurisprudence, the most frequently employed method 

in the study of non-union dismissal, typically utilizes a simple input-output framework 

and borrows many of the concepts and variables under study from the labour arbitration 

literature. In addition, conceptual or theoretical papers are either non-existent or inade

quate in most areas of the non-union dismissal literature. Nevertheless, researchers have 

increasingly relied on an assortment of concepts and theories at use in the organizational 

sciences such as attribution theory (Bemmels, 1991a; Klaas, 1989b), behaviour modifica

tion (Eden, 1992), exit-voice (Olson-Buchanan, 1996), organizational justice (Blancero, 

1995; Dunford & Devine, 1998), and expectancy theory (Klaas & Dell'omo, 1997). 

Nonetheless, it is difficult not to conclude that the use of management and organi

zation theory in non-union dismissal research remains inadequate since a relatively small 

number of empirical studies have reported findings with a theoretical grounding. In addi

tion, among the relatively small number of experimental and survey-based studies, re

searchers have utilized virtually as many different dependent variables as there are stud

ies. A summary of some of these dependent variables and themes are contained in the 

Table 4-1. 

Finally, the non-union dismissal literature is heavily slanted to studies at the indi

vidual level of analysis with very few studies focused on the managerial or organizational 

level. While these studies have made important contributions for the most part, they do 

little to provide us with an image of, or insight into, management or the organization. A 

more specific discussion of gaps in the non-union dismissal literature follows. 
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Table 4-4: Summary of Dependent Variables in Experimental and Survey-Based 
Studies of Dismissal 

Employee Perspective 

Managerial Perspective 

Organizational Perspective 

• employees' terminations (Rosse, 1988) 
• willingness to continue working and job perform

ance (Olson-Buchanan, 1996) 
• perceptions of fairness among employees left be

hind (Blancero, 1995) 
• manager's willingness to attempt dismissal (Klaas 

&Dell'omo, 1997) 
• time scheduled for discharge meetings (Folger & 

Skarlicki, 1998) 
• application of progressive discipline (Klaas & 

Wheeler, 1990) 
• responses to employee appeals (Klaas & Feldman, 

1994) 
• organization-level discharge rates (Shaw et al., 

1998) 
• the number and use of dismissals (Klaas et al., 

1998) 

Limited Examination of HR Practices in Dismissal 

HR practitioners have received little practical guidance from management re

searchers on the implications of dismissal for the employment relationship or for FIR 

practice. The relatively few studies in the non-union dismissal literature are largely based 

on the analysis of court reports. Aside from the limited study of HR practices at the or

ganizational level (Klaas et al., 1998; Shaw et al., 1998), employee work history (Simp

son & Martocchio, 1997), and outplacement (Phelps and Mason, 1991), field, experimen

tal and conceptual / theoretical research in HR practices seems virtually non-existent. In 

addition, surprisingly little research has focused on HR themes in the union environment. 

Moreover, the reverse of this condition seems to be the case for studies of mana

gerial and employee psychology. Among the studies of the content analysis of dismissal 
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and labour arbitration cases, few, if any, have examined topics related to the psychology 

or behaviour of managers and employees, or have attempted to align legal analysis with 

management and organization theory (a possible exception is the work of Rousseau, 

1995). Although there has been some consideration of the psychological contract in the 

employment relationship (Robinson et al, 1994; Rousseau, 1995), few studies have con

sidered the implications of the terms of the employment contract implied by the courts 

(Dunford & Devine, 1998; Parks & Schmedemann, 1994; Rousseau & Anton, 1991) for 

the practice of HR management. Even then, only American examples with little theoreti

cal foundation exist. 

Summary 

This chapter presented an overview of the management and organizational litera

ture with respect to the empirical study of Canadian wrongful dismissal cases as well as 

other studies of employee dismissal from both the arbitral and non-union perspective. 

The chapter began with a review of the empirical studies of Canadian wrongful dismissal 

cases. It continued with a discussion of the union and non-union employee dismissal lit

erature, which includes studies relevant to HR practices, employment contract remedies, 

the determinants of case and arbitration outcomes, as well as managerial and employee 

psychology. 

The study of dismissal of non-union employees has been shown to be a diverse 

but inadequately studied field with rich opportunity for a clearer understanding of the na

ture of the individual employment relationship. For instance, in this chapter I identified 

gaps in the dismissal literature including: a very small number of studies of the dismissal 
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of the non-union employee, the lack of a complete theory of non-union dismissal, a rela

tive absence of guidance from management and organization scholars for HR practitio

ners, and few studies that examine managerial psychology and behaviour. Such research 

seems needed given that more than two out of every three employees in many Western 

countries are engaged under such contracts. Furthermore, this research has more promise 

beyond a simple consideration of the legal terms of the employment contract. The dis

missal record is frequently representative of the whole of the employment relationship 

and must, therefore, have implications for management practice, as well as social policy 

and employee rights. 

Future research of non-union dismissal of the individual employee should focus 

on the underutilized reports of Canadian wrongful dismissal cases, the application of 

management and organization theory and management practice in dismissal, and the de

velopment of a conceptual or theoretical grounding for the study of the non-union em

ployment relationship. 

In Study 1 (Chapter 5), I examine the determinants of both case outcome - who 

wins and who loses - and the reasonable notice awards of the courts in their published 

decisions by way of a quantitative content analysis of Canadian wrongful dismissal law 

court cases. In Study 2 (Chapter 6), I will go on to compare my findings in Study 1 with 

an investigation of workplace dismissals using data collected from HR practitioners. In 

contrasting the responses of HR managers with an analysis of wrongful dismissal cases, 

Lam and Devine (2001) found that HR managers considered both economic and social 

justice factors in addition to the factors that had been found to be significant in court de

cisions. As such, the present research borrows, at least in part, from their innovative ap-
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proach to the examination of the application of employment law in the workplace and 

seeks to ground HR management practice in a theoretical framework. 
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Chapter 5 - The Courts' Perspective of Employee Performance Management: 

An Empirical Investigation of Wrongful Dismissal Case Outcome and 

Reasonable Notice Awards 

Study 1 

I undertake a quantitative content analysis of Canadian wrongful dismissal law 

cases. The study examines the determinants of both case outcome - who wins and who 

loses - and the reasonable notice awards of the courts in their published decisions. Data 

collection, research method, variables under examination, and hypotheses are described. 

This study makes an important contribution to the study of wrongful dismissal and em

ployment law in that it both replicates and goes beyond the previous studies of wrongful 

dismissal case law to contrast the determinants of reasonable notice with the determinants 

of case outcome using the same sample of case reports. Only one previous study has 

considered both reasonable notice and case outcome concurrently (Nierobisz, 2002). 

My study's findings have implications for HR management and employment 

practices. Moreover, the study will have relevance not only to management practice but 

also to the labour law community and to other management researchers. Its results have 

lessons for the duty and behaviour of employees owed to their employer, and for the em

ployer's obligation in terms of workplace conditions, support and development of the 

employee. 
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Background 

In this study, the determinants of case outcome (whether the employee or the em

ployer won) and reasonable notice awards in Canadian wrongful dismissal case will be 

explored. The study incorporates the effect of the Supreme Court of Canada decision in 

Wallace v. United Grain Growers (1997) as well as HR practices related to performance 

management. In addition, it considers the possible implications of subsequent decisions 

of Canada's highest court (Dowling v. Halifax (City), 1998, and McKinley v. BC Tel, 

2001). Determinants of case outcome and reasonable notice awards will be explored in 

terms of employee performance, voluntary and involuntary workplace change, discipli

nary history, and the employers' failure to make effective use of progressive discipline, 

warnings, aspects of organizational justice, and performance standards. The study also 

attempts to resolve whether the ' Wallace Bump' (Bhalloo, 2006) has had an effect on no

tice periods in general. 

Case reports of wrongful dismissal decisions have been examined empirically in 

several previous studies. For instance, the determinants of reasonable notice awards 

have been analysed in several earlier studies (Lam & Devine, 2001; McShane, 1983; 

McShane & McPhillips, 1987; Sooklal, 1987; Wagar & Jourdain, 1992). In addition, a 

variety of factors that influence case outcome have also been explored (Grant & Wagar, 

1995; Wagar & Grant, 1993, 1996). The present study extends the literature on wrongful 

dismissal by attempting to replicate the major findings of some of these studies in a par

ticular sample of the case law (cases in which incompetence or poor performance have 

been alleged) and by extending the analysis to an investigation of specific human re

source management practices which have not been studied previously. These practices 
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relate particularly to the management of employee performance. In addition, factors re

lated to the inequality of bargaining power and employee vulnerability (Wallace, 1997), 

near cause (Dowling, 1998), and progressive discipline (McKinley, 2001) will be exam

ined. 

Previous studies of wrongful dismissal have examined court cases selected be

cause they addressed employee incompetence (Wagar & Grant, 1993) and misconduct 

(Grant & Wagar, 1995). However, studies of reasonable notice have failed to distinguish 

between cases in which employee performance was an alleged issue and those in which 

other forms of misconduct, such as theft and dishonesty, have been alleged (McShane, 

1983; McShane & McPhillips, 1987; Wagar & Jourdain, 1992). In addition, such studies 

also neglected to differentiate between cases in which cause for termination was argued 

and those in which only the proper period of notice was decided. 

The cases selected for my study include those in which an allegation of incompe

tence or other poor performance has been alleged as cause for dismissal. In these cases, 

the courts examine many issues related to the management of employee performance, 

issues which are an on-going and normal part of the employment relationship and an im

portant and recurrent concern of both the employee and employer. By contrast, employee 

misconduct such as insubordination or theft may tend to be considered anomalies in the 

typical day-to-day employment relationship. 

Because an employee's poor performance has been linked to reasonable notice 

periods in the case law through 'near cause' (a concept that was recently rejected by the 

Supreme Court of Canada in Dowling, 1998), it is anticipated that other factors related to 

employee performance not explicit in the courts' arguments might also affect reasonable 
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notice periods. Furthermore, unlike previous studies in which only case outcome or rea

sonable notice have been investigated, this study will investigate both case outcome and 

reasonable notice awards. 

Previous empirical studies of wrongful dismissal cases have not considered the 

impact of the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in Wallace v. United Grain Growers 

(1997) either on the length of reasonable notice awards or on the proportion of cases won 

by the employer or the employee. In their decision, the Court affirmed the view that there 

is power imbalance intrinsic in typical non-union employment relationships with power and 

control residing with the employer, and that employees are frequently vulnerable and in 

need of protection, particlularly when they are terminated. It is important to note that the 

Court decided that the trial judge had the discretion to extend the notice to which Wallace 

was entitled because "employers ought to be held to an obligation of good faith and fair 

dealing in the manner of dismissal" (para. 95), a concept that has come to be known as 

' Wallace damages.' 

Hypotheses 

Change of the Employee's Status 

In reaching their decision in Wallace (1997), the Supreme Court of Canada 

expresses the view that, "The essence of the employment relationship is that the employee 

and employer are in an unequal bargaining relationship and that the employee is in a vul

nerable position... This power imbalance is not limited to the employment contract it

self, but informs virtually all facets of the employment relationship" (Wallace, 1997; para 

92). The Court asserted that work is a central feature of an employee's life, helping to 
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define our identity, self-worth, and well-being. The Court also asserts that any change of 

status will have ramifications because the employee is vulnerable, particularly if the 

change is involuntary, such as where the conditions of employment are changed by the 

employer unilaterally and without consultation with the employee. Moreover, the Court 

stated that it will act to create limits on the employer's ability to act unilaterally without 

consideration of the employee's welfare. 

I do not expect a change of status in the employment relationship prior to dis

missal, voluntary or involuntary, to have an effect on the dismissed employee's ability to 

find comparable employment. However, additional damages in the form of a longer no

tice period may be awarded by the courts because an employee had been induced to leave 

previously secure employment or because of Wallace damages. Nevertheless, change of 

an employee's workplace status is not associated with the employee having been induced 

to leave previous secure employment. Nor is change directly associated with dismissed 

employees' vulnerability induced by the manner of dismissal. Hence, an employee's 

change of employment status is not expected to increase or decrease the reasonable notice 

period. This leads to the following hypotheses: 

HI a: A voluntary change of an employee's status in the employment relationship will 

increase the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 

Hlb: A voluntary change of an employee's status will have no effect on the length of 

reasonable notice awards. 
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H2a: An involuntary change of an employee's working conditions (such as employee 

illness or the employer's unilateral imposition of new conditions of employment) will 

increase the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 

H2b: An involuntary change of an employee's working conditions will have no effect on 

the length of reasonable notice awards. 

The Employee's Past Performance 

The quality of the terminated employee's past performance was examined by both 

McShane (1983) and Wagar and Grant (1993). While the 'quality of the employee' was 

not found to be a significant predictor of reasonable notice (McShane, 1983), the coeffi

cient was in the expected direction. In addition, both a satisfactory performance appraisal 

and an employee's acquisition of new employment prior to the court hearing were found 

to be significant predictors of a plaintiff s victory (Wagar & Grant, 1993). Both factors 

were thought to be evidence of the employee's competence. Hence, there is evidence in 

the empirical literature that past satisfactory performance will be positively related to the 

likelihood of a plaintiff s victory and to longer reasonable notice periods. 

A history of satisfactory performance may help to create reliance and expectation 

in the employee, as well as in the courts, of future good faith behaviour on the part of the 

employer. Employees may come to rely on an expectation that their past satisfactory per

formance will help them to attain a level of consideration from the employer greater than 

they might otherwise have received without a history of satisfactory performance. This 

higher level of consideration would be offered in recognition of an employee's contribu-
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tion and value to the organization, and can be traced to a sense of what is fair based on an 

appreciation of equitable treatment based on employee contribution. 

The remediation of an employee's short-term performance issues may also be a 

source of relational justice in that it can promote a sense of belonging and value to the 

organization. Such consideration would lead to the increased likelihood that an employee 

could adapt to and appreciate the organization's demands in the short and long terms. 

The courts see such adaptation and consideration by both the employee and employer as 

part of the on-going nature of an indefinite term contract. I suggest that the courts will 

provide an incentive for the employer to respect the covenant of good faith by increasing 

the likelihood that it will decide for the employee and by lengthening the period of notice 

awarded. Therefore, I hypothesize that: 

H3a: A terminated employee's past satisfactory performance will increase the likelihood 

of a plaintiffs victory. 

H3b: A terminated employee's past satisfactory performance will be positively related to 

the length of reasonable notice awards. 

The Employee's Disciplinary History 

Wagar and Grant (1993) found that where the employee had a history of past dis

cipline, there was a greater likelihood of the employer's success in demonstrating that it 

had just and sufficient cause for termination. In Wallace (1997), the Supreme Court of 

Canada stated that it will create and enforce boundaries on the employer's ability to act 

unilaterally, especially given the employee's particularly vulnerable position in the em

ployment relationship. The Court suggested that a balance must be created in recognition 
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of an employer's right to determine the composition of its workforce and in the context of 

the central role of work in society and to the employee's sense of identity, self-worth, and 

well-being. In McKinley (2001), the Court proposed the 'principle of proportionality' in 

which the employer must balance the severity of misconduct or incompetence with the 

discipline imposed. Given that dismissal is the ultimate disciplinary measure available 

to the employer, it should only be taken once other measures such as progressive disci

pline have been exhausted or when there has been especially grievous incompetence or 

misconduct. Moreover, progressive discipline may be linked to information justice in 

that it communicates an employer's displeasure with an employee's performance. 

Previous discipline may also be evidence of past performance problems and re

lated to 'near cause' for dismissal, which has been used in the past to shorten notice peri

ods awarded in the courts. While the near cause argument was rejected by the Supreme 

Court of Canada (Mole & Stendon, 2004), the courts may allow retribution to infringe on 

the calculus of reasonable notice, explicitly or otherwise, and in the process favour 

shorter notice periods for plaintiffs who should receive some form of discipline rather 

than dismissal. Where the courts have noted that discipline would have been preferable 

to dismissal and the employer has failed to employ progressive discipline, the courts will 

award a shorter notice period rather than find that the employee had been terminated for 

cause. As a result, I hypothesize that: 

H4a: An employer's failure to employ progressive discipline will increase the likelihood 

of a plaintiffs victory. 

H4b: An employer's failure to employ progressive discipline will be negatively related 

to the length of reasonable notice award. 
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Fair Employment Practices 

As I explained in Chapter 3, procedural justice suggests that where an employee 

has the opportunity to have his or her views heard there is a greater likelihood that the 

decision will be seen as fair. In addition, where the employer has a procedure for the in

vestigation and appeal of a dismissal or disciplinary decision there is a greater opportu

nity for sober second thought which may lead to a more balanced outcome to what might 

otherwise be considered a more arbitrary and unfair decision. The employer is likely to 

be more certain that the decision to dismiss was the right one. Support for such a view is 

seen in a previous study of wrongful dismissal cases where Wagar and Grant (1993) 

found that when an employer had provided a hearing related to the decision to dismiss, 

the likelihood of an employer victory was significantly greater. 

However, the employer's failure to employ workplace practices consistent with 

the principles of procedural justice is not expected to have an effect on the dismissed em

ployee's ability to find comparable employment. Nor is it expected to be related to the 

employee having been induced to leave previous secure employment or to an employee's 

vulnerability that results from the manner of dismissal. Consequently, I hypothesize that: 

H5a: An employer's failure to fair workplace practices related to the principles of organ

izational justice will increase the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 

H5b: An employer's failure to employ practices related to principles of organizational 

justice will have no effect on the length of reasonable notice awards. 
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Effective Use of Performance Warnings 

The value of an employer's effective use of performance warnings in an employ

ment relationship can be appreciated through the lens of relational justice (Lind & Tyler, 

1988), power and dependence (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959), and the views of the Supreme 

Court of Canada (Wallace, 1997). In relational justice, the employer is an important 

source of self-validation and sense of value to the organization for the employee. The 

employer, particularly authority figures, can provide information about the appropriate

ness of attitudes and efforts in the organizational context. The employer is also a source 

of support and resources plus a sense of belonging that are important to the development 

and maintenance of an on-going employment relationship. The benevolence dimension 

of relational justice (Lind, 1995) implies that fairness is derived from evidence that an 

employee perceives that she or he is given real consideration in a relationship character

ized by an on-going power imbalance. Relational justice has much in common with the 

power and dependence model of interpersonal relationships (Thibaut and Kelley, 1959) 

and the views of the Supreme Court of Canada in Wallace (1997). 

The power and dependence model implies that employees are dependent on the 

employer for the quality of their outcomes. For instance, a typical employee depends on 

the resources and benevolence of the employer for continuing employment. In that re

spect, the employer can more fully appreciate what it requires from the employee in order 

to ensure the success of the organization. Hence, the success of the employment relation

ship places a heavy onus on the employer to share its performance expectations with an 

employee and to provide feedback and support to the employee in order to match effort 

and ability to the needs of the organization. Moreover, the Supreme Court of Canada 
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(Wallace, 1997) asserts that inequality in the employment relationship derives in part 

from an employer's virtual monopoly of information relevant to an employee's ability to 

achieve a more favourable position in the relationship. Consequently, both the effective 

use of performance standards and of performance warnings can be seen as a vital compo

nent of performance management and necessary to demonstrate an employer's faithful 

discharge of its duty to an employee. 

Finally, as noted in Chapter 2, according to wrongful dismissal law the employer 

must provide warnings of deficiencies that if not met, would lead to termination. Other

wise, employee incompetence or poor performance must be "grossly deficient" for termi

nation to result if there has not been a series of warnings (Levitt, 2004; p. 6-79). Wagar 

and Grant (1993) included an examination of an employer warning that the employee's 

performance was unsatisfactory. Although the factor was not found to be positively cor

related to employer success, the result was in the direction expected. 

An employer's failure to use effective performance warnings is not expected to 

have an effect on the dismissed employee's ability to find comparable employment. Nor 

is it expected to be related to the employee having been induced to leave previous secure 

employment or to the manner of dismissal. Accordingly, I hypothesize that: 

H6a: An employer's failure to use effective performance warnings with respect to the 

employee's performance will increase the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 

H6b: An employer's failure to use effective performance warnings will have no effect on 

the length of reasonable notice awards. 
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Effective Use of Performance Standards 

As noted in the previous section, the effective use of performance standards is 

necessary in order for an employer to demonstrate the faithful discharge of its duty to the 

employee. Wagar and Grant (1993) examined cases in which the employer had made an 

allegation that the employee's incompetence constituted just cause for termination. Al

though considered important components of a performance management system and the 

communication and support of performance standards, neither the presence of a perform

ance appraisal system nor the failure to provide adequate training was significantly re

lated to plaintiff success. However, the signs on the coefficients were in the expected 

direction. 

An employer's failure to use performance standards effectively is not expected to 

have an effect on the dismissed employee's ability to find comparable employment. Nor 

is it expected to be related to the employee having been induced to leave previous secure 

employment or to the manner of dismissal. Consequently, I hypothesize that: 

H7a: An employer's failure to effectively use performance standards will increase the 

likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 

H7b: An employer's failure to effectively use performance standards will have no effect 

on the length of reasonable notice awards. 

Effect of the Wallace (1997) Decision on Damages 

In Wallace (1997), the Supreme Court of Canada altered the legal landscape for 

employers and HR practitioners by extending the notice to which an employee was oth

erwise entitled because the employer was "misleading or unduly insensitive" (para. 98). 
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This decision led to the awarding of' Wallace damages' in numerous subsequent wrong

ful dismissal court decisions (for example, Day v. Wal-mart, 2000). Where Wallace 

damages are awarded, the notice is extended beyond that which the successful plaintiff 

would otherwise have been entitled in recognition of tangible as well as intangible dam

ages. Hence, the Wallace (1997) decision may have an effect on reasonable notice 

awards by lengthening the notice period beyond what normally would be expected where 

there has been an intangible injury caused by the manner of the dismissal. 

The Wallace (1997) decision will also likely have had an implicit effect on rea

sonable notice awards overall by lengthening the average notice period awarded by the 

courts in cases that have been decided since Wallace. Moreover, in the Wallace decision, 

the Court made explicit its view that the employment relationship is characterized by an 

inequality of bargaining power and the vulnerability of the employee. In Thibaut and 

Kelley's (1959) theory of power and dependence an employer's power is derived from 

the employee's dependence on the employer for the quality of her or his outcomes. In 

Wallace (1997), the Court asserted that typical employees are made all the more vulner

able by their dependence on employment for a sense of self-worth, self-esteem, and con

tribution. In addition, an employer's power also derives from evidence that there is little 

variation in an employer's outcomes as a result of the actions of an employee. As a con

sequence, the courts may see a requirement for their decisions to increase the variation in 

an employer's outcomes when they terminate an employee. If such a view held it would 

cause the lower courts to consider a terminated employee more sympathetically. As a 

result dismissed employees' will have a greater likelihood of victory in addition to longer 

notice periods overall in cases decided after Wallace (1997). Hence, I hypothesize that: 
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H8a: Wrongful dismissal cases decided before Wallace (1997) will lessen the likelihood 

of a plaintiffs victory. 

H8a: In wrongful dismissal cases decided before Wallace (1997), reasonable notice peri

ods will be shorter than reasonable notice periods after the Wallace (1997) decision. 

H9a: An employee's vulnerability that results from the manner of dismissal will increase 

the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 

H9b: An employee's vulnerability that results from the manner of dismissal will be posi

tively related to the length of reasonable notice awards. 

Factors Which Mitigate the Seriousness of the Incompetence 

As I have argued previously, employers must respond proportionality in a manner 

that balances the severity of an employee's incompetence with the discipline imposed. 

As a consequence, employers should give weight to the employee's deficiencies in pro

portion to their importance to the substantive tasks. The courts will downplay the seri

ousness of the poor performance if the employee displayed no intent to repudiate the em

ployment contract, did not benefit from her or his behaviour, or if the poor performance 

was not serious in the context of the employee's duties and overall relationship with the 

employer. Moreover, if there was no real loss, risk, or jeopardy to the employer caused 

by the poor performance, it will not be considered a serious deficiency. 

Wagar and Grant (1993) found that where other circumstances mitigated the seri

ousness of an employee's incompetence there was an increased chance of a plaintiff vic

tory. The employee's relatively vulnerable position in the employment relationship com-
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bined with the employer's ability to act unilaterally and arbitrarily unless checked by the 

legal system will lead the courts to favour the employee in cases where the employer is 

seen to act disproportionately to the employee's poor performance. Nevertheless, the 

employee's ability to obtain comparable employment after dismissal is unlikely to be di

rectly affected by the employer's poor performance management. Consequently, I hy

pothesize that: 

HlOa: An employer's failure to weigh the incompetence or poor performance of an em

ployee against the relatively inconsequential nature of the incompetence will increase the 

likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 

HlOb: An employer's failure to weigh the incompetence or poor performance of an em

ployee against the relatively inconsequential nature of the incompetence will have no ef

fect on the length of reasonable notice awards. 

Factors Found to be Significant Predictors of Reasonable Notice 

Larger employers are likely to have greater resources available to successfully 

manage employment relationships and performance than smaller employers. For exam

ple, Wagar and Grant (1996) found that employers with 5,000 or fewer employees were 

less likely to be successful in wrongful dismissal cases than very large employers (more 

than 5,000 employees). However, where employees are found to have been wrongfully 

dismissed, larger employers are also more likely to have the resources to provide longer 

notice periods. For instance, Wagar and Jourdain (1992) found moderate support for 

longer notice periods in wrongful dismissal cases where employers had 500 or more em

ployees. 
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In addition, the courts may consider the power imbalance between a large em

ployer and an employee to be even greater than the imbalance between a small employer 

and an employee. Therefore, I hypothesize that: 

HI la: Large employer size will decrease the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 

HI lb: Large employer size will increase the length of reasonable notice awards. 

Employee tenure, occupational level, and limited job prospects (Lam and Devine, 

2001; McShane and McPhillips, 1987; Wagar and Jourdain, 1992), as well as whether the 

employee had been hired away from, or induced to leave previously secure employment 

(McShane and McPhillips, 1987; Wagar and Jourdain, 1992) have been found to be sig

nificant predictors of reasonable notice periods. As a result, I hypothesize that: 

H12a: An employee's tenure, occupational level, and limited job prospects, as well as 

whether an employee had been induced to leave secure employment will have no effect 

on the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 

HI2b: An employee's tenure, occupational level, and limited job prospects, as well as 

having been induced to leave previously secure employment will be positively related to 

the length of reasonable notice awards. 
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Table 5-1: Hypotheses for Case Outcome and Reasonable Notice 

Hypotheses 

HI a: A voluntary change of an employee's status in the 
employment relationship will increase the likelihood of a 
plaintiffs victory. 
Hlb: A voluntary change of the employee's status will 
have no effect on the length of reasonable notice awards. 

H2a: An involuntary change of an employee's working 
conditions (such as employee illness or the employer's 
unilateral imposition of new conditions of employment) 
will increase the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 
H2b: An involuntary change of an employee's working 
conditions will have no effect on the length of reasonable 
notice awards. 

H3a: A terminated employee's past satisfactory per
formance will increase the likelihood of a plaintiffs vic
tory. 
H3b: A terminated employee's past satisfactory per
formance will be positively related to the length of rea
sonable notice awards. 

H4a: An employer's failure to use progressive discipline 
will increase the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 
H4b: An employer's failure to use progressive discipline 
will be negatively related to the length of reasonable no
tice awards. 

H5a: An employer's failure to use workplace practices 
related to the principles of organizational justice will 
increase the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 
H5b: An employer's failure to use practices related to 
principles of organizational justice will have no effect on 
the length of reasonable notice awards. 

H6a: An employer's failure to use effective performance 
warnings with respect to the employee's performance 
will increase the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 
H6b: An employer's failure to use effective performance 
warnings will have no effect on the length of reasonable 
notice awards. 

Relation to 
Plaintiff Victory 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Relation to 
Notice Period 

No Effect 

No Effect 

+ 

-

No Effect 

No Effect 
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Table 5-1: Hypotheses for Case Outcome and Reasonable Notice, continued ... 

Hypotheses 

H7a: An employer's failure to use effective performance 
standards will increase the likelihood of plaintiff victory. 
H7b: An employer's failure to use effective performance 
standards will have no effect on the length of reasonable 
notice awards. 

H8a: Wrongful dismissal cases decided before Wallace 
(1997) will decrease the likelihood of a plaintiffs vic
tory. 
H8a: In wrongful dismissal cases decided before Wal
lace (1997), reasonable notice periods will be shorter 
than reasonable notice periods after the Wallace (1997) 
decision. 

H9a: An employee's vulnerability that results from the 
manner of dismissal will increase the likelihood of a 
plaintiffs victory. 
H9b: An employee's vulnerability that results from the 
manner of dismissal will be positively related to the 
length of reasonable notice awards. 

HlOa: An employer's failure to weigh the incompetence 
or poor performance of an employee against the rela
tively inconsequential nature of the incompetence will 
increase the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 
HlOb: An employer's failure to weigh the incompetence 
or poor performance of an employee against the rela
tively inconsequential nature of the incompetence will 
have no effect on the length of reasonable notice awards. 

HI la: Large employer size will decrease the likelihood 
of a plaintiff s victory. 
HI lb: Large employer size will increase the length of 
reasonable notice awards. 

H12a: An employee's tenure, occupational level, and 
limited job prospects, as well as whether an employee 
had been induced to leave secure employment will have 
no effect on the likelihood of a plaintiffs victory. 
H12b: An employee's tenure, occupational level, and 
limited job prospects, as well as having been induced to 
leave previously secure employment will be positively 
related to the length of reasonable notice awards. 

Relation to 
Plaintiff Victory 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

No Effect 

Relation to 
Notice Period 

No Effect 

-

+ 

No Effect 

+ 

+ 
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Method 

The objective of this study is to explore the factors that influence the Canadian 

courts' decisions with respect to complaints of wrongful dismissal. Generally, the court 

must determine whether the employer had just and sufficient cause to terminate the em

ployee. To be successful, an employer must demonstrate just and sufficient cause to ter

minate. Where the court has held that there was not just cause for dismissal, it must then 

determine the length of notice which would be considered reasonable under the circum

stances. The primary factors examined include an employee's past performance, disci

plinary history, and vulnerability as a result of the dismissal, voluntary (for example, a 

promotion) and involuntary changes of the employment relationship imposed by the em

ployer, as well as an employer's failure to warn the employee where there was a perform

ance deficiency, to follow principles of procedural and interactional justice in making the 

decision to terminate, and to effectively employ performance standards. In addition, I 

examined whether Wallace (1997) has had an effect on case outcome and reasonable no

tice periods in the period since the decision. 

Quantitative Analysis of Case Content 

This study involves a quantitative content analysis of wrongful dismissal deci

sions. Weber (1990) stated that "content analysis is a research method that uses a set of 

procedures to make valid inferences from text" (p. 9). It typically involves identifying 

and coding the occurrences of concepts as they appear in texts. A concept is a single 

idea, what Carley (1993) has termed an 'ideational kernel,' that may be represented in the 

text by a single word, a phrase, or a characteristic of the actors (in this case the judge, 
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employee, employer, etc.) or situation (such as the industry of the employer or the year of 

the decision). For example, a concept might be the sex of a plaintiff (the terminated em

ployee) in a wrongful dismissal case, or it might be a more complex notion such as 'em

ployer condonation' where the employer has been found to have condoned similar past 

behaviour in the plaintiff or some other comparison employee. 

Decisions were carefully read and coded using qualitative-analysis software 

called Atlas ti. Categories were identified from a review of the legal and organizational 

literature on employee dismissal, labour arbitration, and other areas of the law. The cod

ing and analytic capabilities of Atlas ti allowed for retrospective checks of code and cod

ing reliability as the case content of the codes could be reviewed at any point during the 

analysis. In this way some code definitions were allowed to evolve so that the final code 

definition better reflected the data. While many of the categories are explicit and easily 

identifiable in the case reports, specific coding rules were developed for other more com

plex concepts. The reliability of the data collected was examined by having two addi

tional coders read and analyse 7 cases assigned randomly from the full sample of 159 

cases which had previously been coded by the researcher. The coders were given coding 

sheets (Appendix B) on which they recorded their observations. Overall, the coders 

achieved 86.7%% consistency with the researcher. 

Several decision rules about how to treat certain case reports were made. For ex

ample, the unit of analysis is the 'case' which is considered to include both trial reports 

and any subsequent appeals of the original decision at trial. In cases where there were 

two or more plaintiffs (terminated employees) in a single written decision, each plaintiff 
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is recorded as a separate wrongful dismissal case as individual circumstances and notice 

awards, if any, are likely to be unique. 

Analytical Strategy 

The analysis of the quantitative case content has two distinct parts. First, the fac

tors which affect case outcome - whether the plaintiff wins or loses his legal action - will 

be analysed using probit, an appropriate method for use with dichotomous dependent 

variables (Greene, 2000). The analysis will provide the probability of a favourable or 

unfavourable outcome for the plaintiff for each of the independent variables entered into 

the analysis. For example, if the court finds that the plaintiff had previously-documented 

poor performance, it might tend to reduce the probability that he or she would be success

ful in their legal action against the employer. Probit also provides the marginal effect of 

the previous poor performance on case outcome. 

Second, if the court finds that the plaintiff was dismissed without just and suffi

cient cause, it must decide the length of the notice period to award. Ordinary least 

squares (OLS) regression has been used in a number of studies to analyse the factors re

lied on by the court to determine the length of notice, and hence the amount of damages, 

to be awarded (for example, Lam & Devine, 2001; McShane & McPhillips, 1987; Wagar 

& Jourdain, 1992). This type of analysis has become particularly relevant since the Wal

lace (1997) decision of the Supreme Court of Canada. Numerous decisions have relied 

on Wallace to lengthen the period to which the successful plaintiff was entitled (for ex

ample, Day, 2000). To date, no studies in the organizational literature have examined the 

effect of the Wallace decision on subsequent reasonable notice decisions. In addition, I 
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question whether the Wallace decision has had an effect on case outcome as a result of 

the explicit views about the inequality of bargaining power and the vulnerability of an 

employee which was expressed by the Supreme Court of Canada in that decision. 

Data Collection 

The data for this study were obtained by content analysing 159 Canadian wrong

ful dismissal court cases reported in the period 1990 to 2006. The cases were identified 

by means of a database search using Lexus-Nexus. The cases in this data base are both 

published and unpublished, and are acquired from a variety of law journals across the 

country, with the exception of Quebec where dismissal is governed by the civil code (see 

Appendix C for a list of the journals). In order to be included in the analysis the case 

must have involved an employer allegation that the employee was terminated for just 

cause, specifically for incompetence or poor performance. In each of these cases, the 

court would have first determined if there had been just cause for dismissal. If the court 

had determined that just cause did not exist, it would then have determined the award of 

notice found to be reasonable under the circumstances. As a result, the cases examined 

represent both those in which the plaintiff (former employee) was successful and reason

able notice was awarded (104 cases) and those in which the defendant (employer) had 

successfully shown that just cause did exist and, therefore, reasonable notice was not re

quired. Cases which dealt solely with the issue of reasonable notice were excluded from 

the analysis. 

In cases where incompetence or poor performance has been alleged to have risen 

to the level of just and sufficient cause for dismissal, employers frequently must provide 
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a higher level of evidence to the courts with respect to their obligations in the employ

ment relationship than in cases where other allegations (such as in certain kinds of mis

conduct like theft and fraud) have been used to justify dismissal. The incompetence must 

be serious and willful, and there is a "heavy onus" on the employer to prove that espe

cially where the job requires a high degree of skill or a specialized body of knowledge 

(Levitt, 2004, p. 6-75). Moreover, where incompetence has been alleged employers are 

less likely to be successful in persuading the courts that dismissal was for just cause than 

for other types of cause (Wagar and Grant, 1993). In these cases, the courts hold the em

ployer to a high standard of proof with respect to the management of the employment re

lationship and will devote a significant portion of their written decision to an examination 

of the employers' management practices. When a case at the trial level was appealed, the 

case was coded based on the findings of the highest appeal court ruling. 

Sample Selection Bias 

Sample selection bias arises when an investigator does not obtain a random sam

ple of a population of interest (Winship & Mare, 1992). The problem is that certain re

spondents are excluded from the analysis, leading to samples that are unrepresentative of 

the larger population. Strategies to lessen the impact of sample selection bias in social 

science research have been developed. Nevertheless, in research using judicial decisions, 

there are many sources of sample selection bias that are not always correctable. Various 

sources of selection bias may undermine the utility of this method. 

One source of selection bias arises from the fact that legal disputes taken to court 

judgments do not represent a random sample of all disputes (Priest & Klein, 1984). Only 
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a small number of individual complaints ever become formal disputes and, likewise, only 

a small number of formal complaints reach the courts. Perhaps as few as five percent of 

disputes ever reach the courts (Priest & Klein, 1984). In addition, only a small number of 

cases lead to a court decision because many are settled before or during the proceedings 

(Priest & Klein, 1984). Consequently, the reports of wrongful dismissal cases do not rep

resent the population of wrongful dismissals brought to court. Nor do they represent the 

population of wrongful dismissals in the workplace. 

Because cases sampled from the published court reports, or even the unpublished 

reports, neither represent all wrongful dismissals nor even all the wrongful dismissal liti

gation, an examination of the case reports can only illuminate the values, principles and 

processes that are employed by the courts. These faults should not be generalized beyond 

that context. Nevertheless, the importance of this study is to identify and better under

stand the courts' views as represented in the determinants of case outcome and reason

able notice in order to contrast the treatment of dismissal by the courts with workplace 

practices and with the attitudes of HR practitioners. 

Dependent Variables 

Two dependent variables were examined in this study. The first was case out

come, which was dichotomously coded. The cases (n = 159) were coded on the basis of 

whether the employer had been successful (that is, the court found that the employer had 

just and sufficient cause to dismiss the employee without notice) or the employee had 

been successful (that is, the court found that the employer did not have cause for dis-
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missal). A victory for the terminated employee (plaintiff) was coded ' 1 ' and a win for 

the employer (defendant) was coded '0.' 

The second dependent variable was a continuous variable representing the number 

of months notice that the courts had decided was reasonable under the circumstances af

ter having decided that the plaintiff employee had been wrongfully dismissed (n = 104). 

That is, in the cases selected the employer had failed to demonstrate that there was cause 

sufficient for termination. Generally, the courts do not calculate months of notice in 

cases in which the employer has successfully demonstrated that it has just and sufficient 

cause for dismissal as there would be no legal requirement to provide notice of termina

tion. 

Independent Variables 

Before describing the independent variables, an explanation of how the primary 

independent variables were constructed is required. It was necessary to treat the primary 

independent variables differently for the probit analysis of the determinants of case out

come from the OLS regression analysis of the determinants of reasonable notice. In the 

case of the reasonable notice analysis, the primary independent variables (voluntary and 

involuntary change, satisfactory past performance, the use of progressive discipline, the 

use of practices consistent with the principles of procedural justice, the effective use of 

performance warnings and of performance standards, and poor performance not serious) 

were constructed by adding the presence of each factor in the variable as a cumulative 

measure of the number of factors present in each case. For example, if an employee had 

experienced both an illness and a unilateral change of the employment relationship, in-
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voluntary change was recorded as 2 for that case report, the presence of one or the other 

but not both was 1, and if the employee had experienced neither an illness nor a unilateral 

change, 0 was recorded. If a case received a higher score for satisfactory performance, 

that employee's performance would have had a greater number of factors present in the 

case which were indicative of satisfactory past performance, or that there were other ex

planations for the poor performance. 

In the case of the probit analysis, it was necessary to code each variable as either 

1 for the presence of at least one of the associated factors, or 0 in the case where none of 

the factors was present. This coding method was made necessary by the large number of 

empty cells created by the relative absence of many factors in the cases in which the em

ployer had successfully demonstrated that it had just and sufficient cause to terminate. 

Two variables, poor performance not serious and vulnerability, were omitted from the 

probit analysis because these variables had predicted plaintiff success perfectly, which 

rendered their inclusion in the probit model meaningless. 

The following independent variables were the primary focus of my analysis (see 

Table 5-2 for the specific factors identified in content analysis): 

Voluntary Change. Defined as whether the employee had experienced a recent volun

tary change of status in the employment relationship. The variable consists of three fac

tors which include a change of employment status (such as a promotion), a new work

place relationship (such as a new boss), new duties or responsibilities, or relocation. For 

both the case outcome and reasonable notice analysis, the variable is dichotomously-

coded, which indicates the presence of at least one of the factors in the case. 
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Involuntary Change. Defined as whether an involuntary change due to an employee's 

illness which affected job performance, or a unilateral change of the employment rela

tionship imposed by the employer had occurred. For case outcome, involuntary cahnge 

was a dichotomously-coded variable which indicated the presence of at least one of the 

factors in the case. However, for reasonable notice, this variable is the sum of all factors 

present in the case. For instance, if the dismissed employee had experienced both an ill

ness as well as a unilateral change imposed by the employer, the case is assigned 2 for 

this variable, 1 if only one or the other, and '0' if the employee had experienced neither. 

Satisfactory Performance. Defined as whether there was evidence of the employee's 

past satisfactory performance. This variable includes the employee's long satisfactory 

service, the presence of other explanations for the poor performance, the poor perform

ance was not in the employee's area of responsibility, the poor performance was not 

worse relative to other employees, previous exemplary service, a previous, satisfactory 

performance appraisal, or other recent positive feedback. For case outcome, this is a di

chotomously-coded variable which indicates the presence of at least one factor in the case 

but for reasonable notice, this variable is the sum of all factors present. 

No Progressive Discipline. Defined as whether the employer had failed to apply pro

gressive discipline before resorting to dismissal. The variable includes the employer's 

failure to have applied progressive discipline, the employer's dismissal of the employee 

was a disproportionate response, or the employee had a previously unblemished discipli

nary record. For case outcome, this is a dichotomously-coded variable which indicates 

the presence of at least one factor in the case but for reasonable notice, this variable is the 

sum of all factors present. 
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Procedural Justice. Defined as whether the employer had failed to apply principles of 

procedural justice before the termination. The variable includes the employer's failure to 

investigate thoroughly before termination, to provide an adequate explanation, to provide 

an unbiased hearing, and to allow an appeal of the decision. For case outcome, this is a 

dichotomously-coded variable which indicates the presence of at least one factor in the 

case but for reasonable notice, this variable is the sum of all factors present. 

Employer Failed to Warn. Defined as whether the employer had failed to provide 

warnings to the employee before dismissal. This variable consists of five aspects of the 

effective use of employer warnings related to performance which include that the em

ployee was not given a timeline or opportunity to improve after a warning, not told dis

missal may result from failure to meet standards, not told his or her job is in jeopardy, not 

told performance is not meeting standards, and not told what is required to improve. For 

case outcome, this is a dichotomously-coded variable which indicates the presence of at 

least one factor in the case but for reasonable notice, this variable is the sum of all factors 

present. 

Performance Standards. Defined as whether the employer had failed to effectively em

ploy performance standards. The factors considered include whether the employer had 

communicated conflicting standards or expectations, had not established performance 

standards, had not demonstrated that the employee had failed to meet objective standards, 

had not enforced standards consistently, had not communicated standards adequately, had 

not provided feedback, instruction, supervision, support, or training necessary to accom

plish the standards, had set unreasonable or unrealistic standards, or had imposed new 

higher standards. For case outcome, this is a dichotomously-coded variable which indi-
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cates the presence of at least one factor in the case but for reasonable notice, this variable 

is the sum of all factors present. 

Pre-Wallace Decision. Defined as whether the case was published prior to the publica

tion of Wallace in October, 1997. It is unlikely that the judges in these cases would have 

been exposed to the opinions or new law expressed in Wallace. For both case outcome 

and reasonable notice, this is a dichotomously-coded variable. 

The following variables (employee vulnerability and not serious) are not included 

in the probit (case outcome) analysis but are included in the OLS regression (reasonable 

notice) analysis: 

Employee Vulnerability. Defined as whether the terminated employee was made vul

nerable as a result of the manner of the dismissal. The employee's vulnerability con

sisted of either psychological distress or a damaged reputation in the relevant community. 

For both case outcome and reasonable notice, this is a dichotomously-coded variable 

which indicates the presence of at least one factor. 

Not Serious. Defined as whether the employer had failed to consider that the poor per

formance was not so serious as to repudiate the employment contract. This occurred 

where the employee had shown no intent to not meet standards, to benefit from the failure 

to meet standards, or to repudiate the employment contract in any way. The variable also 

includes whether the employer had not suffered a loss, risk, or jeopardy, or had failed to 

establish the serious nature of the poor performance in the context of the employee's du

ties or overall employment relationship. For case outcome, this is a dichotomously-coded 

variable which indicates the presence of at least one factor in the case but for reasonable 

notice, this variable is the sum of all factors. 
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Table 5-2: Primary Independent Variables 

Primary Independ
ent Variable 
Voluntary Change 

Involuntary 
Change 

Satisfactory Per
formance 

No Progressive 
discipline 

Procedural Justice 

Employer Failed 
to Warn 

Factors as Coded in Content Analysis 

A recent change of employment status due to: 

• Promotion, 
• New relationships such as a new boss, 
• New duties, 
• Relocation. 

An unexpected change due to: 

• Employees' Illness, 
• Unilateral change of the employment relationship imposed 

by employer 
Evidence of the terminated employees satisfactory past performance 
including: 

• Long satisfactory service, 
• Other explanation for the poor performance, not in employ

ees area of responsibility, or not poor performance relative 
to other employees, 

• Previous exemplary service, 
• Positive performance appraisal, 
• Other recent positive feedback. 

The court noted that the: 
• Employer had failed to employ progressive discipline, or 

had responded disproportionately with dismissal, 
• Employee had an unblemished disciplinary record. 

The employer failed to: 
• Provide an adequate explanation for the dismissal, 
• Investigate the circumstances leading to dismissal fully, 
• Provide a hearing prior to dismissal, 
• Provide an appeal after the dismissal decision. 

The employer had failed to: 
• Provide a timeline and opportunity to improve, 
• Inform the employee that dismissal may result from failure 

to meet standards, 
• Inform the employee that job is in jeopardy, 
• Inform the employee that performance not meeting stan

dards, 
• Inform the employee what is required to improve. 

All of the items used to construct the variables above were dichotomously coded (pres
ence of the factor = 1 and absence = 0). 
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Table 5-2: Primary Independent Variables, continued... 

Primary Inde
pendent Variable 
Performance 
Standards 

Pre-Wallace Deci
sion 

Vulnerability * 

Not Serious * 

Factors as Coded in Content Analysis 

The employer had failed in the implementation of standards by: 
• Communicating conflicting standards or expectations, 
• Not establishing performance standards, 
• Not demonstrating that employee had failed to meet objec

tive standards, 
• Not enforcing standards consistently, 
• Not communicating standards adequately, 
• Not providing feedback, instruction, supervision, support, or 

training necessary to accomplish the standards, 
• Setting unreasonable or unrealistic standards, or by imposing 

new higher standards. 
Cases that were published prior to the publication of Wallace in Oc
tober, 1997. 

The terminated employee was made vulnerable as a result of the 
dismissal. The vulnerability consisted of either: 

• Psychological distress, 
• Damaged reputation or integrity. 

The employer had failed to consider the lack of seriousness of the 
poor performance: 

• By not considering that the employee had no intent to not 
meet standards, to benefit from the failure to meet standards, 
or repudiate the employment contract, 

• Employer had not suffered loss, risk, or jeopardy, 
• Employer had not established the serious nature of the poor 

performance in the context of the employee's duties or over
all employment relationship. 

Note: * Not included in probit analysis of case outcome. 

All of the items used to construct the variables above were dichotomously coded (pres
ence of the factor = 1 and absence = 0). 
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Variables Found to be Predictors of Case Outcome or Reasonable Notice Period 

Several variables which had been found to be significant predictors in previous 

studies of Canadian wrongful dismissal law are also examined in my study. These vari

ables include the former employee's tenure in years with the employer, whether the em

ployee faced a limited labour market, whether the employee had been induced away from 

previous secure employment, the employee's occupational status, whether the employer 

was large (500 or more employees), and whether the plaintiff (terminated employee) was 

female. A limited labour market, an inducement to leave secure employment, a large 

employer, and a female plaintiff were dichotomously coded (presence of the factor = 1 

and absence = 0). The occupational status of the former employee was captured with a 

five-point hierarchical scale. A higher score indicated a higher status position. For ex

ample, executives were scored at 5, the highest status position, and clerical workers as 1, 

the lowest status position. In order to increase the reliability of the coding, three raters 

first independently scored each job title or occupation on the 5-point scale. Coding dif

ferences were then negotiated in order to create a shared understanding of the jobs and 

their organizational status. 

Control Variables 

Control variables include the industry of the employer (manufacturing was 

dummy coded; non-manufacturing was the omitted category) and the province of Canada 

in which the decision was rendered (British Columbia and Ontario as Canada's largest 

All three raters were business professors and doctoral candidates, each possessing significant work ex
perience. A similar method was used by both Wagar and Jourdain (1992) and McShane and McPhillips 
(1987). 
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provinces were coded as 1; all others, except Quebec,9 were 0). British Columbia and 

Ontario are the two largest provinces (excluding Quebec) and are expected to be more 

progressive relative to the other western provinces. For instance, Wagar and Jourdain 

(1992) found that the combination of Ontario and British Columbia was a significant pre

dictor of a longer reasonable notice period in a sample of Canadian cases. 

Results 

Descriptive statistics relating to the 159 Canadian wrongful dismissal cases used 

to examine the determinants of just cause are reported in Table 5-3 and are described be

low. Employee tenure was the only variable with missing data. Mean substitution was 

considered an appropriate method for replacement of the missing data because employee 

tenure was not one of the primary independent variables and because the missing data 

were found to have had an adverse affect on the quality of the analysis. As a result, dele

tion of cases because of missing data was not necessary. 

Descriptive statistics for the smaller sample of 104 cases used in the examination 

of reasonable notice are reported in Table 5-5 and described with the results for reason

able notice. Mean substitution of the missing employee tenure data was not used for the 

examination of reasonable notice. Because tenure has been found to be one of the most 

consistent determinants of reasonable notice, I deemed it prudent to use a more conserva

tive method of analysis. As a result, while pair-wise deletion was used for the descriptive 

analysis of the 104 reasonable notice cases, list-wise deletion was used for the OLS re

gression analysis, which results in 93 useable cases. 

9 In Quebec, civil law governs the relationship rather than common law. Therefore, Quebec cases were 
excluded from this study. 
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For the 159 cases, the plaintiff (dismissed employee) won 72% of the cases. 

Women were slightly under-represented in the sample with 31% of the plaintiffs being 

female. The average tenure for all plaintiffs was 8.33 years (SD = 7.49), while 16% of 

plaintiffs faced limited job prospects upon dismissal, and 4% had been induced to leave 

previous, secure employment. The low number of cases which involved employees in

duced to leave secure employment is a shortcoming of the sample and a limitation of the 

generalizability of the results. Just over half of the plaintiffs had been employed in some 

management capacity as an executive, business or general manager, sales manager, or 

generalist manager. The average occupational status for all plaintiffs was somewhat 

higher (M = 3.43; SD = 1.28) than the mid-point of the 5-point scale, which indicated that 

the sample was well-represented by plaintiffs at the management level or higher. In addi

tion, thirty per cent of the employers were large businesses (500 or more employees), 

21% were manufacturers, and just over half (52%) of the cases had been heard in either 

British Columbia (BC) or in Ontario. 

Only eight of the ten variables of primary interest could be included in the probit 

analysis of case outcome. Employee vulnerability and the employer's failure to consider 

the lack of seriousness of the poor performance were dropped from the analysis as each 

predicted plaintiff success perfectly. That is, each time the court cited the employee's 

vulnerability that resulted from the manner of dismissal or the employer failed to con

sider the lack of seriousness of the poor performance, the case resulted in an employee 

victory. Therefore, hypotheses H9a and HlOa are supported by this finding. 

Among the remaining primary independent variables, each was dichotomously 

coded 1 for the presence of at least one of the factors related to the construct (see Primary 
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Independent Variables, Table 5-2) and 0 if none of the factors were present in a case. 

The courts noted that plaintiffs had experienced an involuntary change (illness / unilateral 

change) in 23% of the cases, had experienced a recent, voluntary change in their em

ployment relationship (such as new duties, a new supervisor, or relocation) in 21% of 

cases, and that there had been evidence of satisfactory past performance in 50% of cases. 

The employer had failed to warn in 47% of cases, to use progressive discipline in 18% of 

cases, failed to effectively use performance standards in 40% of cases, and had failed to 

use practices consistent with procedural justice practices in 20% of cases. In addition, 

41% of the cases had been published prior to the publication of the Wallace decision in 

October 1997. 

Probit Results for Case Outcome 

I tested my hypotheses related to the determinants of a plaintiff victory (the vic

tory of the dismissed employee) using a hierarchical probit analysis of case outcome. 

Table 5-4 reports the results of three probit estimations of case outcome, the dichoto-

mously-coded dependent variable. The first equation (Model l,pseudo R2 = .572; LR 

Chi2 - 107.27) includes only the primary independent variables. The second equation 

(Model 2, pseudo R2 = .624; LR Chi2 = 117.00) includes both the primary independent 

variables as well as variables that have been found to be predictors in previous studies of 

7 7 

reasonable notice awards. The third equation (Model 3, pseudo R = .640; LR Chi = 

120.12) includes the variables of Model 2 as well as three control variables (manufac

turer, provincial jurisdiction, and plaintiffs sex). 
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A voluntary change of the employee's status was not found to be significantly re

lated to an employee's victory, thus Hypothesis Hla is not supported. However, an in

voluntary change, is associated with a greater likelihood of a plaintiff s victory, and is 

significant at the/? < .05 level or better in all three equations. Involuntary change in

creased the likelihood that the employee would win by between 5.2% (Model 3) and 

11.8% (Model 1) relative to cases in which their was no involuntary change. Conse

quently, Hypothesis H2a is supported. 

Past satisfactory performance is associated with a greater likelihood of a plain

tiff svictory, and is significant at the/? < .05 level or better in all three equations. Evi

dence that the employee had performed satisfactorily in the past increased the likelihood 

of a plaintiff s victory by 8.6% (Model 2) to 10.3% (Model 1) relative to cases in which 

no evidence of past satisfactory performance was presented. In short, the results support 

Hypothesis H3a. 

While the employer's failure to use progressive discipline as an alternative to 

dismissal is significantly associated with plaintiff success (p < .05) in Model 3, it is only 

marginally significant in Models 1 and 2 (p < .10). The failure to use progressive disci

pline increases the likelihood of a plaintiff s success by 4.9% (Model 2) and 9.0% (Model 

1), but by 5.9% in Model 3. Likewise, procedural justice is also moderately associated 

with a plaintiffs success as it is significant (p < .05) in Model 1 and 2 but is only mar

ginally significant (p < .10) in Model 3, the full model. The employer's failure to use 

practices related to the principles of procedural justice increases the plaintiffs chance of 

success by 5.0% (Model 3) to 11.1% (Model 1). As a result, there is only modest support 

for Hypotheses H4a and H5a. 
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In all three estimations, if the employer failed to effectively use warnings there is 

a greater likelihood of plaintiff success (p < .01). Likewise, if the employer failed to ef

fectively use performance standards there is a greater likelihood of a plaintiff victory (p < 

.01). Cases where employers failed to provide warnings to the terminated employee had 

a 15.5% (Model 3) to 23.7% (Model 1) higher chance of an employee victory when com

pared to employers who had provided warnings. Employers who failed to use perform

ance standards effectively had an 18.8% (Model 2) to 23.7% (Model 1) greater likelihood 

of an employee's victory compared to employers who had used performance standards. 

Therefore, both Hypotheses H6a and H7a are supported. 

Dismissal cases heard before Wallace are not significantly associated with case 

outcome in any of the equations, thus Hypothesis H8a is not supported by the results. 

However, employee vulnerability and the employer's failure to consider the lack of seri

ousness of the poor performance both predict plaintiff success perfectly. That is, every 

time the court cites the employee's vulnerability that resulted from the manner of dis

missal or the lack of seriousness of the poor performance, the case results in an em

ployee's victory. Consequently, I suggest that both hypothesis H9a and hypothesis HlOa 

are supported. 

Hypothesis HI la is also supported by the results. Larger employer size (p < .05) 

is significantly associated with lower likelihood of a plaintiff s victory in both Models 2 

and 3. Plaintiffs who had been employed by large employers (500 or more employees) 

are 7.1% to (Model 2) and 9.9% (Model 3) less likely to successfully demonstrate that 

they were wrongfully dismissed when contrasted with plaintiffs who had been employed 
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with smaller employers (fewer than 500 employees). As a result, Hypothesis HI la is 

supported. 

Interestingly, the plaintiffs' limited job prospects are associated with greater 

plaintiff success (p < .05) in both equations (Model 2 and 3). In cases where the court 

noted the terminated employee's limited prospects for re-employment in a comparable 

position, the plaintiffs chance of winning the lawsuit increased by between 5.3% (Model 

3) and 5.7% (Model 2). However, as hypothesized, employee tenure, occupational status, 

and an inducement to leave previous secure employment, are not significantly associated 

with a plaintiff victory in any of the equations. Consequently, Hypothesis H12a is only 

partly supported by the results. 

In addition, there is modest support for an association between a greater likeli

hood of a plaintiff s success (p < .10) and cases being heard in Ontario or British Colum

bia. Having a case heard in one of these jurisdictions increases a plaintiffs chance of 

success by 5.5%. However, the manufacturing sector and plaintiff sex are not signifi

cantly associated with case outcome in any of the estimations. 
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Table 5-3 
Descriptive Statistics and Inter-correlations for Wrongful Dismissal Case Outcome 

Variable 
1. Employee / Plaintiff Win 
2. Voluntary Change 
3. Involuntary Change 
4. Satisfactory Performance 
5. No Progressive Discipline 
6. Procedural Justice 
7. Employer Failed to Warn 
8. Performance Standards 
9. Pre-Wallace Decision 
10. Large Employer 
11. Employee Tenure 
12. Occupation Status 
13. Limited Job Prospects 
14. Induced to Leave 
15. Industry (Manufacturer) 
16. Ontario or BC 
17. Employee Sex (female) 

M(%) 
(.72) 
(.21) 
(.23) 
(.18) 
(.55) 
(.20) 
(.47) 
(.41) 
(.40) 
(.30) 
8.33 
3.43 
(.16) 
(.04) 
(.21) 
(.52) 
(.31) 

SD 
.45 
.41 
.42 
.39 
.50 
.40 
.50 
.49 
.49 
.46 

7.49 
1.28 
.37 
.21 
.41 
.50 
.46 

1 

.21* 

.27* 

.40* 

.26* 

.28* 

.50* 

.47* 
-.03 
-.09 
-.02 
.03 
.20* 
.06 
.05 
.13 

-.01 

2 

.09 

.19* 

.00 

.05 

.20* 

.28* 

.05 

.04 
-.01 
.19* 
.11 
.04 
.11 
.00 

-.01 

3 

.29* 

.05 

.02 
-.04 
.07 

-.03 
-.10 
.07 
.00 

-.04 
.03 
.04 

-.15 
.02 

4 

.23* 

.21* 

.13 
.17* 
.01 
17* 
.08 
.05 
.13 
.07 
.04 
.08 
.03 

5 

.25* 

.17* 
-.05 
-.26* 
.05 
.10 
.05 
.01 

-.02 
-.01 
-.10 
-.03 

6 

.15 

.11 
-.16* 
-.02 
.14 

-.01 
.12 

-.03 
.08 
.05 
.07 

7 

.39* 

.03 
-.14 
-.15 
-.01 
.16* 
.04 
.06 

-.02 
-.03 

8 

-.07 
.01 

-.05 
.03 
.09 
.08 

-.02 
.01 
.07 

Table 5-3 continued... 
Descriptive Statistics and Inter-correlations for Wrongful Dismissal Case Outcome 

Variable 
10. Large Employer 
11. Employee Tenure 
12. Occupation Status 
13. Limited Job Prospects 
14. Induced to Leave 
15. Industry (Manufacturer) 
16. Ontario or BC 
17. Employee Sex (female) 

9 
.05 

-.01 
-.03 
-.02 
-.12 
-.06 
-.04 
-.03 

10 

.19* 

.05 

.01 
-.01 
.20* 

-.06 
-.07 

11 

-.01 
.07 

-.07 
.09 

-.01 
-.06 

12 

.13 
-.05 
.04 
.05 

-.10 

13 

.07 

.06 

.09 
-.11 

14 

.04 

.09 
-.01 

15 

-.05 
-.15 

16 

.13 

Note. N= 159. 

Mean substitution was used for the 31 missing values of employee tenure. 

Pair-wise deletion is used. 

Two-tailed tests of significance. *p< .05. * p < .01. 
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Table 5-4 
Hierarchical Probit Analysis of the Probability of an Employee Victory 

Variable 
Voluntary Change 
Involuntary Change 
Satisfactory Performance 
No Progressive Discipline 
Procedural Justice 
Employer Failed to Warn 
Performance Standards 
Pre-Wallace Decision 

Large Employer (yes) 
Employee Tenure 
Occupation Status 
Limited Job Prospects (yes) 
Induced to Leave (yes) 

Industry (Manufacturer) 
Ontario or BC (yes) 
Employee Sex (female) 

F(LR chi2) 
Pseudo R2 

N 

Model 1 
- 0.036 (.097) 
0.118^.053) 
0.103** (.065) 
0.090* (.051) 
0.111** (.049) 
0.237f (.076) 
0.23? (.072) 
0.056 (.048) 

107.27f 

.572 
159 

Model 2 
- 0.028 (.070) 
0.064** (.044) 
0.086** (.058) 
0.049* (.039) 
0.059** (.040) 
0.169f(.078) 
0.188f(.072) 
0.028 (.032) 

-0.071** (.057) 
0.001 (.002) 
0.000 (.011) 
0.057** (.037) 

-0.056 (.123) 

117.00f 

.624 
159 

Model 3 
-0.051 (.092) 

0.052** (.042) 
0.093t (.062) 
0.059** (.043) 
0.050* (.038) 
0.155f (.079) 
0.202f (.079) 
0.026 (.031) 

- 0.099** (.072) 
0.002 (.002) 

-0.001 (.011) 
0.053** (.037) 

-0.064 (.133) 

0.023 (.029) 
0.055* (.047) 
0.077 (.029) 

120.12t 

.640 
159 

Note: All equations estimated using probit analysis with marginal effects and correspond

ing standard errors reported. 

All models were calculated using list-wise deletion. 

One-tailed tests of significance with the exception of Employee Tenure, Occupational 

Status, Limited Job Prospects, and Induced to Leave. 

*/?<.10 **p<.05. t p < . 0 1 . 
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Results for Reasonable Notice 

Descriptive statistics relating to the 104 Canadian wrongful dismissal cases, in 

which there was a reasonable notice award, are reported in Table 5-5. The average notice 

period awarded by the courts in these cases was 8.42 months (SD = 6.20). Women were 

slightly under-represented in the sample with 32% of the plaintiffs being women. The 

average tenure for all plaintiffs was 8.33 years (SD = 8.78), while 23% of plaintiffs faced 

limited job prospects upon dismissal, and 5% had been induced to leave previous, secure 

employment. In addition, just over half of the plaintiffs had been employed in some 

management capacity as an executive, business or general manager, sales manager, or as 

a generalist manager. The average occupational status for all plaintiffs was somewhat 

higher (M = 3.44; SD =1.31) than the mid-point of the 5-point scale. In addition, 

twenty-six per cent of the employers were coded as large businesses (500 or more em

ployees) and 24%) were in the manufacturing sector. Just over half (56%) of the cases 

were heard in either British Columbia (BC) or Ontario and 43% had been heard prior to 

the publication of the Wallace decision in October 1997. 

All ten of the variables of primary interest in this study were included in the 

OLS regression analysis of reasonable notice. The mean of the sum of involuntary 

change was .37 (SD = .58), failure to use progressive discipline was .27 (SD = .54), satis

factory past performance was 1.15 (SD = 1.16), failure to use the practices consistent 

with procedural justice principles was .38 (SD = .74), failure to effectively use perform

ance warnings was 1.12 (SD = 1.05), failure to effectively use performance standards 

was 1.05 (SD = 1.22), and failure to consider the lack of seriousness of the poor perform

ance was .40 (SD = .70). In 20% of the cases, the court found that the wrongfully dis-
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missed employee was left vulnerable as a result of termination. In 27% of the cases, the 

dismissed employees had experienced a recent, voluntary change in their employment. 

I tested my hypotheses related to the determinants of reasonable notice awards us

ing a hierarchical OLS regression analysis in the cases where the dismissed employee had 

won the wrongful dismissal claim. Table 5-6 reports the results of four estimations of 

reasonable notice. In the first equation (Model 1, R2 = .168; F = 2.12, p < .05) notice was 

regressed on the primary independent variables except for employee vulnerability and not 

serious. In the second equation (Model 2, R2 = .260; F = 2.88, p < .01), vulnerability and 

not serious were also entered in the equation. When vulnerability and not serious were 

included in Model 2, the change in R2 (.092) was significant (p < .01). I entered the pri

mary independent variables in two steps (Model 1 and 2) in order to be consistent with 

the first step of the probit analysis of case outcome (where it was necessary to exclude 

vulnerability and not serious because each variable had perfectly predicted a plaintiff vic

tory). Model 2, which includes all the primary independent variables, accounts for more 

than a quarter (26%) of the variance in reasonable notice awards. 

In the third equation (Model 3, R2 = .662; F= 10.06, p < .01), the variables found 

to be significant predictors in previous studies of reasonable notice awards were entered. 

With the addition of these variables, there was a large increase in R2 (.402), which was 

significant (p < .01). As a result, Model 3 accounted for 66.2% of the variance in reason

able notice. Finally, in the fourth equation (Model 4, R2 = .666; F= 8.20,/? < .01), the 

additional control variables were entered but added very little explanatory power to the 

overall equation as the change in R2 was only .004. 
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Neither voluntary change, nor involuntary change, is significantly related to the 

reasonable notice award, thus supporting Hypotheses Hlb and H2b. However, while past 

satisfactory performance is significant in the equations with only the primary independent 

variables entered (Models 1 and 2), it is not significant when the variables found to be 

significant predictors of notice in previous studies are included. In addition, the failure to 

use progressive discipline is also not significantly related to notice in any of the equa

tions. Consequently, neither Hypotheses H3b nor H4b are supported by the results. 

The employer's failure to use practices consistent with principles of procedural 

justice, to effectively use warnings, and to effectively use performance standards are not 

significantly related to the reasonable notice award. Therefore, the results support hy

potheses H5b, H6b and H7b. 

Among the primary independent variables, only the variable pre- Wallace decision 

is significantly related to reasonable notice awards (p < .05) in all four estimations. Pre-

Wallace decisions had notice periods that were shorter by 1.66 (Model 3) to 2.34 months 

(Model 1) than decisions that were published after Wallace (1997), thus supporting Hy

pothesis H8b. It seems that some of the additional notice period that successful plain

tiffs' received after the Wallace decision may be due to the additional award provided by 

the courts where the dismissed employee had experienced vulnerability as a result of the 

manner in which she or he was terminated (what has become known as Wallace dam

ages). A plaintiffs vulnerability that is caused by the manner of dismissal is significant 

(p < .01) in each equations and adds between 2.85 (Model 3) and 4.36 months (Model 2) 

to the notice period relative to plaintiffs who had no claim that they had been left vulner

able because of the manner of dismissal. As a result, Hypothesis H9b is also supported. 
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The employer's failure to consider the seriousness of the poor performance is not 

significantly related to notice awards in any equation, thus Hypothesis HI Ob is not sup

ported. However, large employer are a significant predictor (p < .01) of reasonable no

tice periods, adding almost four months (3.75 in Model 3 to 3.80 months in Model 4) to 

the notice period awarded. Consequently, hypothesis HI lb is supported. 

As expected, employee tenure (p < .01), occupational status (p < .01), and 

whether induced to leave previous, secure employment (p < .05) are found to be signifi

cant predictors of notice periods in both Models 3 and 4. Employee tenure adds ap

proximately one-third of a month (.37 months) for every year with the employer and oc

cupational status adds more than a month (1.34 to 1.36 months) for each level of the five-

point occupational status. Therefore, notice periods for the highest-level employees 

(CEOs and senior executives) are as much as five to five and one-half months longer than 

for the lowest-level employees (for example, clerical employees). If the plaintiff had 

been induced to leave previous, secure employment, the notice period is almost four 

months longer (3.84 months) than those who had not received such an inducement. 

However, contrary to the hypothesized relationship, limited job prospects is not a signifi

cant predictor of the notice award. As a result, Hypothesis H12b is only partly supported 

by the results. 
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Table 5-5 
Descriptive Statistics and Inter-correlations for Reasonable Notice Cases. 

Variable 
1. Reasonable Notice 
2. Voluntary Change 
3. Involuntary Change 
4. Satisfactory Performance 
5. No Progressive Discipline 
6. Procedural Justice 
7. Employer Failed to Warn 
8. Performance Standards 
9. Vulnerability 
10. Not Serious 
11. Pre-Wallace Decision 
12. Large Employer 
13. Employee Tenure 
14. Occupation Status 
15. Limited Job Prospects 
16. Induced to Leave 
17. Industry (Manufacturer) 

/ l 8. Ontario or BC 
19. Employee Sex (female) 

M(%) 
8.42 
(.27) 
.37 

1.15 
.27 
.38 

1.12 
1.05 
(.20) 
.40 

(.43) 
(.26) 
8.33 
3.44 
(.23) 
(.05) 
(.24) 
(.56) 
(.32) 

SD 
6.20 

.45 

.58 
1.16 
.54 
.74 

1.05 
1.22 
.40 
.70 
.50 
.44 

8.78 
1.31 
.44 
.42 
.22 
.43 
.50 

1 

.04 

.06 

.33* 

.09 

.15 
-.07 
.02 

-.19 
.est 

-.19 
.37t 

.63* 

.26* 

.25* 

.10 

.04 

.01 
-.07 

2 

.05 

.23* 

.00 

.03 

.05 

.18* 

.06 

.14 

.05 

.04 
-.01 
.19* 
.11 
.04 
.11 
.00 

-.07 

3 

.30* 

.06 
-.04 
-.04 
.13 

-.07 
.13 

-.07 
-.08 
.13 
.05 

-.04 
.00 

-.01 
.17* 
.06 

4 

.22* 

.31* 

.09 

.28* 

.08 

.01 

.01 

.24* 

.23* 

.15 

.21* 

.05 
-.01 
.11 
.02 

5 

.20* 

.14 
-.02 
.02 
.12 

-.26* 
.03 
.08 
.01 
.05 

-.03 
-.01 
-.07 
-.01 

6 

.14 

.07 
-.18* 
.00 

-.18* 
-.02 
.11 
.00 
.14 
.04 
.00 
.13 
.07 

7 

.37* 
-.08 
-.19* 
-.08 
-.22* 
-.19* 
-.02 
.17* 
.13 
.13 
.01 

-.02 

8 

-.01 
-.03 
-.12 
-.03 
-.09 
.02 
.06 
.10 
.00 
.01 
.04 

Table 5-5 continued... 
Descriptive Statistics and Inter-correlations for Reasonable Notice Cases. 

Variable 
10. Not Serious 
11. Pre-Wallace Decision 
12. Large Employer 
13. Employee Tenure 
14. Occupation Status 
15. Limited Job Prospects 
16. Induced to Leave 
17. Industry (Manufacturer) 
18. Ontario or BC 
19. Employee Sex (female) 

9 
.11 

-.07 
.02 
.08 
.02 
.32* 
.09 
.15 
.13 
.13 

10 

-.13 
.01 
.14 
.05 
.09 

-.11 
-.20* 
.08 

-.02 

11 

.05 
-.01 
-.03 
-.02 
-.12 
-.06 
-.04 
-.03 

12 

.21* 

.05 

.01 
-.01 
.20* 

-.06 
-.07 

13 

-.01 
.08 

-.08 
.09 

-.02 
-.06 

14 

.13 
-.05 
.04 
.05 

-.10 

15 

.07 

.06 

.09 
-.11 

16 

.04 

.09 
-.01 

17 

-.05 
-.15 

18 

.13 

Note, n = 104 with the exception of n = 93 for all correlations with Employee Tenure. 

Pair-wise deletion is used. 

Two-tailed tests of significance. * p < .05. ^ p < .01. 
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Table 5-6 
Hierarchical OLS Regression on Reasonable Notice Awards 

Variable 
Voluntary Change 
Involuntary Change 
Satisfactory Performance 
No Progressive Discipline 
Procedural Justice 
Employer Failed to Warn 
Performance Standards 
Pre-Wallace Decision 
Vulnerability 
Not Serious 

Large Employer (yes) 
Employee Tenure 
Occupation Status 
Limited Job Prospects (yes) 
Induced to Leave (yes) 

Industry (Manufacturer) 
Ontario or BC (yes) 
Employee Sex (female) 

Constant 

F 
Overall R2 

Change R2 

Model 1 
-1.17(1.43) 
-0.46(1.12) 

1.90* (0.57) 
-0.66(1.17) 
0.46 (0.84) 

- 0.50 (0.58) 
- 0.29 (0.52) 
-2.34**(1.34) 

8.25* (1.51) 

2.12** 
.168 

Model 2 
-0.57(1.38) 

0.01 (1.09) 
1.28** (0.58) 

-0.95(1.16) 
0.94 (0.82) 

- 0.58 (0.59) 
- 0.35 (0.50) 
- 1.72 * (1.29) 
4.36* (1.49) 
1.29(0.88) 

7.16f (1.50) 

2.88t 

.260 

.092* 

Model 3 
-0.99(1.00) 
0.25(0.81) 

- 0.07 (0.44) 
-0.69(0.81) 

0.85 (0.59) 
0.33 (0.44) 
0.07 (0.35) 

-1.66** (0.91) 
2.85* (1.08) 
0.97 (0.63) 

3.75f(1.05) 
0.37* (0.05) 
1.36* (0.33) 
0.67(1.01) 
3.84** (1.87) 

-1.21 (1.56) 

10.06* 
.662 
.402* 

Model 4 
-0.96(1.02) 

0.24 (0.82) 
- 0.05 (0.45) 
- 0.74 (0.83) 

0.87 (0.60) 
0.34 (0.50) 

- 0.04 (0.36) 
-1.75** (0.93) 

3.02f (1.12) 
0.90 (0.66) 

3.80* (1.09) 
0.37* (0.05) 
1.34* (0.34) 
0.63(1.05) 
3.84** (1.91) 

-0.64(1.07) 
- 0.55 (0.86) 
- 0.27 (0.94) 

-0.62(1.75) 

8.20* 
.666 
.004 

Note: n= 104. 

All models were calculated using list-wise deletion. 

One-tailed tests of significance with the exception of Change of Status, Illness / Unilat
eral Change, Procedural Justice, Employer Failed to Warn, Performance Stan
dards, and Not Serious. 

*p<AQ **p<.05. T/? < .01. 
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Summary 

In this chapter, I examined the determinants of both case outcome and reasonable 

notice awards in wrongful dismissal cases. Hypotheses of the relationships between the 

dependent variables (case outcome and reasonable notice) and the independent variables 

were posited. A summary of the findings is presented in Table 5-7. 

The primary purpose of this study of incompetence or poor performance using 

common law case decisions is to explore the relationship between both case outcome and 

reasonable notice awards (the dependent variables) and several possible determinants of 

case outcome and notice which have not been considered in past empirical studies of 

wrongful dismissal law. The independent variables of primary interest are associated 

with the performance management of the individual employee, the unequal bargaining 

relationship in non-union employment contracts, and the notion of employee vulnerabil

ity as set out in the Wallace (1997) decision, as well as the Wallace decision itself. 

Given the beliefs expressed by the Supreme Court of Canada in Wallace (1997), I 

hypothesized that factors, which are related to an employer's serious duty to an employee 

as well as an employee's vulnerable position in the employment relationship, would be 

associated with the greater likelihood of plaintiff (dismissed employee) success in wrong

ful dismissal cases. Moreover, I also expected that the Wallace decision in October 1997 

would have the general effect of increasing the likelihood of plaintiff success in post-

Wallace (1997) cases. 

The hierarchical probit results of case outcome suggests that factors related to per

formance management, which include the effective use of performance standards, the ef

fective use of performance warnings, and evidence of an employee's past satisfactory 
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performance are all significant predictors of a dismissed employee's success. In addition, 

the use of progressive discipline and workplace practices that are consistent with the 

principles of procedural justice also appear to be important HR practices with respect to 

case outcome. Moreover, employers should consider the weight to give to the serious

ness of poor performance and the impact that involuntary workplace change as well as 

the manner of dismissal may have on the employee. 

In the hierarchical OLS regression analysis of reasonable notice awards, I found 

that an employee's vulnerability brought about by the manner of dismissal as well as 

whether the case was decided before Wallace (1997) are important predictors of longer 

reasonable notice periods. Several determinants of reasonable notice from previous stud

ies are also significant. Large employers, longer employee tenure, higher occupational 

status, and whether the dismissed employee had been induced to leave secure employ

ment are significant predictors of longer reasonable notice periods. Surprisingly, the em

ployee's limited job prospects are not related to the length of notice awards, a finding that 

is contrary to the accepted basic purpose of providing notice of termination. 

In Chapter 6, a set of factors comparable to those considered in this chapter are 

examined relative to perceptions of just cause and notice received in workplace dismiss

als. The next study may be the first time that actual workplace dismissals have been 

studied from the perspective of the HR practitioner. In addition, while several studies 

have examined dismissal rates at the organizational level (Klaas, Brown et al, 1998; 

Shaw, Delery et al., 1998), no other studies have examined the determinants of workplace 

dismissal at the individual level. 
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Table 5-7: Summary of Study 1 Findings 

Hypotheses 

HI a: A voluntary change of an employee's status in the employ
ment relationship will increase the likelihood of a plaintiffs vic
tory. 
Hlb: A voluntary change of the employee's status will have no 
effect on the length of reasonable notice awards. 
H2a: An involuntary change of an employee's working conditions 
(such as employee illness or the employer's unilateral imposition of 
new conditions of employment) will increase the likelihood of a 
plaintiffs victory. 
H2b: An involuntary change of an employee's working conditions 
will have no effect on the length of reasonable notice awards. 
H3a: A terminated employee's past satisfactory performance will 
increase the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 
H3b: A terminated employee's past satisfactory performance will 
be positively related to the length of reasonable notice awards. 
H4a: An employer's failure to use progressive discipline will in
crease the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 
H4b: An employer's failure to use progressive discipline will be 
negatively related to the length of reasonable notice awards. 
H5a: An employer's failure to use workplace practices related to 
the principles of organizational justice will increase the likelihood 
of a plaintiff s victory. 
H5b: An employer's failure to use practices related to principles of 
organizational justice will have no effect on the length of reason
able notice awards. 
H6a: An employer's failure to effectively use warnings with re
spect to the employee's performance will increase the likelihood of 
a plaintiffs victory. 
H6b: An employer's failure to effectively use warnings will have 
no effect on the length of reasonable notice awards. 
H7a: An employer's failure to effectively use performance stan
dards will increase the likelihood of plaintiff victory. 
H7b: An employer's failure to effectively use performance stan
dards will have no effect on the length of reasonable notice awards. 
H8a: Wrongful dismissal cases decided before Wallace (1997) will 
decrease the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 
H8a: In wrongful dismissal cases decided before Wallace (1997), 
reasonable notice periods will be shorter than reasonable notice 
periods after the Wallace (1997) decision. 
H9a: An employee's vulnerability that results from the manner of 
dismissal will increase the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. 
H9b: An employee's vulnerability that results from the manner of 
dismissal will be positively related to the length of reasonable no
tice awards. 

Variable 

Change of 
Status 

Illness/ 
Unilateral 
Change 

Satisfac
tory Per
formance 

No 
Progres
sive 
Discipline 

Proce
dural 
Justice 

Employer 
Failed to 
Warn 

Perform
ance 
Standards 

Pre-
Wallace 
Decision 

Vulner
ability 

Relation 
to Plaintiff 

Victory 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Relation 
to Notice 

Period 

-

+ 
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Table 5-7: Summary of Study 1 Findings, continued... 

Hypotheses 

HlOa: An employer's failure to weigh the incompetence or poor 
performance of an employee against the relatively inconsequential 
nature of the misconduct will increase the likelihood of a plaintiff s 
victory. 
HlOb: An employer's failure to weigh the incompetence or poor 
performance of an employee will have no effect on the length of 
reasonable notice awards. 
HI la: Large employer size will decrease the likelihood of a plain
tiffs victory. 
HI lb: Large employer size will increase the length of reasonable 
notice awards. 
H12b: An employee's tenure, occupational level, and limited job 
prospects, as well as whether an employee had been induced to 
leave secure employment will have no effect on the likelihood of a 
plaintiffs victory. 
H12b: An employee's tenure, occupational level, and limited job 
prospects, as well as having been induced to leave previously secure 
employment will be positively related to the length of reasonable 
notice awards. 

Variable 

Not 
Serious 

Large 
Employer 

Employee 
Tenure 

Occupa
tion Level 

Limited 
Prospects 

Induced to 
Leave 
Previous 
Secure 
Employ
ment 

Relation 
to Plaintiff 

Victory 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Relation 
to Notice 

Period 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
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Chapter 6 - HR Practitioners' Experience with Dismissal in the Workplace: An 

Empirical Investigation of Dismissal, Just Cause, and Reasonable Notice 

Study 2 

In this study my purpose is to examine the determinants of perceived just cause 

and notice paid (if any) in employers' decisions to dismiss allegedly poorly performing 

non-union employees. Here dismissals are explored through the perceptions of human 

resource (HR) practitioners. HR practitioners are involved in dismissal decisions either 

by making actual decisions to dismiss an employee or by advising other managers in the 

decision process to dismiss an employee. As discussed in Chapter 2, employers have the 

legal right to terminate any non-union employee at any time as long as reasonable notice 

of termination or severance pay in lieu of notice is provided to the employee unless the 

employer has just and sufficient cause to dismiss the employee. HR practitioners may be 

more or less informed about the wrongful dismissal law and employee and employer 

rights flowing from the law. However, it is probable that HR practitioners will be guided 

as much by their perception of fairness and justice in the employment relationship, what 

Rousseau (1995) has referred to as the psychological contract, as they are by the law. Gaps 

between what the law necessitates and HR practice may be caused by gaps in HR 

practitioners' knowledge or because of other beliefs about right and wrong in the employer-

employee relationship. 

In the preceding chapter, the determinants of wrongful dismissal case outcome 

and reasonable notice awards were investigated but cases sampled from the published and 

unpublished reports do not represent all wrongful dismissals, nor even all wrongful dis-
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missal litigation. An examination of the court case reports can only identify the values, 

principles and processes that are used by the courts. Obviously, it would be inappropriate 

to generalize these findings to the experience of employers and employees in workplace 

dismissals. In the present study, the sample of employee dismissals investigated is more 

representative of workplace dismissals and this will permit inferences with respect to HR 

practices. 

In this study, I construct survey items developed out of the content analysis of the 

wrongful dismissal cases in the preceding study. This step ensures that the factors ex

amined here are comparable to the factors explored in the analysis of the law. While 

studies have examined dismissal rates at the organizational level (Klaas, Brown et al, 

1998; Shaw, Delery et al, 1998), no other studies have examined the determinants of 

workplace dismissal at the individual level. Hence, this study represents the first time 

that HR practitioners have been surveyed about their experience with individual work

place dismissals. 

The first step in this study is an analysis of the factors that influence HR practitio

ners' perceptions of the employer's claim that there was just cause for an employee's 

dismissal. Second, the determinants of the notice actually given to the dismissed em

ployee are investigated. This analysis will yield a basis for comparison of the practice of 

law with management practices and experience. The findings will have implications for 

HR management and other employment practices. For example, how are HR practitio

ners' decision models with respect to dismissal and reasonable notice periods different or 

the same as the courts' decisions? What is the relative importance of particular perform

ance management and other practices in the decision to dismiss an employee in the work-
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place compared to the courts. In addition to its practical contribution, this study may also 

expand our understanding of the formation of psychological contracts and the perception of 

justice and fairness in the workplace. 

Hypotheses 

Change of the Employee's Workplace Status 

Consistent with the Supreme Court of Canada's position in Wallace (1997) and 

with the findings of my study of wrongful dismissal cases Chapter 5,1 expect that recent 

changes in status, location, or other working conditions that alter the fundamental nature of 

the employee's relationship will have an influence on an employer's claims that just cause 

exists. In Wallace, the Court asserted that work is a central feature of an employee's life, 

helping to define identity, self-worth, and well-being, and that any change of status will 

have ramifications for the employee. Nowhere is this more evident as when the change is 

involuntary, such as where the conditions of employment are altered by the employee's 

illness. 

However, a voluntary or involuntary change of status is not expected to have an 

effect on the dismissed employee's ability to find comparable employment. In fact, in 

Chapter 5, neither voluntary nor involuntary change was found to influence the length of 

reasonable notice stipulated by the courts when an employee was dismissed in Study 1. 

Such findings lead to the following hypotheses: 

Hla: A recent change of the dismissed employee's status will be negatively related to 

perceived just cause. 
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Hlb: A recent change of the dismissed employee's status will not be related to the notice 

period provided. 

H2a: An employee's unexpected illness will be negatively related to perceived just 

cause. 

H2b: An employee's unexpected illness will not be related to the notice period provided. 

Satisfactory Past Performance 

A history of satisfactory performance may create reliance and expectation in the 

employee of future good faith behaviour by the employer as a result of the contribution 

the employee has made. When terminated, the employee is likely to view such an out

come as a violation of the psychological contract. HR practitioners may also take the 

employee's contribution into consideration. Equity theory (Leventhal, 1976) suggests 

that HR practitioners will tend to view the dismissal of an employee as increasingly un

fair to the extent that the satisfactory contribution of the employee increases. The ineq

uity between contribution and outcome will tend to lead to increased notice periods and 

to decrease the perception that the employee was terminated for cause. HR practitioners 

will tend to want to compensate the employee for the broken promise. 

In addition, the remediation of an employee's performance issues may also be a 

source of relational justice in that it can promote a sense of belonging and value to the 

organization. Such consideration would lead to the increased likelihood that an employee 

could adapt to and appreciate the organization's demands. As I confirmed in Study 1, the 
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courts see such adaptation and consideration by both the employee and employer as part 

of the on-going nature of an indefinite term contract. 

Evidence of the differential treatment of employees who represent a 'problem' for 

management can be found in Lam and Devine's (2001) study of reasonable notice. They 

found that HR managers provided shorter notice periods to employees when there had not 

been sufficient cause to terminate without notice even though there had been perform

ance-related reasons for the dismissal. In interviews, the HR managers expressed a desire 

to punish poorly performing employees even though there had not been a just cause for 

their dismissal. Therefore, it is possible that HR practitioners will favor the employee 

with satisfactory past performance and punish the poorly performing employee despite 

the Supreme Court of Canada's rejection of the near cause argument (Mole & Stendon, 

2004). As a result, I hypothesize that: 

H3a: A terminated employee's past satisfactory performance will be negatively related to 

perceived just cause. 

H3b: A terminated employee's past satisfactory performance will be positively related to 

the notice period provided. 

Disciplinary History 

Consistent with my findings in the preceding study and with the views of the Su

preme Court of Canada in Wallace (1997) and McKinley (2001), previous disciplinary 

history will influence perceived just cause. In Wallace, the Court stated that it will create 

and enforce boundaries on the employer's ability to act unilaterally, especially given the 

employee's particularly vulnerable position in the employment relationship. In 
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McKinley, the Court effectively sanctioned the use of progressive discipline as an inter

mediate step. In its decision the Court proposed the 'principle of proportionality' in 

which the employer must balance the severity of the misconduct or incompetence and the 

discipline imposed. The Court suggested that this balance must be placed in the context 

of the central role of work in society and its relation to the individual's sense of identity, 

worth, and well-being. In the courts dismissal is the ultimate disciplinary measure avail

able to the employer and should only be taken once other measures are exhausted or 

when the misconduct is especially severe. 

Because the court's views determined in Study 1 suggest that where employers 

have already made use of lesser forms of discipline, there is an increased likelihood that 

just cause will exist, HR practitioners are also likely to believe that just cause exists. Fur

thermore, dismissed employees with a disciplinary history are more likely to be seen by 

HR practitioners as having contributed to the dismissal thus to receive a shorter notice 

period as a result. Such a finding would also be similar to the attitude that Lam and De-

vine (2001) found in HR managers' perceptions. Therefore, I hypothesize that: 

H4a: Past discipline for any reason will be positively related to perceived just cause. 

H4b: Past discipline for any reason will be negatively related to notice period provided. 

Non-Union Grievance System (NUGS) 

In the previous study (Chapter 5), I found that where an employer failed to use 

workplace practices that were consistent with the principles of procedural justice, the 

plaintiff (the dismissed employee) had a greater likelihood of victory than in cases where 

the court had not identified such a failure. Likewise, where an employer instituted a non-
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union grievance system (NUGS) the courts are more likely to decide the employer used 

fair practices (such as a willingness to adequately investigate an incident before moving 

to dismiss, to provide an unbiased hearing in which the employee would have an oppor

tunity to respond to the allegations, and to provide a reasonable and frank explanation) 

when dismissing an employee than if no NUGS has been instituted. In addition, em

ployers who have instituted such practices are more likely to be confident that the dis

missal was for cause because they would have had a greater opportunity for sober second 

thought and a more thoughtful outcome. 

However, the employer's failure to employ a NUGS is not expected to have an ef

fect on the dismissed employee's ability to find comparable employment. Nor is it ex

pected to shape the HR practitioner's perceptions of the employee. Moreover, the pres

ence of workplace practices consistent with procedural justice was not found to influence 

reasonable notice in Study 1 (Chapter 5) where I analysed court cases. Consequently, I 

hypothesize that: 

H5a: The employer's use of a non-union grievance system (NUGS) will be positively 

related to perceived just cause. 

H5b: The employer's use of a non-union grievance system (NUGS) will not be related to 

the notice period provided. 

The Effective Use of Performance Warnings and Performance Standards 

As discussed in Chapter 5, the effective use of performance standards and warn

ings can be assessed through the conceptual basis of relational justice (Lind & Tyler, 

1988), power and dependence (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959), and the views of the Supreme 
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Court of Canada (Wallace, 1997). For instance, the employer is a source of support and 

resources plus a sense of belonging, important to the development and maintenance of an 

on-going employment relationship. Fairness is derived from the provision of real consid

eration in a relationship characterized by an inequality of power and information. Typi

cally, only the employer can fully appreciate what is required to ensure organizational 

success, thus it bears a heavy onus to share expectations, and to provide feedback and 

support in order to best match an employee's effort and abilities to the needs of the or

ganization. The Supreme Court of Canada makes clear that the inequality of bargaining 

power derives in part from an employer's relative monopoly on information needed by an 

employee to achieve a more favourable position in the relationship. 

Moreover, employers who effectively use performance standards and warnings 

where performance has fallen short of expectations are also likely to feel confident that 

they dismiss employees for cause. Employers should also feel confident if they have im

plemented fair practices such as a NUGS because it is likely that they would have inves

tigated circumstances more thoroughly and have heard from the relevant parties before 

the decision to dismiss had been taken. This result should be consistent with my find

ings in the preceding study, in which the employer's failure to effectively use employee 

warnings and the failure to effectively use performance standards significantly increased 

the likelihood of a plaintiff s victory. The employers' use of warnings and performance 

standards should also lead to shorter notice periods as well, as employers' increased con

fidence will tend to lead to lower notice periods thought to be necessary under the cir

cumstances. Thus, I hypothesize that: 
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H6a: The employer's effective use of employee performance warnings will be positively 

related to perceived just cause. 

H6b: The employer's effective use of employee performance warnings will be negatively 

related to the notice period provided. 

H7a: The employer's effective use of performance standards will be positively related to 

perceived just cause. 

H7b: The employer's effective use of performance standards will be negatively related to 

the notice period provided. 

Effect of the Wallace (1997) Decision 

The Wallace (1997) decision has been the most influential recent wrongful dis

missal case (Levitt, 2004). However, in my legal analysis in Chapter 5, the employee's 

vulnerability is a result of the manner of dismissal while in my workplace study in this 

chapter it is a result of the dismissal only. In other words, the courts awarded compensa

tion in the form of Wallace damages only when the employer has caused an intangible 

injury as a result of the manner in which the termination was conducted, not as a result of 

the dismissal itself. Hence, an effect on perceived just cause or notice of termination in 

the workplace should not be expected. 

Nevertheless, I propose that HR practitioners will tend to act in a way that they 

believe will reduce the animosity (and perhaps their own remorse) that could arise when 

they terminate employees in order to minimize the possibility of Wallace damages. It is 

probable that the Wallace decision will have an effect on lengthening notice periods gen-
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erally, but particularly where an employee is vulnerable as a result of the dismissal. Such 

an outcome would be at least partly consistent with the findings of the previous study. 

However, the employee's vulnerability as a result of the manner of dismissal is not re

lated to case outcome in that vulnerability is only considered by the court once it is de

termined that the employer has failed to establish just cause. Therefore, the employee's 

vulnerability is unlikely to influence whether an HR practitioner believes there is just 

cause in the workplace dismissals but will increase the notice period provided by the em

ployer. Therefore, I hypothesize that: 

H8a: The employer's consideration of the extent to which the employee would be made 

vulnerable by the dismissal will not be related to perceived just cause. 

H8b: The employer's consideration of the extent to which the employee would be made 

vulnerable by the dismissal will be positively related to the notice period provided. 

No Employee Intent 

The employee's relatively vulnerable position in the employment relationship in 

light of the employer's ability to act unilaterally and arbitrarily is held in check by the 

legal system and the courts favouring the employee in cases where the employer is per

ceived to over-react to the employee's poor performance. Therefore, the employer may 

temper its position relative to the perception that just cause exists where the employee has 

shown no intent to perform poorly and take disciplinary action in proportion to the sever

ity of the incompetence. I argue that the likelihood of perceived just cause should be 

lessened where the employee has no intention to perform poorly. Nevertheless, an em-
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ployee's ability to locate comparable employment even though he or she did not to intend 

to perform poorly is unlikely to be affected. As a result, I hypothesize that: 

H9a: The employee's intention to perform poorly will be positively related to perceived 

just cause. 

H9b: The employee's intention to perform poorly will be not be related to the notice pe

riod provided. 

Factors Found to be Determinants of Reasonable Notice in Other Studies 

A number of factors including employee tenure, occupational status, having been 

induced to leave previous, secure employment, limited job prospects, and large employer 

size, have been found by management scholars to be at least moderately related to rea

sonable notice awards in studies of wrongful dismissal cases. I expect these factors will 

also tend to increase notice periods in the workplace. However, with the exception of 

employer size, these factors are not expected to be related to perceived just cause. While 

limited job prospects is positively related to a dismissed employee's victory in court in 

Study 1, Chapter 5 there is no conceptual basis on which to expect limited job prospects 

to influence workplace dismissal decisions. By contrast, large employers are expected to 

have the resources to both manage employee relations more effectively and to afford 

longer notice periods. In addition, large employers may carry a greater burden caused by 

an increased monopoly of bargaining power over employees relative to small firms. 

Therefore, employer size is expected to be positively related to perceived just cause and 

to notice period provided. Hence, I hypothesize that: 

HlOa: The size of the employer will be positively related to perceived just cause. 
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HlOb: The size of the employer will be positively related to notice period provided. 

HI la: The length of employee tenure, occupational status, having been induced to leave 

previous secure employment, and limited employee job prospects will not be related to 

perceived just cause. 

HI lb: Employee tenure, occupational status, having been induced to leave previous se

cure employment, and limited employee job prospects will be positively related to the 

notice period provided. 

A summary of my hypotheses is provided in Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1: Hypotheses for Perceived Just Cause and Notice Provided 

Hypotheses 

Hla: A recent change of the dismissed employee's status will be nega
tively related to perceived just cause. 
Hlb: A recent change of the dismissed employee's status will not be 
related to the notice period provided. 

H2a: The illness of the employee will be negatively related to perceived 
just cause. 
H2b: The illness of the employee will not be related to the notice period 
provided. 

H3a: The terminated employee's past satisfactory performance will be 
negatively related to perceived just cause. 
H3b: The terminated employee's past satisfactory performance will be 
positively related to the notice period provided. 

H4a: Past discipline for any reason prior to the dismissal will be posi
tively related to perceived just cause. 
H4b: Past discipline for any reason prior to the dismissal will be nega
tively related to the notice period provided. 

Just 
Cause 

-

-

-

+ 

Notice 
Provided 

No 
Effect 

No 
Effect 

+ 

-
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Table 6-1: Hypotheses for Perceived Just Cause and Notice Provided, continued... 

Hypotheses 

H5a: The employer's use of a non-union grievance system (NUGS) 
will be positively related to perceived just cause. 
H5b: The employer's use of a non-union grievance system (NUGS) 
will not be related to the notice period provided. 

H6a: The employer's effective use of performance warnings will be 
positively related to perceived just cause. 
H6b: The employer's effective use of performance warnings will be 
negatively related to notice period provided. 

H7a: The employer's effective use of performance standards will be 
positively related to perceived just cause. 
H7b: The employer's effective use of performance standards will be 
negatively related to notice period provided. 

H8a: The employer's consideration of the extent to which the employee 
would be made vulnerable by the dismissal will not be related to per
ceived just cause. 
H8b: The employer's consideration of the extent to which the employee 
would be made vulnerable by the dismissal will be positively related to 
the notice period provided. 

H9a: The employee's lack of intention to perform poorly will be nega
tively related to perceived just cause. 
H9b: The employee's lack of intention to perform poorly will not be 
related to the notice period provided. 

H10: The size of the employer will be positively related to perceived 
just cause. 
HI Ob: The size of the employer will be positively related to notice pe
riod provided. 

HI la: Employee tenure, occupational status, having been induced to 
leave previous, secure employment, and limited employee job prospects 
will not be related to perceived just cause. 
HI la: Employee tenure, occupational status, having been induced to 
leave previous, secure employment, and limited employee job prospects 
will be positively related to the notice period provided. 

Just 
Cause 

+ 

+ 

+ 

No 
Effect 

-

+ 

No 
Effect 

Notice 
Provided 

No 
Effect 

-

-

+ 

No 
Effect 

+ 

+ 
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Method 

The data for this study were obtained using a Web-based survey of HR practitio

ners in Atlantic Canada. Members of three human resources professional associations, 

the Human Resource Association of Nova Scotia (HRANS), the Human Resources Asso

ciation of New Brunswick (HRANB), and the Human Resources Professionals of New

foundland and Labrador (HRPNL), were sent an email inviting them to participate in my 

survey (Appendix D). In total, the associations claim to have approximately 2,500 mem

bers. Approval and assistance to contact the associations' members was given by each 

association in the early summer of 2007. Data collection began in June 2007. 

The invitation directed participants to access the survey via a Web-link to a se

cure server hosted by Saint Mary's University. The survey was programmed with a 

software package (Perseus 7) in order to facilitate the HR practitioner's on-line access, 

completion, and submission. A total of 208 usable surveys had been received on the se

cure server by the end of April 2008. 

Participants completed a questionnaire on employee dismissal (Appendix E). 

They were asked to recall the most recent dismissal of a non-union employee for per

formance-related issues in which they had been involved with or had direct knowledge of 

their present or most recent employer. 

The primary independent variables examined in this study were developed from 

the content analysis of the wrongful dismissal case reports of my first study in Chapter 5 

as well as from an analysis of the legal literature (see Levitt, 2004) which I summarized 

in Chapter 2. The study variables and the items used to construct them are contained in 

Table 6-2, 6-3, 6-4, and 6-5. The primary independent variables included the dismissed 
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employees' past performance, disciplinary history, vulnerability as a result of the dis

missal, change in employment status, the onset of illness, plus the employers' effective 

use of performance standards, the provision of warnings where performance was defi

cient, use of a non-union grievance system, and the employees' lack of intention to per

form poorly. 

Ethical Considerations 

In the covering letter (Appendix F), general instructions, the gifts available by a 

draw for survey participants, and assurances about the voluntary and confidential nature 

of participating were presented. To this end care has been taken to ensure the confidenti

ality of the responses and the anonymity of the respondents. The completed surveys were 

hosted on a secure Web server at Saint Mary's University and access to the surveys was 

limited to the researcher and programmer only. Thus the results are presented only in 

aggregate form with no individual participants or responses identified. 

I plan to make the results of the survey available to the participants by way of a 

report available through the researcher's Web site or by distributing the report directly to 

the associations for distribution to members. The direction of the Saint Mary's Univer

sity Research Ethics Board was followed throughout the process. 

Dependent Variables 

The two dependent variables are whether the respondent perceived that the em

ployer had just cause for dismissal and the notice (or severance) that had been provided 

to the dismissed employee. A summary of the dependent variables and the items used to 
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construct them are presented in Table 6-2. Perceived just cause is a measure of the extent 

to which the respondent (HR practitioner) perceived the employer to have had just cause 

for dismissing the employee. Perceived just cause consisted of three items (a = .88) each 

of which were measured on a 6-point scale (1 = strongly disagree and 6 = strongly agree). 

Notice provided is a single item in which the respondent provided the dismissal notice 

that was provi.ded, if any, to the employee, as expressed in months. 

Table 6-2: Dependent Variables 

Dependent 
Variables 

Perceived Just 
Cause 
a = .88 

Notice Paid in 
Months 

Items used to construct Dependent Variables 

1. In terminating the employee, the employer claimed to have had just 
and sufficient cause for the termination. 
2. At the time of termination, I believed that the employer had just and 
sufficient cause to terminate the employee. 
3. In hindsight, I now believe that the employer had just and sufficient 
cause to terminate the employee. 

A single item in which the respondent entered the number of months of 
dismissal notice or severance that was paid, if any, to the dismissed 
employee. 

Primary Independent Variables 

The following independent variables were the primary focus of this analysis. 

Each of the items (described in Table 6-3) which make up the variables - change of 

status, satisfactory performance, employee was warned, performance standards, vulner

ability considered, and absence of an employee intent - are measured on a 6-point scale 

(1 = strongly disagree and 6 = strongly agree). A summary of the primary independent 

variables is presented in Table 6-3. 
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Change of Status. The employee had experienced a recent change of status in the em

ployment relationship prior to dismissal. The variable consists of three factors combined 

as a single measure (a = .70). 

Employee Illness. The employee had recently experienced a serious illness. Employee 

illness consists of a single dichotomously coded item. 

Satisfactory Performance. There was evidence of the employee's past satisfactory per

formance. Satisfactory performance consists of seven items (a = .80). 

Discipline History. The employee had been disciplined prior to the dismissal. Disci

pline consists of a single dichotomously coded item. 

Grievance System (NUGS). The HR practitioner claimed that the employer had a non

union grievance system (NUGS). The presence of a grievance system is captured with a 

single dichotomous item. 

Employee Was Warned. The employee had been warned about a failure to meet per

formance standards, that there would be consequences, as well as whether he or she had 

been provided with an opportunity to correct deficiencies. The effective use of warnings 

is measured with six items (a = .96). 

Performance Standards. The employer had set and communicated effective perform

ance standards and provided sufficient support in order for the employee to meet the 

standards. Performance standards consists of eight items (a = .93). 

Vulnerability Considered. The employer had considered whether the employee would 

be made vulnerable by the dismissal either by way of psychological distress or damaged 

reputation in the community. The variable consists of two items (a = .80). 
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No Employee Intent (to perform poorly). The employee had not demonstrated an in

tention to perform poorly or to benefit from the failure to perform to standards. No em

ployee intent consists of two items (a = .77). 

Table 6-3: Primary Independent Variables 

Primary Independ
ent Variables 
Change of Status 
a = .70 

Employee Illness 
(yes / no) 
Satisfactory 
Performance 
a = .80 

Progressive discipline 
(yes / no) 
Grievance System 
(yes / no) 
Employee was Warned 
a = .96 

Performance Standards 
a = .93 
(Item 2 was reverse 
coded.) 

Items used to construct the variable 
1. The employee had recently experienced a significant change of em
ployment status. 
2. The employee had recently experienced a significant relocation. 
3. The employer had unilaterally changed the employee's conditions of 
employment. 
The employee had recently experienced a serious illness. 

1. The employee had performed long, satisfactory service. 
2. The employee's past performance had been exemplary. 
3. The employee had received recent positive feedback. 
4. The employee had shown improved performance. 
5. The employee's poor performance was temporary. 
6. There was another explanation for the poor performance. 
7. The employee's performance was NOT worse relative to others. 
The dismissed employee was previously disciplined for any reason. 

Your organization has adopted a non-union grievance procedure al
lowing non-union employees to challenge management decisions. 
1. The employee was warned that performance was not meeting stan
dards. 
2. The employee was warned about the consequences of poor perform
ance. 
3. The employee was warned that continued employment was in jeop
ardy. 
4. The employee was given a reasonable opportunity to improve after a 
warning. 
5. The employee was told what was required to improve. 
6. The employee failed to improve performance after a warning. 
1. The employer had established performance standards. 
2. The employer's performance standards/expectations were contra
dictory. 
3. Performance standards were enforced consistently. 
4. Performance standards were reasonable and realistic. 
5. The employer communicated performance standards clearly. 
6. The employee received sufficient performance feedback. 
7. The employee received sufficient instruction and support. 
8. The employee received sufficient training. 
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Table 6-3: Primary Independent Variables, continued ... 

Primary Independ
ent Variables 
Vulnerability Consid
ered 
a = .80 

No Employee Intent 
a = .77 

Items used to construct the variable 
1. The possibility of damage to the employee's mental health was con
sidered in deciding whether to dismiss. 
2. The possibility of damage to the employee's reputation in the com
munity was considered in deciding whether to dismiss. 

1. The employee did not intentionally perform poorly. 
2. The employee demonstrated no intent to benefit personally from any 
of her/his actions. 

Variables Found to be Predictors of Reasonable Notice 

Several variables which had been found to be significant predictors in previous 

studies of Canadian wrongful dismissal law are also included in the study. These include 

the dismissed employee's tenure (in years) with the employer, whether the employee 

faced a limited labour market after dismissal, whether the employee had been induced to 

leave a previous employer, the employee's occupational status10, whether the terminated 

employee was female, and the employer's size (number of employees). A limited labour 

market, hired away, and female plaintiff are dichotomously coded (presence of the factor 

= 1 and absence = 0). 

10 The occupational status of the dismissed employee was captured with a five-point hierarchical scale iden
tical to that used in Study 1. A higher score indicated a higher status position. For example, CEOs or ex
ecutives were scored 5, the highest status position, and clerical workers, 1. The job titles or positions had 
been examined previously by three independent raters. All were business professors and doctoral candi
dates, each possessing significant work experience. A similar approach was used by both Wagar and Jour-
dain (1992) and McShane and McPhillips (1987). 
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Control Variables 

Additional control variables included whether the employer was in the manufac

turing sector, as well as the survey respondent's sex (female = 1 and male was the omit

ted category), occupational status (the same hierarchical code that was used above for the 

dismissed employees status), and experience in the dismissal of employees. Experience 

in the dismissal of employees was captured with two items (You have been the primary 

decision maker in a number of dismissals. You have played a role in making the decision 

to dismiss by providing recommendations or advice.). The items were measured on a six-

point scale (1 = strongly disagree and 6 = strongly agree; a = .78). 

Results 

My findings are presented in two parts. The results with respect to perceived just 

cause are provided in the first section. In the second section, the results related to the 

termination notice (or severance) paid to the dismissed employee are presented. The 

number of dismissals examined for the notice provided (n = 145) is smaller than for per

ceived just cause (n = 208) because employers are not required to pay any severance to 

employees who are dismissed for cause, although some may choose to do so as a gesture 

or to soften the blow of job loss. Termination notice was not provided in sixty-three of 

the dismissals in this study (30.3%). The results for perceived just cause are presented 

first followed by the results for reasonable notice. Descriptive statistics for perceived just 

cause are reported in Table 6-4 and are described below. Descriptive statistics for dis

missal notice are reported in Table 6-8. Pair-wise deletion was employed for the de

scriptive analysis. 
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Results for Perceived Just Cause 

The mean of perceived just cause was 4.57 (SD = 1.48). This score is a higher 

than the scale mean of 3.5, which indicates that respondents were more likely to agree 

than disagree that the employee had been dismissed for cause and that there is a slight 

bias toward just cause dismissals. Female dismissed employees were slightly under-

represented in the sample as they comprised only 43% of the dismissal. The average ten

ure for all the dismissed employees was 4.58 years (SD = 5.79). Twenty-six percent of 

plaintiffs were reported to have faced limited job prospects upon dismissal, and 11% had 

been induced to leave a previous employer. Just over half of the plaintiffs had been em

ployed in some management capacity as an executive, business or general manager, sales 

manager, or as a generalist manager. The average occupational status for all dismissed 

employees was slightly lower (M = 2.76; SD = 1.35) than three, the mid-point of the 5-

point scale. In contrast, the average status of the plaintiffs in the analysis of wrongful 

dismissal cases was somewhat higher (M = 3.43) than the mid-point, an indication that 

the plaintiffs were of somewhat higher status overall when compared to the dismissed 

employees in this study of workplace dismissal. In these studies, the average number of 

employees for each employer was almost 6,000 and 18% of the employers were in the 

manufacturing sector. 

Three-quarters of the survey respondents were women and occupational status 

was relatively high at 3.91, well above the mid-point of the 5-point scale. Nearly three-

quarters of the respondents reported that they held managerial or professional positions 

and had significant experience in dismissing employees. The mean score of the role in 

dismissal scale (M = 4.11 SD = 1.43) is marginally higher than the mid-point of 3.5 on 
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the 6-point scale, an indication that respondents had been the primary decision makers in 

a number of dismissals and had provided recommendations or advice in dismissal deci

sions. 

The survey respondents reported that 55% of the dismissed employees had been 

disciplined in the past for reasons not necessarily related to the dismissal and that 33% of 

the respondents claimed that the employers of the dismissed employees had a non-union 

grievance system (NUGS). The average score for employee illness (Mean = 1.92, S.D. = 

1.14), change of status (Mean = 1.97, S.D. = 1.00), and satisfactory performance (Mean = 

2.50, S.D. = .86) are all below the scale's mid-point This may indicate that illness and a 

change of employment status did not occur frequently among the dismissed employees 

and that the employee's past performance was more likely to be unsatisfactory. Overall, 

employers were perceived to have effectively employed warnings (Mean = 4.64, S.D. = 

1.32) and performance standards (Mean = 4.55, S.D. = 1.08). However, respondents 

somewhat agree (Mean = 4.08, S.D. 1.36) that the dismissed employees had not per

formed poorly intentionally, nor had they intended to benefit from their actions. In addi

tion, the HR practitioners slightly disagreed (Mean = 3.41, S.D. = 1.36) that the employer 

had considered the psychological distress or damaged reputation that would result from 

the employee's dismissal. 

Determinants of Just Cause 

The first step in the analysis was to investigate the determinants of just cause as 

perceived by the HR practitioners. That is, the purpose of this analysis was to determine 

which of the primary independent variables were correlated to the respondent's percep-
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tion that the employer had just and sufficient cause to dismiss the employee. Tables 6-5, 

6-6, 6-7 report the results of hierarchical OLS regression analysis of just cause. As a re

sult of high co-linearity between failure to use effective employee warnings and failure to 

use effective performance standards (Pearson correlation = 0.77), an OLS regression 

analysis was performed with only one of the variables at a time in Tables 6-5 and 6-6. In 

Table 6-5, only the variable performance standards is used in the analysis. In Table 6-6, 

only employee warned is used. However, in Table 6-7, both performance standards and 

employee warned are used in the OLS regression estimations. 

The primary independent variables alone (Model 1) explain 23.1% of the variance 

in Table 6-5 (F(8,186) = 7.00,/? < .01), 24.8% of the variance in Table 6-6 (F(8,186) = 

7.65, p < .01), and 25.9% of the variance in Table 6-7 (F(9, 185) = 7.18,p < .01). Model 

2, which also includes the variables that have been found to be predictors in previous 

studies of wrongful dismissal cases, explains 24.8% of the variance in Table 6-5 (F(14, 

180) = 4.23,/? < .01), 26.3% in Table 6-6 (F(14,180) = 4.60,p < .01), and 27.7% in Ta

ble 6-7 (F(15, 179) = 4.56, p < .01). Model 3, which includes the four additional control 

variables explains 25.4% of the variance in Table 6-5 (Model 3; F(18,176) = 3.33, p < 

.01), 26.9% in Table 6-6 (F(18, 176) = 3.60,/? < .01), and 28.4% in Table 6-7 (F(19, 175) 

= 3.65, p < .01). The AR2 is not significant for any of the models. 

A change in an employee's workplace status is not significantly related to per

ceived just cause, although the coefficient is in the expected direction. However, there is 

a moderately significant and positive relationship between employee illness and per

ceived just cause in Models 2 and 3. They are not in the expected direction. 
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Where there is a greater likelihood that respondents perceive that the employee 

had experienced a recent, serious illness, there is also greater likelihood of perceived just 

cause for the dismissal. Consequently, neither Hypothesis HI a nor Hypothesis H2a is 

supported by the results. 

An employee's past satisfactory performance is not significantly related to per

ceived just cause in any of the equations, although the coefficients are in the expected 

direction. While the coefficients for disciplinary history are not significant, they are in 

the opposite direction to those hypothesized. That is, where the dismissed employee had 

a reported disciplinary history, the respondent HR practitioner was less likely to agree 

that there had been just cause for the dismissal. Therefore, Hypotheses H3a and H4a are 

not supported by the results. 

In the equations where only the employers' failure to use effective performance 

standards appears (Table 6-5), the presence of a non-union grievance system (NUGS) is 

significant (p < .05). However, NUGS is only moderately significant (p < .10) where 

performance standards and employee warnings appear together (Table 6-7) and not sig

nificant where it appears with employee warned only. Therefore, Hypothesis H5a is only 

partly supported by the results. 

The employers' failure to use effective employee warnings is a significant pre

dictor (p < .01) of, and positively related to, the perceived just cause of HR practitioners 

in all equations where only employee warnings was included in the analysis (Table 6-4) 

as well as all equations where employee warnings appears together with the employers' 

failure to use effective performance standards. Similarly, the failure to use effective per

formance standards is a significant predictor and positively related to the perceived just 
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cause of HR practitioners both where it is used without employee warnings (p < .01) as 

well as where it is used with employee warnings (p < .05). That is, when the employer is 

perceived to be more likely to employ effective performance warnings, as well as where 

the employer is more likely to employ effective performance standards, the respondent is 

more likely to perceive that just cause for dismissal exists. Thus, Hypotheses H6a and 

H7a are supported by the results. 

The extent to which the employee would be made vulnerable by the dismissal is 

not significantly related to perceived just cause. Thus, Hypothesis H8a is supported. 

However, the absence of employee intention to perform poorly, or to benefit from the 

poor performance, is significantly (p < .05) and negatively related to perceived just cause 

where it appears with the failure to use effective employee warnings only (Table 6-6). 

Where no employee intent appears with performance standards (Tables 6-5 and 6-7), it is 

only marginally significant (p < . 10). Hence, Hypothesis H9a is only partly supported by 

the results. 

Employer size (the number of employees) is not related to HR practitioners' per

ceived just cause. Consequently, Hypothesis HlOa is not supported by the results. Like

wise, other predictors of past studies of wrongful dismissal cases (employee tenure, oc

cupational status, sex, limited job prospects, and induced to leave secure employment) 

are not related to perceived just cause as hypothesized. None of the variables found to be 

significant in previous studies of the law of wrongful dismissal in the management and 

organizational literature, nor the additional control variables, are found to be significant 

predictors of perceived just cause. As a result, Hypothesis HI la is supported. 
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Table 6-4 
Descriptive Statistics and Inter-correlations for 208 Workplace Dismissals. 

Variable M(%) SD 3 
1. Perceived Just Cause 
2. Change of Status 
3. Employee Illness 
4. Satisfactory Performance 
5. Disciplinary History 
6. Grievance System 
7. Employee Warned 
8. Performance Standards 
9. Vulnerability Considered 
10. No Employee Intent 
11. Employee Tenure 
12. Occupation Status 
13. Employee Sex (female) 
14. Number of Employees 
15. Limited Job Prospects 
16. Induced to Leave 
17. Industry - Manufacturer 
18. Resp. Sex (female) 
19. Resp. Occ. Status 
20. Resp. Role in Dismissal 

4.57 
1.97 
1.92 
2.50 
(.55) 
(.33) 
4.64 
4.55 
3.41 
4.08 
4.58 
2.76 
(.43) 

5,984 
(.26) 
(.11) 
(.18) 
(.75) 
3.91 
4.11 

1.48 
1.00 
1.14 
0.86 
0.50 
0.47 
1.32 
1.08 
1.36 
1.36 
5.79 
1.35 
0.50 

18,023 
0.44 
0.31 
0.39 
0.43 
0.68 
1.43 

.20t 

-.08 
-.28* 
.19* 
.17* 
.47* 
.44* 
.15* 

-.17* 
-.12 
-.07 
-.10 
.01 

-.05 
-.03 
-.08 
-.02 
.02 
.10 

.22* 

.31+ 
-.19* 
-.11 
-.27* 
-.32* 
-.10 
.18* 
.00 
.16* 
.12 

-.07 
.13 
.18* 
.05 

-.03 
.03 

-.01 

.12 
-.14* 
-.12 
-.25* 
-.19* 
.06 
.14* 
.25* 
.03 
.13 
.14 
.03 
.13 
.00 
.05 
.04 

-.11 

-.22* 
-.11 
-.48* 
-.53* 
-.05 
.10 
.19* 
.11 
.05 
.03 
.18* 
.15* 
.09 
.03 

-.01 
-.16* 

.15* 

.45* 

.30* 

.01 
-.06 
-.09 
-.22* 
-.02 
.13 

-.05 
-.18* 
-.15* 
.18* 
.03 
.06 

.27* 

.11 

.11 

.00 
-.12 
-.07 
-.13 
.11 

-.12 
-.12 
-.06 
-.01 
.05 
.05 

.77* 

.30* 
-.09 
-.15* 
-.09 
-.06 
.09 

-.23* 
-.19* 
-.08 
.01 
.14 
.24* 

.25* 
-.14* 
-.14* 
-.24* 
-.02 
.04 

-.23* 
-.24* 
-.05 
.00 
.11 
.25* 

Table 6-4 continued... 
Descriptive Statistics and Inter-correlations for 208 Workplace Dismissals. 

Variable 
10. No Employee Intent 
11. Employee Tenure 
12. Occupation Status 
13. Employee Sex (female) 
14. Number of Employees 
15. Limited Job Prospects 
16. Induced to Leave 
17. Industry - Manufacturer 
18. Resp. Sex (female) 
19. Resp. Occ. Status 
20. Resp. Role in Dismissal 

9 
-.04 
.14* 
.24* 
.05 

-.11 
-.01 
.10 

-.10 
-.06 
.19* 
.27* 

10 

-.03 
-.01 
.08 
.00 
.09 

-.01 
-.01 
-.02 
.02 

-.07 

11 

.22* 
-.02 
.11 

-.05 
-.03 
.15* 

-.06 
-.05 
-.03 

12 

-.06 
-.08 
.12 
.26* 

-.06 
-.06 
.06 
.02 

13 

-.10 
.01 
.13 

-.18* 
.27* 
.02 

-.21* 

14 

-.06 
-.10 
-.08 
.00 
.02 
.06 

15 

.17* 
-.11 
-.04 
.06 

-.10 

16 

-.05 
-.01 
.07 
.02 

17 

-.02 
-.12 
-.04 

18 

-.04 
-.25* 

19 

.24* 

Note, n = 208. 

All correlations were calculated with pair-wise deletion. 

Two-tailed tests of significance. *p<.05. t/»<.01. 
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Table 6-5 
Hierarchical OLS Regression on Perceived Just Cause (Performance Standards 
Included). 

Variable 
Change of Status 
Employee Illness 
Satisfactory Performance 
Disciplinary History 
Grievance System (NUGS) 
Performance Standards 
Vulnerability Considered 
No Employee Intent 

Employee Tenure 
Occupation Status 
Employee Sex (female) 
Number of Employees 
Limited Job Prospects 
Induced to Leave 

Industry - Manufacturer 
Resp. Sex (female) 
Resp. Occ. Status 
Resp. Role in Dismissal 

Constant 

F 
Overall R2 

M 2 

Model 1 
- 0.09 (0.10) 

0.08 (0.09) 
-0.10(0.13) 
0.07 (0.21) 
0.46** (0.21) 
0.50f(0.11) 
0.03 (0.07) 

- 0.10* (0.07) 

2.701 (0.82) 

7.00f 

.231 

Model 2 
-0.11(0.11) 
0.11(0.10) 

-0.08(0.14) 
0.09 (0.21) 
0.49** (0.21) 
0.55f (0.12) 
0.01 (0.08) 

-0.10* (0.07) 

- 0.02 (0.02) 
0.11(0.08) 

- 0.08 (0.20) 
0.00 (0.00) 
0.21 (0.23) 
0.30 (0.34) 

2.38f (0.89) 

4.23f 

.248 

.016 

Model 3 
-0.10(0.11) 
0.10(0.10) 

-0.08(0.14) 
0.07 (0.22) 
0.49** (0.22) 
0.58f(0.13) 
0.03 (0.09) 

-0.10* (0.07) 

- 0.02 (0.02) 
0.03 (0.09) 

-0.19(0.22) 
0.00 (0.00) 
0.19(0.24) 
0.34 (0.34) 

-0.17(0.26) 
- 0.05 (0.24) 
-0.08(0.15) 
- 0.07 (0.08) 

2.88* (1.03) 

3.33f 

.254 

.006 

Note: n = 208. 

All models were calculated using list-wise deletion. 

One-tailed test of significance with the exception of Constant, Vulnerability Considered, 
Employee Tenure, Occupational Status, Induced to Leave, Limited Job Prospects, 
Industry, Respondent Sex, Respondent Occupational Status, and Respondent Role 
in Dismissal. 

*p<A0 **p<.05. Jp<M. 
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Table 6-6 
Hierarchical OLS Regression on Perceived Just Cause (Employee Warned 
Included). 

Variable 
Change of Status 
Employee Illness 
Satisfactory Performance 
Disciplinary History 
Grievance System (NUGS) 
Employee Warned 
Vulnerability Considered 
No Employee Intent 

Employee Tenure 
Occupation Status 
Employee Sex (female) 
Number of Employees 
Limited Job Prospects 
Induced to Leave 

Industry - Manufacturer 
Resp. Sex (female) 
Resp. Occ. Status 
Resp. Role in Dismissal 

Constant 

F 
Overall R2 

AR2 

Model 1 
-0.11(0.10) 

0.12* (0.09) 
-0.11(0.13) 
- 0.13 (0.22) 

0.26 (0.21) 
0.48f(0.10) 

- 0.01 (0.08) 
-0.13** (0.07) 

3.16f(0.70) 

7.65f 

.248 

Model 2 
-0.13(0.10) 

0.15* (0.09) 
-0.10(0.13) 
-0.15(0.22) 

0.28 (0.22) 
0.48f(0.10) 

- 0.01 (0.08) 
-0.13** (0.07) 

- 0.02 (0.02) 
- 0.03 (0.08) 
-0.11(0.20) 

0.00 (0.00) 
0.26 (0.23) 
0.26 (0.33) 

3.12f 

4.60f 

.263 

.016 

Model 3 
-0.12(0.11) 

0.15* (0.10) 
-0.10(0.13) 
-0.18(0.23) 
0.27 (0.22) 
0.52f(0.10) 

- 0.01 (0.09) 
-0.13** (0.07) 

- 0.01 (0.02) 
- 0.04 (0.08) 
- 0.16 (0.22) 

0.00 (0.00) 
0.25 (0.24) 
0.29 (0.34) 

-0.19(0.26) 
- 0.02 (0.24) 
-0.10(0.15) 
- 0.04 (0.08) 

3.651 (0.91) 

3.60f 

.269 

.006 

Note: n = 208. 

All models were calculated using list-wise deletion. 

One-tailed test of significance with the exception of Constant, Vulnerability Considered, 
Employee Tenure, Occupational Status, Induced to Leave, Limited Job Prospects, 
Industry, Respondent Sex, Respondent Occupational Status, and Respondent Role 
in Dismissal. 

*j7<.10 **p<.05. ip<.0\. 
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Table 6-7 
Hierarchical OLS Regression on Perceived Just Cause (Employee Warned and 
Performance Standards Included). 

Variable 
Change of Status 
Employee Illness 
Satisfactory Performance 
Disciplinary History 
Grievance System (NUGS) 
Employee Warned 
Performance Standards 
Vulnerability Considered 
No Employee Intent 

Employee Tenure 
Occupation Status 
Employee Sex (female) 
Number of Employees 
Limited Job Prospects 
Induced to Leave 

Industry - Manufacturer 
Resp. Sex (female) 
Resp. Occ. Status 
Resp. Role in Dismissal 

Constant 

F 
Overall R2 

AR2 

Model 1 
-0.10(0.10) 
0.11(0.09) 

- 0.05 (0.13) 
-0.11(0.21) 

0.33* (0.21) 
0.34f (0.13) 
0.25** (0.15) 

- 0.02 (0.08) 
- 0.13* (0.07) 

2.47T (0.81) 

7.18f 

.259 

Model 2 
-0.12(0.11) 

0.15* (0.10) 
-0.03(0.14) 
-0.11(0.22) 

0.37* (0.22) 
0.35* (0.13) 
0.28** (0.16) 

- 0.03 (0.08) 
-0.12* (0.07) 

- 0.01 (0.02) 
0.01 (0.08) 

-0.12(0.20) 
0.00 (0.00) 
0.28 (0.23) 
0.31 (0.33) 

2.22** (0.88) 

4.56f 

.277 

.018 

Model 3 
-0.11(0.11) 

0.14* (0.10) 
- 0.03 (0.13) 
-0.14(0.23) 

0.36* (0.22) 
0.36f (0.10) 
0.31** (.16) 

- 0.01 (0.09) 
- 0.12* (0.07) 

- 0.01 (0.02) 
0.00 (0.09) 

-0.18(0.22) 
0.00 (0.00) 
0.26 (0.23) 
0.35 (0.34) 

- 0.19 (0.26) 
- 0.03 (0.24) 
-0.10(0.15) 
- 0.06 (0.08) 

2.78t(1.01) 

3.65t 

.284 

.007 

Note: n = 208. 

All models were calculated using list-wise deletion. 

One-tailed test of significance with the exception of Constant, Vulnerability Considered, 
Employee Tenure, Occupational Status, Induced to Leave, Limited Job Prospects, 
Industry, Respondent Sex, Respondent Occupational Status, and Respondent Role 
in Dismissal. 

*p<A0 **p<.05. tp<.0\. 
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Results for Dismissal Notice Provided 

Descriptive statistics related to the 145 dismissals in which notice or severance 

was paid to the employee are reported in Table 6-8. I will only present a selection of the 

most important descriptive statistics because they have already been reported for per

ceived just cause in the immediately preceding sections of this chapter. The average no

tice period given or severance paid to the dismissed employee was 4.39 months (SD = 

4.85). The average length of tenure for dismissed employees was 5.04 years (S.D. = 

5.89), while 25% of dismissed employees faced limited job prospects upon dismissal, and 

13% had been induced to leave a previous employer. In addition, just over half the dis

missed employees had been employed in some management capacity as an executive, 

business or general manager, sales manager, or generalist manager. The average occupa

tional status for all dismissed employees was just slightly lower (M = 2.97 and SD = 

1.38) than the mid-point of the 5-point scale. 

Almost three-quarters of the survey respondents (71%) were women and their 

occupational status is relatively high at 3.91. In contrast to the just cause examination, 

slightly fewer dismissed employees had been disciplined in the past (49%) and only 26% 

of employers had a non-union grievance system (NUGS). However, the average score 

for employee illness (M = 1.97 and SD = 1.08) and change of status (M = 2.04 and SD = 

1.03) are slightly higher in cases where dismissal notice was received compared to the 

average score for all cases. 

Respondents somewhat agree that the employers had effectively used warnings 

(Mean = 4.61 and S.D. = 1.23) and performance standards (M = 4.52 and SD = 1.06). 

However, relative to the just cause examination, respondents are somewhat more likely to 
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agree that the dismissed employee had not performed poorly intentionally (M = 4.18 and 

SD = 1.27). In addition, the respondents very slightly agree that the employer had con

sidered the psychological distress or damaged reputation that would result from the em

ployee's dismissal (M = 3.51 and SD = 1.36). 

Determinants of Dismissal Notice Provided 

The next step in the analysis is to investigate the determinants of the second de

pendent variable, the notice (or severance) provided to the employee as a result of the 

dismissal. The purpose of this analysis is to determine which variables contributed to the 

notice or severance measured in months provided by the employer. Table 6-9, 6-10, and 

6-11 each report the results of three equations estimated with OLS regression analysis. 

Similar to my previous analysis, because of the co-linearity of employee warned and per

formance standards (Pearson correlation = 0.79), only performance standards is included 

in the analysis in Table 6-9, employee warned is the variable included in Table 6-10, and 

both variables are included in Table 6-11. 

The primary independent variables alone (Model 1) explain 16.1% of the variance 

in Table 6-9 (F(8,136) = 3.04, p < .01), 15.7% of the variance in Table 6-10 (F(8,136) -

2.95, p < .01), and 16.1% of the variance in Table 6-11 (F(8,136) = 2.68, p < .01). 

Model 2, which also includes the variables that have been found to be predictors in pre

vious studies of wrongful dismissal cases, explains 38.2% of the variance in Table 6-9 

(F(14, 128) - 5.34,p < .01), 38.1% in Table 6-10 (F(14, 128) = 5.33,p < .01), and 38.3% 

in Table 6-11 (F(14, 128) = 4.97, p < .01). Model 3, which includes the four additional 

control variables, explains 38.2% of the variance in Table 6-9 (F(18, 124) = 4.02, p < 
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.01), 38.2% in Table 6-10 (F(14,128) = 4.01, p < .01), and 38.3% in Table 6-11 (F(18, 

124) = 3.79,p < .01). The AR2 for Model 2 is significant (p < .01) in Table 6-9, 6-10 and 

6-11. However, the AR2 for Model 3 is not significant in any of the models. 

In the OLS regression analysis of termination notice provided, neither a change of 

the employee's status, nor employee illness is significantly related to notice provided in 

any of the models. Hence, both Hypotheses Hlb and H2b are supported. However, the 

employee's past satisfactory performance, which was expected to be positively related to 

notice, is not significantly related to notice in any of the equations. Therefore, Hypothe

sis H3b is not supported. The employee's previous disciplinary history is the only pri

mary independent variable that is significantly related to notice period in all models (p < 

.05). Because disciplinary history is negatively related to notice Hypothesis H4b is sup

ported by the results. 

The presence of a non-union grievance system (NUGS) is not significantly related 

to notice in any of the equations. Thus Hypothesis H5b is supported. Employee warned 

and performance standards were both expected to be negatively related to notice but nei

ther is statistically significant. Thus, there is no support for either Hypothesis H6b or 

H7b. 

While the employee's vulnerability was expected to be positively related to notice 

period, it was only significant in Model 1 (p < .01) where only the primary independent 

variables were entered (Tables 6-9, 6-10, and 6-11). Employee vulnerability is not sig

nificantly related to notice when the variables previously found to be significant predic

tors in studies of reasonable notice are entered in to the equation. Therefore, Hypothesis 
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H8b is not supported. However, the variable of no employee intent is not related to no

tice in any of the models, thus supporting Hypothesis H9b. 

Employer size is not related to notice provided. Consequently, Hypothesis HlOa 

is not supported. While the employee's limited job prospects and having been induced to 

leave secure employment are not related to notice, both the length of employee tenure 

and occupational status are positively and significantly related. Along with an em

ployee's disciplinary history, tenure and occupational status are the only variables related 

to notice provided. Hence, Hypothesis HI lb is partially supported. 

Summary 

The primary purpose of this study was to test whether the primary independent 

variables were related to the dependent variables, perceived just cause and the notice pe

riod provided, in addition to factors found to be significant in past studies of wrongful 

dismissal cases in the management and organizational literature. The primary independ

ent variables are summarized in Table 6-3. A summary of the study's findings are con

tained in Table 6-12. The most surprising result of this examination is the relatively basic 

calculation for the determination of reasonable notice period that is used in the work

place. Likewise, the HR practitioners' perception of whether just cause existed relied 

greatly on a minimal number of factors that do not take into consideration of the employ

ees' particular circumstances. 
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Table 6-8 
Descriptive Statistics and Inter-correlations for 145 Decisions to Provide of 
Dismissal Notice. 

Variable 
1. Notice Paid 
2. Change of Status 
3. Employee Illness 
4. Satisfactory Performance 
5. Disciplinary History 
6. Grievance System 
7. Employee Warned 
8. Performance Standards 
9. Vulnerability Considered 
10. No Employee Intent 
11. Employee Tenure 
12. Occupation Status 
13. Employee Sex (female) 
14. Number of Employees 
15. Limited Job Prospects 
16. Induced to Leave 
17. Industry - Manufacturer 
18. Resp. Sex (female) 
19. Resp. Occ. Status 
20. Resp. Role in Dismissal 

M(%) 
4.39 
2.04 
1.97 
2.49 
(.49) 
(.26) 
4.61 
4.52 
3.51 
4.18 
5.04 
2.97 
(.46) 
6,274 
(.25) 
(.13) 
(.20) 
(.71) 
3.91 
4.12 

SD 
4.85 
1.03 
1.08 
0.81 
0.50 
0.44 
1.23 
1.06 
1.40 
1.27 
5.89 
1.38 
0.50 

19,302 
0.43 
0.34 
0.40 
0.46 
0.67 
1.44 

1 

.05 

.21* 

.18* 
-.27* 
-.06 
-.16* 
-.17* 
.26* 
.09 
.48* 
.38* 
.02 

-.05 
.07 
.05 
.04 

-.01 
.03 

-.01 

2 

.09 

.36* 
-.21* 
-.06 
-.31* 
-.31* 
-.04 
.08 
.01 
.18* 
.09 

-.12 
.17* 
.20* 
.07 
.00 
.05 
.00 

3 

.10 
-.14 
-.16 
-.18* 
-.04 
.18* 
.08 
.37* 
.04 
.17* 
.13 
.03 
.09 
.03 
.08 
.00 

-.08 

4 

-.31* 
-.05 
-.46* 
-.50* 
.02 
.07 
.24* 
.18* 
.09 

-.02 
.11 
.21* 
.07 
.13 

-.02 
-.10 

5 

.11 

.43* 

.34* 
-.02 
-.13 
-.06 
-.18* 
-.01 
.15 
-.08 
-.22* 
-.21* 
.17* 

-.09 
-.05 

6 

.19* 

.02 

.11 

.02 
-.07 
.08 

-.17 
.09 
-.05 
-.05 
-.06 
-.07 
.08 
.10 

7 

.79* 

.23* 
-.12 
.24* 
.18* 

-.14 
.15 

-.16 
-.22* 
-.12 
-.03 
.19* 
.16 

8 

.16 
-.06 
-.13 
-.26* 
-.08 
.08 

-.19* 
-.29* 
-.04 
-.06 
.18* 
.17* 

Table 6-8 continued... 
Descriptive Statistics and Inter-correlations for 145 Decisions to Provide of Dis
missal Notice. 

Variable 
10. No Employee Intent 
11. Employee Tenure 
12. Occupation Status 
13. Employee Sex (female) 
14. Number of Employees 
15. Limited Job Prospects 
16. Induced to Leave 
17. Industry - Manufacturer 
18. Resp. Sex (female) 
19. Resp. Occ. Status 
20. Resp. Role in Dismissal 

9 
.03 
.21* 
.28* 
.01 

-.10 
.07 
.12 

-.17* 
-.03 
.23* 
.27* 

10 

.05 
-.06 
-.05 
-.04 
.09 

-.02 
.04 
-.04 
.04 
.03 

11 

.14 
-.01 
.10 

-.09 
-.02 
.15 
.00 

-.11 
-.05 

12 

-.05 
-.08 
.15 
.26' 

-.13 
.03 
.09 

-.05 

13 

-.11 
.02 
.22* 

-.18* 
.31* 
.03 

-.20* 

14 

-.09 
-.10 
-.07 
.00 
.01 
.07 

15 

.20* 
-.09 
-.02 
.00 

-.06 

16 

-.09 
-.02 
.05 
.02 

17 

-.02 
-.12 
-.04 

18 

-.09 
-.33* 

19 

.23* 

Note, n = 145. 

All correlations were calculated with pair-wise deletion. 

Two-tailed tests of significance. *p<.05. ^p<.0\. 
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Table 6-9 
Hierarchical OLS Regression on Dismissal Notice Provided (Performance 
Standards Included). 

Variable 
Change of Status 
Employee Illness 
Satisfactory Performance 
Disciplinary History 
Grievance System (NUGS) 
Performance Standards 
Vulnerability Considered 
No Employee Intent 

Employee Tenure 
Occupation Status 
Employee Sex (female) 
Number of Employees 
Limited Job Prospects 
Induced to Leave 

Industry - Manufacturer 
Resp. Sex (female) 
Resp. Occ. Status 
Resp. Role in Dismissal 

Constant 

F 
Overall R2 

A/?2 

Model 1 
- 0.34 (0.42) 
0.40 (0.38) 
0.30 (0.58) 

-1.68** (0.88) 
- 0.48 (0.94) 
- 0.45 (0.60) 
0.92f (0.30) 
0.20(0.31) 

2.45 (3.32) 

3.04f 

.161 

Model 2 
- 0.34 (0.41) 
- 0.07 (0.38) 
- 0.08 (0.58) 
-1.88* (0.86) 
- 0.40 (0.91) 

0.12 (0.45) 
0.30 (0.29) 
0.27 (0.28) 

0.3lf (0.07) 
1.15t(0.29) 
0.22 (0.74) 
0.00 (0.00) 
0.21 (0.85) 

-1.02(1.16) 

-1.31 (3.14) 

5.34f 

.382 

.221f 

Model 3 
- 0.34 (0.38) 
- 0.07 (0.37) 
- 0.07 (0.54) 
-1.85** (0.83) 
- 0.40 (0.84) 

0.12 (0.44) 
0.31 (0.32) 
0.27 (0.28) 

0.3lf (0.07) 
1.15f(0.31) 
0.26(0.81) 
0.00 (0.00) 
0.21 (0.87) 

-1.03(1.19) 

0.06 (0.95) 
-0.12(0.88) 

0.02 (0.56) 
- 0.01 (0.28) 

-1.30(3.69) 

4.02f 

.382 

.000 

Note: n = 145. 

All models were calculated using list-wise deletion. 

One-tailed test of significance with the exception of Constant, Change of Status, Em
ployee Illness, NUGS, No Employee Intention, Industry, Respondent Sex, Re
spondent Occupational Status, and Respondent Role in Dismissal. 

*p<A0 **p<.05. t/?<.01. 

Regression equations were also estimated with the Number of Employees substituted by 
the natural log of the Number of Employees. The only substantive difference in 
the results was that the natural log of the Number of Employees was a significant 
predictor of notice period. 
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Table 6-10 
Hierarchical OLS Regression on Dismissal Notice Provided (Employee Warned 
Included). 

Variable 
Change of Status 
Employee Illness 
Satisfactory Performance 
Disciplinary History 
Grievance System (NUGS) 
Employee Warned 
Vulnerability Considered 
No Employee Intent 

Employee Tenure 
Occupation Status 
Employee Sex (female) 
Number of Employees 
Limited Job Prospects 
Induced to Leave 

Industry - Manufacturer 
Resp. Sex (female) 
Resp. Occ. Status 
Resp. Role in Dismissal 

Constant 

F 
Overall R2 

M 2 

Model 1 
- 0.34 (0.42) 
0.37 (0.38) 
0.42 (0.56) 

-1.70** (0.88) 
- 0.34 (0.92) 
- 0.26 (0.41) 
0.92* (0.30) 
0.20(0.31) 

1.42(3.13) 

2.951 

.157 

Model 2 
- 0.34 (0.37) 
- 0.07 (0.36) 
-0.15(0.51) 
-1.81** (0.79) 
- 0.42 (0.82) 
- 0.04 (0.37) 
0.34 (0.29) 
0.26 (0.28) 

0.3lf (0.07) 
1.13f(0.28) 
0.21 (0.74) 
0.00 (0.00) 
0.18 (0.85) 

-1.08(1.15) 

- 0.46 (2.85) 

5.331" 
.381 
.2251 

Model 3 
- 0.35 (0.39) 
- 0.07 (0.37) 
-0.14(0.53) 
-1.7** (0.85) 
- 0.42 (0.84) 
- 0.04 (0.38) 
0.33 (0.32) 
0.26 (0.28) 

0.3lf (0.07) 
1.14f(0.30) 
0.24(0.81) 
0.00 (0.00) 
0.18(0.87) 

-1.09(1.18) 

0.07 (0.95) 
- 0.12 (0.88) 

0.05 (0.56) 
- 0.01 (0.28) 

- 0 .59 (3.52) 

4.01f 

.382 

.001 

Note: n = 145. 

All models were calculated using list-wise deletion. 

One-tailed test of significance with the exception of Constant, Change of Status, Em
ployee Illness, NUGS, No Employee Intention, Industry, Respondent Sex, Re
spondent Occupational Status, and Respondent Role in Dismissal. 

*p<A0 **p<.05. t
jp<.01. 

Regression equations were also estimated with the Number of Employees substituted by 
the natural log of the Number of Employees. The only substantive difference in 
the results was that the natural log of the Number of Employees was a significant 
predictor of notice period. 
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Table 6-11 
Hierarchical OLS Regression on Dismissal Notice Provided (Employee Warned and 
Performance Standards Included). 

Variable 
Change of Status 
Employee Illness 
Satisfactory Performance 
Disciplinary History 
Grievance System (NUGS) 
Employee Warned 
Performance Standards 
Vulnerability Considered 
No Employee Intent 

Employee Tenure 
Occupation Status 
Employee Sex (female) 
Number of Employees 
Limited Job Prospects 
Induced to Leave 

Industry - Manufacturer 
Resp. Sex (female) 
Resp. Occ. Status 
Resp. Role in Dismissal 

Constant 

F 
Overall R2 

M 2 

Model 1 
- 0.34 (0.42) 

0.41 (0.38) 
0.31 (0.58) 

-1.71** (0.88) 
- 0.50 (0.94) 
0.07 (0.60) 

- 0.50 (0.66) 
0.921 (0.30) 
0.21 (0.31) 

2.39 (3.38) 

2.681 

.161 

Model 2 
- 0.35 (0.38) 
-0.10(0.37) 
- 0.09 (0.53) 
-1.80 (0.80) 
- 0.32 (0.85) 
- 0.23 (0.53) 

0.31 (.61) 
0.32 (0.29) 
0.26 (0.28) 

0.31T (0.07) 
1.17f(0.30) 
0.21 (0.74) 
0.00 (0.00) 
0.21 (0.86) 

-1.02(1.12) 

-1.15(3.17) 

4.97f 

.383 

.222* 

Model 3 
- 0.36 (0.39) 
-0.10(0.37) 
- 0.08 (0.53) 
-1.77** (0.85) 
- 0.32 (0.84) 
- 0.23 (0.38) 

0.31 (0.63) 
0.33 (0.32) 
0.26 (0.29) 

0.3 l r (0.07) 
1.17^0.31) 
0.23 (0.82) 
0.00 (0.00) 
0.21 (0.88) 

-1.02(1.19) 

0.05 (0.95) 
-0.11(0.88) 

0.03 (0.56) 
- 0.02 (0.28) 

-1.16(3.72) 

3.79f 

.383 

.000 
Note: n = 145. 

All models were calculated using list-wise deletion. 

One-tailed test of significance with the exception of Constant, Change of Status, Em
ployee Illness, NUGS, No Employee Intention, Industry, Respondent Sex, Re
spondent Occupational Status, and Respondent Role in Dismissal. 

*p<.\0 **p<.05. ip<.0\. 

Regression equations were also estimated with the Number of Employees substituted by 
the natural log of the Number of Employees. The only substantive difference in 
the results was that the natural log of the Number of Employees was a significant 
predictor of notice period. 
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The OLS regression analysis for perceived just cause suggests that the employer's 

effective use of performance standards and the effective use of performance warnings are 

the most important determinants of perceived just cause in the workplace. Nevertheless, 

other factors may also be significant depending on whether warnings or performance 

standards are included in the analysis. For instance, whether the employer considered the 

lack of employee intention to perform poorly is a significant determinant of perceived 

just cause where the employee was warned about poor performance. In addition, the 

presence of a non-union grievance system appears to be a determinant of perceived just 

cause where performance standards are effectively used concurrently. Furthermore, em

ployers may also give weight to the unexpected illness of the employee where warnings 

have been provided. Surprisingly, no other independent variables are determinants of 

perceived just cause. 

The OLS regression for the provision of notice indicates that among the primary 

independent variables only the employee's previous disciplinary history is a significant 

determinant of notice. Employees with a disciplinary history received 1.5 to 2 months 

less notice than employees who had not been previously disciplined. Given this result, it 

is not readily apparent whether employers consistently reduce notice periods because of 

past performance problems. Rather, the lower notice provided may be explained by the 

employer's choice to offer some notice even where they may have just and sufficient 

cause to dismiss instead of providing no notice at all, which the employer would be enti

tled to do under the law. 

Overall, a very simple calculation with respect to reasonable notice seems to be 

used in the workplace. The employee's length of tenure and occupational status are the 
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only other significant determinants of reasonable notice. Employees received approxi

mately one-third of a month for each year of tenure and just over one month for each ad

ditional level on the occupational status code. These coefficients are very close to those 

found in studies of wrongful dismissal cases, although the coefficients in this study repre

sent a slightly lower, or more conservative, method for the calculation of reasonable no

tice as compared with the courts. This finding may help to explain why shorter notice 

periods are provided in the workplace, in contrast to those awarded by the courts. More

over, employers do not seem to consider whether the employee had been induced from 

other secure employment or the organization's ability to pay, factors that have been con

sidered important by the courts. A more detailed discussion of the findings is reserved 

for the final chapter where implications of the three studies taken together will also be 

considered. 

One may deduce from the findings of this study that gaps exist between what the 

law necessitates and its application in actual workplace dismissals. These findings may 

also point to gaps in HR practitioners' knowledge of employee rights flowing from the 

law or their beliefs about responsibilities and obligations in the employee-employer rela

tionship. In the next chapter, my final study examines HR practitioners' responses to a 

simulated dismissal of a non-union employee in order to determine if there are particular 

gaps in their beliefs which should be of concern. 
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Table 6-12: Summary of Study 2 Findings 

Hypotheses 

HI a: A recent change of the dismissed employee's status will be negatively 
related to perceived just cause. 
Hlb: A recent change of the dismissed employee's status will not be related 
to the notice period provided. 
H2a: An employee illness will be negatively related to perceived just cause. 
H2b: An employee illness will not be related to the notice period provided. 
H3a: The terminated employee's past satisfactory performance will be nega
tively related to perceived just cause. 
H3b: The terminated employee's past satisfactory performance will be posi
tively related to the notice period provided. 
H4a: Past discipline for any reason prior to the dismissal will be posi
tively related to perceived just cause. 
H4b: Past discipline for any reason prior to the dismissal will be nega
tively related to the notice period provided. 
H5a: The employer's use of a non-union grievance system (NUGS) will be 
positively related to perceived just cause. 
H5b: The employer's use of a non-union grievance system (NUGS) will not 
be related to the notice period provided. 
H6a: The employer's effective use of performance warnings will be positively 
related to perceived just cause. 
H6b: The employer's effective use of performance warnings will be nega
tively related to notice period provided. 
H7a: The employer's effective use of performance standards will be posi
tively related to perceived just cause. 
H7b: The employer's effective use of performance standards will be nega
tively related to notice period provided. 
H8a: The employer's consideration of the extent to which the employee 
would be made vulnerable by the dismissal will not be related to perceived 
just cause. 
H8b: The employer's consideration of the extent to which the employee 
would be made vulnerable by the dismissal will be positively related to the 
notice period provided. 
H9a: The employee's lack of intention to perform poorly will be negatively 
related to perceived just cause. 
H9b: The employee's lack of intention to perform poorly will not be related to 
the notice period provided. 
H10: The size of the employer will be positively related to perceived just 
cause. 
HI Ob: The size of the employer will be positively related to notice period 
provided. 
HI la: Employee tenure, occupational status, having been induced to leave 
previous, secure employment, and limited employee job prospects will not be 
related to perceived just cause. 
HI la: Employee tenure, occupational status, having been induced to leave 
previous, secure employment, and limited employee job prospects will be 
positively related to the notice period provided. 

Variable 

Change of 
Status 

Employee 
Illness 

Satisfactory 
Perform

ance 

Discipli
nary 

History 

Grievance 
System 

Employee 
Warned 

Perform
ance 

Standards 

Vulnerabil
ity 

Considered 

No 
Employee 

Intent 

Number of 
Employees 

Employee 
Tenure 
Occupa

tional 
Status 

Employee 
Sex 

Limited 
Job Pros

pects 
Induced to 

Leave 

Perceived 
Just Cause 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

-

Notice 
Period 

-

+ 

+ 

+ 
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Chapter 7 - Human Resource Practitioners Perception of a Dismissal: 

An Experimental Investigation of Perceived Just Cause, Notice, and Fairness 

Study 3 

The purpose of my third study is to investigate some of the attitudes of human 

resource (HR) practitioners and the determinants of their decisions about whether just cause 

for dismissal exists, the reasonable notice of termination to offer, and the fairness of a 

simulated dismissal of a non-union employee. First, I undertake an examination of se

lected factors that might influence the HR practitioners' perceptions of just cause in the 

workplace in order to better appreciate the HR practitioner's response to workplace dis

missal. Second, I investigate the determinants of HR practitioners' perceptions of the 

overall fairness of the simulated dismissal. Finally, I examine the determinants of the 

notice period that HR practitioners claim they would offer to the dismissed employee in 

the simulation. 

HR practitioners are likely to be involved in dismissal decisions either by making 

actual decisions to dismiss an employee or by advising other managers regarding their 

decision. While HR practitioners may be well informed about wrongful dismissal law 

and employee and employer rights flowing from the law, HR practitioners are likely 

guided as much by their perceptions of fairness and justice in the employment relationship, 

what Rousseau (1995) calls the psychological contract, as they are by the law. 

This study has practical significance in that it will provide an insight in to how HR 

practitioners would deliberate and advise other managers on the dismissal of an employee 

and how these decisions might differ from the legal requirements, particularly with respect 
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to the necessity for employers to warn employees that their jobs may be in jeppardy. In 

addition to its practical significance for HR management, this study may also have 

implications for the formation of psychological contracts and the beliefs of HR 

practitioners about just cause for dismissal, reasonable notice, and fairness in the workplace 

compared to these decisions in the courts. 

Hypotheses 

Decision-Maker and Employee Sex 

The results of Wagar and Grant's (1996) examination of sex differences in wrong

ful dismissal court cases were consistent with the general findings in the arbitral litera

ture. They found that female plaintiffs were significantly more likely to win their cases 

than men and that there was no evidence that the difference had diminished over the pe

riod of time represented by the cases studied. However, studies of reasonable notice have 

consistently failed to find a relationship between the plaintiffs' sex and notice awards 

(McShane, 1983; McShane & McPhillips, 1987; Wagar & Jourdain, 1992; Lam & De-

vine, 2001). 

If we turn to the simulation of dismissal, studies provide mixed results with re

spect to sex differences in labour arbitration outcomes. Bigoness and DuBose (1985) 

found no differences between female and male 'arbitrators' in a study when students 

were asked to render decisions on arbitration issues when presented with a transcript of a 

simulated dismissal case. However, female arbitrators did regard the offence (an em

ployee caught drinking on the job) as less serious. In the second study, Bemmels (1991), 

examined the decisions of 230 male arbitrators in a hypothetical discharge grievance case 
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and found that female grievors were more likely to receive full (rather than partial) rein

statement of their jobs and shorter suspensions than male grievors. 

Hence, there is evidence in simulation studies and in the courts that sex differ

ences do exist in both union and non-union dismissal decisions. However, in spite of the 

foregoing, the absence of sex differences in my examination of legal decisions in Chapter 

5 (Study 1) and workplace decisions in Chapter 6 (Study 2) suggests that sex will not af

fect HR practitioners' attitudes or decisions. Consequently, I hypothesize that: 

HI a: Neither the sex of a dismissed employee nor an HR practitioner's sex will be re

lated to perceived just cause, perceived fairness, or notice provided. 

Performance Warnings 

As discussed in Study 1 (Chapter 5), an employer's use of performance warnings 

can be appreciated through the lens of relational justice (Lind & Tyler, 1988), power and 

dependence (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959), the views of the Supreme Court of Canada (Wal

lace, 1997), as well as informational justice (Colquitt, 2001). HR practitioners can pro

vide information about the appropriateness of employee attitudes and efforts, a possible 

source of informational justice. In relational justice, the HR practitioner may be an im

portant source of self-validation and sense of value for the employee. The HR practitio

ner may also be a source of support and resources plus a sense of belonging that are im

portant to the development and maintenance of an on-going employment relationship. A 

sense of fairness is derived from evidence that an employee perceives that she or he is 

given real consideration. 
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The power and dependence model implies that employees are dependent on the 

employer for the quality of their outcomes. Hence, the success of the employment rela

tionship places a heavy onus on the employer to share its performance expectations with 

an employee and to provide feedback and support to the employee in order to match ef

fort and ability to the needs of the organization. Moreover, the Supreme Court of Canada 

(Wallace, 1997) asserts that inequality in the employment relationship derives in part 

from an employer's virtual monopoly of information relevant to an employee's ability to 

achieve a more favourable position in the relationship. Consequently, the use of per

formance warnings can be seen as a vital component of performance management and 

necessary to demonstrate an employer's faithful discharge of its duty to an employee. 

Finally, as noted in Chapter 2, according to wrongful dismissal law the employer 

must provide warnings of deficiencies that if not met, would lead to termination. Warn

ings of poor performance must be clearly understood and specifically communicated to 

the employee. The warnings could take the form of the employee being told of the con

sequences of poor performance, that the employee's performance is not meeting stan

dards and that dismissal may result, or that the employee's job is in jeopardy. It should 

be obvious to the employee that termination is likely if poor performance persists. The 

employer should ensure that the employee is told specifically what is required to improve 

performance and be provided with a timeline and opportunity to improve. 

I argue that HR practitioners will be influenced by the use of warnings of poor 

performance, with decisions unfavourable to the employee more likely when the em

ployee has received some form of warning. Therefore, I hypothesize that: 
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H2a: The likelihood of perceived just cause and perceived fairness of the dismissal will 

increase when an employee has received a warning that her or his performance could lead 

to dismissal. 

H2b: The notice period provided will be decreased when an employee has received a 

warning that her or his performance could lead to dismissal. 

An Employee's Past Performance 

As I have discussed in Study 1 (Chapter 5), a history of satisfactory performance 

may help to create reliance and expectation of future good faith behaviour on the part of 

the employer. Employees may come to rely on an expectation that their past satisfactory 

performance will help them to attain a level of consideration from the employer greater 

than they might otherwise have received without a history of satisfactory performance. 

This higher level of consideration would be offered in recognition of an employee's con

tribution and value to the organization, and can be traced to a sense of what is fair based 

on an appreciation of equitable treatment based on past satisfactory employee perform

ance. 

The remediation of an employee's short-term performance issues may also be a 

source of relational justice in that it can promote a sense of belonging and value to the 

organization. Such consideration would lead to the increased likelihood that an employee 

could adapt to and appreciate the organization's demands. I argue that HR practitioners 

will be influenced by past performance, with decisions favourable to the employee more 

likely when the accused employee has a more positive work history. Therefore, I hy

pothesize that: 
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H3a: The likelihood of perceived just cause and perceived fairness of the dismissal will 

decrease when an employee has achieved a satisfactory performance record. 

H3b: The notice period provided will increase when an employee has achieved a satis

factory performance record. 

A summary of my hypotheses is provided in Table 7-1. 

Table 7-1: Summary of Hypotheses 

Hypotheses 

HI a: Neither the sex of a dismissed employee nor 
an HR practitioner's sex will be related to per
ceived just cause, perceived fairness, or notice 
provided. 
H2a: The likelihood of perceived just cause and 
perceived fairness of the dismissal will increase 
when an employee has received a warning that her 
or his performance could lead to dismissal. 
H2b: The notice period provided will be decreased 
when an employee has received a warning that her 
or his performance could lead to dismissal. 
H3a: The likelihood of perceived just cause and 
perceived fairness of the dismissal will decrease 
when an employee has achieved a satisfactory per
formance record. 
H3b: The notice period provided will increase 
when an employee has achieved a satisfactory per
formance record. 

Perceived 
Just cause 

No Effect 

+ 

~ 

Perceived 
Fairness 

No Effect 

+ 

"" 

Notice 
Period 

No Effect 

_ 

+ 

Method 

Each participant in the simulation was presented with experimental materials in 

which they were asked to make a number of decisions relating to just cause for dismissal, 

reasonable notice period, and fairness about an employee dismissal. The dismissal por-
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trayed deals with the poor performance of a long-term employee and is based on a real 

case, Wallace v. United Grain Growers (1997). 

In the wrongful dismissal case upon which the scenario is based, the Supreme 

Court of Canada found that the trial judge had the discretion to extend the notice to which 

Wallace was entitled - damages that have come to be known as ' Wallace damages' - be

cause "employers ought to be held to an obligation of good faith and fair dealing in the 

manner of dismissal" (Wallace, 1997; para. 95). The employer's bad faith conduct and 

unfair dealing led to an injury to Wallace in the manner of humiliation, embarrassment, 

and damage to his sense of self-worth, which, the court held, should be compensated 

even if the injury hadn't led to the employee's inability to find new employment. 

Wallace, who had been the top salesperson for each of the 13 years he had been 

employed by the defendant, was abruptly discharged without explanation and subse

quently suffered emotional difficulties, forcing him to seek psychiatric help. In its judg

ment, the Court argued that Wallace had been induced to leave previous secure employ

ment but in particular that the employer had been "untruthful, misleading and unduly in

sensitive." The Court asserted that during the course of dismissal, employers should be, 

"candid, reasonable, honest and forthright." Because of this treatment of Wallace the 

Court restored the trial judge's award of 24 months notice, which the lower appeal court 

had reduced to 15. 

The names and some of the specific details in the vignette that would have alerted 

some survey respondents to the origin of the simulation were altered or removed from the 

material. The simulation includes the manipulation of two variables related to employee 

performance and employer warnings, as well as the sex of the dismissed employee. 
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These manipulations are presented in Table 7-2. In addition, there are debriefing notes 

for the experiment in Appendix H. In the scenario, the dismissed employee has been iden

tified as Taylor and the manipulations include the sex of the employee portrayed (Jack or 

Jill), whether the dismissed employee had performed satisfactorily, and whether the 

employer provided a warning of the consequences of poor performance. Each participant 

received one of 8 possible variations of this scenario ( 2 x 2 x 2 interaction) and was asked 

to answer questions related to the dismissal. Study participants were not alerted to what, 

if any, material in the case had been altered relative to other participants. Following the 

description of the simulated dismissal, participants were asked to respond to a series of 

questions, which included two items related to whether there existed cause for dismissal, 

one question about the length of reasonable notice that the respondents would have pro

vided, two questions (manipulation checks) to ensure that the respondents had noticed the 

manipulations related to the employer's warning and to the employee's performance, as 

well as four questions which provide a global measure of the fairness of the decision to 

dismiss. 

Data Collection 

The data for this study were obtained in the same way as in the previous study in 

Chapter 6. I used a Web-based survey of HR practitioners in Atlantic Canada. Members 

of three human resources professional associations, the Human Resource Association of 

Nova Scotia (HRANS), the Human Resources Association of New Brunswick (HRANB), 

and the Human Resources Professionals of Newfoundland and Labrador (HRPNL) were 

sent an email invitation to participate in my survey. Together the associations claim to 
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have approximately 2,500 members. Approval and assistance to contact the associations' 

members was forthcoming from each association in the early summer of 2007. Data col

lection began in June 2007 and continued until April 2008. 

The invitation directed participants to access the survey (see Appendix G) via a 

Web-link to a secure server hosted by Saint Mary's University. The survey was pro

grammed with a survey software package {Perseus?) in order to facilitate on-line access, 

completion, and submission. A total of 208 usable surveys had been received on the se

cure server by the end of April 2008. 

Ethical Considerations 

In the covering letter that introduced the survey, a description of general instruc

tions, the gifts available by a draw for survey participants, as well as assurances about the 

voluntary and confidential nature of participation were presented. To this end, care has 

been taken to ensure confidentiality of the responses and the anonymity of respondents. 

The completed surveys were hosted on a secure Web server at Saint Mary's University 

and access to the surveys was limited to the researcher and programmer only. Results are 

only presented in aggregate form with no individual participants or responses identified. 

Results of the experiment will be made available to the participants by way of no

tification that the report is available through the researcher's Web site or by distributing 

the report directly to the associations for distribution to members. The directions of the 

Saint Mary's University Research Ethics Board were followed throughout the process. 
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Dependent Variables 

Three dependent variables examined in the study include whether the respondent 

perceived the employer to have just cause for dismissal, the length of notice, if any, that 

the respondent would have been inclined to provide to the dismissed employee, as well as 

the perceived overall fairness of the dismissal. Each of the items which make up the per

ceived just cause (2 items) and overall fairness (4 items) constructs were measured on a 

6-point scale (1 = strongly disagree and 6 = strongly agree). A summary of the depend

ent variables and the items used to construct them are presented in Table 7-2. 

Perceived Just Cause. Whether the employee in the vignette had been terminated with 

cause. Just cause consisted of two items (a = .69). 

Notice in Months. A single item in which the respondents entered the number of months 

of dismissal notice or severance that they would have been inclined to pay, if any, to the 

dismissed employee in the vignette. 

Perceived Fairness of the Dismissal. A four item measure of the respondent's percep

tion of the overall fairness of the employee's dismissal (a = .79). This measure was 

adapted from Blancero (1995) to construct what Lind and Tyler (1988) referred to as a 

direct measure of fairness as opposed to Colquitt's (2001) organizational justice con

structs in which fairness is measured indirectly as a set of criteria or dimensions of jus

tice, such as lack of bias, adequate explanation, and so on. The direct measure is used 

here to provide a global measure of fairness. 

Perceived fairness is a broader measure of a respondent's reaction to dismissal 

relative to perceived just cause. While HR practitioners may believe that they have the 

relatively narrow legal grounds (just and sufficient cause) to terminate the poorly per-
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forming employee, they may not perceive the employee's dismissal to be the fair thing to 

do. Therefore, the respondent's perception of the fairness of the dismissal may differ 

from his or her perception of just cause. 

Table 7-2: Dependent Variables 

Dependent Vari

ables 

Perceived Just 
Cause 

a = .69 

Notice in Months 

Overall Fairness of 
the Dismissal 
a = .79 

Items used to construct Dependent Variables 

1. The employer had just and sufficient cause to terminate the employee 
without notice. 

2. Given the facts provided, I would have provided the employee with 
minimal or no notice. 

A single item in which the respondent entered the number of months of 
dismissal notice or severance that they would have been inclined to pay, if 
any, to the dismissed employee. 
1. The procedure used to dismiss Taylor was fair. 

2. The severance pay offered to Taylor was fair. 

3. The explanation given to Taylor for the dismissal was fair. 

4. Overall, Taylor's dismissal was fair. 

Primary Independent Variables: Manipulations 

A summary of the primary independent variables and the items used to construct 

them are presented in Table 7-3. 

Employee Sex. A dichotomous manipulation embedded in the vignette, which portrays 

the sex of a dismissed employee (Taylor). Respondents were presented with a vignette 

with one of two versions, an employee named Jill or an employee named Jack (female = 

1; male is the omitted group). 
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Warning Received. A dichotomous manipulation embedded in the vignette. In one ver

sion, the employee has been warned that dismissal may result from poor performance. In 

the alternative version the employee has never received such a warning, or any other kind 

of warning. 

The effectiveness of the manipulation was checked with a single-item manipula

tion check. The item (Taylor was warned about the consequences of poor performance.) 

was measured on a 6-point scale (1 = strongly disagree and 6 = strongly agree). The 

warning in the vignette is moderately to strongly and positively correlated (.38) with the 

item in the manipulation check at a significant level (p < .01). 

Satisfactory Performance. A dichotomous manipulation embedded in the vignette. In 

one version, the employee has excelled with the employer. In the alternative version, the 

employee's performance was less than satisfactory and frequently deficient. 

The effectiveness of the manipulation was checked with a single item manipula

tion check. The item (Taylor's past performance was exemplary.) was measured on a 6-

point scale (1 = strongly disagree and 6 = strongly agree). The performance manipulation 

in the vignette is strongly and positively correlated (.81) with the item in the manipula

tion check at a significant level (p < .01). 
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Table 7-3: Primary Independent Variables 

Variables and 
Interactions 
Employee Sex 

Respondent Sex 

Warning Received 

Satisfactory 
Performance 

Interaction of Em
ployee Sex and 
Respondent Sex 
Interaction of 
Warning Received 
and Satisfactory 
Performance 

Items used to construct the variable 

A dichotomous manipulation embedded in the vignette, it portrays the sex 
of a dismissed employee (Taylor). Respondents were presented with a vi
gnette with one of two versions, an employee named Jill, or an employee 
named Jack (female = 1; male is the omitted group). 
A dichotomously coded dummy variable where 1 = female respondent and 
male is the omitted category. 
A dichotomous manipulation in the vignette, in one version it portrays an 
employee who has been warned about the consequences of poor perform
ance. In the alternative version, the employee has never received such a 
warning, or any other kind of warning: 

Moreover, Taylor had been warned that his (her) poor performance could 
lead to dismissal. 

Nevertheless, Taylor had never been warned that his (her) poor performance 
could lead to dismissal. 
A dichotomous manipulation in the vignette, in one version it portrays an 
employee who has excelled with the employer. In the alternative version, 
the employee was less than satisfactory and frequently deficient: 

Taylor's performance was more than satisfactory as he (she) excelled in all 
areas of his (her) job. Moreover, for the next fourteen years, he (she) was 
the NBS top salesperson in each year. 

Taylor's performance was less than satisfactory, and for the next fourteen 
years, certain aspects of his (her) performance were satisfactory while other 
areas were frequently deficient. Taylor never achieved better than average 
sales relative to his (her) co-workers at NBS. 
Each interaction is a single dichotomous item coded 1 for a female dis
missed employee and a female respondent. 

Each interaction is a single dichotomous item coded 1 when the dismissed 
employee has received a performance warning and has performed satisfac
torily. 
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Independent Variables Related to the Respondent 

The following variables are descriptive of the respondent's experience or personal 

characteristics. A summary of the independent variables related to the respondent and the 

items used to construct them are presented in Table 7-4. 

Respondent Sex. A dichotomously coded dummy variable where 1 = female respondent 

and male respondent is the omitted category. 

Respondent Occupational Status. The occupational status of the respondent was cap

tured with a five-point hierarchical scale identical to that used in the study of wrongful 

dismissal cases as well as to the scale used in the study of dismissal in the workplace. A 

higher score indicated a higher status position. For example, CEOs or executives were 

scored 5, the highest status position, and clerical workers, 1. 

Respondent Role in Dismissal. A two item measure of the respondent's experience in 

employee dismissal (a = .78). Each item was measured on a 6-point scale (1 = strongly 

disagree and 6 = strongly agree). 

Respondent's Union Experience. If the HR practitioner's experience is primarily in a 

union environment, the variable is coded 1 and primarily non-union experience is the 

omitted category. 

Respondent CHRP. The respondent's possession of a Canadian Human Resource Prac

titioner (CHRP) designation is coded as 1 and no CHRP designation is the omitted cate

gory. 
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Independent Variables Related to the Respondent's Employer 

A summary of the independent variables related to the respondent's employer and 

the items used to construct them are presented in Table 7-4. 

Industry / Manufacturer. If the respondent's employer is a manufacturer, this variable 

is coded 1 and non-manufacturing is the omitted category. 

Employer Size (# employees). The employer size is a continuous variable based on the 

number employed by the organization in Canada. 

Grievance System (NUGS). The presence of a non-union grievance system in an em

ployer's workplace is coded 1 and the absence of a NUGS is the omitted category. 

Table 7-4: Independent Variables Related to Respondent and Employer 

Independent 
Variables 
Respondent Sex 

Respondent 
Occupational 
Status 

Respondent Role 
in Dismissal 
a = .78 

Respondent's 
Experience Union 
Respondent CHRP 

Industry / 
Manufacturer 
Employer Size (# 
employees) 
Grievance System 
(NUGS) 

Items used to construct the variable 

A dichotomously coded dummy variable where 1 = female respondent and 
male is the omitted category. 
The occupational status of the respondent was captured with a five-point 
hierarchical scale identical to that used in the study of Wrongful Dismissal 
Law as well as the study of dismissal in the workplace. A higher score in
dicated a higher status position. For example, CEOs or executives were 
scored 5, the highest status position, and clerical workers, 1. 
1. You have been the primary decision maker in a number of dismissals. 

2. You have played a role in making the decision to dismiss by providing 
recommendations or advice. 
Union environment is coded 1 and non-union is the omitted category. 

The possession of a CHRP is coded 1 and no is the omitted category. 

Respondent's employer: Manufacturer is coded as 1 and non-manufacturing 
is the omitted category. 
The employer size is a continuous variable based on the number employed 
by the organization in Canada. 
If the HR practitioner's employer has a NUGS, the variable is coded 1 and 
no is the omitted category. 
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Results 

The results of the examination of the simulated employee dismissal are presented 

in two parts. First, the results with respect to two dependent variables, perception of just 

cause and overall fairness are presented. Second, the results with respect to the notice 

that the respondent HR practitioner would have been inclined to pay to the employee are 

reported. OLS regression results for perceived just cause are contained in Table 7-6, for 

perceived fairness in Table 7-7, and for notice in Table 7-9. 

Descriptive statistics relating to the examination of perceived just cause and per

ceived fairness are contained in Table 7-5 and are described immediately below (n = 

208). Descriptive statistics for the examination of notice provided are reported in Table 

6-8 and described with the results for the OLS regression examination of notice (n = 

200). The small difference in the number of cases for the two samples is due to eight 

cases omitted because the notice period that the respondent claimed they would offer is 

greater than or equal to 36 months. The inclusion of these cases unduly skews the mean 

notice provided by respondents. In addition, reasonable notice awards of 36 months or 

more have clearly exceeded the period found to be acceptable in Canadian courts, in par

ticular the Supreme Court of Canada where 24 months has become the favoured upper 

limit of awards. Pair-wise deletion was employed for the descriptive analysis of both 

samples. 

Descriptive Statistics for Perceived Just Cause and Perceived Fairness 

Descriptive statistics related to perceived just cause and perceived fairness are re

ported in Table 7-5. The mean of perceived just cause was 1.63 (SD = 0.87), very close 
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to the scale minimum of 1, which indicates that respondents were likely to disagree or 

strongly disagree that the employee had been dismissed for cause. As with perceived just 

cause, the mean of perceived overall fairness was also close to the scale minimum at 1.60 

(SD = 0.74), which indicates that respondents were likely to disagree or strongly disagree 

that the employee had been dismissed fairly. 

Respondents are well qualified for their roles in HR management as more than 

two of three report that they are employed in a management capacity or as an HR profes

sional. The average occupational status for all respondents was much higher (M = 3.91; 

SD = 0.68) than the mid-point of the 5-point scale. Moreover, the average respondent 

appears to have had significant experience in the dismissal of employees. The mean 

score for the participants' role in dismissal scale (Mean = 4.11 SD = 1.44) is a little 

higher than the scale mid-point of 3.5, an indication that the average respondent slightly 

agrees that they had been the primary decision maker in a number of dismissals and had 

also provided recommendations or advice in dismissal decisions. Forty-three percent of 

respondents describe their work experience as primarily in a union environment and 40% 

reported that they are Certified Human Resource Practitioners (CHRP). 

There were three manipulations presented in the experimental vignette: the dis

missed employee's sex, whether the employee had received a warning, and whether the 

employee had performed satisfactorily. Women were considerably over-represented in 

the sample as they comprised 67% of the dismissed employees in the vignette. In other 

words, the female version of the vignette was accessed by approximately two-thirds of 

the survey respondents. Moreover, 75% of the survey respondents were also women. 

The dismissed employee had received a warning in 52% of the cases as opposed to hav-
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ing never received a warning. In 51% of the cases, the employee had been performing 

more than satisfactorily as opposed to less than satisfactorily. 

The average number of Canadian employees of the respondents' employer is al

most 6,000 employees, 18% are in the manufacturing sector, and 33% of the HR practi

tioners report that their employer has adopted a non-union grievance procedure (NUGS) 

allowing non-union employees to challenge management decisions. 

Results of OLS Regression Analysis of Perceived Just Cause 

In the first step of my analysis, regarding the determinants of the HR practitio

ners' perceived just cause in the simulated dismissal, the results are as follows. Table 7-6 

presents the results of OLS regression, the main effects plus sex of the respondent in 

Model 1 and the full estimation in Model 2. In the first equation (Model 1, R2 = .071, F = 

2.44, j? < .05), perceived just cause was regressed on the dismissed employee's sex, re

spondent sex, performance warning, and satisfactory performance. The second equation 

(Model 2, R2 = .111, F = 1.16, p < .10) also includes additional characteristics of the re

spondent (occupational status, role in dismissal, union experience, and CHRP) and of the 

employer (number of employees, industry, and NUGS). The full model explained 11.1% 

of the variance in perceived just cause. In addition, the AR2 was not statistically signifi

cant. 

No relationships are found between perceived just cause and employee sex 

or respondent sex, thus supporting Hypothesis HI. In addition, no interaction effect be

tween employee and respondent sex was found. Performance warning was not related to 

perceived just cause, thus providing no support for Hypothesis H2a. However, satisfac-
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tory performance was negatively related to just cause (p < .05), consequently supporting 

Hypothesis H3a. No interaction effect was found between warning and performance, 

hence, only the coefficients for main effects are reported in Table 7-9. 

Results of OLS Regression Analysis of Perceived Fairness 

In the next step, the determinants of perceived overall fairness of the dismissal are 

examined and presented in Table 7-5. In the first equation (Model 1, R2 = .079, F = 2.73, 

p < .05) perceived fairness of the dismissal was regressed on the main effects plus the sex 

of the respondent and the second equation (Model 2, R2 = .128, F = 2.06, p < .05) in

cludes the additional characteristics of the respondent and the employer. The estimated 

equations only explain 12.8% or less of the variance in perceived fairness, the dependent 

variable. In addition, the AR2 was not statistically significant. 

The analysis revealed no relationship between perceived fairness and the sex of 

the dismissed employee or of the respondent. In addition, no interaction effect between 

employee and respondent sex was found, thus supporting Hypothesis HI. Performance 

warning was positively related to perceived just cause (p < .05), thus partially supporting 

Hypothesis H2a. In addition, satisfactory performance was negatively related (p < .05), 

hence supporting Hypothesis H3a. No interaction effect was found, hence, only the coef

ficients for main effects are reported in Table 7-9. Interestingly, the respondents' union 

experience is negatively related to the perceived fairness (p < .05) of the dismissal. 
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Table 7-5 
Descriptive Statistics and Inter-correlations for Analysis of Just Cause and Fairness. 

Variable 
1. Perceived Just Cause 
2. Perceived Fairness 
3. Warning Received 
4. Satisfactory Performance 
5. Employee Sex (female) 
6. Respondent Sex (female) 

Emp. Sex X Respondent Sex 
7. Female & Female Resp. 
8. Female & Male Resp. 
9. Male & Female Resp. 

Warning X Performance 
10. Warned & Satisfactory 
11. Warned & Not Satisfactory 
12. Not Warned & Not Satisfy 

13. Resp. Occupation Status 
14. Resp. Role in Dismissal 
15. Resp. Exp. in Union 
16. Respondent CHRP 
17. Industry / Manufacturer 
18. Employer Size (# employees) 
19. Grievance System (NUGS) 

M(%) 
1.63 
1.60 
(.52) 
(.51) 
(.67) 
(.75) 

(.51) 
(.16) 
(.25) 

(.27) 
(.25) 
(.25) 

3.91 
4.11 
(.43) 
(•40) 
(.18) 

5,984 
(.33) 

SD 
0.87 
0.74 
0.50 
0.50 
0.47 
0.43 

0.50 
0.37 
0.43 

0.45 
0.43 
0.43 

0.68 
1.44 
0.50 
0.50 
0.39 
18,020 
0.47 

1 

.63* 

.12 
-.23' 
.05 
.05 

-.05 
-.01 
-.01 

-.07 
.23* 
.04 

.02 
.00 

-.11 
-.12 
.07 

-.02 
-.13 

2 

.18* 
-.19* 
.01 
.04 

.03 
-.02 
.01 

-.03 
.24* 

-.02 

.02 
-.02 
-.15* 
-.10 
.07 

-.12 
-.09 

3 

.03 

.03 

.17* 

.12 
-.13 
.03 

.59* 

.54* 
-.58* 

.13 
-.05 
.05 

-.02 
-.05 
.01 

-.01 

4 

-.03 
.04 

.04 
-.09 
.00 

.60* 
-.58* 
-.58* 

.02 

.00 

.03 

.14* 
-.08 
.10 
.11 

5 

.01 

.71* 

.31* 
-.82* 

.02 

.02 

.02 

.16* 

.06 

.23* 

.16* 

.06 
-.07 
.03 

6 

.58* 
-.78* 

.33* 

.13 

.07 
-.12 

-.04 
-.25* 
-.05 
-.15* 
-.02 
.00 

-.01 

7 

-.45* 
-.58* 

.11 

.02 
-.07 

.09 
-.11 
.15* 
.00 
.07 

-.08 
-.03 

8 

-.25* 

-.13 
-.01 
.11 

.08 

.23* 

.09 

.19* 
-.01 
.02 
.08 

Table 7-5 continued... 
Descriptive Statistics and Inter-correlations for Analysis of Just Cause and Fairness. 

Variable 
10. 
11. 
12. 

13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 

Warned & Satisfactory 
Warned & Not Satisfactory 
Not Warned & Not Satisfy 

Resp. Occupation Status 
Resp. Role in Dismissal 
Resp. Exp. Union 
Respondent CHRP 
Industry / Manufacturer 
Employer Size (# employees) 
Grievance System (NUGS) 

9 
.00* 
.04 

-.04 

-.15* 
-.12 
-.22* 
-.15* 
-.10 
.09 
.03 

10 

-.35* 
-.35* 

.10 
-.06 
.01 
.11 

-.04 
.06 
.05 

11 

-.33* 

.04 
-.01 
.05 

-.13 
-.01 
-.04 
-.09 

12 

-.06 
.01 

-.09 
-.04 
.11 

-.07 
-.04 

13 

.24* 
-.03 
.16* 

-.12 
.02 
.05 

14 

-.07 
.15* 

-.04 
.06 
.05 

15 

.18* 
.07 

-.05 
.00 

16 

.02 
-.03 
.05 

17 

-.08 
-.06 

18 

.11 

Note, n = 208. 

All correlations were calculated with pair-wise deletion. 

Two-tailed tests of significance. * p < .05. ^ p < .01. 
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Table 7-6 
Hierarchical OLS Regression on Perceived Just Cause 

Variable 

Sex of Dismissed EE 
Sex of Respondent 
Warning Received 
Satisfactory Performance 

Respondent Occupation Status 
Respondent Role in Dismissal 
Respondent Union Experience 
Respondent CHRP 

Industry - Manufacturer 
Employer Size (# of employees) 
Grievance System (NUGS) 

Constant 

F 
Overall R2 

AR2, step 

Model 1 

0.14 (0.26) 
0.11(0.25) 
0.22(0.18) 

-0.41** (0.18) 

1.60f(0.24) 

2.44** 
.071 

Model 2 

0.29 (0.27) 
0.13 (0.25) 
0.23 (0.19) 

-0.34** (0.19) 

0.03(0.10) 
0.00 (0.05) 

-0.19(0.13) 
-0.20(0.13) 

0.14(0.16) 
0.00 (0.00) 

-0.20(0.13) 

1.57f(0.47) 

1.76* 
.111 
.040 

Note: n = 208. 

All models were calculated using list-wise deletion. 

Two-tailed test of significance with the exception of warned and not satisfactory as well 
as not warned and not satisfactory. 

*p<A0 **p<.05. tp<.01. 

Regression equations were also estimated with the Number of Employees substituted by 
the natural log of the Number of Employees. No substantive differences in results 
were noted. 

No significant interaction effects were found. Hence, only the coefficients for main ef
fects are reported above. 
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Table 7-7 
Hierarchical OLS Regression on Perceived Fairness 

Variable Model 1 Model 2 

Sex of Dismissed EE 0.00 (0.22) 0.11 (0.22) 
Sex of Respondent -0.06 (0.20) -0.05 (0.21) 
Warning Received 0.30** (0.15) 0.33** (0.15) 
Satisfactory Performance -0.28** (0.15) -0.21* (0.15) 

Respondent Occupation Status 
Respondent Role in Dismissal 
Respondent Union Experience 
Respondent CHRP 

Industry - Manufacturer 
Employer Size (# of employees) 
Grievance System (NUGS) 

Constant 

F 
Overall R2 

AR\ step 

1.61f (0.19) 

2.73** 
.079 

0.00 (0.08) 
0.00 (0.04) 

-0.25** (0.11) 
-0.07(0.11) 

0.14(0.13) 
0.00 (0.00) 

-0.12(0.11) 

1.67t (0.37) 

2.06** 
.128 
.049 

Note: n = 208. 

All models were calculated using list-wise deletion. 

Two-tailed test of significance with the exception of warned and not satisfactory as well 
as not warned and not satisfactory. 

*p<A0 **p<.05. t
jp<.01. 

Regression equations were also estimated with the Number of Employees substituted by 
the natural log of the Number of Employees. No substantive differences in results 
were noted. 

No significant interaction effects were found. Hence, only the coefficients for main ef

fects are reported above. 
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Results of the Analysis of Notice 

Descriptive statistics related to the notice period that respondents would pay to the 

dismissed employee are reported in Table 7-8. The average notice period was 11.45 

months (SD = 6.68). Descriptive statistics were similar to those previously discussed for 

perceived just cause and fairness. For the examination of notice period, the HR practitio

ners were more frequently women (75%) than in the larger sample and their occupational 

status was also slightly higher at 3.92 (SD = 0.69). The average respondent also had 

slightly more experience in the dismissal of employees (Mean = 4.12, SD = 1.44). 

Slightly fewer (42%) respondents describe their work experience as primarily in a union 

environment. The average number of employees in the respondent's organization is 

slightly higher at 6,069 employees and 19% of employers are in manufacturing. 

In the final step of my analysis, the determinants of notice that the respondents 

would have provided to the dismissed employee are investigated. Table 7-9 presents two 

OLS regression equations, the main effects plus sex of the respondent in Model land the 

full estimation in Model 2. In the first equation (Model l,i?2 = .035,F=1.15, not statis

tically significant), notice provided is regressed on the experimental manipulations plus 

respondent sex and the second equation (Model 2, R2 = .118, F = 1.85,/» < .05) includes 

the additional characteristics of the respondent and the employer. The equations ex

plained no more than 11.8% of the variance in notice. In addition, the AR2 of Model 2 is 

statistically significant (p < .05). 

No relationship was found between the sex of the dismissed employee and the HR 

practitioner and the notice period provided. In addition, no interaction effect between the 

sex of the employee and the HR practitioner was found, thus supporting Hypothesis HI. 
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Performance warning was positively related to notice period (p < .05), thus supporting 

Hypothesis H2a. However, satisfactory performance was not related to notice period. 

Hence, Hypothesis H3a is not supported. In addition, no relationship was found between 

notice period and the interaction between warning and performance. Therefore, only the 

coefficients for the main effects are reported in Table 7-9. 

Interestingly, the respondent's level of experience in dismissals is marginally re

lated to notice (p < .10). In addition, the possession of a CHRP designation is also posi

tively related to notice (p < .05). Respondents with a CHRP designation would have pro

vided approximately 3.5 months more notice than respondents without a CHRP designa

tion. Finally, the presence of a grievance system in the workplace is also marginally sig

nificant (p< .10). 

Summary 

The purpose of this study of a simulated dismissal was to investigate how HR 

practitioners would respond to a scenario similar to the influential Supreme Court of 

Canada's Wallace (1997) decision. To that end I wanted to tease out the relationship be

tween the dependent variables (perceived just cause, perceived fairness, and the notice 

period justified by the circumstances) and the interaction of several independent vari

ables, (the sex of the dismissed employee in the experimental vignette, the sex of the re

spondent, whether the dismissed employee had received a warning, and whether the per

formance of the employee had been satisfactory). Characteristics of the respondent and 

the employer are included as control variables. 
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Table 7-8 
Descriptive Statistics and Inter-correlations for Simulated Notice Decisions. 

Variable 
1. Notice in Months 
2. Warning Received 
3. Satisfactory Performance 
4. Employee Sex (female) 
5. Respondent Sex (female) 

Emp. Sex X Respondent Sex 
6. Female & Female Respondent 
7. Female & Male Respondent 
8. Male & Female Respondent 

Warning X Performance 
9. Warned & Satisfactory 
10. Warned & Not Satisfactory 
11. Not Warned & Not Satisfy 

12. Resp. Occupation Status 
13. Resp. Role in Dismissal 
14. Resp. Exp. Union 
15. Respondent CHRP 
16. Industry / Manufacturer 
17. Employer Size (# employees) 
18. Grievance System (NUGS) 

M(%) 
11.45 
(.52) 
(.52) 
(.67) 
(•75) 

(.50) 
(.17) 
(.25) 

(.28) 
(.24) 
(.24) 

3.92 
4.12 
(.42) 
(•40) 
(.19) 
6,069 
(-33) 

SD 
6.68 
0.50 
0.50 
0.47 
0.43 

0.50 
0.37 
0.43 

0.45 
0.43 
0.43 

0.69 
1.43 
0.50 
0.49 
0.39 

18,370 
0.47 

1 

-.11 
.22* 
.05 

-.03 

.00 

.07 
-.03 

.04 
-.20* 
-.06 

.12 

.18* 

.02 

.19* 
-.13 
-.06 
.13 

2 

.02 

.01 

.19* 

.11 
-.14* 
.06 

.59* 

.54' 
-.56* 

.11 
-.04 
.03 

-.03 
-.06 

.01 
-.02 

3 

-.04 
.05 

.03 
-.09 
.01 

.59* 
-.59* 
-.59* 

.00 

.03 

.03 

.15* 
-.08 
.10 
.11 

4 

.01 

.71* 

.31* 
-.81* 

.00 

.00 

.05 

.16* 

.07 

.23* 

.14* 

.06 
-.07 
.01 

5 

.58* 
-.77* 
.33* 

.12 

.08 
-.14 

-.04 
-.24* 
-.05 
-.14* 
-.01 
.00 

-.02 

6 

-.45* 
-.58* 

.10 

.02 
-.05 

.09 
-.10 
.15* 

-.01 
.09 

-.08 
-.06 

7 

-.25* 

-.12 
-.03 
.13 

.07 

.22* 

.09 

.19* 
-.04 
.02 
.09 

8 

.01 

.06 
-.08 

-.15* 
-.13 
-.23* 
-.13 
-.09 
.09 
.05 

Table 7-8 continued... 
Descriptive Statistics and Inter-correlations for Simulated Notice Decisions. 

Variable 
10. Warned & Not Satisfactory 
11. Not Warned & Not Satisfy 

12. Resp. Occupation Status 
13. Resp. Role in Dismissal 
14. Resp. Exp. Union 
15. Respondent CHR 
16. Industry / Manufacturer 
17. Employer Size (# employees) 
18. Grievance System (NUGS) 

9 
-.35+ 
-.35* 

.09 
-.03 
.00 
.11 

-.03 
.06 
.05 

10 

-.32* 

.03 
-.02 
.04 

-.15* 
-.03 
-.04 
-.09 

11 

-.04 
-.01 
-.08 
-.03 
.12 

-.07 
-.04 

12 

.26* 
-.03 
.16* 

-.13 
.02 
.05 

13 

-.06 
.16* 

-.06 
.06 
.07 

14 

.19* 

.06 
-.05 
.02 

15 

.01 
-.03 
.02 

16 

-.08 
-.06 

17 

.11 

Note, n = 200. 

All correlations were calculated with pair-wise deletion. 

Two-tailed tests of significance. * p < .05. t p < .01. 
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Table 7-9 
Hierarchical OLS Regression on Months of Notice 

Variable 

Dismissed EE Sex 
Respondent Sex 
Warning Received 
Satisfactory Performance 

Respondent Occupation Status 
Respondent Role in Dismissal 
Respondent Union Experience 
Respondent CHRP 

Industry - Manufacturer 
Employer Size (# of employees) 
Grievance System (NUGS) 

Constant 

F 
Overall R2 

AR2, step 

Note: n = 200. 

Model 1 

2.81 (2.80) 
2.93 (2.65) 

-3.41** (1.89) 
1.12(1.94) 

10.65f (2.52) 

1.15 
.035 

Model 2 

0.72 (2.80) 
2.96 (2.63) 
-3.18** (1.89) 
0.32(1.92) 

-0.54(1.01) 
0.85* (0.48) 
0.02 (0.39) 
3.52** (1.43) 

-2.44(1.68) 
0.00 (0.00) 
2.55* (1.42) 

8.41* (4.74) 

1.85** 
.118 
.082** 

All models were calculated using list-wise deletion. 

Two-tailed test of significance with the exception of warned and not satisfactory as well 
as not warned and not satisfactory. 

*p<A0 **p<.05. t/? < .01. 

Regression equations were also estimated with the Number of Employees substituted by 
the natural log of the Number of Employees. The only substantive difference in 
the results was that the case where it was reported that the employer had a non
union grievance system (NUGS) was not significant. 

No significant interaction effects were found. Hence, only the coefficients for main ef
fects are reported above. 
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Study 3 findings are summarized in Table 7-10. I made several interesting find

ings. As hypothesized, HR practitioners were less likely to perceive that just cause ex

isted or that the dismissal was fair if the employee had a satisfactory past performance 

record. Likewise, practitioners were more likely to perceive that the dismissal was fair if 

there had been a warning of the employee's inadequate performance. Surprisingly how

ever, no relationship was found between warning and just cause. Although a perform

ance warning did decrease the length of notice provided, satisfactory performance did not 

increase notice periods. No evidence of an interaction between warning and performance 

was found. Similarly, no evidence of a main or interaction effect between the sex of the 

respondent and the sex of the dismissed individual was found. Finally, HR practitioners' 

experience and training contribute to significantly different views with respect to per

ceived fairness and to reasonable notice. 

My research program considered wrongful dismissal case law, workplace dis

missal from the perspective of the HR practitioner, and a simulated dismissal experiment 

in order to explore the legal and workplace basis of dismissal as well as the development 

of perceptions of justice and the psychological contract. In Chapter 8,1 discuss the find

ings of each study in greater depth, and then integrate the findings and discuss the impli

cations of my findings for HR management and other employment practices, as well as 

the implications of my studies considered together for a conceptual basis of workplace 

justice. Such an approach can help to escape the silos of legal and HR beliefs and prac

tices in addition to addressing the relative absence of a broader theoretical context. 
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Table 7-10: Summary of Study 3 Findings 

Hypotheses 

HI: Neither the sex of a dismissed em
ployee nor an HR practitioner's sex will be 
related to perceived just cause, perceived 
fairness, or notice provided. 
H2a: The likelihood of perceived just cause 
and perceived fairness of the dismissal will 
increase when an employee has received a 
warning that her or his performance could 
lead to dismissal. 
H2b: The notice period provided will de
crease when an employee has received a 
warning that her or his performance could 
lead to dismissal. 
H3a: The likelihood of perceived just cause 
and perceived fairness of the dismissal will 
decrease when an employee has achieved a 
satisfactory performance record. 
H3b: The notice period provided will in
crease when an employee has achieved a 
satisfactory performance record. 

Variable 

Dismissed EE 
Sex 
Respondent Sex 

Performance 
Warning 

Satisfactory Per
formance 

Resp Occ Status 
Resp Role in 
Dismissal 
Resp Union Exp 
Resp CHRP 
Manufacturer 
ER Size 
NUGS 

Perceived 
Just 

cause 

Perceived 
Fairness 

-

Notice 
Period 

+ 

+ 
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Chapter 8 - A Comparison of Workplace Dismissals and Practitioner Attitudes with 

the Courts' Decisions: Implications for Management Practice and 

Workplace Justice 

In this chapter, I discuss the findings of my three studies, compare and contrast 

the results, and discuss the implications for management of the employment relationship 

from both a practical and a theoretical perspective. A summary of the findings of the 

studies is presented in Table 8-1. 

My examination of dismissal in the courts, the workplace, and in HR practitio

ners' decisions is an extension of Lam and Devine's (2001) innovative approach to the 

examination of the application of employment law in HR managers' decisions, and seeks 

to ground the legal, workplace, and HR perspectives in an examination of organizational 

justice. As Lam and Devine (2001) claim, the linking of employment law, organizational 

theory, and HR practice makes my study one of a very short list of studies to empirically 

contrast the legal and HR perspectives. However, I examine employee performance 

management in contrast to Lam and Devine's (2001) investigation of reasonable notice 

period decision making. In addition, I incorporate an examination of actual workplace 

decisions in addition to simulated dismissals in contrast to Lam and Devine's (2001) con

sideration of simulated dismissals only. 

The findings and conceptual basis of Study 1 form the basis of my study of the 

determinants of dismissal in the workplace in Study 2 as well as the examination of a 

simulated dismissal in Study 3. However, while the studies are linked in that Study 2 is 

informed by Study 1, and Study 3 is informed by both of the preceding studies, each 
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study is unique and makes its own contribution. Hence, I will discuss the findings of the 

three studies separately beginning my examination of wrongful dismissal cases, followed 

by workplace dismissals, and finishing with the simulated dismissal. In the next section I 

will discuss implications for workplace policies and practices by contrasting the results of 

all three studies. I finish my presentation of the findings with a discussion of implications 

for workplace justice. The discussion of the implications for workplace practice and jus

tice is delayed so that the findings of each study can be linked and in order to fulfill my 

primary research objective, to better understand the nature of the employment relation

ship and dismissal in a legal, workplace, and justice framework. 

Study 1 - Wrongful Dismissal Case Outcome and Reasonable Notice 

The primary purpose of Study 1 (Chapter 5) was to examine non-union employee 

incompetence or poor performance in wrongful dismissal cases. I investigate the rela

tionship between both case outcome and reasonable notice awards (the dependent vari

ables) and several determinants of case outcome and notice which have remained largely 

unstudied in past empirical research. The independent variables of primary interest are 

associated with the performance management of an employee, HR practices associated 

with fair decision processes, the unequal bargaining relationship in non-union employ

ment contracts, and the notion of employee vulnerability as set out in the Wallace (1997) 

decision, and illustrated by the Wallace decision itself. 
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Case Outcome - What accounts for a Dismissed Employee's Victory? 

The objective of this study is to explore the factors which influence the outcomes 

of Canadian courts' decisions (that is, did the employee or the employer win the case?). 

To be successful, an employer must demonstrate that it had just and sufficient cause to 

terminate. Where the court has held that there is not just cause for dismissal, it must then 

determine the length of notice which is considered reasonable under the circumstances. 

The hierarchical probit analysis of case outcomes suggests that several factors are 

related to the dismissed employee's success in the outcome of a case. The employer's 

ineffective use of performance standards and the ineffective use of performance warnings 

are the most important determinants of a plaintiff s (dismissed employee) success. The 

employee's past satisfactory performance is the next most important predictor of a plain

tiff s success though it is somewhat less important than performance standards and warn

ings. Moreover, an involuntary workplace change, the failure to use certain workplace 

practices which are consistent with the principles of procedural justice, and the failure to 

use progressive discipline are almost equally important determinants of plaintiff success 

but somewhat less important than past satisfactory performance. Furthermore, the em

ployee vulnerability which results from the manner of dismissal as well as the lack of se

riousness of the poor performance are also important determinants in that their presence 

in the case perfectly predicts plaintiff victory. The dismissed employee always wins 

when these factors appear in the case report. 

Let's consider the specific implications of my findings on the behaviour of em

ployers. In my analysis, the plaintiff (dismissed employee) is approximately 20% more 

likely to win the wrongful dismissal case where the employer has failed to use perform-
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ance standards as compared to cases where the factor is not present. This factor is the 

courts' most important determinant in the probit analysis of the probability of a plaintiff 

victory (see Table 5-4). This result implies that if employers want to win their case then 

they need to set and appropriately communicate clear, realistic, and reasonable perform

ance standards as well as to provide the necessary support, including instruction, supervi

sion, training, and feedback to employees. In addition, this means that the employer 

should enforce standards consistently, and ensure that standards and expectations do not 

conflict. Moreover, the employer should not terminate the employee because of new, 

higher standards that are introduced after the employee has been hired on the basis of the 

old standards unless it provides the necessary support and time for the employee to meet 

the higher standards. 

With regard to the employer's failure to effectively use performance warnings, 

there is more than a 15% greater likelihood of a plaintiff s victory where the employer 

has failed to use performance warnings effectively. Where the employee's performance 

does not meet expectations, the employer should provide a clear warning that perform

ance is not meeting expectations and that dismissal may result from failing to meet stan

dards. In addition, the employer must tell the employee what is required in order to im

prove performance as well as provide a timeline and opportunity for the employee to im

prove. In the end, the employee should understand clearly that her or his job is in jeop

ardy. 

The employee's past satisfactory performance is more modestly related to the 

probability of a plaintiff s victory, which is approximately 9% more hkely when one or 

more factors indicate that the employee has performed satisfactorily or when there is 
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some other explanation for the poor performance. Employers may fail to consider evi

dence of the employee's satisfactory performance prior to or even during the incidence of 

alleged poor performance. For example, a short term or temporary decrease in perform

ance should be weighed against the employee's overall performance with the employer. 

The overall performance might be better judged by considering such factors as the em

ployee's long, satisfactory service, previous exemplary performance, positive perform

ance appraisals or other positive feedback, and whether there are other explanations for 

the poor performance such as the poor performance on a task is unrelated to duties within 

the employee's area of responsibility or that the performance is not worse than that of 

other employees in comparable positions. 

Several factors have a smaller but still significant influence on the likelihood of a 

plaintiffs victory. There is a more than 5% greater probability of a plaintiff win if the 

employer fails to use progressive discipline and instead abruptly terminates the employee. 

Progressive discipline is an intermediate response to employee performance problems 

which is based on the principle of proportionality (McKinley, 2001). In McKinley (2001), 

the Supreme Court of Canada asserted that the employer should balance the discipline 

imposed on the employee with the severity of the misconduct. The Court considers the 

employer's requirement to respond proportionately to employee performance problems 

and other misconduct to be an important principle in light of the employee's vulnerable 

position relative to the employer and the value placed on employment by individuals and 

by Canadian society. In many of the cases, the Court would have supported a lesser form 

of discipline rather than harsher discipline of dismissal. 
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A plaintiff victory is more than 5% more likely if the employee has experienced a 

recent involuntary change in his or her employment relationship. In Wallace (1997), the 

Court asserted that work is a central feature of an employee's life, helping to define our 

identity, self-worth, and well-being. Furthermore, any change of an employee's work

place status, whether voluntary or involuntary, will increase the likelihood of the em

ployee's vulnerability as a result of his or her need to both adapt to the changed circum

stances as well as to continue to perform satisfactorily as required. This is particularly 

the case where the change is involuntary, such as where the employee suffers an illness 

which adversely affects performance, or where the conditions of employment are 

changed by the employer unilaterally without consultation with the employee. Hence, 

employers may consider it prudent to accommodate the employee when illness strikes or 

some other change beyond the employee's control impedes the employee's ability to per

form, and to provide a reasonable period of notice and consultation when an essential 

element of the employee's relationship is to change. 

Involuntary changes share a conceptual link with constructive dismissal. The 

courts frequently find that a unilateral change imposed by the employer leads to the con

structive dismissal of the employee. Constructive dismissal is a legal finding that indi

cates that the employer unilaterally changed a fundamental condition of employment in a 

way that does not favour the employee's interests, such as an employee's demotion, or a 

decrease or change in the basis of pay. An employer can prevent an allegation of con

structive dismissal by providing reasonable accommodation of the employee's needs dur

ing a period of change or by giving reasonable notice of the change, just as they would in 

the event of a dismissal. 
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There is also moderate support for the finding that the application of practices 

consistent with the elements of procedural justice may also be an important expectation 

of the courts. The likelihood of a plaintiff victory increases by approximately 5% if the 

employer has failed to use one or more of the practices. The courts consider four prac

tices including: (1) the employer's provision of a reasonable explanation for the dismissal 

decision, (2) an adequate investigation of the circumstances of the poor performance, (3) 

a hearing prior to dismissal, and (4) an appeal process once the decision has been taken. 

In addition to the factors noted above, other factors related to the employee's vul

nerability in the employment relationship were also found to be important factors in a 

plaintiffs victory. The employee's vulnerability (the psychological distress and damaged 

reputation in the community caused by the manner of dismissal) and the employer's fail

ure to consider the weight of the seriousness of the consequences arising from the poor 

performance each predicted plaintiff victory perfectly. That is, each time these variables 

appear in a case, the plaintiff wins the case. In the courts' view the employee's vulner

ability arose not only because the dismissal was conducted in 'bad faith,' but also be

cause the dismissal was frequently unexpected given the representations of the employer 

and its relationship with the employee. A 'bad faith' dismissal frequently results because 

the employer has misrepresented the conditions of employment as well as the reasons for 

dismissal, perhaps even misleading the community about the character of the terminated 

employee in the process. Psychological distress and damaged reputations often result 

from the very poorly managed dismissals of otherwise satisfactory, even exemplary, em

ployees. Moreover, employers should also be concerned about the effect that poorly-

managed dismissals have on their remaining employees. 
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The employer's failure to consider the weight of the seriousness of the conse

quences arising from the employee's poor performance predicts a plaintiffs victory per

fectly. Employers should consider several factors that the courts consider in weighing the 

seriousness of the poor performance. First, the employer should take into account 

whether the employee intended to perform poorly in order to benefit from the failure to 

meet standards, or to repudiate the employment contract. Second, the employer should 

examine whether it suffered any real loss, risk, or jeopardy as a direct result of the em

ployee's poor performance. Finally, the employer should establish whether the poor per

formance was serious in the context of the employee's overall duties or responsibilities. 

Several variables which have been found to be significant predictors of reasonable 

notice in previous studies are also associated with a plaintiffs victory. Large employers 

(500 or more employees) are more likely to successfully defend their allegations of just 

cause than are employers of fewer than 500 employees. Plaintiffs who are terminated 

from large employers are almost 10% less likely to win the court case. A possible expla

nation for this finding is suggested by Wagar and Jourdain's (1992) study of reasonable 

notice, in which it was suggested that the courts may hold the view that large employers 

have greater resources to provide longer notice periods. Likewise, larger employers may 

also be more likely to have greater resources available for effective management prac

tices related to employee performance. As a result, a large employer may be more likely 

to successfully defend its rationale of just cause for dismissal. 

Surprisingly, a dismissed employee with limited job prospects is approximately 

5% more likely to win the case. A possible explanation for this finding is that the termi

nated employee's limited prospects are due to the fact that they are more specialized 
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workers and the employer is less able to objectively evaluate the quality of the perform

ance given the employee's more specialized role. This factor's influence in the courts' 

deliberations is also discussed later when the determinants of reasonable notice are ad

dressed where limited job prospects does not lead to increased notice periods. 

Finally, an employee's victory is more likely (about 5%) in cases heard in British 

Columbia and Ontario than in the rest of Canada (excluding Quebec where the employ

ment contract is governed by civil code, not common law). A possible explanation for 

such a result is that British Columbia and Ontario may have court systems which are 

somewhat more favourably oriented toward a dismissed employee than in the other prov

inces (Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Atlantic Canada) which account for the re

maining cases. 

Reasonable Notice Awards 

The objective of this part of the study is to explore the factors that determine the 

Canadian courts' reasonable notice awards. If the court has determined that the employer 

did not have just and sufficient cause to terminate the employee, it must then determine 

the quantum of damages that should have been paid to the dismissed employee. Dam

ages are typically calculated based on the length of reasonable notice the employee would 

be entitled to if the employer had not violated the implied term of the employment con

tract. In this analysis of reasonable notice awards, I examine the same variables as in the 

previous examination of case outcome because I want to investigate the relationship of 

these factors to the second important criterion of employer or employee success in 

wrongful dismissal cases. However, there are two important differences. Some of the 
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primary independent variables in this part of the study have been constructed as the sum 

of the relevant factors present in each case rather than the dichotomous coding that is 

employed in the analysis of case outcome. In that part of the study, the primary inde

pendent variables are all coded dichotomously. In addition, I included two primary inde

pendent variables in the current analysis which are omitted from the examination of case 

outcome. The variables are whether the dismissed employee had been made vulnerable 

by the manner of dismissal and whether the employer had failed to consider the lack of 

seriousness of the poor performance in terminating the employee. Each had predicted 

plaintiff victory perfectly. That is, each time the factor appeared in the case the dis

missed employee was successful. 

The analysis suggests that only two of the primary independent variables are re

lated to the length of notice awarded. They are the dismissed employee's vulnerability 

that was caused by the manner of dismissal and whether the decision had been published 

before the Wallace (1997) decision (see Table 5-6). Where the courts found that a plain

tiff had suffered psychologically or had a damaged reputation as a result of the manner of 

dismissal, the plaintiff received approximately three months of additional notice when all 

other factors were controlled. This finding is consistent with the principle of bad faith 

dismissal and "Wallace damages" as set out by the Supreme Court of Canada. 

However, in addition to the extra notice awarded as a result of these damages, the 

courts also seem to increase the average length of notice by almost two months in cases 

that were decided following the Wallace (1997) decision. In Wallace, the Supreme Court 

of Canada states that bargaining power in the employment relationship is inherently un

equal, that employees are in a vulnerable position, and that the inequality extends to other 
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facets of the employment relationship. It may be that the courts have put the views enun

ciated by the Court in Wallace into action. Perhaps the courts are adopting a more sym

pathetic view of the dismissed employee as a result. The manner of dismissal, a key find

ing of the Court in Wallace (1997), captures the employer's requirement to treat the em

ployee with respect and propriety, and to be candid and truthful in interactions with the 

employee, particularly (but not only) during dismissal. 

While the ' Wallace bump' may be thought of as a generalized increase in reason

able notice awards, the 'bump' may be partly explained by the courts' consideration of 

factors that are not considered in this study which, if identified, would put additional lim

its on the employer's superior power. For instance, the generalized increase in the rea

sonable notice period shrinks with the addition of the variables employee vulnerability 

and whether the poor performance is not serious in the second equation (Model 2, Table 

5-6). The courts regularly increase the notice period by adding a number of months for 

' Wallace damages' which are recognition of an employer's contribution to a dismissed 

employee's vulnerability as a result of a bad faith dismissal. It is also possible that fac

tors such as failure to use procedural justice or progressive discipline may account for 

some of the ' Wallace bump' as these are practices that employers can undertake volun

tarily which limit the more arbitrary exercise of power that might be likely without the 

use of these practices. Moreover, other factors not discussed by the courts may also ac

count for some portion of the 'bump.' 

Some of the variables which have been significant predictors in previous studies 

of wrongful dismissal law also merit discussion. Consistent with previous studies of rea

sonable notice, there was strong evidence that employee tenure (McShane, 1983; 
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McShane & McPhillips, 1987; Wagar & Jourdain, 1992; Lam & Devine, 2001), occupa

tional status (McShane & McPhillips, 1987; Wagar & Jourdain, 1992; Lam & Devine, 

2001), and having been induced to leave previous secure employment (McShane & 

McPhillips, 1987; Wagar & Jourdain, 1992), continue to be significant determinants of 

reasonable notice. Employee tenure and occupational status were consistently important 

determinants in previous studies. In my study, the courts increased the notice award by 

approximately 1/3 of a month for every year of service. This result is nearly identical to 

the findings of McShane and McPhillips (1987). Moreover, a comparison of my study to 

previous findings with respect to occupational status is made possible with the use of ex

pert raters. A five-point scale, which closely parallels the method of McShane and 

McPhillips (1987), is used to assign the dismissed employee's job status on a scale from 

1 (lowest status such as clerical) to 5 (highest status such as CEO). In both studies, an 

executive at the high end of the scale, might expect to receive an additional five to five 

and one-half months of notice or more compared to a clerical employee. 

Surprisingly, plaintiffs who had been induced to leave previous, secure employ

ment were found to receive almost four months additional notice, about double that found 

in McShane and McPhillips (1987). A possible explanation again may be Wallace 

(1997). The courts could be inclined toward an even longer period of notice than before 

the landmark case in recognition of the vulnerable employee's increased reliance and ex

pectation created by an employer's promises of increased job security, responsibility, and 

opportunity. 

The results also suggest that the courts' reasonable notice awards are related to 

the size of the employer, consistent with Wagar and Jourdain's (1992) findings. The 
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courts seem willing to award almost four months longer notice period if the plaintiff was 

terminated by a larger employer (500 or more employees). Possibly, the courts perceive 

that larger employers have a greater ability to pay. However, a possible alternative ex

planation may also be plausible. Large employers seem more likely to benefit from long-

tenured employees in addition to possessing greater resources with which to manage the 

employment relationship. Therefore, the courts may hold large employers to a higher 

standard with respect to the successful management of the employment relationship, per

haps more so because these long-tenured employees also tend to have a greater number of 

indicators of previous satisfactory performance. In other words, the longer notice period, 

which represents a higher quantum of damages, may reflect a higher standard of man

agement capability expected of the larger employer. 

Surprisingly, the employee's limited job prospects was not a significant predictor 

of notice awards. This finding seems contrary to the most widely-cited purpose of rea

sonable notice, to provide the employee with adequate time to locate employment compa

rable to that from which he or she has been terminated. Moreover, the courts have recog

nized that the more specialized the position of the employee (in addition to higher status 

and responsibility), the longer the notice to which she or he should be entitled (Levitt, 

2004). The finding is all the more perplexing given that I found that limited job pros

pects is a significant predictor of plaintiff victory in terms of case outcome. These results 

for case outcome and reasonable notice are both contrary to what is expected. 

Earlier in this chapter I speculated on a partial explanation for this surprising re

sult. The terminated employee's limited prospects may be related to the extent to which 

the employee is a specialized workers, and that the employer may be less capable of ap-
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predating good and bad performance where the work is more specialized. As for reason

able notice, limited job prospects are moderately correlated with employee vulnerability. 

It may be that the increased notice award expected by a dismissed employee who faces 

limited job prospects is partly explained by the employee's vulnerability as a result of the 

manner of dismissal. 

Study 2 - Perceived Just Cause and Notice in Workplace Dismissal 

In Study 2 (Chapter 6), a set of factors comparable to, and derived from, my con

tent analysis of the wrongful dismissal cases in Study 1 were examined. As such, many 

of the measures have been uniquely constructed for this study of dismissal at the individ

ual level because I want to contrast the determinants of workplace dismissal with those 

considered most important by the courts. I reserve my discussion of these comparisons to 

a later section of this chapter, Implications for Management, where the implications for 

workplace policy and practice of Study 1, Study 2, and Study 3 are considered together. 

This study is also unique for other reasons. It is the first time that HR practitio

ners have been surveyed about their own experience with the dismissal of non-union em

ployees in the workplace. HR practitioners have an important mediating role in the em

ployer-employee relationship, yet their views are rarely examined. In addition, several 

studies have examined dismissal rates at the organizational level (Klaas, Brown et al, 

1998; Shaw, Delery et al., 1998) but the determinants of workplace dismissal at the indi

vidual level have not been investigated. This study is uniquely placed to make important 

contributions to workplace policy and practice. 
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Perceived Just Cause 

The results of this study suggest that the employer's effective use of performance 

warnings followed closely by the effective use of performance standards is the most im

portant determinant of HR practitioners' perceived just cause in the workplace (Table 6-

7). The more likely respondents are to agree that the employer used warnings effectively, 

the more likely they are to perceive that just cause for termination exists. Likewise, the 

more HR practitioners agree that performance standards are effectively employed, the 

more likely they are to perceive just cause exists. 

However, other factors may be related to perceived just cause depending on 

whether performance warnings or performance standards are excluded or included in the 

analysis. For instance, whether the employer considered the employee's intent to per

form poorly is a significant predictor of perceived just cause if the variable performance 

standards is excluded but only moderately significant when it is included. A possible ex

planation for this finding is that where employers use effective performance standards, 

there is a greater likelihood that perceived just cause exists in spite of evidence that the 

employee did not intend to perform poorly. In addition, this finding may suggest that 

employers that use effective employment standards are also less likely to consider other 

mitigating factors in determining whether just cause exists. 

The presence of a non-union grievance system (NUGS) is also significantly re

lated to perceived just cause but only if the variable employee warned is excluded from 

the analysis. NUGS is only moderately related to just cause when employee warned is 

included. A possible explanation for this finding is that the effective use of performance 

warnings is perceived to lessen the need for, or value of, a formal grievance system. 
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Finally, employee illness is also a moderately significant predictor of just cause in 

the full model, but in the opposite direction to that expected. That is, a recent serious 

employee illness is associated with an increased likelihood that the dismissal was per

ceived to be for cause. This is a disturbing finding given that a serious illness may lead 

to increased demands on the employee brought about by the need to both adapt to the re

sulting health changes and to the continuing demand to perform. 

Notice Provided 

The purpose of this analysis is to determine which variables contributed to the 

length of the notice period provided by the employer. The results suggest that among the 

primary independent variables only the employee's previous disciplinary history is an 

important determinant of notice. Employees who have been previously disciplined re

ceive one and one-half to two months less notice than employees who had not been disci

plined. Nevertheless, it is not readily apparent whether employers consistently reduce 

notice periods because of past performance problems. Rather, the lower notice period 

may be explained by the employer's choice to provide some notice even where it may 

have been just and sufficient cause to dismiss. The provision of notice where none is 

warranted may be motivated by the employer's desire to reduce the risk of legal action, to 

manage the impression created in other employees by an abrupt termination, or to meet 

the employee's immediate needs because of genuine concern for the employee's welfare. 

However, if the notice is provided out of concern for the employee, it is difficult to un

derstand why the employee's vulnerability is not a significant predictor of notice. 
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The employee's tenure and occupational status are the only other significant de

terminants of reasonable notice. Employee's received approximately one-third of a 

month for each year of employment and just more than one month for each additional 

level of the occupational status code11. These coefficients are very close to those found 

in studies of the wrongful dismissal case law, although they appear to represent a slightly 

more conservative method for calculating reasonable notice in the workplace. This find

ing may help explain the somewhat shorter notice periods provided to dismissed employ

ees by HR managers, in contrast to the typical notice awarded by the courts (Lam and 

Devine, 1997). Moreover, employers do not consider whether the employee had been 

induced from other secure employment, the organization's size, or the employee's limited 

job prospects, factors that are considered important by the courts in previous studies of 

wrongful dismissal cases. Overall, employers seem to have a very simple calculus with 

respect to reasonable notice calculation. 

Study 3 - A Simulated Dismissal 

Unlike Study 1 and 2, my third study is an examination of workplace dismissal in a 

simulated employee termination. Its purpose is to investigate the perceptions of HR 

practitioners and the factors influencing their decisions about just cause, reasonable notice 

period, and fairness. The context of such decisions is the simulated dismissal of a non

union employee. HR practitioners are likely to be part of dismissal decisions either by 

making the decision to dismiss or by advising other managers in the dismissal process. 

Although HR practitioners may be well informed about wrongful dismissal law and em-

11 Occupational status is measured with the same code employed in Study 1. 
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ployee and employer rights flowing from the law, it is probable that HR practitioners are 

guided as much by their perceptions of fairness and justice in the employment relationship, 

that is by the so-called psychological contract, as they are by law. 

This study will provide insight into how HR practitioners deliberate and advise 

other managers on the dismissal of an employee and how this advice might differ from 

legal requirements. This study will also have implications for the formation of 

psychological contracts and the perception of justice and fairness in the workplace from the 

HR practitioner's perspective. 

Findings 

In Study 3 (Chapter 7), no evidence of a main or interaction effect between the 

sex of the respondent and the sex of the dismissed individual was found. In addition, no 

evidence of an interaction between warning and performance was found. However, HR 

practitioners were less likely to perceive that just cause existed or that the dismissal was 

fair if the employee had a satisfactory past performance record. Likewise, practitioners 

were more likely to perceive that there was just cause and that the dismissal was fair if 

there had been a warning of the employee's inadequate performance. 

As to notice period, although a performance warning did decrease the length of 

notice provided, satisfactory performance did not increase notice periods. Notice was 

more than three months shorter when the employee had received a warning about his or 

her performance. 

Finally, respondent experience and training are also significantly related to per

ceived fairness of the dismissal and notice provided, but not to perceived just cause. Re-
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spondents whose experience is primarily in a union environment are significantly less 

likely to perceive the dismissal to be fair after controlling for other factors. In addition, 

those with a Canadian Human Resource Practitioner (CHRP) designation typically of

fered three and one half months more notice than respondents without a CHRP designa

tion. The relationship between respondents' role in dismissal and the presence of a 

grievance system to notice period were also marginally significant. The more likely re

spondents were to agree that they had played a role in previous employee dismissal, the 

more likely they were to offer a longer notice period. In addition, the reported presence 

of a non-union grievance system also increased notice periods. 

Implications for Management: A Comparison of the Legal, Workplace, and 

HR Practitioner Perspectives 

In this section, I identify the similarities and differences in the findings of the 

analysis of wrongful dismissal cases (Study 1) and workplace dismissal (Study 2). Then 

I discuss their implications. A comparison of the court perspective and workplace per

spective will reveal differences in practices and insights into the contrasting views. Next, 

I discuss the implications of Study 3 in light of the preceding examination of Study 1 and 

2. The findings of each study are summarized in Table 8-1. 

Contrasting Wrongful Dismissal Cases and Workplace Dismissals 

The most striking difference in my results between the wrongful dismissal court 

case analysis and the workplace dismissal study is that the determination of whether just 

cause for dismissal exists and the length of notice of termination decisions are dependent 
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on a much smaller set of factors in the workplace than in the court decisions. For exam

ple, determining notice in the workplace was based on only three significant predictors in 

contrast to the six predictors identified in my examination of court decisions. Among the 

six variables identified as significant predictors in previous studies of reasonable notice in 

the courts, only the employee's tenure and occupational status are significant predictors 

of notice in the workplace study. Moreover, while ten factors are related to case outcome 

in my examination of wrongful dismissal cases, only five study variables predict per

ceived just cause in the workplace. 

A possible explanation for the small number of factors used to determine notice in 

the workplace is required for why HR practitioners employ a relatively simple calculation 

which incorporates only the employee's tenure and occupational status when determining 

the length of notice (or severance) to provide to dismissed employees. HR practitioners 

may regularly adopt a common and simplified method for all decisions about the notice 

period to provide in order to ensure more consistent decisions. Such an outcome may be 

perceived as especially important to maintain equity in the workplace, which may be 

more easily accomplished if a simple, common method is used for all employees. This 

method seems to offer very little latitude for the consideration of the unique circum

stances of each dismissed employee. Moreover, the method is apparently widespread in 

spite of an assertion in the courts that employers cannot take "refuge in the application of 

a blanket formula" since the "individuality" of each employment contract must be con

sidered and "fairness requires a balancing of the applicable factors" (Kothlow, 1987; p. 

10-11). 
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Nevertheless, the interpretation of these findings warrants caution because im

portant determinants of both just cause and notice in the workplace may be absent from 

my study. For example, the full model for notice paid in the workplace (Model 3, Table 

6-11) accounts for less than 40% of the variance in months of notice paid. This suggests 

that there may be other significant predictors of notice that are absent. For instance, Lam 

and Devine (2001) found that age (a covariate of tenure), salary (a covariate of occupa

tional status), the reason for termination, and the company's financial situation are sig

nificant predictors of the reasonable notice provided by HR managers in a simulated dis

missal. 

Interestingly, the formula used to calculate notice in the workplace is only modi

fied to the extent that a previous disciplinary history will reduce notice by just less than 

two months. There are at least two plausible explanations for this finding. First, it may 

be that HR practitioners are inclined to provide some period of notice to dismissed em

ployees even where just cause for dismissal may exist, perhaps in recognition of the hard

ship created by the dismissal. However, there is no evidence that the employee's vulne

rability, which may result from the termination, has influenced the length of notice pro

vided. This suggests that the reduced notice provided to employees who have been pre

viously disciplined is perhaps better explained by the employer's desire to punish the 

employee. It appears that the employees' poor performance is a factor that influences the 

length of the notice period in the workplace. However, it is no longer recognized in the 

courts where the Supreme Court of Canada has rejected 'near cause' as a factor leading to 

a shorter notice period (Dowling, 1998 in Mole and Stendon, 2004). Lam & Devine's 

(2001) study of reasonable notice seems to support this explanation. They found that HR 
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managers not only expressed the view that poor performance should reduce notice peri

ods but it also caused the HR managers to reduce the notice provided in a simulated dis

missal. 

It is surprising to find that the employer's size (measured as the number of em

ployees) is not related to the length of notice provided to dismissed employees in the 

workplace, nor to perceived just cause, even though plaintiffs are less likely to win their 

wrongful dismissal case against large employers but more likely to receive a longer no

tice period in the courts. Larger employers are expected to have greater resources for 

management of the employment relationship and for severance payments if they become 

necessary. In the courts, this manifests as greater success defending dismissal for cause 

but in longer notice awards where the plaintiff wins. However, regardless of size, em

ployers seem to rely on a relatively simple calculation of notice described above, as well 

as a relatively straightforward determination of just cause. 

Perceived just cause is predicted by only two factors, the extent to which the em

ployee was warned and the effective implementation of performance standards, although 

several other variables are moderately significant predictors. Only the dismissed em

ployee's lack of intent to perform poorly or to benefit from the poor performance reduces 

the perception that just cause existed. 

The effect of involuntary change on the employee has a moderately significant in

fluence on perceived just cause in workplace dismissal. However, the effect is in the op

posite direction to that which is expected. For instance, plaintiffs (dismissed employee) 

are more than 5% more likely to win their cases than employees who had experienced no 

involuntary change. However, employee illness (the only involuntary factor incorporated 
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in this variable in Study 2's examination of workplace dismissal) is significantly and 

positively related to perceived just cause. That is, there is likely to be a greater percep

tion that just cause for dismissal exists in the workplace where the employee has experi

enced a recent serious illness. 

The Supreme Court of Canada has asserted that any change of the employee's 

workplace status, whether voluntary or involuntary, will have ramifications for the em

ployee and increase her or his vulnerability as a result of the need to both adapt to the 

changed circumstances as well as to continue performing satisfactorily (Wallace, 1997). 

This is particularly the case where the change is involuntary, such as where the employee 

suffers an illness which adversely affects performance. Employers should consider ac

commodation where the employee's illness impedes his or her ability to perform. 

The dismissed employee's past satisfactory performance does not have an effect 

on the perceived just cause in HR practitioners in workplace dismissals. However, in the 

courts, the plaintiff (dismissed employee) is approximately 9% more likely to win if there 

is evidence of past satisfactory performance. The courts seem to take a longer view of 

the employment relationship and look for evidence that the employee's poor performance 

is temporary or perhaps has some alternative explanation. This may suggest that em

ployer's may fail to consider the employee's performance record in full when determin

ing if just cause for termination exists. The employer may value short-term measures of 

performance more greatly than indicators of long-term employee success, or are perhaps 

less willing to consider the possibility of alternative explanations for the employee's poor 

performance. 
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In addition to the foregoing, employers who fail to consider past satisfactory per

formance may also undermine the psychological contracts of other employees who have 

not been terminated. The employee who has performed satisfactorily prior to a period of 

poor performance may have an expectation and reliance that her or his positive contribu

tion would continue to be valued by the employer. In such a case, the employee may feel 

that periods of temporary poor performance should be tolerated to a greater extent than 

for employees who have not performed satisfactorily. That is, his or her previous contri

bution should have been valued by the employer. The terminated employee who has per

formed satisfactorily in the past has a sense of inequity if dismissed for no greater cause 

than is the case for other poorly performing employees. Moreover, employees who wit

ness the betrayal of a temporarily poorly performing employee may also feel that their 

prior contributions may not be valued, which could cause them to reduce their effort. On 

balance, the employer's productivity is likely harmed by signalling that it does not place 

greater value on the dismissed employee's overall contribution. 

Surprisingly, an employee's disciplinary history does not significantly affect per

ceived just cause in workplace dismissal, in contrast to the effect it has on reduced notice 

periods. In the courts, the employer's failure to employ progressive discipline increases 

the likelihood of plaintiff success. The Supreme Court of Canada has asserted that em

ployers should consider lesser forms of discipline before resorting to dismissal 

(McKinley, 2001). Moreover, the prior use of progressive discipline should improve the 

employer's likelihood of defending a dismissal for incompetence in the courts. While it 

is possible that the employer's effective use of performance warnings may help to explain 
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why discipline is not related to just cause in the workplace, it appears that employers may 

fail to employ lesser forms of discipline prior to termination. 

Employee vulnerability is not related to just cause or notice in workplace dismiss

als but it is related to case outcome and notice in wrongful dismissal cases where it arises 

from the manner of dismissal. This result may be explained by the different constructs 

embodied by the variable in each study. In the legal analysis, the employee's vulnerabil

ity is caused by the manner of dismissal while it is a result of the dismissal only in the 

study of workplace dismissals. Compensation in the form of Wallace damages is only 

awarded by the courts where the employer has caused intangible damages as a result of 

the way in which the termination was carried out, not as a result of the dismissal itself. 

Therefore, an influence on just cause or notice in the workplace should not be expected. 

However, as discussed earlier in the chapter, it is somewhat surprising that the dismissed 

employee's particular circumstances do not seem to influence the dismissal decision, es

pecially given the courts' desire for the employer to consider shaping the decision to the 

employee's needs. 

Likewise, it seems perplexing that employers would not consider the employee's 

limited job prospects upon termination or whether the employee had been enticed to 

leave previous, secure employment on joining the new employer in the determination of 

the notice to provide. These circumstances are related to key themes in the wrongful 

dismissal law. The primary purpose of reasonable notice is to provide the time required 

for the dismissed employee to obtain comparable employment to the position left. The 

acknowledgement of the employee's limited prospects should indicate a longer notice pe

riod. Nonetheless, the plaintiffs limited job prospects do not have an influence on notice 
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in the wrongful dismissal cases either, which doesn't clarify the outcome for the em

ployee. In addition, the courts have lengthened notice awards where the employee had 

been induced to join the defendant (employer) in recognition of the reliance and expecta

tion created by the employer's promise of job security, responsibility, or other considera

tions. Once again, the employer's use of an apparently simplified calculation for notice 

or severance seems to preclude consideration for individual circumstances, as well as for 

any obligations the employer may have helped to create in the employee's psychological 

contract. 

Despite several differences, there are a number of important consistencies be

tween decisions in the courts and in the workplace. For example, the effective use of 

warnings and of performance standards are the most important predictors of case out

come in the cases and of perceived just cause in the workplace dismissals. Similarly, 

employee tenure and occupational status are the most important predictors of notice in 

both Study 1 and Study 2. This finding is consistent with previous studies of reasonable 

notice in the courts as tenure and status are the most consistently significant predictors in 

these studies. 

In addition, the use of workplace practices that are consistent with procedural jus

tice is a significant predictor of case outcome in the courts. In workplace dismissals, it is 

moderately related to perceived just cause. In the wrongful dismissal cases, these prac

tices include the employer's requirement to fully investigate the circumstances leading to 

dismissal, to provide an adequate explanation of the reasons for dismissal, and to provide 

a hearing prior to dismissal and an appeal following the decision. Where an employer 

has instituted a non-union grievance system (NUGS), it is more likely to have employed 
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fair practices (such as a willingness to adequately investigate an incident before moving 

to dismiss, to provide an unbiased hearing in which the employee would have an oppor

tunity to respond to the allegations, and to provide a reasonable and frank explanation) 

when dismissing an employee. Employers who have instituted such practices are more 

likely to be certain that the dismissal was for cause because there would have been a 

greater opportunity for sober second thought and the discipline imposed is more likely to 

be proportionate to the severity of the poor performance. 

Finally, where the dismissed employee demonstrates no intent to perform poorly 

or to benefit from not performing to the required standard, perceived just cause for termi

nation is less likely, which is consistent with my findings in the analysis of wrongful 

dismissal cases. The courts consider several factors which tend to mitigate against just 

cause. These include the employee's intent, whether the employer suffered loss, risk, or 

jeopardy as a direct result of the poor performance, whether other explanations exist for 

the employee's poor performance, and whether the performance was worse relative to 

others in comparable positions. 

Practical Implications Arising from a Simulated Dismissal 

The findings in Study 3 (a simulated dismissal) should be of particular in

terest to HR practitioners because there are important implications for HR practice and 

education. In the study, I found no evidence of a main or interaction effect between the 

sex of the respondent and the sex of the dismissed individual or of an interaction between 

warning and performance. 
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HR practitioners were less likely to perceive that just cause existed or that the 

dismissal was fair if the employee had a satisfactory past performance record. However, 

there was no evidence that of a relationship between the perception that the dismissal was 

for just cause if there had been a warning of the employee's inadequate performance al

though was a significant relationship between perceived fairness and performance warn

ing. A performance warning also decreased the length of notice provided by more than 

three months, However, an employee's satisfactory performance did not increase notice 

period. In addition, some HR practitioners' experience and training characteristics con

tributed to a decreased perception of fairness of the dismissal and to increased reasonable 

notice. 

HR practitioners seem to view the provision of a warning as an inoculant against a 

longer notice period (or severance), perhaps even as a basis for alleged incompetence. In 

addition, fairness - but not just cause - was related to a performance warning. This pro

vides evidence that an HR practitioner may see fairness differently than the just cause. 

HR practitioners should be made aware that if they sense that a dismissal is unfair, the 

employer may not have a basis for just dismissal either. As I demonstrated in Study 1, an 

analysis of the courts' decisions, a warning of the employee's inadequate performance is 

an essential determinant of the existence of just cause. Because a warning was a signifi

cant predictor of fairness, practitioners seem to be uncomfortable with the basis of dis

missal even though they were not likely to view it as a necessary basis for just cause. 

Furthermore, analysis of interaction revealed that there was no evidence that there 

was a significant difference in the reduction of notice period provided to the dismissed 

employee after a warning whether performance had been exemplary or deficient. HR 
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practitioner's provided a shorter notice period in either case. This is a troubling finding 

given that an employer must prove that an employee had failed to reach some objective 

performance standard in order to demonstrate just cause (Levitt, 2004) and reduce or 

eliminate notice as a result. If such a standard for just cause dismissal did not exist, an 

employer could simply construct the basis on which to dismiss for alleged cause by pro

viding warnings that the employee's performance is not meeting expectations. However, 

HR practitioners must exercise caution with respect to undermining the rights of the em

ployee. While performance warnings are a necessary precondition for the dismissal of a 

poorly performing employee, warnings should not be employed in a manner that may 

deny the employee his or her rights under wrongful dismissal law. 

This finding shares some characteristics with the legal concept of 'near cause.' 

Prior to the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in Dowling (1998), some courts may 

have argued that 'near cause' existed because dismissal is seldom a clear cut issue and 

greater latitude is required to arrive at a reasonable settlement. In these cases, the courts 

chose to reduce notice as a result of questionable employee conduct rather than deny no

tice altogether. For example, the court may have reduced the notice award even though 

the employee's performance was not deficient enough to warrant dismissal with cause. 

However, the Court rejects 'near cause' as a basis for reducing notice (Dowling, 1998 in 

Mole and Stendon, 2004). As a result, where the courts determine that there is no just 

cause sufficient to justify dismissal, such as for incompetence or poor performance, the 

employee has the full entitlement to reasonable notice. Similarly, the dismissed em

ployee must not be denied rights under the law only because the employer has issued 

warnings that the employee's job may be in jeopardy. While the employer has the right 
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to terminate an employee at any time, the employee has the same full entitlement to rea

sonable notice regardless of any warning provided if there is not also an objective basis 

for the warning. 

Finally, some HR practitioners' experience and training characteristics contrib

uted to a decreased perception of fairness of the dismissal and to increased reasonable 

notice. For instance, respondents who had worked primarily in a union environment 

were significantly less likely to perceive that the dismissal was fair. Union experience 

may act to construct HR practitioners who are more familiar with the collective bargain

ing and arbitral processes. Therefore, they may be more likely to appreciate the need to 

safeguard employee interests and the processes used to accomplish this in the union envi

ronment. As a consequence of this experience, they may be less likely to perceive that 

the dismissal was fair. 

Respondents with a CHRP designation typically offered three and one half 

months more than respondents without a CHRP designation. A possible explanation for 

this finding is that HR practitioners with lesser training or experience are less knowl

edgeable of employee wrongful dismissal rights. Therefore, they are likely to provide 

shorter notice periods than more experienced and educated HR practitioners. In addition, 

although only marginally significant, respondents who were more likely to agree that 

they played a role in previous dismissals would have offered a slightly longer notice pe

riod. Likewise, respondents reporting that the workplace had a non-union grievance sys

tem also tended to give longer notice periods. 

These findings taken together highlight the vital importance that education, train

ing, HR policy, and experience play in providing workplaces where worker rights are 
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folly appreciated. This is as equally true of managers and employees as it is of HR prac

titioners. Rather than placing the entire burden of protecting the rights of workers on the 

HR practitioner, managers must also recognize their own responsibility for the protection 

of worker rights and act in accordance. Likewise, employees who are more knowledge

able of their own rights should be more resistant to oppressive workplace conditions and 

onerous employment contract provisions. 

In addition, these findings highlight the need for scholarly activity that links legal 

opinion and management practice, as well as management scholarship and practice. As a 

result of the comparison of legal and management perspectives, we can construct a 

deeper understanding of the management process and what is seen to be fair or just. 

Workplace Justice and the Nature of the Employment Relationship 

I have linked the views expressed by the Supreme Court of Canada to a discus

sion of justice in the workplace, particularly the conceptual basis of relational justice 

(Lind & Tyler, 1988), of power and dependence theory (Thibaut & Kelly, 1959), and of 

the four-factor model (Colquitt, 2001). In this section I summarize the implications of 

my findings for justice in the workplace. Insights generated can assist in an examination 

of the structure of wrongful dismissal decisions and in generating a deeper appreciation 

of the Supreme Court of Canada's views on the nature of the employment relationship. 

Finally, I argue for a more inclusive depiction of justice in the workplace which incorpo

rates the unequal distribution of power inherent in the theories of Lind and Tyler (1988), 

Thibaut and Kelley (1959), and the Court's views on the nature of the employment con

tract (Wallace, 1997). Moreover, such a depiction would not compete with but rather 
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augment an instrumental conceptual basis of organizational justice such as that found in 

the four-factor model of organizational justice (Colquitt, 2001). 

Wallace Damages and the Four-Factor Model of Organizational Justice 

In Study 1,1 demonstrated that the lower courts have increased reasonable notice 

periods by approximately three months on average in recognition of vulnerability suf

fered by a dismissed employee as a result of the manner of dismissal. These damages 

flow from the psychological distress or damaged reputation that was a result of the man

ner of an employee's dismissal. These dismissals have been characterized by the Su

preme Court of Canada (Wallace, 1997) as lacking a reasonable explanation, "untruthful, 

misleading and unduly insensitive" (para. 98), "humiliation, embarrassment, damage to 

one's sense of self-worth and self-esteem," (para. 103). These characteristics align very 

closely with the informational and interpersonal dimensions of Colquitt's (2001) interac

tional justice. 

Evidence of informational and interpersonal justice (Colquitt, 2001) may also be 

observed in the additional notice awarded where the courts find that the dismissed em

ployee has been enticed to leave secure employment and to join the employer. In Study 

1, notice periods awarded were almost four months longer than if the employee had not 

been induced to leave secure employment in order to join the employer (defendant). The 

Supreme Court of Canada asserts that dismissed employees in this position have devel

oped reliance and an expectation based on promises made by the employer, which are 

subsequently found to be less than candid and lacking consideration for the employee's 

welfare (Wallace, 1997). 
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In addition, an employer's failure to use workplace practices consistent with prin

ciples of procedural justice (the provision of a reasonable explanation for the dismissal, a 

full investigation of the circumstances of the poor performance, a hearing prior to dis

missal, and an appeal process) was found to be a significant predictor of a plaintiff s vic

tory. Together, these findings from Study 1 provide evidence that the courts are con

cerned with the fairness of the procedural, informational, and interpersonal dimensions of 

fairness. These dimensions of workplace justice are likely valued by the courts because 

they help to ensure that a dismissed employee's interests are fairly represented in a one-

shot decision process. The courts consider these practices necessary in order to ensure 

improved outcomes for a dismissed employee. However, although these findings are 

consistent with instrumental justice the rationale for their importance is the recognition of 

the innate inequality of the employment relationship, an employee's vulnerability, and 

the need to limit an employer's ability to act unilaterally without regard for an em

ployee's welfare. 

Wallace (1997) and the Power and Dependence Model of Interpersonal Relations 

In the courts, a serious obligation is placed on the employer to manage the em

ployee's performance effectively, not only for its own benefit but also with consideration 

for the employee's welfare as well. The findings of Study 1 provide strong evidence that 

the courts seek to construct outcomes that will limit the employer's ability to act unilater

ally. For instance, my study demonstrates that where the employer fails to effectively use 

performance standards and warnings when performance fails to meet those standards, a 

dismissed employee's victory is significantly more likely. In requiring the effective use 
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of performance standards and warnings, the courts ensure that the employer gains less 

advantage from not paying close attention to the employee's performance and from not 

being careful in its own actions, which are among the employer advantages suggested by 

Thibaut and Kelley's (1959) theory of power and dependence. The courts accomplish 

this by increasing the penalty for not employing more effective performance manage

ment, and for not having greater concern for the employee's inability to perform success

fully and for her or his welfare. 

Two additional themes from the decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada are 

exemplified in Study 1 's findings: how employees are made especially vulnerable at the 

time of change, and the requirement that the employer must balance the severity of the 

employee's incompetence with the discipline imposed. In Wallace (1997), the Court as

serts that change of the employee's workplace status, particularly involuntary change, 

will have ramifications for the employee and increase the employee's vulnerability. Such 

change ensures that employees are made even more vulnerable by the need to both adapt 

to the changed circumstances as well as to the continuing requirement to perform satis

factorily. In Study 1, a dismissed employee's likelihood of victory increased where the 

employee had experienced an involuntary change, indicating that the courts acted to pro

tect an employee where change beyond the employee's control affected his or her ability 

to perform the job. 

Past performance may also be related to change in that an employee who is not 

performing well though he or she has in the past is likely to have experienced some 

change which adversely affected ability to perform the job. The courts may interpret evi

dence of satisfactory past performance as an indication that the employee is performing 
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poorly temporarily or that there is another explanation for the perception that the per

formance is poor. That is, either some aspect of work-life has changed which may have 

lowered performance (such as an illness or a new supervisor), or something has changed 

in the way that performance is evaluated (for example, different performance outcomes 

than in the past are valued). The result is that employers should be more cautious when 

dismissing an employee who has performed satisfactorily in the past because of the like

lihood that some change, perhaps involuntary, accounts for the poor performance. The 

courts may reason that there is a likelihood that such an employee will perform well in 

the future, particularly if the employer fulfills its obligations with respect to performance 

management and is considerate of the employee's welfare. 

The principle of proportionality (McKinley, 2001) exemplifies the Supreme Court 

of Canada's desire to limit the unequal distribution of outcomes that could accrue to the 

employer, a result anticipated by the power and dependence model (Thibaut & Kelley, 

1959). In Study 1, proportionality may be used to characterize several factors that are 

significantly related to a plaintiffs victory. First, the courts require employers to respond 

proportionately to the severity of the poor performance by employing progressive disci

pline rather than resorting to dismissal prematurely. Second, the use of employment 

practices related to procedural justice may encourage the employer to pay closer attention 

to its employee's actions and to take care in its own actions. The courts' view is that a 

more considered and balanced outcome is likely where an employer has made use of 

these practices. Finally, the courts also require employers to consider several factors in 

weighing the severity of the alleged poor performance in order to respond more propor

tionately. These factors include whether the employee displayed intent to perform 
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poorly, whether the employer suffered any real loss, risk, or jeopardy, and whether the 

poor performance was serious in the context of overall duties or responsibilities. 

In addition to the foregoing, reasonable notice of termination, the requirement that 

employees be given the time and opportunity to improve after a warning, the use of pro

gressive discipline, and the necessity to consider the employee's past satisfactory per

formance may all be viewed as an expression of the courts' desire to limit the employer's 

ability to dictate the course and pace of interaction with too little consideration for the 

employee's welfare. 

Reasonable notice is an example of an obligation of the employment relationship 

which cannot be traced to the will of the parties (Langille and Macklem, 2007). As a re

sult, it is an obligation that is unique to the employment contract which specifically limits 

the employer's ability to terminate the employee at will, at a time that is most beneficial 

to the employer and without consideration for the employee's welfare. Wallace (1997) 

has had the effect of lengthening reasonable notice in cases where the manner of dis

missal is found to lead to the employee's vulnerability as well as having an additional di

rect effect on reasonable notice awards. Reasonable notice is a direct expression of the 

Court's desire to protect the employee and to ensure his or her needs are met within the 

framework of the established principles of employment law. It is also a specific limit to 

the employer's ability to dictate the course and pace of interactions with the employee. 

In addition, an employer who fails to provide a reasonable opportunity and time

line to improve after being told what is required improve, to use progressive discipline, or 

to consider the employee's past satisfactory performance is penalized by the courts. The 
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requirement to consider each factor has the effect of limiting the employer's ability to act 

solely in its own interest and at a pace that it alone dictates. 

Summary of the Discussion on Workplace Justice 

I have demonstrated that the views of the Supreme Court of Canada (Wallace, 

1997; McKinley, 2001) and the lower courts, are consistent with Thibaut and Kelley's 

(1959) power and depedendence model of interpersonal relations, with Lind and Tyler's 

(1988) conceptualization of relational justice, and with Colquitt's (2001) four-factor model 

of organizational justice. 

In Wallace (1997), the Court expresses the view that the innate nature of the em

ployment relationship is that the employee and employer are in an unequal bargaining 

relationship and that the employee is in a vulnerable position. In Wallace (1997) and in 

subsequent decisions (for example, McKinley, 2001; Rizzo & Rizzo Shoes Ltd., 1998), the 

Court acts to create new forms of protection for the non-union employee while asserting 

that the inequality extends to virtually all facets of the employment relationship. The 

Court maintains that employee rights must be protected in an attempt to lessen both the 

economic and personal damage inflicted. Furthermore, the Court claims that it will work 

to create limits on the employer's ability to act unilaterally in order to encourage employ

ers to consider the employee's welfare, and to redress the inequality by constructing rules 

for specific contexts. 

The Court achieves that purpose in Wallace (1997) and McKinley (2001), deci

sions in which it constructs a rationale and a penalty for Wallace damages and proposes 

the principle of proportionality. My research demonstrates that the structure of the lower 
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courts' decisions renders the dimensions of the Court's views more concrete. In addition, 

my research provides specific guidance with respect to disciplinary policy, performance 

management, and enacting fairness in the workplace. In short, in acknowledging the 

power and dependence innate to the employment relationship, the courts have acted to 

create a set of external incentives or legal requirements that encourage a consideration of 

the employee's welfare while still permitting an employer to determine the composition 

of its workforce. 

In sum, my examination of the structure of the courts' decisions as well as the 

close reading of decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada (Wallace, 1997; McKinley, 

2001) suggests that a more inclusive depiction of fairness in the workplace must incorpo

rate both the instrumental needs of the employee and employer as well as the power and 

dependence that is innate to the employment relationship, and is the context in which 

management decisions are made. While an instrumental conceptualization of organiza

tional justice can assist in the investigation of what is fair about particular decision proc

esses, a theory of power and dependence (Thibaut and Kelley, 1959) can help us appreci

ate the nature of the employment relationship and to identify the decision processes likely 

to reinforce inequality and injustice rather than to remedy it. The Supreme Court of Can

ada, through Justice Iacobucci's reasons, makes clear that, "reinforcement [of inequality] 

is wrong, and redress is right" (Langille and Macklem, 2007; p. 348). 
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Chapter 9 - Research Summary 

The Challenges of Studying Justice in the Courts and in the Workplace 

The challenge of studying unjust dismissal can be seen in the methods adopted for 

choosing the cases to examine. For instance, in my first study I examined wrongful dis

missal cases. However, the common law courts are not the sole arbiter of wrongful dis

missal in the workplaces of Canada. Disputes taken to judgment do not represent a ran

dom sample of all workplace disputes (Priest and Klein, 1984). Only a small number of 

dismissals in which the employee believes that they were wrongfully dismissed become 

formal disputes and, likewise, only a small number of such disputes reach the courts. 

Nevertheless, my examination of wrongful dismissal law is not intended to be a study of 

all workplace dismissal, rather it is an exploration of the views of the Supreme Court of 

Canada on the nature of the employment relationship and whether and how these views 

are reflected in the lower courts' decisions. 

These cases are central to HR management because it is from these legal deci

sions that HR practitioners draw much of their knowledge of wrongful dismissal law and 

the practices related to dismissal, which has been acquired largely through the interpreta

tion and translation of labour lawyers. Moreover, my study also incorporates a follow-up 

exploration of workplace dismissals. By examining both the structure of the courts' deci

sions and dismissal decisions in the workplace, as well as HR practitioners' dismissal de

cisions, I have captured a broad range of practices and views related to employee dis

missal. 

Second, although the case reports are often detailed in terms of the factors consid

ered, they are essentially a retrospective rationalization of a court's decision. While my 
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examination of the wrongful dismissal cases explains much of the variance in both case 

outcome (who won and who lost) and reasonable notice awards, other factors which are 

not made explicit in the court reports may also have much to contribute to an under

standing of employment law. For example, the extent to which the Supreme Court of 

Canada made explicit its view of the nature of the employment contract in the Wallace 

(1997) decision seems an uncommon occurrence in wrongful dismissal cases. In this 

study, I begin to investigate the case law with respect to those views but much remains to 

explore in the courts' reasons. Other methodologies may be required. 

Third, in my second and third studies I survey only HR practitioners. Organiza

tions that don't have a HR management function may employ different methods for de

termining just cause and notice periods and may typically offer significantly different 

severance payments than in organizations where HR practitioners are employed. Never

theless, the survey of HR practitioners provides access to a wide variety of organizations 

in a wide variety of industries which would be difficult to accomplish with other sam

pling methods. 

Fourth, perhaps the most important weakness of this research is that the voice and 

experience of the dismissed employee is missing from this examination of workplace 

dismissal, as it is for the dismissal literature generally. I examine only the views of the 

courts and HR practitioners. While my research makes an important contribution in that 

it explores actual employee dismissal much more closely to the site of the discipline than 

much of the previous research, the perspective of the dismissed employee is not studied. 

The voice of the dismissed employee is virtually absent from both the arbitration 

and the non-union literature with the exception of several studies of the reinstatement ex-
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periences of terminated employees under labour arbitration and certain limited statutory 

provisions (see Williams & Taras, 2000). A lone example is provided by Miller and 

Hoppe (1994) who studied the psychological reactivity of terminated and laid-off work

ing-class men. They suggest that future research should give attention to the role of job 

loss attributions as certain combinations seem to have implications for psychological out

comes. In addition, research on the unemployed should not exclude the dismissed. Little 

is known of the social and organizational cost of unfair dismissal in terms of the produc

tivity loss of both the dismissed and those they leave behind, and in terms of the less tan

gible cost of loss of identity, self-worth, and well-being. 

In terms of survey methods, an opportunity to explore HR practitioners' percep

tions related to the psychological contract may have been lost because a measure of or

ganization justice was not included in the study of workplace dismissal. Rousseau (1995) 

suggests that perceived justice is an important determinant of the individual's psycho

logical contract. The results of my examination of simulated dismissal suggest that HR 

practitioners employ a different, yet not entirely unique, set of criteria from the courts in 

determining the level of just cause and notice to be provided, as well as whether the dis

missal was fair. Some of this difference may be accounted for in the HR practitioner's 

expectations of the obligations of the employee as well as the employer, the psychologi

cal contract, which is parallel to and intertwined with, but also different from, the legal 

contract. The use of a measure of the HR practitioner's perceived fairness of workplace 

dismissal may have provided a far richer view of the construction of psychological con

tracts in the workplace. 
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Finally, the small number of cases, particularly in my analysis of reasonable no

tice in wrongful dismissal cases, is problematic in that it may raise questions about the 

validity of the results. However, the use of stepwise regression may help to restore con

fidence, at least in part, as the coefficients for the primary independent variables are rela

tively stable as the analysis moves from relatively small models to more complex models. 

Nevertheless, a replication or extension of this study with a larger sample of cases must 

be a recommendation of this study. 

Future Research 

Future research should attempt to bridge the divide between the legal and the 

managerial perspectives. From a public policy perspective, Godard concludes that policy 

makers should recognize that "there may not be a universal coincidence of interests" be

tween workers and employers, and that there is therefore the need for "state policies, laws 

and institutions that promote good management practices ... [and it is on this basis that] 

... meaningful advances for workers and their unions are likely to depend" (p. 371). In 

addition, Dannin (2007) concludes from her analysis of the American 'at-will' doctrine 

"that employers would be better off as managers with a just cause employment regime" 

rather than the at-will regime (p. 6). On the basis of my study's findings, I argue that the 

courts, rather than interfering with management, are actively promoting minimum stan

dards for 'good management' while also acting to protect worker rights. Therefore, I 

suggest that, from the perspectives of both public policy and worker rights, as well as that 

of good management, future research should focus on the analysis of management prac

tices in wrongful dismissal cases. 
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Nevertheless, the courts are only one source of guidance for workplace practice. 

For instance, the nature of employment law in terms of its implications for managers may 

also be revealed in other judicial and quasi-judicial settings such as the provincial and 

federal adjudications of both union and non-union dismissal brought under the labour 

codes of the various jurisdictions. Performance management and what is fair has rarely 

been the focus of study in any area of employment law. In addition, many wrongful dis

missal disputes are settled long before they reach the courts because they are mediated by 

lawyers for each of the parties. It would seem prudent to explore the effect that this form 

of dispute resolution may have on workplace practices. 

Furthermore, only a handful of studies in which managers were the unit of analy

sis have been identified (Folger & Skarlicki, 1998; Klaas & Dell'omo, 1997; Klaas & 

Feldman, 1994; Klaas & Wheeler, 1990) and HR managers have been the subject of 

study even less frequently (Klaas & Wheeler, 1990; Lam & Devine, 2001). In one study, 

HR managers were found to have a significantly different attitude toward dismissal than 

managers (Klaas & Dell'omo, 1997) and in another they were shown to employ several 

additional criteria not considered by the courts when deciding on length of notice to pro

vide a terminated employee (Lam & Devine, 2001). Clearly, attitude, behavioural and 

perceptual differences among managers may provide a practical contribution to manage

ment practice. 

In addition, as I have suggested, the experience of the worker, the subject of dis

missal, is missing from the study of wrongful dismissal. At least two plausible explana

tions for the missing worker are suggested. First, the overwhelming focus on managerial 

concerns in organizational studies has judged non-managerial consequences to be less 
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significant. Second, the dismissed employee is not easy to question in an organizational 

context. Typically, dismissed employees are removed from the workplace as quickly as 

possible. Therefore, surveying dismissed employees requires the researcher to overcome 

a unique set of obstacles and to have an interest in the rights and outcomes of the non

union employee who is wrongfully dismissed. 

Finally, as is clear in the review of the literature, it is apparent that women tend to 

receive more lenient treatment than men from predominantly male arbitrators and judges, 

which is consistent with the chivalrous / paternalism thesis (Bemmels 1988ac). While 

sex bias has not been found in every study of sex differences, particularly in my own, the 

question remains why do women seem to experience arbitration and legal action differ

ently? Furthermore, since organizational research has shown that a variety of managerial 

decisions may be subject to sex bias (Dalton & Todor, 1985) and since women appear 

less likely to pursue remedies to unfair dismissal Grant & Wagar, 1992), to what extent 

do the implied and psychological contracts of women and their experience of the em

ployment relationship differ from that of men? 

Some studies have noted that reasons other than arbitrator or judge bias may ex

plain the difference. Bemmels (1988c) offered the possibility that female grievors may 

have had stronger cases or that male grievors may be more persistent. Mesch (1995) 

added that women may receive less support in pursuing their grievances, that women may 

receive more favourable treatment prior to arbitration, or that employers are more reluc

tant to withdraw from a woman's case regardless of how weak their defense may be. In 

any event, it is apparent that women experience the employment relationship differently 

than men. 
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Summary 

From the foregoing, one could deduce that relatively little research has been de

voted to making sense of the different ways in which we experience the employment rela

tionship. It is in this broader context that my work can be located. It is one piece of the 

puzzle of understanding employee-employer relationships in light of the law, manage

ment practices, the workplace, and society's changing values. 

My contribution began with a summary of the law of wrongful dismissal because, 

in contrast to the study of labour, the study of non-union employment contracts and em

ployee dismissal is greatly under-represented in the management and organization litera

ture despite the large proportion of non-union workers in the developed countries. Pro

tection of the non-union Canadian worker was situated in the legislative and common law 

framework. The individual contract of employment was compared to the collective bar

gaining of the union worker and briefly contrasted the unique development of the wrong

ful dismissal law with the predominant forms of employment law in other common law 

countries including the United States and United Kingdom. I also reviewed the theoreti

cal and conceptual basis of the law of wrongful dismissal which was carried forward to 

my empirical studies. 

In Chapter 3,1 investigated the intersection of organizational justice, the psycho

logical contract, and employee dismissal. By incorporating organizational justice, I situ

ate my study of dismissal in the courts and in the workplace in a broader theoretical con

text which has been largely missing in studies of dismissal in the courts. Some concepts 

in organizational justice were useful in the explanations of the courts' decisions and also 

created a broader context in which to contrast the determinants of the decisions of the 
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courts with those of employers and HR practitioners. I also undertake a more extensive 

review of workplace justice and fairness in order to better incorporate employee interests. 

I argue that HR practitioners' role of balancing interests may be understood by examining 

employee dismissal within a legal, justice, and organizational framework. 

In introducing the psychological contract, I am able to demonstrate that HR prac

titioners will have subjective understandings of the nature of the employment relationship 

and beliefs about expectations and obligations that diverge from those of the courts as a 

result of gaps in HR practitioners' knowledge. I also undertake a more extensive exami

nation of competing views in the organizational justice literature in order to demonstrate 

that an understanding of the employment relationship which represents a better balance of 

employee and employer interests must also incorporate a better balance of views of 

workplace justice and fairness. 

My investigation of justice revealed relatively little use of organizational justice 

and remarkably diverse conceptualizations of justice in the workplace, which are largely 

absent from the study of employee dismissal. Hence, in Chapter 41 examine the current 

state of knowledge and the relative lack of work in the study of non-union dismissal and 

the employer-employee relationship. My review will highlight the relative absence of 

management and organization theory generally in addition to gaps in the dismissal litera

ture including: a relatively small number of studies of the dismissal of the non-union em

ployee overall, the lack of a complete theory of non-union dismissal, a relative absence of 

guidance from management and organization scholars for HR practitioners, and few stud

ies that examine managerial psychology and behaviour. 
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I demonstrated that the investigation of dismissal of non-union employees has 

been a diverse but inadequately studied field with rich opportunity for a clearer under

standing of the nature of the individual employment relationship. I argue that future re

search of should focus on the underutilized reports of Canadian wrongful dismissal cases, 

the application of management and organization theory and management practice in dis

missal, and the development of a conceptual or theoretical grounding for the study of the 

non-union employment relationship. 

The major contribution of this study is that, following Lam and Devine (2001), I 

contrast the views and experience of HR practitioners with the views of the courts in a 

legal, workplace and justice context. However, I examine employee performance man

agement in contrast to Lam and Devine's (2001) investigation of reasonable notice period 

decision making. In addition, I incorporate an examination of actual workplace decisions 

in addition to simulated dismissals in contrast to Lam and Devine's (2001) consideration 

of simulated dismissals only. 

In the first study, I examined wrongful dismissal cases which involve allegations 

of incompetence or poor performance. I discovered that factors related to performance 

management including the employer's failure to effectively use performance standards 

and performance warnings, and evidence of an employee's past satisfactory performance 

are significant predictors of a dismissed employee's success. In addition, the use of pro

gressive discipline and workplace practices that are consistent with the principles of pro

cedural justice, as well as the weight to give to the seriousness of poor performance, the 

impact of involuntary change, and the manner of dismissal are also important HR prac

tices and considerations with respect to case outcome. 
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My examination of reasonable notice awards in the courts found that an em

ployee's vulnerability brought about by the manner of dismissal whether the case was 

decided before Wallace (1997) increased the reasonable notice period. In addition, large 

employers, longer employee tenure, higher occupational status, and whether the dis

missed employee had been induced to leave secure employment are significant predictors 

of longer reasonable notice periods. Surprisingly, the employee's limited job prospects 

are not related to longer notice awards, a finding that is contrary to the accepted basic 

purpose of providing notice of termination. 

In Chapter 5, the court cases examined do not represent all wrongful dismissals, 

or even all wrongful dismissal litigation. Since their examination can only identify the 

values, principles and processes that are used by the courts it would be inappropriate to 

generalize these findings to workplace dismissals. In Study 2 (Chapter 6), the sample of 

employee dismissals investigated was more representative of workplace dismissals per

mitting inferences with respect to workplace practices. In this study, I constructed survey 

items from the content analysis of the wrongful dismissal cases in the preceding study. 

This step ensured that the factors examined were comparable to the factors investigated 

in the court cases. 

Surprisingly, I found that a relatively basic calculation was used for the determi

nation of reasonable notice period paid in workplace dismissals. Likewise, the HR prac

titioners' perception of whether just cause existed relied greatly on a minimal number of 

factors that did not consider the employees' particular circumstances. I concluded that 

gaps exist between what the law necessitates and its application in workplace dismissals. 

These findings also point to gaps in HR practitioners' knowledge of employee rights 
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flowing in law and their beliefs about responsibilities and obligations in the employee-

employer relationship. Hence, in my final study (Chapter 7) I examined HR practitioners' 

responses to a simulated dismissal of a non-union employee in order to determine if par

ticular gaps could be identified. 

I made several interesting findings. I found no evidence of a main or interaction 

effect between the sex of the respondent and the sex of the dismissed individual. There 

was also no evidence of an interaction between warning and performance. However, HR 

practitioners were less likely to perceive that just cause existed or that the dismissal was 

fair if the employee had a satisfactory past performance record. They were more likely to 

perceive that there was just cause and that the dismissal was fair if there had been a warn

ing of the employee's inadequate performance. Although a performance warning did de

crease the length of notice provided, satisfactory performance did not increase notice pe

riods. 

Finally, HR practitioners' experience and training contribute to significantly dif

ferent views with respect to perceived fairness and to reasonable notice. These findings 

highlight the need for scholarly activity that links legal opinion and management practice, 

as well as management scholarship and practice. As a result of the comparison of legal 

and management perspectives, we can construct a deeper understanding of the manage

ment process and what is seen to be fair or just. 

My research program considered wrongful dismissal court cases, actual work

place dismissals, and HR practitioners' responses to a simulated dismissal in order to in

vestigate the legal and workplace basis of dismissal as well as the development of percep

tions of justice and the psychological contract. In Chapter 8,1 discussed the findings of 
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each study in greater depth, and then integrated the findings and discussed the implica

tions for HR management and other employment practices. In addition, I examined the 

implications for a conceptual basis of workplace justice. I conclude that a more inclusive 

depiction of fairness in the workplace must incorporate both the instrumental needs of the 

employee and employer as well as the inequality of power and dependence that is innate 

to the employment relationship. 

Such an approach helped my research to escape the silos of legal and HR beliefs 

and practices in addition to addressing the relative absence of a broader theoretical con

text. For instance, my findings can help to shape management practices that are fairer to 

the employee and better reflect the practice of the law and workers' experience of the 

employment relationship. I found that the present treatment of dismissed employees in 

the workplace understates the relevance of factors considered important in both the law 

and workplace justice. Furthermore, I conclude that if HR practitioners are to achieve a 

better balance of employee and employer interests in order to avert the "crisis of trust and 

loss of legitimacy" among their stakeholders, management and organization scholars 

must be more prepared to examine a broad range of employee, employer, and social out

comes within a legal, justice, and organizational framework (Kochan, 2004; p. 132). 
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Appendix A - Factors that mitigate against incompetence in the courts 

Note: (complied from various sources including Brown & Beatty, 2003 and Levitt, 2004) 

1. The employee's job duties and the standards of performance established by the 

organization must be clearly communicated and the parties have agreed that fail

ure to reach these standards will constitute cause. 

2. The employee who is performing poorly must be made aware that there is a dis

crepancy between his or her performance and the standards for the job, or the 

terms of the employment contract. Recent positive feedback or evaluations will 

seriously weaken evidence of incompetence. 

3. Not acceptable for grounds for dismissal if other employees with similar job du

ties are also performing below standard but are not recognized by the organization 

as poor performers (condonation). 

4. The employee must be provided with adequate training or must be informed of 

what to do to improve performance. 

5. The employee must be given a reasonable amount of time to improve perform

ance after being warned. If new to the job, she or he must be given a reasonable 

opportunity to learn the job and perform accordingly. 

6. If the performance continues to be below standard, the employee must be warned 

that his or her job is in jeopardy. 

7. The standards of performance expected of a new employee should not be in

creased above the level of competence upon which the employee was hired, or set 

unrealistically or unreasonably. 
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8. The employee's poor performance must not have been partly due to the actions of 

the company such as failing to provide the necessary support or failing to act to 

remedy the problem, or other factors beyond the employee's control. 

9. If relying on results such as business losses, reduced sales, poor morale, etc., the 

employer must establish that it was what the employee did or failed to do which 

caused the problem. 

10. If employees are routinely dismissed for failing to obtain a specific level of per

formance, it must be made clear to the employee at the time of hire. 

11. The employee's performance is improving, there is a reasonable belief that the 

poor performance is temporary, it was a single incident of poor performance, the 

incompetence was not of a serious or gross nature, or the employee learns to adapt 

slowly. 

12. The employee advised the company at the time of hire of his or her capabilities 

and was hired on that basis, or the incompetence falls outside the area of compe

tence for which the employee was hired. 

13. There was a reasonable explanation for the problem. 

14. The employee had a history of good performance or was senior in age or tenure. 

15. The incompetence did not affect the safety of others. 
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Appendix B: Content Analysis Coding Sheet 

Employee Char
acteristics 

Employer Char
acteristics 
Case Character
istics 

Change of Status 

Illness / unilat
eral change 

Satisfactory Per
formance 

No Progressive 
discipline 

Procedural Jus
tice 

Employer Failed 
to Warn 

Y / N Plaintiff is female 
Years Months of tenure with the defen

dant 
Occupation 

Y / N Limited Job Prospects 
Y / N Induced to leave secure employment 
Y / N Employer size (more than 500 employees) 
Y / N Industry (manufacturer) 
Y / N Plaintiff Win 

Months of notice if plaintiff was successful (nearest week 
) 
Y / N Case heard in BC or Ontario 
Y / N Case Published before October 1997 

A recent change of the dismissed employee's status due to: 
o Promotion, 
o New relationships such as a new boss, 
o New duties, or 
o Relocation. 

The employee experienced an unexpected change due to: 
o Employees' Illness, or 
o Unilateral change of the employment relationship imposed by 

employer 
Evidence of the terminated employees satisfactory past performance 
including: 

o Long satisfactory service, 
o Other explanation for the poor performance, not in employees 

area of responsibility, or not poor performance relative to 
other employees, 

o Previous exemplary service, 
o Positive performance appraisal, or 
o Other recent positive feedback. 

The court noted that the: 
o Employer had failed to employ progressive discipline, or had 

responded disproportionately with dismissal, or 
o Employee had an unblemished disciplinary record. 

The employer failed to: 
o Provide an adequate explanation for the dismissal, or had mis

represented the reason for dismissal, 
o Investigate the circumstances leading to dismissal fully, 
o Provide a hearing prior to dismissal, or 
o Provide and appeal after the dismissal decision. 

The employer had failed to: 
o Provide a timeline and opportunity to improve, 
o Inform the employee that dismissal may result from failure to 
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Performance 
Standards 

Vulnerability * 

Not Serious * 

Pre-Wallace De
cision 

meet standards, 
o Inform the employee that job is in jeopardy, 
o Inform the employee that performance not meeting standards, 

or 
o Inform the employee what is told to improve. 

The employer had failed in the implementation of standards by: 
o Communicating conflicting standards or expectations, 
o Not establishing performance standards, 
o Not demonstrating that employee had failed to meet objective 

standards, 
o Not enforcing standards consistently, or 
o Not communicating standards adequately, 
o Not providing feedback, instruction, supervision, support, or 

training necessary to accomplish the standards, 
o Setting unreasonable or unrealistic standards, or by imposing 

new higher standards. 
The terminated employee was made vulnerable as a result of the dis
missal. The vulnerability consisted of either: 

o Psychological distress, or 
o Damaged reputation or integrity. 

The employer had failed to consider the lack of seriousness of the 
poor performance: 

o By not considering that the employee had no intent to not 
meet standards, to benefit from the failure to meet standards, 
or repudiate the employment contract, 

o Employer had not suffered loss, risk, or jeopardy, 
o Employer had not established the serious nature of the poor 

performance in the context of the employee's duties or overall 
employment relationship. 

o Cases that were published prior to the publication of Wallace 
in October, 1997. 
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Appendix C - List of Canadian Legal Reports Represented in Lexus-Nexus 

LexisNexis Canadian Case Law - a file containing all available reported and unreported 
full text judgements from Canadian courts, encompassing publications from Butter-
worth's Canada Ltd., Canada Law Book, and Manitoba Law Book Ltd., as well as mate
rial received directly from federal and provincial courts. 

Canadian Legal Publications included: 

Alberta Cases 
Alberta Civil Decisions and Judgements 
Alberta Criminal Decisions and Judgements 
All Canada Weekly Summaries and Judgements 
British Columbia Cases 
British Columbia Civil Decisions and Judgements 
British Columbia Criminal Decisions and Judgements 
British Columbia Labour Arbitration Decisions and Judgements 
Canada Federal Courts Reports 
Canada Industrial Relations Board 
Canada Supreme Court Reports 
Canadian Criminal Cases 
Canadian Labour Arbitration Summaries and Judgements 
Canadian Labour Relations Boards Reports, Second Series 
Canadian Patent Reporter 
Canadian Privy Council Reports 
Canadian Rights Reporter, Second Series 
Causes du Quebec 
Charter of Rights Decisions and Judgements 
Dominion Law Reports 
Exchequer Court Reports 
Federal Court Cases 
Federal Court of Appeals Decisions and Judgements 
Federal Court of Canada 
Labour Arbitration Cases 
Manitoba Cases 
Manitoba Civil Decisions and Judgements 
Manitoba Criminal Decisions and Judgements 
National Cases 
New Brunswick Cases 
Newfoundland and Labrador Cases 
Nova Scotia Cases 
Ontario Cases 
Ontario Court of Appeal Cases 
Ontario Reports 
Ontario Superior Court of Justice 
Saskatchewan Cases 



Saskatchewan Civil Decisions and Judgements 
Saskatchewan Criminal Decisions and Judgements 
Supreme Court of Canada 
Supreme Court of Canada Decisions and Judgements 
Tax Court of Canada 
Trade and Tariff Reports 
Weekly Criminal Bulletin and Judgements 
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Appendix D - Email Invitation to Participate 

My name is Jim Grant and I am a doctoral candidate at Saint Mary's University (SMU) in 
Halifax as well as an assistant professor of human resource management at Nipissing 
University in Ontario (705-474-3450 Ext. 4118). As part of my doctoral dissertation, I 
am conducting research on performance management and discipline for poor perform
ance in Canada under the supervision of Dr. Terry Wagar, also of SMU (420-5770). 

My study involves the management of employee performance and discipline for poor per
formance from the human resource practitioner's perspective. The results of this study 
will be of interest to HR practitioners and managers of all types. The survey can be com
pleted on-line and has typically taken about 20 minutes. I invite you and any of your col
leagues in human resources to participate. 

The link to the survey is: 

http://athena.smu.ca/survev/iimgrant/survev.htm 

For participation, you may be entered in a draw for several small gifts including an HR 
association membership, two CHRP recommended HRM texts, as well as two personality 
profiles. The draw will take place at the completion of the study. At that time, you may 
also access the results of the study at: 

http://www.smu.ca/academic/sobev/biographies/students/iim-grant.html 

http://athena.smu.ca/survev/iimgrant/survev.htm
http://www.smu.ca/academic/sobev/biographies/students/iim-grant.html
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Appendix E: HR Practitioners On-Line Surevy 

[SMU logo] 

Directions: Please respond to the questions by marking the appropriate 
box. If the required figures are not available your closest approximation is 
sufficient. 

About The Most Recent Employee Dismissal 

You are asked to recall the most recent dismissal of a non-union employee for perform
ance related issues (in contrast to misconduct such as harassment, theft, or insubordina
tion for example) that you have been involved in or have direct knowledge of with your 
present OR most recent employer. 

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree: 

1. In terminating the employee, the employer claimed to have had just and sufficient 
cause for the termination. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

2. At the time of termination, I believed that the employer had just and sufficient cause to 
terminate the employee. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

3. In hindsight, I now believe that the employer had just and sufficient cause to terminate 
the employee. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

4. Was notice of termination or severance pay provided? Yes No 
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• If yes, what was the notice period or severance as expressed in months? 
months 

• 5. The employee's dismissal: Yes No 

1. Arose out of safety concerns. 

2. Resulted from an accumulation of shortcomings. 

3. Was triggered by a culminating incident. 

4. Was due to other misconduct in addition to performance issues. 
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About the Dismissed Employee's Characteristics 

1. The dismissed employee was: • Male D Female 

2. The dismissed employee was years of age. 

3. The dismissed employee's tenure with the employer was years and 
months. 

4. The dismissed employee was: Yes No 

1. Induced to leave a previous employer 

2. On probation when dismissed. 

3. Previously disciplined for any reason. 

4. Facing limited job prospects upon dismissal. 

5. Employed under a written contract. 

6. A member of a self-directed work team. 

6. The dismissed employee's position was: 
D Executive 
D Manager 
• Supervisor 
• Professional 
D Clerical / labour 
D Sales 
• Personal or technical service 
• Other (Please specify) 
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About the Dismissed Employee's Circumstances 

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree: 

1. The dismissed employee relied on an expectation of continued employment with the 
employer. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

2. The possibility of damage to the employee's mental health was considered in deciding 
whether to dismiss. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

3. The possibility of damage to the employee's reputation in the community was consid
ered in deciding whether to dismiss. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

4. Lack of experience contributed to the poor performance. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

About Communication and Performance Standards 

1. The employer had established performance standards. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 



2. The employer's performance standards/expectations were contradictory. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

3. Performance standards were enforced consistently. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

4. Performance standards were reasonable and realistic. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

5. The employer communicated performance standards clearly. 

6.T 

1.1 

8.T 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

he employee's performance had fallen below an objective 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

he employee received sufficient performance feedback. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

he employee received sufficient instruction and support. 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

standard. 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

6 



Strongly 
disagree 

0 
Disagree 

0 

Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

Somewhat 
agree 

0 
Agree 

0 

Strongly 
agree 

0 

9. The employee received sufficient training. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

10. The employer represented job security unfairly. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

About Warnings Provided 

1. The employee was warned that performance was not meeting standards. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

2. The employee was warned about the consequences of poor performance. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

3. The employee was warned that continued employment was in jeopardy. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

4. The employee was given a reasonable opportunity to improve after a warning. 

1 
Strongly 

2 3 
Somewhat 

4 
Somewhat 

5 6 
Strongly 



disagree 
0 

Disagree 
0 

disagree 
0 

agree 
0 

Agree 
0 

agree 
0 

5. The employee was told what was required to improve. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

6. The employee failed to improve performance after a warning. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 
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About the Dismissed Employee's Performance 

1. The employee had performed long, satisfactory service. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

2. The employee's past performance had been exemplary. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
O 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

3. The employee had received recent positive feedback. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

4. The employee was learning slowly. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

5. The employee had shown improved performance. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

6. The employee's poor performance was temporary. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 
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7. There was another explanation for the poor performance. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

8. The employee's performance was NOT worse relative to others. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

About the Seriousness of the Poor Performance 

1. The employer suffered actual or potential loss. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

2. The employee's poor performance was serious in the context of his or her overall du
ties. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

3. Poor performance led to a loss of trust and confidence in the employee's ability to 
carry out the responsibilities of the position. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

O 

2 

Disagree 
O 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

O 

5 

Agree 
O 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

4. The employee did not intentionally perform poorly. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

2 

Disagree 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

5 

Agree 

6 
Strongly 
agree 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 

5. The employee demonstrated no intent to benefit personally from any of her/his actions. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

About the Dismissed Employee's Working Conditions 

1. The employee had recently experienced a serious illness. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

2. The employee had recently experienced a significant change of employment status. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

3. The employee had recently experienced a significant relocation. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

4. The employer had unilaterally changed the employee's conditions of employment. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

O 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

5. An attempt was made to accommodate the employee's changing needs. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 
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About Your Organization 

1. What is your organization's major product / service? 

2. How many employees does your organization employ in Canada? 

3. How many employees at your location? 

4. Your organization: Yes No 

1. Is unionized. 
2. Is a branch or subsidiary of a larger company. 
3. Has adopted a non-union grievance procedure allowing 

non-union employees to challenge management decisions. 
4. Has had a legal claim filed against it by an employee in the courts or with 

a government agency (eg. a human rights complaint) in the past two years. 
5. Has permanently reduced its workforce over the past two years. 

5. What proportion (%) of the workforce: 
% 

1. Is employed under a collective agreement? 
2. Is employed on a part-time or temporary basis? 
3. Has worked for the employer for five or more years? 
4. Has at least some college or university education? 
5. Has your organization dismissed in the past year? 
6. Had formal disciplinary action (eg. warning, suspension) 

recorded in their personnel file in the past year? 

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree: 

5. A lot of time is involved in reaching and carrying out a decision to dismiss an em
ployee. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

6. An extensive record of inadequate performance is typically required before an em
ployee would be dismissed. 
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1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

7. The employer is very committed to avoiding lawsuits / cases by current or former em
ployees. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

8. Labour / employment lawyers in our region are very active in trying to help employees 
sue their employer. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

9. An employee with a poor absenteeism record is likely to be dismissed. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

10. An employee who is insubordinate to supervisors more than once in the same year is 
likely to be fired. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

11. We can take a chance in hiring a new employee, since if they do not work out it is 
relatively easy to terminate their employment. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

12. We expend a great deal of effort to attract and retain the most talented employees 
available. 
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1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

13. How would you describe the strategic focus of your organization? 
1 

Controlling 
Costs 

0 

2 

0 

3 

0 

4 

0 

5 

0 

6 
Developing 
new prod
ucts / ser
vices 

0 

14. Over the past two years, how would you describe the demand for your organization's 
primary product/service. 

1 
Substantial 
increase 

0 

2 

0 

3 

0 

4 

0 

5 

0 

6 
Substantial 
decrease 

0 
Substantial increase Substantial decrease 
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About You (for descriptive purposes only) 

1. You have been the primary decision maker in a number of dismissals. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

2. You have played a role in making the decision to dismiss by providing recommenda
tions or advice. 

1 
Strongly 
disagree 

0 

2 

Disagree 
0 

3 
Somewhat 
disagree 

0 

4 
Somewhat 
agree 

0 

5 

Agree 
0 

6 
Strongly 
agree 

0 

3. What is your age? 

4. How many years of full-time work experience do you have? 

5. How many years of human resources experience do you have? 

6. How long have you worked for your present employer? Years months 

7. What is your gender? 
• Male D Female 

8. Would you describe your work experience as being primarily: 
D Union environment 
• Non-union environment 

9. Are you a Certified Human Resource Professional (CHRP)? 
• Yes • No 

10. If no, are you working toward a CHRP? 
• Yes D No 

11. Have you ever been dismissed from a position yourself? 
D Never been dismissed 
D Been dismissed at least once 

12. What is your level of education? 
• High school or less 



• Some college/university 
D Completed undergraduate 
D Masters degree or higher 

13. What is your present position (pick one)? 
• Managerial 
• Consultant 
• Professional 
D Administrative / clerical 
• Other Please specify 

14. Have you been directly involved in dismissing employees? 
• Yes • No 

15. If yes, how many? dismissals 
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Appendix F: Consent Form and Invitation to Participate 
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Learning more about Human Resource Management and Employee Dismissal 
Jim Grant, Saint Mary's University, Halifax, NS B3H 3C3 
Contact: 902-496-8232; jim.grant@smu.ca 

I am a doctoral candidate as well as a faculty member in management at Saint Mary's 
University. As part of my doctoral thesis, I am conducting research on employee dis
missal and performance management in Canada under Dr. Terry Wagar. I invite you to 
participate in my study. 

This study involves the management of employee performance and dismissal from the 
human resource practitioner's perspective. You will be asked about your perceptions of 
employee performance when dismissal has been the final outcome. For each section, you 
will find instructions to guide you. If the required figures are not available, your closest 
approximation is sufficient. The survey should take approximately 20 minutes to com
plete. 

For your participation, you may enter a draw for a gift including an HR association mem
bership, two CHRP recommended HRM texts, as well as two personality profiles. Com
plete the form at the end of the survey and you will be eligible to win. The draw will take 
place at the completion of the study. At that time, you may access results at: 
http ://www. smu.ca/academic/sobev/bio graphies/students/i im-grant.html 

Your participation is voluntary and you may withdraw from the study at any time without 
penalty. All information obtained will be kept strictly confidential. The appropriate ac
tions will be taken to ensure the data is securely stored. To further protect confidential
ity, the results will be presented in aggregated form only and no individual participants or 
responses will be identified. 

This research has been reviewed and approved by the Saint Mary's University Research 
Ethics Board. If you have questions or concerns about the study, you may contact Dr. 
Veronica Stinson, Chair of the Saint Mary's University Research Ethics Board, at eth-
ics(a),smu.ca or 420-5728. 

By clicking on "CONTINUE", you are indicating that you fully understand the above in
formation and agree to participate in this study. Thank you in advance for your coopera
tion. 

CONTINUE... 

mailto:jim.grant@smu.ca
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Appendix G: On-Line Experimental Materials - Taylor's Dismissal 

Participants received one of eight versions of a vignette that portrays the dismissal of an 
employee. 

The participant instructions were: 

Please read the case below and respond to the questions that follow by marking the 
appropriate box. This is not a test; there are no right or wrong answers. Be sure to 
answ er every question. If you are unsure of an answer your best estimate is fine. _ 

The eight versions of the vignette and the questions they were asked to complete follow 
below. 
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A Case of Dismissal 

In 1989, National Bulk Sellers (NBS) ap
proached Jack Taylor to work for them. At the 
time, Taylor had been employed for 25 years at 
a company which competed with NBS. Taylor 
told the NBS representative that he was 45 
years old and did not want to leave a secure 
position without some guarantee of job secu
rity. The NBS representative assured Taylor 
that if his performance was satisfactory, he 
could expect to continue working with NBS 
until retirement. 

Taylor's performance was more than satisfac
tory as he excelled in all areas of his job. 
Moreover, for the next 14 years, he was the top 
salesperson each year. But in 2003, shortly 
after a review of his performance by the sales 
manager and general manager, Taylor was 
fired. 

NBS alleged that it had just cause to terminate 
Taylor because he was unable to perform his 
duties satisfactorily and, therefore, offered him 
no severance pay. Nevertheless, Taylor had 
never been warned that his performance could 
lead to dismissal. 

As a result of the dismissal, Taylor was put in 
a particularly vulnerable position. He had ex
pected to continue working for NBS until re
tirement. In addition, NBS continued to main
tain that it had just and sufficient cause to dis
miss Taylor. These allegations led to emo
tional problems for Taylor, for which he re
quired extensive psychiatric assistance. He 
was devastated and depressed. In addition, he 
was almost 59 years old when he was fired and 
he had difficulty finding another job. 

1. The employer had just and sufficient cause to 
terminate the employee without notice. 

1 2 
Strongly 
Disagree 

5 6 
Strongly 

Agree 

2. Given the facts provided, I would have provided 
the employee with minimal or no notice. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

3. What, if any, notice period or severance would 
you have been inclined to provide as expressed in 
months? 
D months D no notice at all 

4. Taylor's past performance was exemplary. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

5. Taylor was warned about the consequences of 
poor performance. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

6. The procedure used to dismiss Taylor was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

7. The severance pay offered to Taylor was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

8. The explanation given to Taylor for the dismissal 
was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

9. Overall, Taylor's dismissal was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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A Case of Dismissal 

In 1989, National Bulk Sellers (NBS) ap
proached Jack Taylor to work for them. At the 
time, Taylor had been employed for 25 years at 
a company which competed with NBS. Taylor 
told the NBS representative that he was 45 
years old and did not want to leave a secure 
position without some guarantee of job secu
rity. The NBS representative assured Taylor 
that if his performance was satisfactory, he 
could expect to continue working with NBS 
until retirement. 

Taylor's performance was less than satisfac
tory, and for the next 14 years, certain aspects 
of his performance were satisfactory while 
other areas were frequently deficient. Taylor 
never achieved better than average sales rela
tive to his co-workers. In 2003, shortly after a 
review of his performance by the sales man
ager and general manager, Taylor was fired. 

NBS alleged that it had just cause to terminate 
Taylor because he was unable to perform his 
duties satisfactorily and, therefore, offered him 
no severance pay. Nevertheless, Taylor had 
never been warned that his performance could 
lead to dismissal. 

As a result of the dismissal, Taylor was put in 
a particularly vulnerable position. He had ex
pected to continue working for NBS until re
tirement. In addition, NBS continued to main
tain that it had just and sufficient cause to dis
miss Taylor. These allegations led to emo
tional problems for Taylor, for which he re
quired extensive psychiatric assistance. He 
was devastated and depressed. In addition, he 
was almost 59 years old when he was fired and 
he had difficulty finding another job. 

1. The employer had just and sufficient cause to 
terminate the employee without notice. 

1 2 
Strongly 
Disagree 

5 6 
Strongly 

Agree 

2. Given the facts provided, I would have provided 
the employee with minimal or no notice. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

3. What, if any, notice period or severance would 
you have been inclined to provide as expressed in 
months? 
D months D no notice at all 

4. Taylor's past performance was exemplary. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

5. Taylor was warned about the consequences of 
poor performance. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

6. The procedure used to dismiss Taylor was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

7. The severance pay offered to Taylor was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

8. The explanation given to Taylor for the dismissal 
was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

9. Overall, Taylor's dismissal was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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A Case of Dismissal 

In 1989, National Bulk Sellers (NBS) ap
proached Jack Taylor to work for them. At the 
time, Taylor had been employed for 25 years at 
a company which competed with NBS. Taylor 
told the NBS representative that he was 45 
years old and did not want to leave a secure 
position without some guarantee of job secu
rity. The NBS representative assured Taylor 
that if his performance was satisfactory, he 
could expect to continue working with NBS 
until retirement. 

Taylor's performance was less than satisfac
tory, and for the next 14 years, certain aspects 
of his performance were satisfactory while 
other areas were frequently deficient. Taylor 
never achieved better than average sales rela
tive to his co-workers. In 2003, shortly after a 
review of his performance by the sales man
ager and general manager, Taylor was fired. 

NBS alleged that it had just cause to terminate 
Taylor because he was unable to perform his 
duties satisfactorily and, therefore, offered him 
no severance pay. Moreover, Taylor had been 
warned that his performance could lead to 
dismissal. 

As a result of the dismissal, Taylor was put in 
a particularly vulnerable position. He had ex
pected to continue working for NBS until re
tirement. In addition, NBS continued to main
tain that it had just and sufficient cause to dis
miss Taylor. These allegations led to emo
tional problems for Taylor, for which he re
quired extensive psychiatric assistance. He 
was devastated and depressed. In addition, he 
was almost 59 years old when he was fired and 
he had difficulty finding another job. 

1. The employer had just and sufficient cause to 
terminate the employee without notice. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

2. Given the facts provided, I would have provided 
the employee with minimal or no notice. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

3. What, if any, notice period or severance would 
you have been inclined to provide as expressed in 
months? 
D months • no notice at all 

4. Taylor's past performance was exemplary. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

5. Taylor was warned about the consequences of 
poor performance. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

6. The procedure used to dismiss Taylor was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

7. The severance pay offered to Taylor was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

8. The explanation given to Taylor for the dismissal 
was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

9. Overall, Taylor's dismissal was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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A Case of Dismissal 

In 1989, National Bulk Sellers (NBS) ap
proached Jack Taylor to work for them. At the 
time, Taylor had been employed for 25 years at 
a company which competed with NBS. Taylor 
told the NBS representative that he was 45 
years old and did not want to leave a secure 
position without some guarantee of job secu
rity. The NBS representative assured Taylor 
that if his performance was satisfactory, he 
could expect to continue working with NBS 
until retirement. 

Taylor's performance was more than satisfac
tory as he excelled in all areas of his job. 
Moreover, for the next 14 years, he was the top 
salesperson each year. But in 2003, shortly 
after a review of his performance by the sales 
manager and general manager, Taylor was 
fired. 

NBS alleged that it had just cause to terminate 
Taylor because he was unable to perform his 
duties satisfactorily and, therefore, offered him 
no severance pay. Moreover, Taylor had been 
warned that his performance could lead to 
dismissal. 

As a result of the dismissal, Taylor was put in 
a particularly vulnerable position. He had ex
pected to continue working for NBS until re
tirement. In addition, NBS continued to main
tain that it had just and sufficient cause to dis
miss Taylor. These allegations led to emo
tional problems for Taylor, for which he re
quired extensive psychiatric assistance. He 
was devastated and depressed. In addition, he 
was almost 59 years old when he was fired and 
he had difficulty finding another job. 

1. The employer had just and sufficient cause to 
terminate the employee without notice. 

1 2 
Strongly 
Disagree 

5 6 
Strongly 

Agree 

2. Given the facts provided, I would have provided 
the employee with minimal or no notice. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

3. What, if any, notice period or severance would 
you have been inclined to provide as expressed in 
months? 
• months • no notice at all 

4. Taylor's past performance was exemplary. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

5. Taylor was warned about the consequences of 
poor performance. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

6. The procedure used to dismiss Taylor was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

7. The severance pay offered to Taylor was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

8. The explanation given to Taylor for the dismissal 
was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

9. Overall, Taylor's dismissal was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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A Case of Dismissal 

In 1989, National Bulk Sellers (NBS) ap
proached Jill Taylor to work for them. At the 
time, Taylor had been employed for 25 years at 
a company which competed with NBS. Taylor 
told the NBS representative that she was 45 
years old and did not want to leave a secure 
position without some guarantee of job secu
rity. The NBS representative assured Taylor 
that if her performance was satisfactory, she 
could expect to continue working with NBS 
until retirement. 

Taylor's performance was more than satisfac
tory as she excelled in all areas of her job. 
Moreover, for the next 14 years, she was the 
top salesperson each year. But in 2003, shortly 
after a review of her performance by the sales 
manager and general manager, Taylor was 
fired. 

NBS alleged that it had just cause to terminate 
Taylor because she was unable to perform her 
duties satisfactorily and, therefore, offered her 
no severance pay. Nevertheless, Taylor had 
never been warned that her performance could 
lead to dismissal. 

As a result of the dismissal, Taylor was put in 
a particularly vulnerable position. She had 
expected to continue working for NBS until 
retirement. In addition, NBS continued to 
maintain that it had just and sufficient cause to 
dismiss Taylor. These allegations led to emo
tional problems for Taylor, for which she re
quired extensive psychiatric assistance. She 
was devastated and depressed. In addition, 
she was almost 59 years old when she was 
fired and she had difficulty finding another 
job. 

1. The employer had just and sufficient cause to 
terminate the employee without notice. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

2. Given the facts provided, I would have provided 
the employee with minimal or no notice. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

3. What, if any, notice period or severance would 
you have been inclined to provide as expressed in 
months? 
D months D no notice at all 

4. Taylor's past performance was exemplary. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

5. Taylor was warned about the consequences of 
poor performance. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

6. The procedure used to dismiss Taylor was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

7. The severance pay offered to Taylor was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

8. The explanation given to Taylor for the dismissal 
was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

9. Overall, Taylor's dismissal was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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A Case of Dismissal 

In 1989, National Bulk Sellers (NBS) ap
proached Jill Taylor to work for them. At the 
time, Taylor had been employed for 25 years at 
a company which competed with NBS. Taylor 
told the NBS representative that she was 45 
years old and did not want to leave a secure 
position without some guarantee of job secu
rity. The NBS representative assured Taylor 
that if her performance was satisfactory, she 
could expect to continue working with NBS 
until retirement. 

Taylor's performance was less than satisfac
tory, and for the next 14 years, certain aspects 
of her performance were satisfactory while 
other areas were frequently deficient. Taylor 
never achieved better than average sales rela
tive to her co-workers. In 2003, shortly after a 
review of her performance by the sales man
ager and general manager, Taylor was fired. 

NBS alleged that it had just cause to terminate 
Taylor because she was unable to perform her 
duties satisfactorily and, therefore, offered her 
no severance pay. Nevertheless, Taylor had 
never been warned that her performance could 
lead to dismissal. 

As a result of the dismissal, Taylor was put in 
a particularly vulnerable position. She had 
expected to continue working for NBS until 
retirement. In addition, NBS continued to 
maintain that it had just and sufficient cause to 
dismiss Taylor. These allegations led to emo
tional problems for Taylor, for which she re
quired extensive psychiatric assistance. She 
was devastated and depressed. In addition, 
she was almost 59 years old when she was 
fired and she had difficulty finding another 
job. 

1. The employer had just and sufficient cause to 
terminate the employee without notice. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

2. Given the facts provided, I would have provided 
the employee with minimal or no notice. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

3. What, if any, notice period or severance would 
you have been inclined to provide as expressed in 
months? 
• months D no notice at all 

4. Taylor's past performance was exemplary. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

5. Taylor was warned about the consequences of 
poor performance. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

6. The procedure used to dismiss Taylor was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

7. The severance pay offered to Taylor was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

8. The explanation given to Taylor for the dismissal 
was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

9. Overall, Taylor's dismissal was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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A Case of Dismissal 

In 1989, National Bulk Sellers (NBS) ap
proached Jill Taylor to work for them. At the 
time, Taylor had been employed for 25 years at 
a company which competed with NBS. Taylor 
told the NBS representative that she was 45 
years old and did not want to leave a secure 
position without some guarantee of job secu
rity. The NBS representative assured Taylor 
that if her performance was satisfactory, she 
could expect to continue working with NBS 
until retirement. 

Taylor's performance was less than satisfac
tory, and for the next 14 years, certain aspects 
of her performance were satisfactory while 
other areas were frequently deficient. Taylor 
never achieved better than average sales rela
tive to her co-workers. In 2003, shortly after a 
review of her performance by the sales man
ager and general manager, Taylor was fired. 

NBS alleged that it had just cause to terminate 
Taylor because she was unable to perform her 
duties satisfactorily and, therefore, offered her 
no severance pay. Moreover, Taylor had been 
warned that her performance could lead to 
dismissal. 

As a result of the dismissal, Taylor was put in 
a particularly vulnerable position. She had 
expected to continue working for NBS until 
retirement. In addition, NBS continued to 
maintain that it had just and sufficient cause to 
dismiss Taylor. These allegations led to emo
tional problems for Taylor, for which she re
quired extensive psychiatric assistance. She 
was devastated and depressed. In addition, 
she was almost 59 years old when she was 
fired and she had difficulty finding another 
job. 

1. The employer had just and sufficient cause to 
terminate the employee without notice. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

2. Given the facts provided, I would have provided 
the employee with minimal or no notice. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

3. What, if any, notice period or severance would 
you have been inclined to provide as expressed in 
months? 
D months • no notice at all 

4. Taylor's past performance was exemplary. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

5. Taylor was warned about the consequences of 
poor performance. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

6. The procedure used to dismiss Taylor was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

7. The severance pay offered to Taylor was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

8. The explanation given to Taylor for the dismissal 
was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

9. Overall, Taylor's dismissal was fair. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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Appendix H: Debriefing Notes for Experimental Materials - Taylor's Dismissal 

A Case of Dismissal 

In 1989, National Bulk Sellers (NBS) approached Jack (Jill) Taylor to work for them. At 
the time, Taylor had been employed for 25 years at a company which competed with 
NBS. But he (she) told the NBS representative that he (she) was 45 years old and did not 
want to leave a secure position without some guarantee of job security. The NBS repre
sentative assured Taylor that if his (her) performance was satisfactory, he (she) could ex
pect to continue working with NBS until retirement. 

Taylor's performance was more than satisfactory as he (she) excelled in all areas of his 
(her) job. Moreover, for the next fourteen years, he (she) was the NBS top salesperson in 
each year. But in 2003, shortly after a review of his (her) performance work by the sales 
manager and general manager, Taylor was fired. 

(Taylor's performance was less than satisfactory, and for the next fourteen years, certain 
aspects of his (her) performance were satisfactory while other areas were frequently defi
cient. Taylor never achieved better than average sales relative to his (her) co-workers at 
NBS. In 2003, shortly after a review of his (her) performance by the sales manager and 
general manager, Taylor was fired.) 

NBS alleged that it had just cause to terminate Taylor because he (she) was unable to per
form his (her) duties satisfactorily and, therefore, offered him (her) no severance pay. 
Nevertheless, Taylor had never been warned that his (her) poor performance could lead to 
dismissal. 

(NBS alleged that it had just cause to terminate Taylor because he (she) was unable to 
perform his (her) duties satisfactorily and, therefore, offered him (her) no severance pay. 
Moreover, Taylor had been warned that his (her) poor performance could lead to dis
missal.) 

As a result of the dismissal, Taylor had been put in a particularly vulnerable position. He 
(She) had expected to continue working for NBS until his (her) retirement. In addition, 
NBS continued to maintain that it had just and sufficient cause to dismiss Taylor. These 
allegations led to emotional problems for Taylor, for which he (she) required extensive 
psychiatric assistance. He (She) was devastated and depressed. In addition, he (she) was 
almost 59 years old when he (she) was fired and he (she) had difficulty finding another 
job. 

(As a result of the dismissal, Taylor had been put in a particularly vulnerable position. 
He had expected to continue working for NBS until his retirement. Although, NBS con
tinued to maintain that it had just and sufficient cause to dismiss Taylor, he was able to 
accept that his dismissal was just a normal part of work today. He was, therefore, able to 
move on with his life and regained his positive mental attitude. Nevertheless, he (she) 
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was almost 59 years old when he (she) was fired and he (she) had difficulty finding an
other job.) 
Wallace v. United Grain Growers Ltd., 1997 
This simulated dismissal was based on the Supreme Court of Canada (SCC) appeal of Jack 
Wallace. The SCC found that the trial judge had the discretion to extend the notice to 
which Wallace was entitled - damages that have come to be known as "Wallace dam
ages" - because "employers ought to be held to an obligation of good faith and fair deal
ing in the manner of dismissal." The employer's bad faith conduct and unfair dealing led 
to an injury to Wallace in the manner of humiliation, embarrassment, and damage to his 
sense of self-worth, which, the court held, should be compensated even if the injury 
hadn't led to the employee's inability to find new employment. 

Even though Wallace had been the top salesperson for each of the 13 years he had been 
employed by the defendant, he was summarily discharged without explanation and sub
sequently suffered emotional difficulties forcing him to seek psychiatric help. In its 
judgement, the SCC restored the trial judge's award of 24 months notice, which the lower 
appeal court had reduced to 15, in part because Wallace had been induced to leave previ
ous secure employment but in particular because the employer had been "untruthful, mis
leading and unduly insensitive." During the course of dismissal, employers should be, 
"candid, reasonable, honest and forthright." 

The Simulated Dismissal 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the attitudes of human resource (HR) 
practitioners with respect to perceptions of justice and fairness in the simulated dismissal of 
non-union employees. Non-union employees are protected by a labrynth of statute and 
common laws but, in particlular, the common law of wrongful dismissal is the last word on 
the rights and wrongs of the employment contract in Canada. Nevertheless, non-union 
employees may be guided more by their perception of fairness and justice in the 
employment relationship, what Rousseau (1995) has referred to as the psychological 
contract, than by the law. In this study, we hope to identify the relationship of perceptions 
of organizational justice and HR practitioners' propensity to dismiss and to take legal action 
to the employer and employee behaviour in a simulated dismissal scenario. 

The manipulations of the variables of interest are presented above in brackets. In this 
scenario (the dismissed employee is Taylor) the manipulations include the sex of the 
employee portrayed, the employee's performance, whether the employer provided a 
warning of the possibility of dismissal, and whether the employee was psychologically 
vulnerable. Each participant received one of 16 possible variations of this scenario but will 
not know what, if any, material in the case has been altered relative to other participants. 
You were asked to respond to a series of items for each scenario, which include items re
lated to whether there existed cause for dismissal and your propensity to take legal action, 
as well as items related to the fairness of the dismissal. 
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In the past, we have found that the sex of employees in real world dismissal cases as well 
as in simulated dismissal studies can explain a significant proportion of the variation in re
sponses. Female respondents have been less likely to be willing to pursue legal action in 
simulated dismissals but, nevertheless, more likely to be successful in their actual court 
proceedings for wrongful dismissal. 

Three general hypotheses, in addition to other more specific ones, are being explored. 
First, it is hypothesized that an employee's previous exemplary performance will de
crease the likelihood of HR practitioners perceiving that the employer had just and suffi
cient cause to dismiss and increase the likelihood that the respondent will be willing to 
pursue legal action. 

Second, the provision of a warning that the employee's failure to reach a standard of em
ployment would result in dismissal should significantly increase the likelihood that the 
employer had just and sufficient cause to dismiss and would decrease the likelihood the 
respondent would be willing to take legal action against the employer. Finally, the psy
chological vulnerability of the dismissed employee will lead to a decreased likelihood 
that dismissal was for just cause and a greater likelihood that the respondent would be 
willing to take legal action. 



Appendix I: Occupational Status Code 

Level 5 
senior management 
business / general manager 

Level 4 
principal (of a small private school) 
professional (hodge-podge - insurance broker to social worker to engineer) 
sales manager 
manager 

Level 3 
shift foreman / supervisor 
health technologist 
bar manager 
computer consultant 
head greenskeeper 
negotiator / sales 

Level 2 
skilled clerical (eg accounting clerk) 
skilled labour / technical (automotive technician, horse trainer, electrician, etc.) 
salesperson 

Level 1 
bar tender 
clerical 
nanny/housekeeper 
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